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Zamir P. Shalita:

A medical microbiologist, addict to computers. Since 1992 a consultant and active in
debates for the public against electromagnetic and chemical hazards. An author, and a
scientific editor. Having background in agriculture (BSc. Agr. 1962), in medical
microbiology (MSc. 1967). ZPS graduated the Weizmann Institue of Science, in molecular
biology (Ph.D. 1976), and involved for 30 years in medical research, biotechnology, and
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cellular phones, to committees at the Israeli parliament (2000) and the Japanese parliament
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The author emphasizes in this book, that besides the heavy chemical pollution, we are
exposed to electromagnetic radiation, and live in tension, that yields a lot of stress. All of
these combined, generate free radicals. They in turn enhance aging ailments, such as
arthritis, heart and vascular, neural, renal, hepatic, immune, diabetic, and cancers. These
ailments cause tremendous suffering, and claim most of premature deaths. Most of us are not
aware of the factors causing these injuries, as not well informed how to protect ourselves, and
hinder aging.
The good news is, that it is simple to avoid most of radicals injuries, to minimize those that
cannot be avoided, and protect the body against stress: By keeping awareness, prudent
avoidance, and healthy nutrition, supplemented with antioxidant vitamins and minerals.
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The aging ailments that catch us when least expected, in raising our children, and pursuing
career, are not disasters from heaven. They can be postponed for many years, by assisting our
body (evolved in jungle life) to act well in ‘urban jungle’ conditions. So we may win longevity
as well as better quality of life.

Chapter one
If life is so much better now, why don’t we
feel better?
Computers caused a real revolution in modern life. Computers can store
and manipulate data on demand, with a speed and efficiency never known
before. The efficiency of everyday life has been transformed, in all
spheres of life; at home, at work, in medicine, education, science,
agriculture,
administration,
economics,
commerce,
finance,
transportation, communication, planning and control processes, industrial
production, advertising, display, the list goes on. Computers helped to
make sophisticated systems, for diverse applications (Kurzweil 1990). We
have now computer controlled weapons, virtual reality, film special
effects, games, training, and have changed aspects of our lives in more
ways than we are probably aware of. You can dictate a text to the
computer and see it typed down, then get it sent overseas in seconds, and
get it reviewed and sent back in minutes. One can get an address
anywhere, and then check menus at Paris cafe’s, or a ski resort prior to
getting there, then check the stock market at Wall Street. In the year 1997,
the world chess champion Garry Kasparov was defeated by the super IBM
computer “Deep Blue”. The basic advantage of computers is their ability
to store and release data at request: They can fully remember trillions of
facts, and they can look for any of them and present it to others almost
instantly, in speed and efficiency never known before. Compare it to
many of us that have difficulties to remember several phone numbers...
When human intelligence could be combined with the computer inherent
superiority in speed, preciseness and the ability to share its memory, the
results would be astounding (Kurzweil 1999).
Food is abundant, life expectancy increased. Infectious diseases that
claimed lives of millions, have been practically exterminated, plague,
smallpox, polio, tetanus (the disease of wounded soldiers), diphtheria,
whooping cough, tuberculosis and leprosy, although tuberculosis is
threatening a come back. Malaria still kills millions every year, but not in
developed countries, and far from public view. A new epidemic threatens
modern life: AIDS, for which no immunization has yet been found.
Everyday life is comfortable at home, in getting food and in our daily
routine. So we are supposed to live happily ever after, with no day to day
anxieties. Instead, life has not become so easy, and reality is far from the
prophetic vision anticipated: huge developments in technology have
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meant a much faster pace of life, less economic stability, and more
employee mobility worldwide. In such tumultuous change, the ordinary
person tries to survive and to make a living. He or she struggles to have a
family, to put a roof over their heads, and to provide for their future.
General instability is mirrored in the lives of everyone. Pressures of life
require commuting to studies and jobs, long hours’ journeys everyday,
professional obligations, and financial struggles. All these lead to tension,
stress, anxiety and sleepless nights. These pressures are associated with
the early onset of illnesses that were hardly recognised in days gone by,
such as heart disease, cancer, and illnesses to do with age such as
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and many others. Hand in hand with the
appearance of these there are recent advances in medicine, non invasive
diagnoses, knowledge and methods of treatment, surgical techniques,
organ transplants, that could not have been imagined in previous decades.
Computers simulation techniques improved the ability to hit remote
targets with precision. Thus it enabled large forces to impose law and
order on countries involved in local ethnic battles. Native tribal peoples
are becoming embroiled in ‘backyard wars’ fighting over land ownership
rights. These battles are the results of global political tension and
economic uncertainty.
Technological development is also associated with the expansion of
‘civilization’, e.g. deforestation for wood and for roads, the destruction of
wildlife, of natural treasures and landscapes, overfishing, and the
disruption of marine and terrestrial food chains. Deforestation damages
the environment, air quality, and is responsible for climate change. It has
caused the extinction of many species of plants and animals. Technology
requires increasing amounts of energy, for the production of electricity,
for running industrial plants, for heating and cooling, for transportation on
the ground, over the seas and in the air worldwide. Energy is produced
mainly from burning fossil fuels (oils, coal and gas). But they fail to meet
demand. So energy is also produced by nuclear reactors, in power
stations, submarines, etc. The burning of fossil fuels pollutes our
environment. The air we breath is more like a smog rich with oxides of
carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, lead, other metals and many poisonous
chemicals. Some of these pollutants made holes in the ozone layer that
used to protect us from lethal UV radiation. Through these holes pass UV
rays that have caused a significant increase in skin and other cancers.
Other pollutants are supposed to lead to a global greenhouse effect, that
might cause extensive flooding in years to come.
Many pollutants cause respiratory diseases, allergies, and infections.
Some of these pollutants can damage the eyes, the liver, the digestive
system, the brain and nervous system, the immune system, kidneys, and
more! Industrial chemicals, bacteria and viruses (including those from
sewage) pollute streams and rivers and damage vegetation, animals and
humans. Many species of plants and animals have been lost due to
pollution, and others are heading the same way. Some rivers are lethal,
such as the Yarkon River in Israel. A group of people that walked over it
on a temporary bridge took an unexpected bath when the bridge suddenly
collapsed. They were rescued within a few minutes, but four of them died,
and several others barely survived the experience, remaining disabled for
life! Pollution is not a figment of the imagination, neither is it an
invention of crazy environmentalists, it is a real risk on the roads and at
home. Many of Britain’s sewers date from Victorian times and are in a
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sad state of disrepair. Collapsed sewage systems can contaminate drinking
water, reservoirs and the water table itself. Fruits, vegetables or grains,
might be contaminated with traces of pesticides and insecticides, used in
the agribusiness drive for more yield per acre. Meat is commonly injected
with growth hormones and fed inappropriately in the name of increased
profit, leading to the potential for contamination with virulent bacteria
and dangerous parasites. Barbecued meat (including branded burgers, and
steaks, etc.) absorb carcinogens in the grilling process.
Milk might contain pesticides, herbicides or antibiotics, as well as growth
hormones used to enhance milk production. The routine use of antibiotics
can result in the emergence of resistant bacteria, that can be passed on to
humans, thus putting them at risk. Individuals, who react to specific
antibiotics (e.g. penicillin-based antibiotics) who then drink this milk,
might have a severe reaction to the antibiotic agent.
Many foods contain preservatives, that suppress microbial growth, and
extend the shelf life of foods. Improved texture, taste, and color, are
achieved with the addition of supplements such as silicon, approved
flavors, aromatics and dyes (some of which are known carcinogens).
Meat, fish, cheeses and salads might be contaminated with pathogens
during handling or storage. Fish and shellfish may be part of a food chain
in which the sea was contaminated with sewage bacteria, industrial toxic
pollutants, oil spilled from tankers, coal ash, etc. Many of these
contaminants ‘climb’ the food chain until fish, birds and mammals,
including us, ingest them. In addition to these ‘cold’ pollutants, there are
‘hot’ (radioactive) pollutants leaked from nuclear power plants, from
radioactive materials in damaged storage facilities, nuclear fuelled
submarines, or nuclear explosions (including the collapse of the
Czernobyl reactor) or from nuclear tests. Storage facilities for radioactive
materials, in what used to be the USSR, including nuclear fuel, leakage
from active nuclear power plants and about eighty salvaged nuclear
submarines are poor, with no adequate safety measures and control and
poor maintenance. Many such pollutants reach the atmosphere, seas,
lakes, rivers and underground water sources. They get into the food chain
and are eaten throughout Europe and other countries. They can be found
in apparently innocuous sources, such as herb tea, imported from Eastern
Europe. They can cause genetically inherited damage, which may result in
cancers, malformations, and other problems.
All of us might be exposed to radiation such as X-rays, emitted from
Roentgen machines, mammography, and computerized tomography, used
to photograph internal organs. Some people may be treated for tumors
with -rays (emitted for an isotope of cobalt 60Co.) Passengers in
airplanes will be exposed to cosmic radiation. It has been estimated that a
flight from New York City to Los Angeles, or to London would be the
equivalent of having two chest X-rays. This type of radiation is called
ionizing radiation, which damages atoms by knocking out electron(s), so
they are turned to ions and free radicals. These radicals oxidize
molecules and structures in their vicinity in body cells, injuring biological
materials, such as proteins, lipids, and DNA (of animals and plants).
Damage to DNA can lead to mutations that are inherited, (if the DNA
damage does not kill the individual first), but sometimes it is
chromosomes that are broken. The most severe damage will be in organs
where cells are dividing rapidly and the DNA is most vulnerable,
especially in embryos or children, and in adults often in bone marrow
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where blood cells are produced. Such injuries can cause abortions,
malformations, cancers of many types, (such as leukemia), diseases of the
nerve system, of the immune system, and others life- or health-threatening
illnesses.
Other radiation such as short wave ultra violet (UV) in sunlight, overlaps
with the frequencies of ionizing radiation, increasing the risk of skin
cancer. There has been a dramatic rise in the amount of UV light reaching
the earth due to the depletion of the ozone layer by chlorinated
hydrocarbons, and cancer incidence has been rising in areas of high
exposure, especially those areas close to the polar regions.
In addition, we are continuously exposed to natural radiation; gases such
as radon from the ground, and cosmic radiation that also reaches us on the
ground, although with much less intensity. This radiation originated from
the “big bang” by which our universe was formed. Cosmic radiation
coming from the sun is partially blocked by the lines of magnetic force
surrounding our planet. This is associated with our biological diurnal
(circadian) cycle, whilst the fact that its intensity alternates in phase with
the periodic appearance of solar spots, is associated with a reduction in
the immunity of people world wide at about same time, and thus accounts
for the spread of epidemics.
The geomagnetic field at the surface of the Earth has a value of 20-70 µT
(microtesla), (=200-700 mG, milligauss, see units in ch. 2) varying with
position. Superimposed on this is a diurnally varying field of up to about
1 µT, which also varies with the solar and lunar days as well as other
cosmic intervals.
Prior to the year 1900, the Earth's EMF consisted mainly of the slowly
pulsating MF, visible light, and EMFs from random discharges of
lightning. In the year 1952, Schumann, proposed that Earth and
ionosphere resonated at the same frequencies as human brain waves. It
was confirmed in 1962, as "Schumann Resonances", that had a signal of
~8 Hz (Hertz), mainly driven by lightning discharges around the world.
They caused extremely low frequency (ELF) - EM waves, mainly in the
range of 1-40 Hz, which resonated between the Earth and the
ionosphere. These oscillations varied slightly in frequency every 24 h,
monthly, in conjunction with the Moon, and in definite cycles related to
sunspots activity, and by planetary positions. Through the ages, life on
Earth has developed within these fields. The 8 Hz component is now
regarded as particularly important and beneficial to living systems,
coinciding with the human brain's (8-12 Hz) α-rhythm (Smith and Best
1991). Thus Schumann Wave generators have been built into spacecraft
to help stabilize biological rhythms of astronauts, and prevent 'space
sickness'. In many places on Earth these signals are now drowned in a sea
of EMF "noise". Lakhovsky was the first scientist who stated the link
between EMFs and life (Lakhovsky 1920), mentioning that every living
being emitted radiation, with the great majority of them were capable of
receiving and detecting waves. Health was equivalent to the oscillating
equilibrium of living cells. Disease was characterized by oscillatory
disequilibrium. Lakhovsky also investigated geographical and geological
relationships with cancer, `geopathic zones', and the effects of the 11 year
sunspot cycle on life on Earth.
Pollution is no more imaginative or exaggerated situation, alarmed by
some ‘crazy’ environmentalists, it is a real risk to everyone. It was
generally thought of as chemical or 'substance' contamination although
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noise and EMF are included referring to all the vibrating unnatural EMFs
surrounding us. All these take us into the realm of 'vibrational' pollution.
that mostly undetectable by our main senses. EMFs were of the same
type of energy as ordinary sunlight. Over the last 60 years it has increased
dramatically, by the use of electrical equipment, that emitted nonionizing
electromagnetic fields (EMFs), at frequencies lower than UV light. These
EMFs were induced around high voltage power lines, transformers, lines
to and in the houses, radio, TV, and cellular transmitting antennae, radars,
and cellular phones (mainly the digitals). Indoors we have been exposed
to EMFs induced by all appliances working on mains electricity, from
electric sheet to hair dryer, wireless and cellular phones, computer
screens, TV sets, audio-video equipment, ovens, heaters, coolers,
laundry/washing machines, refrigerators, air condition, ventilators
fluorescent tubes, etc.
Recent work on subtle vibration states in water and blood suggested that
serious effects could also be produced by vibrating them by EMFs.
Sensitivity of water to the Earth's field is exhibited by static MF applied
at right angles to the geomagnetic field and then removed. The protons in
the water start to precess (gradually change their direction of spin) back to
be aligned with the Earth's field. It causes a `singing' noise at an accurate
frequency of ~2,000 Hz, which can be picked up by a simple coil and
amplifier. This frequency provided an accurate measure of the local
geomagnetic field. A modified version of this phenomenon is used in
hospitals modern MRI scanners, to provide detailed pictures of the body
structure and metabolism. It may well related to the dowsers ability, to
be able to detect small anomalies in the Earth's MF. Birds, bees and
salamanders have been shown to have sensitive magnetic sensors in their
bodies, and recently evidence has been emerging that humans also have
small, but sensitive, magnetic sense mechanisms.
Chemical pollutants of all kinds (industrial toxic wastes, car emissions of
oxides and lead, ozone, cigarette smoke, etc) for years have been known
to generate free radicals in the body, in addition to those radicals formed
normally by respiratory functions, various metabolic processes,
phagocytosis of invading organisms, etc. Stress is associated with bodily
emergency, with the acceleration of biological activities, which produces
more free radicals. These radicals immediately oxidize cell components,
such as cellular lipid membranes, proteins (including enzymes) blood
lipids, and damages cellular DNA. Antioxidants produced in the body (or
taken from foods) neutralize some of these radicals and so keep their level
low. As pollutants enter the body (in inhaled air, food and water) they
exhaust cellular antioxidant reserves. Consequently, the body becomes
unable to neutralize free radicals, and prevent them from damaging the
body. Free radicals suppress the action of liver cells so they are unable to
eliminate pollutants from the body. Radicals suppress the immune system,
disturb the nervous system, and the kidneys. Radicals also oxidize blood
lipids and cholesterol, thus enhancing arteriosclerosis that leads to
hypertension and heart disease. Proteins damaged by oxidation are
rendered inactive, loss of antioxidant reserves in nerve cells might cause
neurological diseases, and low reserves in the cells of the immune system
might lead to susceptibility to infectious diseases and cancer. Injured
DNA can lead to the synthesis of inactive proteins, and inactive control
systems that lead to cancer. Free radicals from pollutants, added to those
formed by ionizing radiation and also (found recently) to nonionizing
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radiation such as EMFs (see below), add to the hazards of modern life.
Prescribed drugs, taken by most of us, are reacted to by the body as if
they are pollutants, and they generate more free radicals. So their benefit,
if any, should be weighed against the damage they do…
We are exposed daily to environmental EMFs of different frequencies and
intensities. Such fields are induced around high voltage power lines,
transformers, cables to houses, radio and TV transmitters, mobile phone
base stations, radar stations, and others. At home we are exposed to EMFs
from appliances, including washing machines, TV sets, computer
monitors, radios, amplifiers, electric motors, air conditioning systems,
heaters, ovens, hair dryers, electric blankets, mobile phones, and others.
Years ago, low levels of radiation were considered too weak to be
damaging. Recently it has been revealed that fields that are too weak to
ionize atoms (referred to as nonionizing radiation), also generate free
radicals in the body. Thus they join the chemical pollutants and ionizing
radiation as dangerous!
In ancient times, when our ancestors lived in jungles, prairies, and the
bush, pollution was minimal, so antioxidants that the body produced from
foods hunted or gathered (or even cultivated) supplied all needs. When
humans started to use fire, they were exposed to extensive smoke
pollution, so they suffered from degenerative ailments, as well as from
infectious diseases (because the immune system was suppressed by lack
of antioxidants!). It was more damaging when there was insufficient
food, in times of drought or famine. Lack of antioxidants rendered
humans vulnerable to infectious diseases such as frequent laryngitis and
bronchial problems, and premature death at all ages.
Aging was considered just as normal course of life, where infectious
diseases came all the time, while arthritis, heart and vascular diseases,
and stroke were expected. Modern life is more costly, we pay much in
psychological and in physical sanity, and for medical insurance: Aging
signs and ailments come earlier than expected, for exposure to pollution
of all kinds, and no health insurance program is able to abolish it. It was
found that pollutants generated in the body instable reactive chemical
species, the free radicals, that oxidized molecules in their vicinity, such as
proteins enzymes, lipids, and cholesterol. The oxidized molecules were
not active, and oxidized cholesterol enhanced atherosclerosis, that led to
blood hypertension, and to heart and vascular diseases. The radicals
caused breaks in DNA, inflicting mutations, or broke chromosomes.
Radicals injured the nerve system, the immune system liver, pancreas
kidneys, and others. DNA in cell division is most vulnerable, especially in
embryos or children, and in bone marrow of adults, where blood cells are
produced. DNA injuries cause abortions, malformations, various ailments
and cancers.
Recently, aging ailments involve much more neurological diseases,
cancers of many kinds, and heart and vascular diseases, while many
individuals that are considered healthy, are depressed, constipated, suffer
from allergies, migraines etc. Over this period, cancer has become the
most common cause of death, for the DNA injuries. The radicals also
suppressed the immune systems, that failed to fight cells transformed to
carcinogenic. Children are more vulnerable to pollution, that is exhibited
by association of children morbidity and pollution infested areas.
Childhood leukemia have shown evidence of a link to living in relatively
low levels of fields from mains electricity, that raised the chances of a
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child getting leukaemia by two to four times. Many immuno-deficiency
problems were related to exposure to electromagnetic (EM)
pollution. Increasing numbers of people are now reporting
electromagnetic sensitivity (ES) which often seems to be linked with
chronic fatigue syndrome and multiple chemical sensitivity. The ES
symptoms seemed very similar to many other allergic conditions. Higher
than usual electrical fields (EFs) have also been reported as triggering
hyperactivity in some children. These fields may be affecting you and
your family members everyday.
On the other hand, life expectancy is much longer than in our
grandparents’ time, It is due to better nutrition, and recent advances in
medicine, involving non invasive diagnoses (such as magnetic resonance
imaging, MRI and computerized tomography, CT scanners), vast
knowledge and immediate access to computerized medical data, novel
methods of treatment, in surgical techniques, organ transplants. Such
methods could not be imagined in previous decades.
Industrialization and modernization increased chemical pollution, and in
the last 100 years, physical pollution included relatively weak EMFs
produced by power lines and electrical machines of all kinds. An
increased demand for antioxidants was needed to neutralize the free
radicals formed. Instead, nutrition adapted to modern life, with over
processed and stored foodstuffs, fast (=junk) food, and foods that lacked
fibers and vitamins, which contain fewer antioxidants to replenish the
body’s resources, adding to the shortfall. Coffee and alcohol lower the
body’s ability to absorb the few vitamins and minerals left... A chronic
shortage in antioxidants has resulted in increased ill-health, especially
degenerative conditions of all kinds, arthritis, arteriosclerosis, heart
attacks, strokes, nervous system diseases such as Parkinson’s,
Alzheimer’s and other dementias, infectious diseases, cancers of all kinds,
and premature death. Exposure to EMFs from stitching machines was
associated with Alzheimer's Disease, for the same reason.
Modern life is contradictory. We can buy plenty of foods which supply
more energy than we need, but fewer vitamins, minerals and antioxidants
. Much of the calorific value of foods is in hydrogenated oils, that
produce more free radicals in the body as well as more weight. Sugar
increases blood glucose and blood lipid levels, and generates more free
radicals that oxidize blood lipids and suppress the immune system
(frequently to less than10% of normal level!). Elevated blood lipid levels
leads to overweight, the main cause of ill health in modern societies.
Such a combination is dangerous. Overweight leads to the development of
many ailments and the production of free radicals that add to those
formed by chemical and physical pollution.
It worth noting that heart disease is the number one killer in modern life,
as a result of free radical excess. Cholesterol and blood lipids cannot be
stopped from being oxidized by free radicals. When oxidized, cholesterol
is not longer recognized by the cells of the immune system. They absorb
it, and it adheres to and narrows the walls of blood vessels, resulting in
arteriosclerosis. Cholesterol also damages the coronary arteries supplying
the heart itself. When the narrowing process is well advanced, and artery
walls are damaged, a blood clot might block the artery completely,
stopping much of the blood supply to the heart, resulting in a heart attack.
Some pollutants from industries, vehicles, and cigarettes, such as carbon
monoxide (CO) and hydrocyanic acid (HCN) have been found bonded to
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the haemoglobin in red blood cells (RBC) and can block much of the
oxygen supply to the body. They can be deadly to people with heart
conditions.
Modern life, lived at a frantic pace, frequently disrupts normal eating
habits, and many of us suffer frequently from constipation. Some people
feel they “have” to eat fast (junk) food, or food prepared and stored in
ways that ignore the safety knowledge of previous eras, before
refrigeration and bulk buying caused us to be less careful in food handling
processes. This can lead to mild food poisoning (Salmonella or Listeria
contaminated foods) causing intestinal inflammation, leading to
diarrhoea. Such mild food reactions have become so frequent, that we
hardly notice them. Diarrhoea causes loss of body fluids, leading to
(dangerous!) dehydration, a loss of vitamins and minerals that leads to
ionic imbalance and disturbed nerve functions, including an irregular
pulse rate. Constipation is also hazardous as carcinogens formed in the
colon have more time to develop and to damage it, causing tumors. Hard
fecal lumps damage the colon and anus, and lead to haemorrhoids.
Computers have become a major factor in modern life, and many of us sit
for much of the day in front of a screen and type. Long term sitting
impairs the blood supply to legs and to internal organs, increasing
haemorrhoid formation, and leading to constipation. Impaired blood
supply to the skeletal system involves muscle, joint, skeleton, and nerve
injuries, that have become common complaints. Typing might also result
in slight to severe damage to joints, muscles, limbs and back. It can
aggravate injuries caused by other factors, or loss of vitamins. Watching a
computer screen for many hours a day, increases eye problems. Over 80%
of computer users suffer eye injuries (!), whether they are aware of it or
not. Eye injuries can be largely alleviated by simple means, but when
they are noticed, they should not be ignored, or regarded as “just a
product of tiredness”, but should be treated, before permanent damage is
incurred.
Permanent damage from EMF exposure, manifest as cancer for example,
is hard to prove legally, as it is hard to tell what free radicals initiated it,
and what other factors may have been involved in the formation of the
cancer. It took about 40 years to prove ‘legally’ that smoking was
hazardous. But anyone concerned about his or her health, might not
choose to wait for another 40 years, until the hazards of EMF have been
proven. It is advisable to begin minimizing EMF damage immediately by
simple means and proper nutrition. Holland (1995) came up with a new
theory about risk factors for illnesses resulting from modern life. It
involved changes of nutrition to focus on neutralizing free radicals in the
body, rather than the repeated testing of cholesterol levels, as a risk factor
in coronary heart diseases, etc. Cholesterol per se is not hazardous, but
oxidized cholesterol is.
The association between severe neurological conditions, heart problems,
cancer and other diseases with nutrition has been well recognized and
established . So it is better to adopt ‘healthy’ ways of eating to prevent or
delay the onset of illnesses associated with the aging process, rather than
waiting for ‘more evidence’ until is too late.
Improvements in quality of life are being taken seriously, but health
authorities and community health groups should be more proactive in
making recommendations to the general public. The hazards of exposure
to chemical and physical pollution of all kinds should be part of a
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program of public health education Issues such as the holes formed in the
ozone layer, that cause the public to be more exposed to short wave UV
radiation, is just one example of a situation which might be alleviated by
human awareness and actions.
In former times, when food was grown more naturally, and pollution was
lower than today, we could restore our resources of vitamins and
minerals just from food. Today a lot of food is processed, or stored for
some time prior to supply, and living in the polluted atmosphere that we
breathe, an adequate supply of vitamins and minerals from food alone is
less possible.
From the records of the American National Center for Health Statistics,
we see that in 1900 life expectancy was less than 47 years, and the
mortality rate of Americans was 1,719 out of 100,000. By 1996 it was 872
out of 100,000. Mortality was caused in 1900 (in descending order) by
pneumonia and influenza, tuberculosis, intestinal inflammations and
diarrhoea, heart disease, brain haemorrhage, kidney failure, accidents,
cancer, senile dementia , and diphtheria.
In 1996, when life expectancy had increased by more than 30 years over
1900, mortality was caused by (in descending order) heart disease(!),
cancer(!), stroke, lung diseases (other than pneumonia), accidents,
pneumonia and influenza, diabetes, AIDS, suicide, and chronic liver
disease.
The profile of fatal illnesses has dramatically changed, despite medical
improvements that have reduced the annual death rate by more than 50%.
Major illnesses such as tuberculosis and diphtheria have almost
disappeared, but illnesses caused by a modern life style have markedly
increased.
Constant exposure to free radicals reduces antioxidant resources, and
processed foods fall short of supplying all the antioxidants needed.
Therefore, it is advisable to consume healthy food, based on vegetables,
fruit and fish, supplying the necessary protein, vitamins and minerals with
fewer carbohydrates (that generate free radicals and increase appetite).
This diet could be supplemented with vitamins and minerals taken daily
in order to replenish antioxidants. This might improve the body’s
resistance to chemical and physical pollution, and enhance the immune
system’s ability to fight infectious diseases and cancer. It would postpone
the appearance of the illnesses associated with ageing for many years.
A paradox we live with, is that we are more aware of how our computer,
electrical appliances, and our car work, than how our organs and our
bodies generally operate. We upgrade hardware and software quite
frequently, and care for their compatibility and the tasks we want them to
perform. Most of us care much less about our own health (eye focusing
included), ignoring chemical and physical pollution, as if they occur on
the planet separately from our existence. However, when the illnesses due
to aging arrive, it might be too late. When human spare parts are needed,
they are hard to get and when obtained, they are hard to live with. We can
postpone the coming aging ailments for many years just by increased
awareness, by prudent avoidance of pollution of every kind, and we can
increase our resistance with food supplements. We have to include
moderate physical activity, and keep our weight controlled. Overweight is
considered as a major illness, and a major cause of death.
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Practical ways of doing this, how to ‘listen’ to body signals of distress,
and how to help our organs to function in modern life, are suggested
below.
The present book, written over 4 years, is based mostly on publications
kindly provided by the American Environment Protection Agency (EPA),
The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Hygiene (NIOSH), The
Department of Energy (DOE), The American Radio Relay League
(ARRL), the standards / guidelines of ICNIRP, ACGIH, the standard used
in Sweden, many reports from several hundreds of scientific and medical
publications, and two full papers presented with the permission of their
authors. In communication with friends and colleagues, the author
received a lot of valuable information and advice. Information was
updated daily by Internet. Many of the results presented seem
contradictory, or no effect could be observed, or proven. Nevertheless,
hazards of modern life seem real, and prudent avoidance and simple
measures can reduce their risks and postpone aging signs and ailments.
We have to keep in mind that preventing illness is much easier than the
treatments to cure them.
Good reading, and good health for us all ! Amen.
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Chapter two
Chemical and physical pollution, and us.
Is chemical pollution just nuisance or a real problem?
We live in a heavily polluted environment, but try to avoid just smelly irritants, or block polluting
particles by a paper mask. Many toxic / carcinogenic pollutants, have no smell, and most of us do not
know how to avoid them. When admitted, many pollutants are hard to dispose, and may stay for years,
injure body systems, causing infertility, abortions and birth defects, enhance aging ailments and claim
most of premature deaths. When pollutants are expelled, they inflict more damage.
Common chemicals are perceived as foul odors, that irritate the eyes and respiratory system, causing
nausea, headaches, respiratory diseases, such as emphysema, asthma, and allergies. Pollutants
enhance aging ailments of the joints, nerve system, liver, kidneys, digestive tract, senses,
reproductive system, and immunity system, cancers of all sorts, atherosclerosis that leads to heart
diseases, strokes, and premature death. The increase of vehicles, matched pollution survey reported
by the ministry of health in England (1995), where 5% of adults, and 8-10% of the children suffered
from asthma. Davies et al (1998) reported that allergy causing conditions were associated with
increase of vehicular pollutants, mainly diesel particles (PMs) that absorb carcinogens such as
benzene. Smoke may cause disability, or kill trapped victims, within minutes. Pollutants led also to
the increase of ultra violet (UV) radiation reaching earth surface, and to the global heating by
proposed ‘greenhouse effect’. It may involve vast melting of glaciers, and major flooding worldwide.
Polluted rivers may be deadly: A group of people that fell by an accident to the water of the Yarkon in
Israel, were rescued within few minutes, but some of them died later, and others remained disabled for
life.

Natural or man made?
Natural pollutants involve soil and coal dust particles, sulfuric gases, ash particles emitted in volcanic
eruptions, and an abundant toxic gas, radon, 222Rn. It emanates from granite and phosphate based
soils, and cement walls, containing uranium (238U): It decays to radium, (226Ra), that decays to ~20
isotopes, the second of which is radon 222Rn, (Rutherford, 1900). The radon accumulates in mines,
caves, deep holes, and basements. (Yener and. Kucuktas 1998). It decays by  -emission (emits
helium like particles) at half life period of T½=3.8 days, to unstable isotopes of polonium (Po), and
bismuth (Bi), whose half life period combined, is T½≅30 min. They, in turn, decay mainly to stable
lead (Pb) isotopes, that adsorb to dust particles: They are inhaled, attached to respiratory tract
epithelium, or passed to lung alveoli, and settled there. They cause cancer, or promote other
carcinogens. Radon caused about 5-10% of diagnosed lung cancer cases. Cement walls emanate radon
at
0.004-0.009 Bq/m2/sec, (becquerel/square meter/second) while 1010Bq=1Ci (Curie, the past
radioactive unit of 1g radium). Thus radon concentration can pass permissible 100 Bq/m3. Radon risk
can be minimized by frequent ventilation of basements, or cement built spaces.
Hydrogen gas (H2) is emitted by legume (soybean) fields, generated by root bacteria reducing
atmospheric nitrogen. Methane (CH4) is emanated from swamps and rice fields. It may join other
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hydrocarbons, water vapors and ozone, to make the ‘greenhouse effect’ that supposed to take part in
heating the globe. Grain dust generated in pouring for storage and delivery, causes epidemics of
asthma in vicinity of barns. Flowers’ pollen is allergenic to sensitive individuals, risky during
flowering season.

Ozone, a friend or foe?
Oxygen is vital for life, but its derived zone is known both as a notorious natural pollutant, and as a
public protector, an asset to preserve, how come? Ozone is formed in air where UV rays break down
oxygen (O2) molecules, to make (unstable) free oxygen radicals. They combine with oxygen
molecules to make ozone (O3). Part of it forms a thin layer at heights of 15-20 Km. This layer
absorbs most of solar UV-B skin burning rays under wave length of 290 nm, , the deep penetrating
and aging skin UV-A, and mutagenic short wave UV-C: The latter rays generate free radicals in skin
cells, that cause aging signs, and breaking DNA: It result in synthesis of inactive proteins, or in
uncontrolled cell divisions, namely, cancer. This ozone layer blocking detrimental UV from reaching
earth. In ancient oxygen less atmosphere, sunlight UV radiation reached earth surface was so strong
that it killed any life form emerging out of the water. When blue-green algae appeared, followed by
advanced water plants, they released oxygen during photosynthesis , that partly emitted to the air:
Some of the oxygen, was turned by UV radiation to ozone, that accumulated and made the high ozone
layer, blocking lethal UV radiation. So it enabled plants and animals to start to live safely out of the
water. Thus it is referred as ‘good ozone’. Part of the ozone is formed low, becoming the major air
pollutant, thus, referred as the ‘bad ozone’: It acts as highly reactive free oxygen radicals (ROS),
oxidizing proteins, which rendered inactive, and lipids oxidized to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and
aldehydes. They irritate and induce the release of inflammatory mediators (histamine and others).
Where ozone reaches 0.08 ppm (parts per million) in smog, it produces cough, chest discomfort, and
inflammation in the bronchial epithelium and lung alveoli.
The ozone layer above the equator is thinner than above poles, thus more UV rays reach the ground,
that increases the incidence of skin cancer in white populations there. This layer has been remarkably
decreased since the 1980ies, up to big holes near the polar zones, and resulted in increased incidence
of skin cancer below. These holes were caused by chlorofluorocarbon gases (CFCs), released from
old refrigeration units, and from sprayers, by quantities estimated as over 500,000 Ton/Year. They
reached the stratosphere, were degraded by UV rays, releasing chlorine atoms, that in turn reacted
with ozone to make chlorine monoxide (ClO). It reacts with O2 and broke it to atoms, and recycled the
whole reaction again. The ‘bad ozone’ has remarkably increased in the smog, where nitrogen oxides
(NOx, emitted from vehicles and industrial plants), methane, and other hydrocarbons (from fuel
refineries or gas stations) reacted by UV and electric discharges of lightning, in photochemical
reactions that generated additional ozone. In sunny days, more ozone is produced in smog, even in
rural green areas, that accumulate where no winds blow. Peak ozone was usually monitored in the
afternoon, that decreases in the evening. Indoors, ozone is generated by lamps emitting UV as suntan
lamps, xerox copiers, laser printers / scanners, and fax machines. In unventilated rooms, ozone
concentrations may well be sensed by its pleasant smell, and well pass permissible levels. Ozone is
diamagnetic thus stays for long where generated. American air quality standard (NAAQS) allows
exposure to ozone up to 120ppb (parts per billion) for 1h a day, where it is well risky.
Large amounts of ozone as well as other toxic pollutants are inhaled mainly on the road, in traffic
jams in peak hours. Even short exposure to ozone is hazardous, and may happen even in urban houses
whose windows are wide open. Victorin (1992) showed that ozone was genotoxic to mammals cells in
culture: It created chromosomal aberrations in hamster lymphocytes, but not at mice’s, in same
conditions. Ozone sensitivity is individual, and cannot be predicted. Smokers are less susceptible to
ozone than non smokers, but asthma and other lung diseases patients are more susceptible to ozone. In
days when oxidizing agents increased, the daily mortality increased: In Los Angeles (Kinney et al
1994), and in London (Anderson et al 1996). In Israel, permissible ozone standard was double than
that in the US, concentrations monitored in Haifa exceeded it up to 80%, mainly at late morning
hours (Ben David 1996). Repeated ozone exceptions were found in central Israel (Koren et al 1989,
Peleg et al 1994), up to 100% monitored in Jerusalem (Anonymous 1995).
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Inhaled ozone acts as free radicals, inflicting local damage to respiratory system, dissolved in fluids,
then reached the blood, and circulated to the whole body.

Other man made chemical pollutants.
These involve oxides emitted from vehicles, industrial / power plants, pesticides sprayed, industrial
wastes (metals, solutions, solvents, paints detergents, disinfectants, etc), and fertilizers. Add to them
urban wastes. Rural areas that suffer from high ozone and agricultural sprays, show that pollution is
mostly everywhere. Children and the elderly or those having chronic lung and heart diseases are more
vulnerable to pollutants.
“Routine” industrial and vehicular pollutants involve mainly ~200 compounds, volatile (VOC)
and particles (PM), considered hazardous for human health. Sulfur oxides (SO2) , nitrous oxides
(NOx), that are less reactive than ozone, but absorbed in fluid on respiratory tract epithelium and lung
alveoli, generating free radicals (Velsor and Postlethwait 1997). Such smog oxides dissolve in
atmospheric water droplets to acids, or absorbed onto particulate pollutants, that are inhaled and
irritate the bronchial epithelium. Clearance of particles from respiratory system, depended on their
size, shape, and charge (Robbins 1999). Carbon oxides (CO2 , CO), other oxides, acids, hydrochloric
acid (HCl), and many others. Plastic producing plants, and dry cleaners emit organic solvents such as
benzene, toluene, carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), chloroform CHCl3), and more (Lindenstrom et al 1984,
Olsen and Sabroe 1980). Metal casting plants emit toxic metals and their oxides. Electroplating
factories, metals recycling and hardening plants emitt heavy metals ions, cyanides, and acids. Such
“routine” pollutants involved also mercury, lead, cadmium, nickel, zinc, copper, iron, beryllium,
vanadium, and arsenic compounds. Carcinogenic benzene fumes and related compounds, adsorb to
smoke particles emitted from diesel engines (more in winter than in summer) turned them to be
carcinogenic. There were also “accidental” deadly pollutants, released from leaking tanks, or by
accidents.
Coal ash is emitted from coal propelled power stations. It contains oxides of silicon and sulfur,
alkaline metals such as sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg), calcium (Ca), and aluminum (Al), and heavy
metals such as titanium (Ti), cobalt (Co), mercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), and others. Where
expelled to sea, these poison marine plants and animals, and climb in food chain up to humans.
Forest and petroleum fires emit CO2, NOx, and CH4 in smoke. Cars, planes and ships emit CO2, CO
and NOx. Some car gasoline is supplemented with antiknock agent Pb-tetraethyl, thus exhausted
gasses pollute with large amounts of lead (Schottenfeld and Cullen 1984).
Daily quantities of pollutants emitted in Israel, (<90,000 Km2), are based on various sources, in
the year 1997: CO2, ~160T/D (tons daily), of which ~47% from power plants, CO, ~2,000T/D, SO2,
>900T/D, of which ~46% from power plants, and decreasing! NOx, >600T/D of which ~48% from
power plants, PM (particles) >130T/D of which only ~14% by power plants (having filters), and Pb
>3T/D from vehicles.
Pollution derived mortality in Israel (6.5 millions) has been ~1 person per day, and smokers is >4 .
Prescott et al (1998) reported in Edinburgh, that an increase of PM10 particles (=10 µPM/m3),
correlated with increase of 3.9% in mortality rate of seniors over 65.
Metal pollutants inhaled, involved Zinc (Zn), copper (Cu), Pb, Cd, Ni (nickel), barium (Ba),
strontium (Sr), beryllium (Be), vanadium (V), and others. Soon absorbed to blood stream, and
deposited in bones instead of calcium ions (Ca2+), or replaced ions in enzymes, which in turn, lost
their activities. Bone analyses of recently deceased individuals, revealed Pb, Cd, Ba, Sr and others,
higher by several hundred times more than in ancient bones found. Besides “cold” metal ions
deposited in bones, there were also “hot” (=radioactive) ions (see below for details). Metal ions
injured brain and nervous system, liver, kidneys, immune system and more. Children suffered damage
much more than adults. Cd ions (Cd2+) caused in animals single stranded breaks in DNA, in kidney
cells, in brain and in liver (Latinwo et al 1997). Patra et al (1999) showed in rats that Cd damage was
due to free radicals generated: They oxidized blood lipids, and inhibited antioxidant enzyme
superoxide dismutase, SOD (see below) in liver, kidney and testicle cells. Littlefield and Hass
(1995)showed in human lymphocytes-B cell culture, that Cd2+ and Ni2+ administered even with
ascorbic acid (=vitamin C), caused single and double stranded breaks in DNA at cell divisions.
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Antixoidant activity of vitamin C was not sufficient to abolish such severe toxicity. Such damage
seemed by Fenton reaction, in which an antioxidant molecule in presence of a metal ion, produced
hydroxyl (OH) group(s), that inflicted breaks in DNA strand(s). Oxidation of this type (metal ionsoxygen-antioxidant)may represent a major mechanism causing cell death, and cells transformation to
carcinogenic state. Ma and Zheng (1997) found that Ni2+ was carcinogenic for producing free radicals
by 3 different modes: The Fenton reaction, enhancing lipids oxidation, and suppression of cellular
defense system acting by antioxidants.
Exposure to Pb from inhaled fumes was mainly occupational, occurred in batteries, ammunition, or
paints, producing factories, or in metal engraving, or in old print shops, in foundries producing old
plumbing pipes, kitchenware, and more. Man made Pb pollution has started in the ancient Roman
empire, in its silver mines in Spain: Silver ores contained much Pb, that was melted and evaporated,
until just silver (Ag) remained. This silver was minted to coins that financed their whole empire.
Modern Pb sources involved vehicular polluted soils, Pb containing paints, water supply in Pb
plumbing, domestic dust with Pb from dried paints. Pb was ingested from contaminated food and
beverages stored in Pb containing vessels, or cooked in old Pb containing pots. Pb pollution occurred
to artillery servicemen (Weyandt et al 1996) for Pb stripes used to be loaded in canon charge, to ease
friction of spinning shells, to reduce barrel wear: Crew members inhaled toxic smoke + Pb with each
shell fired. Smoke generated free radicals in lung alveoli, causing breath difficulties, cough, allergic
reactions, headaches, fatigue. Pb toxicity was two fold: 1. By generating free radicals, and - 2. By its
high affinity to sulfhydryl groups in cellular proteins, derailing cell membrane enzymes, and others.
Pb impaired with incorporation of Fe2+ ions into the heme molecule in RBC, causing anemia. Pb
caused cells death (Anonymous 1997, Blankenship 1997), and could be measured in blood producing
system, and male genital system (Weyandt et al 1996). RBC showed stippling, microcytic
hypochromic anemia, and hemolysis. Pb impaired with metabolism of 1,25-dihydroxy-vitamin D. Pb
ingested caused changes perceived as abdominal pain and anorexia, and absorbed to blood. Adonaylo
and Oteiza (1999) showed that Pb raised blood pressure, and damaged kidneys prior to its excretion.
Even in low concentration injured chronically the central and peripheral nervous systems, exhibiting
headache, dizziness, and memory deficits in adults, and encephalopathy with acute cerebral edema
and mental deterioration in children: Neurological disorders and intellectual impairment, behavioral
abnormalities, learning deficits and retardation were reported. ~10% of preschool children in urban
areas had blood Pb levels of >15  g/dL (microgram/100 mL blood). Immune cells, were injured,
yielding infectious diseases. Chou et al (1998) showed in Taiwan, that occupational Pb exposure
increased blood lead levels in men (x4.6) and in women (x7.7) that consumed herbal drugs, and
spring water. Near the Danube river, passing in East Europe, Pb polluted the environment, yielded
neurological disorders, and retardation of children, damage to immune system, infectious diseases and
high mortality.
Radioactive pollutants share chemical and physical risks (see below). Fall outs from nuclear
explosions, or damaged nuclear facilities, wastes transferred far away by air and water. Large pools
of radioactive isotopes still kept at ex-USSR facilities, and neglected~70 old nuclear propelled
submarines, comprise a serious potential pollution threat. Sigg et al (1997) simulated with mouse cell
cultures exposed to Yttrium isotope 90Yt (emitting ß-particles at 934 keV for 24 h) between 0 750Gy (See units below) a x10 increase of neoplastic foci.
The settling of ‘hot’ radioactive fall out , involves metal ions inhaled or ingested, chemically
equivalent to Ca+2 or other ‘cold’ ions, absorbed in bones and enzymes. Radioactive strontium 90Sr
(from the Czernobyl collapsed reactor )with a half life of 28 years, is absorbed like Ca+2 in bones and
teeth, injuring blood and immune cells formed in bone marrow, causing leukemia, or some other
cancer. Aberg et al (1998) showed that 90Sr contaminated food imported to Norway, increased bones
contamination.
Carbon monoxide (CO) and cyanide (HCN): Both are more dangerous than visible smoke particles.
Intoxication is frequent, but usually unnoticed: Emitted in cigarette smoke, and from old / not tuned /
choked car engine started in the morning, or (unnecessarily) heated, then whenever gas pedal is
pressed. When standing at a red traffic light, or a jam, CO emitted is much increased. If your car
window is open, you may suffer a CO dose several times more severe than yearly exposure standard
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(0.5 µg/m3, microgram per cubic meter of air). The CO is injurious to RBC, resembling cyanides’
(HCN), generated in electroplating baths, and in cigarette smoke. The latter generates also
carcinogens such as cyclic nitrosamines, and benzo[a]pyrene, emitted also from broiled meat, coal
embers, burnt meat and dripped liquid and fat. These smokes increase sensitivity to allergens, while
O3, NOx and SO2 increase sensitivity of individuals suffer from asthma or nasal inflammations.
Both CO and HCN adsorb to Fe2+ in RBC hemoglobin ~x200 better than O2, and prevent it from
bringing O2 from the lungs, to body cells. These two pollutants also inhibit cellular respiratory
enzymes such as cytochrome oxidase, and carbonic anhydrase. Inhaled cyanides cause immediate
breath and sight difficulties, loss of color sight up to total blindness, suffocation and death. At very
low concentration, cyanide inhibits the use of vitamin B12, thus deficiency may be diagnosed. Where
CO (or HCN) block O2 supply, the lack of O2 in body cells, and in heart, enhances heart attack in
atherosclerotic (partly blocked) patients. First symptoms of CO intoxication involve decrease of
eyesight at night. Elevation of blood CO concentration may injure vascular endothelium (inner cell
layer of blood vessels), including coronary arteries. Blood platelets adhere to such injured site, to
make a clot that blocks flow. CO is mostly risky at old age, mainly to those suffering from lung
diseases, atherosclerosis, or any heart and vascular disease. Where CO reaches concentration of 200
ppm (parts per million in air), that is 0.02%, for 2 - 3 h, may result in a headache, as felt after driving
in heavy traffic. Where CO concentration reach 12,800 ppm, or 1.28%, for 1-3 minutes, humans are
knocked down unconscious or dead (Hamilton and Hardy 1974). It risks individuals in a closed
garage, or a closed parking, or a traffic jam, with car windows open.
Smoke and gases. Smoke injuries were deadly to trapped individuals: Even small amounts acted as
chlorine toxic gas: Absorbed to epithelial or alveolar covering fluid generating free radicals, absorbed
to blood and circulated to all body cells. Chlorine is inhaled when emitted from bleaching domestic
or swimming pool disinfectants containing hypochlorite (like Chlorox). Warfare usage of chlorine
gas in World War I, claimed thousands of lives, and left many others blind and handicapped. from
burnt wood or cigarettes, or fume of drying paint contained similar amounts of free (Lachocki et al
1988). Dissolved in body fluids smoke continued to generate more free radicals for ~20 minutes after
exposure. Burnt polyethylene or rubber smoke, generated x2 more free radicals than cigarettes’, but
nylon smoke, just 1/10 compared to cigarettes, while PVC, or PTFE smoke made even less radicals
than nylon. Decomposing trash, pollutes with smoke and gases including NH3, CH4, CO2, and CO,
some of which are turned by photochemical reactions to ozone, adding to that produced naturally
from oxygen. Gases such as CO, NOx, O3, CH4, sprays, and refrigerating gases (freons=CFCs), in the
smog, block infra red (IR) rays reflected from earth surface, acting in the supposed global heating
“greenhouse” effect.
Agricultural pollution. Fertilized, and pesticides (insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, rodenticides,
and soil fumigants) polluet: Pesticides are highly toxic to humans, to farm animals, and pets, in acute
and chronic effects. Their (mostly) stable residues contaminate soil, water supplies, dairy and meat.
Major pesticides involved cyclic organic compounds: such as DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane), and its many derivatives: They are fat soluble, thus accumulated in body fat of animals
and humans (Zakarya et al 1997), and dissolve in fatty myelin (Schwann’s) sheath wrapping nerve
fibers. So they are long term active, causing neural diseases, infertility, cancer, and more. These
derivatives involved PBB (polybiphenylbromic) and its related PCB’s (polybiphenylchloric), such as
BHC (benzene hexachloride), and lindane (hexachlorocyclohexane, HCH). One of them sprayed in
Canada, increased incidence of human brain cancers, lymphoma, and leukemia in rural population,
far away from urban pollution (Gordon et al 1989). DDT and derivatives climbed in food chain, and
found also in crocodiles in Belize and in defective eggs they laid. Pests control in wheat in Turkey by
BHC at the 1950ies, were resulted in ~ 4,000 poisoned consumers in the years 1955 - 1961. Breast
feeding of mothers that ate pitta bread, poisoned their babies, that yielded babies mortality close to
100%! BHC and lindane have been used for cattle ticks control worldwide. They reached mothers
milk, with DDT used to spray humans (Westin 1983), by levels that passed permissible standard.
Westin (1993) showed that the pesticides, α-BHC,  -BHC, and DDT, reached mothers milk in Israel
(for at least 10 years). Their average levels were up to x100 more than in milk products sold in the
United States, and probably up to x800 more than US mothers’ milk. Insecticides were found in
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mothers milk in Germany (Jahn et al 1991), Australia (Monheit 1990), while DDT and its derivatives
were found in mothers’ milk tested in Saudi-Arabia (Al Saleh et al 1998). Some related stable toxic
fat soluble chemicals were the dioxins, such as TCDD (2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-dibenzo-p-dioxin),
accumulated in the body in fat tissues. They were publicized as herbicides during the Vietnam war,
where the defoliant “agent orange” containing some TCDD was sprayed over large areas. It was
highly toxic, immunosuppressive, teratogenic, and carcinogenic. More than 70 related compounds,
have been produced for various applications. One of which, used transformer cooling oil, blended in
chicken food, contaminant eggs produced in Belgium. It resulted in destroying eggs from shelves,
causing a loss of ~20 bilion US $.
Pesticide organophosphates (‘nerve gases’) parathion, malathion, diazinon and others, are absorbed
through mucous membranes, the gastrointestinal tract, and the skin, are neurotoxic and delayed
neuropathic, by inhibiting cholinesterase irreversibly, resulted in excess of acetylcholine (a
neuromuscular transmitter). It in turn, causes abnormal transmission at peripheral and endings of the
central nerves system (CNS), up to paralysis and death.
Arsenic (As) herbicides cause anemia, gangrenes, hyperpigmentaion, sensory neuropathy, and cancer.
Dinitrophenols cause hyperthermia and sweating, and chlorophenoxy compounds (2,4-D and 2,4,5-T)
often contaminated with TCDD caused lymphoma and sarcoma. Paraquat used to control weeds in
rice, soybeans and other fields, caused acute lung, liver, and kidney injuries. Atrazine, and alachlor –
were possible carcinogens. Fungicides (Captan, maneb, benomyl) caused reproductive problems.
Rodenticides included fluoroacetate that caused cardiac and respiratory failure, warfarin (used as
prescribed anticoagilant for humans!) caused hemorrhages, and strychnine caused respiratory failure.
Fumigants, such as carbon disulfide (CS2) was cardiac toxic, ethylene dibromide – was neurotoxic,
phosphine caused lung edema, and brain damage. Chloropicrin – caused eye irritation, lung edema,
and arrhythmias (Robbins 1999) .
Pesticides penetrate to fruits such as apples, strawberries and others, so they cannot be washed out.
Insecticides and industrial pollutants contaminated water sources as well as deep water-aquifer.
Insecticides sprayed on fiber products such as cotton, absorbed to fibers, and released later to skin.
Organic solvents are major occupational pollutants in dry cleanings, involving volatiles (chloroform,
CHCl3, and carbon tetrachloride, CCl4), readily absorbed through the lungs, skin, and gastrointestinal
tract. They caused headaches, dizziness, hypersensitivity reactions, CNS depression, acute and
chronic toxicity of liver or kidney, and cancer. La Vecchio et al (1990) showed that herbicides
elevated risk of bladder cancer. Hardell (1998) revealed, that occupational plastics work increased
inter alia odds ratio (OR) of cancer by 2.9 (95%, CI 1.3-6.5). Testicular cancer by exposure to insects
repellents, mostly containing N,N-diethyl-m-toluamide (DEET) gave OR 1.7; (CI 1.03-2.8), with a
dose-response effect. Elevated risks were found also in those exposed to electromagnetic fields
(EMFs) in radio frequency (RF), such as cellular phones, radar and telecommunication workers.
Petrochemicals: Petroleum refineries emitted volatile light hydrocarbons, of short carbon chains to
which hydrogen atoms bound from both sides ( CnH2n+2) where n > 7 was for gasoline, n=3 was for
propane or 4 is for butane, cooking gases. When inhaled in gas stations (mainly gasoline) and in
chemical plants, they caused dizziness, and CNS depression. Liquid hydrocarbons accidentally
swallowed, produced a violent pneumonitis. Volatile hydrocarbons were also combustible, and
outdoors they joined those gases produced ozone, and the ‘green house’ effect.
Aromatic hydrocarbon solvents (mainly benzene and toluene), were widely used, but hazardous when
inhaled: Benzene was highly toxic to bone marrow, yielding aplastic anemia, and acute leukemia.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (having ≥3 fused benzene rings) were well known as carcinogens,
such as benzo[a]pyrene. They were emitted in wood, coal or cigarette smoke, from combustion of
fossil fuels, and iron and steel foundries. Benzo[a]pyrene was metabolized to reactive intermediates,
capable to bind to DNA. Occupational exposure to it increased risk of lung and bladder cancers. Dusts
of plastics, rubber, polyesters, and vinyl chloride monomers (polymerized to polyvinyl chloride,
PVC) were associated with liver cancer (angiosarcoma).
Metals such as Co, Cd, chromium (Cr), Hg, Ni and Pb were of occupational risk to miners. and
manufacturing workers, whose exposure yielded acute and chronic toxicity, and carcinogenicity.
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Stable and unstable pollutants Toxic volatile pollutants such as formaldhyde, toluene, and benzene
caused acute irritation of the eyes and upper respiratory tract. But they were readily degraded and
disappeared, so they injured humans, animals and plants just close to their origins. Stable pollutants
such as Pb, Hg, and other heavy metals, and organic such as PCB, DDT and related POP, as well as
chlorinated camphene insecticide, toxaphene, sprayed for cotton pest control in the US, stayed for
many years in the environment, settled, or exposed again, for many times, transferred in air or water
for thousands of miles. Many of them were detected in North American rivers, lakes and seas, where
sun rays hit weakly if at all, for winter months. They ‘climbed’ the food chain, to fish, that were eaten
by polar bears, in which they accumulated in adipose (fatty) tissues, and inflicted ailments, and
malformations mainly hermaphrodites. Similarly, sea lions, and whales in northern Canada, and
Caribou reindeers (that ate polluted grass), accumulated Hg and PCB’s. Canadian Inuits that fed on
these animals, accumulated their pollutants in concentrations much higher than permissive standards.
Their health have been seriously deteriorated ever since.
The DDT sprayed in Mexico reached the big lakes zone in the US. It was prohibited for use in the in
the early 1970ies, when its toxicity to humans was revealed. In the meantime, in years 1947 - 1971,
many rural inhabitants in Alabama were exposed to large amounts of DDT dumped to a near by river,
where they used to fish. This pollutant was revealed just in the year 1979, where reached fish by food
chain, that were caught by bald eagles: Their hatching chicks suffered from malformations, that
almost obliterated them. Eagles were saved just by savory volunteers. In New York City, when DDT
and derivatives were still in use, high levels of its derivative DDE were detected in blood samples of
New Yorkers. It has been associated with high rate of breast cancer higher than average incidence for
Americans.
Other water pollutants. Infante-Rivard et al (2001) showed that postnatal cumulative exposure to
chloroform (CHCl3) in drinking water in Canada with increased risk of childhood acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) by x1.54 (95% confidence intervals, CI, of 0.78-3.03), and for Zn, x2.48 (95% CI of
0.99-6.24). Risks increased for exposure to Cd and As, but not for other metals or nitrates, and ALL.
Drinking water supplied to American, and Spanish public (Garcia-Repetto and Repetto 1997) were
contaminated by residues of chlorine (Cl) and bromine (Br) containing pesticides, and vehicular
emitted pollutants. Sulfuric and nitrogen oxides emitted from industrial plants, and vehicles, were
precipitated as acid rains, that injured plants, animals, and buildings, washed in soils and polluted
underground water pools. Fertilizers such as nitrates (salts of HNO3) were washed to underground
water pools. In nonaerated soils nitrates were reduced to toxic and carcinogenic nitrites (salts of
HNO2),. In the body, nitrites combined with amines, to form carcinogenic nitrosamines, like formed
in cigarette smoke. Nitrosamines damage hemoglobin in RBC, depriving oxygen in body cells, mainly
in babies.
Polluted water cause digestive ailments, infections diarrhea, headaches and fever, jaundice,
meningitis, dysentery, cholera, and more. Damage due to chemicals is accumulated, and leads after
years to remarkable damage to neural system, to bone marrow, liver, kidneys, lungs, and to various
cancers.
Deep water reservoirs were polluted by fossil fuels (gasoline kerosene and solar), leaked from tanks,
or spilled in refueling vehicles or airplanes, and vessels. They may contain carcinogenic benzene or
MTBE (added to lead free gasoline). Soil disinfectants such as ethylene dibromide (BrCH2CH2Br)
also found their way to contaminate the water. Carcinogenic solvents used in paints (trichloro
ethylene CCl2CHCl, and tetrachloro ethylene CCl2CCl2 , chromates and Pb), reached underwater
pools as well. Domestic water supplied may contain the above pollutants plus rusty particles
originated in iron old water pipes, soil particles, and dissolved chemicals (chlorine) and algae
conferring foul smell. They may contain sewage from collapsed pipes, including human wastes, with
fecal pathogenic and non pathogenic bacteria viruses, fungi parasites, disinfectants, soaps, laundry
detergents, and insecticides. Disinfected water supply may contain chlorine, thus it should be filtered
or boiled prior to drinking. Better is to buy bottled mineral water.
On the other hand, toxic pollutants including the above heavy metals pollute drinking water often do
not have faulty taste or smell.
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Sea water may enter deep underwater reservoirs. Unfortunately they are routinely polluted by
petroleum oil wasted from oil tankers, either by accident, or when spilling ballast water (filled for
safety return), prior to refilling new oil. Leaky oil pipes, polluting on purpose, and fires ignited, as
done by Iraqis in Kuwait during Gulf War, increased air and marine pollution.. Oil contamination of
sea and seashore are added to other deadly pollutants to marine flora and fauna. The pollutants climb
the food chain from minute organisms to crustaceans, fish, birds and mammals, to humans.
Mezenich et al (2001) investigated whether heavy metals enhanced the rate of oxidative DNA lesions
(=single strand breaks): Low body load of Ni and Cd was detected in urine: The nickel enhanced the
rate of oxidative DNA lesions by x2.15. It provided further evidence for the genotoxic effect of nickel
in the general population.
The effects of micronutrients on toxicity of non essential metals (Cd, Pb, Hg, and As) was studied by
Peraza et al (1998). Results suggested that micronutrients modulated the toxicity of these metals by
interacting with them at their absorption and excretion from the body, at their transport, at binding to
target proteins, at metabolism and sequestration, and even in secondary mechanism of their toxicity
(such as oxidative stress). Therefore, diet deficient in micronutrients, will be predisposed to toxicity
from non essential metals.
Asbestos, a past pollutant emitted as dust, was inhaled and accumulated in lungs. It caused a chronic
lung inflammation, asbestosis, that may have turned after decades to mesothelioma (lung cancer).
Although disapproved for further use in the late 1970ies, the peak of chronic toxicity of asbestos is
estimated in the year 2020. Silicate dust from building blocks, pollutes like asbestos. Inhaling silica or
asbestos, or soil dust or any other insoluble particles, causes generation of large amounts of free
radicals, that oxidized near cell components rendered them inactive. Silica causes silicosis, a chronic
nodular dense pulmonary inflammation and fibrosis: Particles are ingested by macrophages, thus
activated them to release oxidants, cytokines, and growth factors, that ultimately cause fibroblast
proliferation (=cancer) and collagen deposition. Macrophages engulf silica particles, generate free
radicals, that kill them, then particles are released and recycle toxicity to others (Robbins et al 1999).
Silicosis and cancer have been common occupational ailments in miners, sandblasting, metal grinding
and in ceramics manufacturers (Ganor 2001, in Mula and Petersburg, 2001). The usage of billions of
silica blocks over 75 years, probably yielded countless cases of silicosis, a great deal of which might
have been disregarded or misdiagnosed .

Indoor air pollution
Indoor air pollution is much depended on outdoors pollution in that area. Dust contains besides
radioactive products of ozone (see above), pollen allergens, mites, and residues of detergents and
insecticides. Vehicular carbon dioxide (CO2), monoxide (CO), and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are emitted
in closed parking, and from burning of gas, and of wood, and coal in fireplaces, grills and stoves,
cooking gas, or cigarette smoke. Levels of CO in ambient air should not exceed 9 ppm. Poisoning is
manifested as headaches, dizziness, loss of motor control, and coma. Private houses may combine
radon coming from basement. Big houses may circulate bacteria or viruses (=bioaerosols) in central
ventilation / heating / cooling systems. Such a case was publicized in the year 1976, where in
Philadelphia 182 participants of a convention of the American Legion were hospitalized in a sudden
outbreak of an acute bronchopneumonia, of which 29 died. It was found that they were contaminated
by an unknown virulent bacterium, named later Legionella pneumophila.
Wood smoke was a complex mixture of particulates and other toxic compounds that increased the
incidence of respiratory infections, especially in children. Add to it coal smoke that contained
carcinogens, and nitrogen dioxide was produced by kitchen stoves and other fire heaters, that was
inhaled and impaired with lung defenses mainly in the cold. These fire emissions comprised a major
factor of popular morbidity in all times. Domestic insecticides used currently involve hazardous PCBs
and organophosphate nerve gases, as mentioned above. Mineral fiber pollutants were formed in
cutting and drilling of household materials such as fiberglass, silicate blocks, asbestos, and others.
They irritated lungs, and caused chronic lung infections, that often turn to cancer.

Smoking, the unlearned lesson.
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Dockery et al (1993) found in six cities in the US high incidence of ailments and mortality among
smokers, while ‘regular’ particle pollutants including sulfur compounds claimed less deaths than
smoking. Cigarette smoke consisted of a particulate phase and a gas phase, including more than 4,000
constituents, of which 43 were known carcinogens (Robbins et al 1999). As mentioned, smoke
generated free radicals that caused most of damage observed. Heavy smokers exhibited high blood
levels of cadmium, and suffered from cataract (Ramakrishnan et al 1995). Smoke contained besides
cadmium, also nickel, arsenic, promoters (such as acetaldhyde), irritants (such as NO2), cilia toxins
(such as HCN), carbon monoxide (CO) which bound to hemoglobin with high affinity (see above),
and nicotine (crossing the brain blood barrier, BBB), that stimulated nicotine receptors and led to
addiction. These inhaled agents affected directly the epithelium of respiratory mucous membranes or
absorbed to blood stream from the alveolar capillary bed, or via alimentary tract. These agents might
cause lung cancer, or chronic obstructive pulmonary diseases. They might also act on distant target
organs and cause ischemic heart disease and more: Cigarette smoking was found as multiplicative
risk factor for the development of atherosclerosis and coronary artery disease. Cessation of smoking
reduced but does not eliminate the risk of lung cancer or coronary artery disease (Robbins et al 1999).
Maternal smoking was risky for the fetus: Even 10 cigarettes per day could cause fetal hypoxia,
resulting in low birth weight, prematurity, increased incidence of spontaneous abortion, complications
in delivery, and increased the risk of sudden infant death syndrome.
Smoke might facilitated transport of other hazardous agents to lungs. So it exacerbated bronchitis,
asthma, and pneumoconiosis associated with particulates such as silica or coal dust. It also increased
the prevalence of peptic ulcers, impaired their healing, and increased recurrences.
Sidestream smokers (= second-hand, passive, or environmental tobacco smokers) also showed
enhanced risk. of lung cancer, ischemic heart disease, and acute myocardial infarction. Young
children in households with smokers showed increased incidence of respiratory and ear infections and
asthma.
Smoking has been associated with more injuries and mortality than by any accidents, by wars and
terror activities, and of any other exposure, to chemical or physical agent. It was estimated as
remarkable contributor to about 390,000 annual deaths and about 10,000,000 cases of chronic
diseases in the US (Robbins 1999)

Combined pollutants
Inhaling gasoline fumes in refueling, enhances the risk of benzene (absorbed to diesel emitted PM
particles). Domestic insecticides, combine to bleaching fumes: One of these, chlorine, produces free
radicals in eyes, in respiratory tract and lungs. They generate free radicals formed by inhaling NOx
and SO2. Ionizing radiation passed through water, or a body cells produces superoxide radicals there,
that combined to other radicals generated.
Foods pollution: Milk supplied from doubtful herds of cows, sheep, and goats may be contaminated
with bacteria such as Brucella, (causing brucellosis), Mycobacterium (causing tuberculosis), or
Staphylococcus (causing inflammations), or may contain antibiotics administered illegally to treat
inflammations. The latter milk cannot be fermented, and it is risky to allergic consumers, and may
enhance emergence of resistant virulent bacterial strains. Milk may contain serotonin (=BST) a
hormone that enhances milk production. Poultry meat might contain diethylstilbestrol (DES) an
oestrogen like hormone, that enhance meat production: It acts as a hormone, and a carcinogen. Cattle
meat contaminated with prion protein from BSE sick “crazy” cows, may cause Creutzfeldt-Jakob
Disease (CJD) in humans. Meats may contain phosphates (allowed up to 0.5%), in order to increase
its water contents (up to 10%). Nitrates restore fresh look to meat and sausage, and prevent growth of
anaerobic highly toxinogenic bacteria (Clostridium botulinum) Nitrates are reduced to nitrites, that
react with amines in intestine to generate nitrosamines (highly carcinogenic, found also in cigarette
smoke). Nitrates are added to smoked cheeses and meats, conserved milk, mushrooms, or naturally in
celery, spinach, and lettuce (Hansen 1978).Meat dim color due to excess water absorbed, may be
restored by adding niacin (=vitamin B3). Flavoring agent monosodium glutamate (MSG), enhances
flavor of meat, poultry, and fish. Ratner (1984) found MSG in 31 different food products sold in the
US. It caused headaches, migraines, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, stomach and intestine problems,
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asthmatic onsets, skin rashes, increased heart beat up to signs resembling heart attack, anxiety, panic,
breath difficulty, lack of balance, allergic signs, mood variations, behavioral disorders (mainly in
children and adolescents), confusion, depression, runny nose, bags under eyes, prostate and urination
problems, partial paralysis, and mouth sores. MSG is suspected in enhancing Alzheimer, ALS (=Lou
Gehrig’s ), and Parkinson diseases. Sensitivity was individual, as some consumers reacted by
immediate headaches. Food approved sweeteners (cyclamate) or dyes, were carcinogenic in lab
animals (Westin 1988). Bottle fed babies got nitrosamines released by rubber nipple by 2µg/Kg of
(Westin 1990), compared to ~0.05µg/Kg absorbed by pollution to adults in the US at same time.
Silicones added to milk products, may be carcinogenic. Mycotoxins, involve aflatoxin, a carcinogen
produced by Penicillium, fermenting French cheeses, or Aspergillus, contaminating peanut crops.
Ergot is produced by the fungus Claviceps purpurea, contaminating rye grains, contracts muscles, and
thus causes also abortions (Beier, 1990).
Ingested frying oils (=oxidized) , generate free radicals in digestive tract, that are absorbed to blood
stream, oxidizing cholesterol and other blood lipids. Thus they enhance atherosclerosis, heart and
vascular diseases, and cancer.
Heating /flame/ember grilling and processing foods, mainly meats and fish, form carcinogens such as
heterocyclic aromatic carcinogenic amines (HAA) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).
Frying formed predominantly HAA. They involve 2-amino-3,8-di- methylimidazo [4,5-f]quinoxaline
(MeIQx), 2-amino-1-methyl-6-phenyl-imidazo-[4,5-b]pyridine(PhIP), and 2-amino-3,4,8-trimethylimidazo-[4,5-f]-quinoxaline (DiMeIQx). They are formed from creatine/creatinine, amino acids, and
carbohydrates, in complex reactions at high temperatures. Restaurant foods contained remarkable
amounts of HAA and PAH Knize et al 1999).
Sulfite, introduced to preserve dried fruits, wine, juices and other beverages, destroyed vitamin B1 in
foods, thus restricted for causing breath difficulties, and stomach aches mainly in allergic consumers
(Foulke 1997). Antioxidants such as butyl-hydroxytoluene (BHT, and BHA), protect fatty foods. In
feeding experiments they caused benign tumors on skin, mucous membranes and in stomach of rats
(Foulke 1997). Bread shelf life was prolonged by adding benzoates, suspected as causing migraines.
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Physical pollution
Physical pollution depicts all EM waves, reaching our environment: Strongest of which are ionizing
radiation, that may consist of a stream of high energy particles (electrons, protons or  -particles) or
short wavelength EM radiation (UV, X-rays, or  -rays). They hit atoms so strongly, that knocks out
electron(s), that makes ions out of them. Ionizing radiation is produced by radioactive isotopes in
nuclear reactors, X-rays emitted from Roentgen machines, mammography, and computerized
tomography (CT), γ - rays, emitted from an isotope of cobalt 60Co, used to irradiate malignant
tumors, and high frequency ultra violet light (UV) rays. Other radiation is emitted at α, β, γ decays of
radioactive isotopes in nature, and in man made, nuclear explosions (by fission and by fusion).
Radioactive isotopes emitted from nuclear reactors on land, are dispersed away, and settled as
radioactive fall out everywhere. Isotopes emitted from ships/submarines pollute water, and climbs by
food chain to humans. Ionizing radiation, even of low intensity, inflicted variety of breaks in DNA
molecules (Malyapa et al 1998). Ionizing damage involved DNA-protein cross-links and DNA strand
breaks. DNA damage stimulated expression of several genes involved in DNA repair: The tumorsuppressor gene p53, and several downstream effector genes, which, in turn, induced cell cycle arrest
and, in some cases, caused apoptosis (cell death, Robbins 1999). Irradiation damage involved also
long term late effects such as heart damage, vascular narrowing, skin atrophies, lungs and renal
damages, bladder ulceration and bleeding, gastrointestinal damages, eyes and CNS damage,
demyelination and paraplegia. (Robbins 1999).
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Radiation of lower frequencies, is non ionizing, that is unable to ionize atoms, thus was considered as
unable to inflict injuries to body cells. It involved alternating current (AC-EMFs, in descending order)
from lower frequency of UV rays, visible light, infra red, microwaves, radio and TV emissions, power
lines, and down to less than 1 Hz (cycles per second, Hertz) for DC (see scheme below). Abundant
EMFs were induced around high voltage lines, transformers, mains electricity, radar, radio and TV
transmitter aerials, cellphone antennas and other wireless communication units, portable telephones,
leaking microwave ovens, electric tools, domestic appliances, TV sets and computer monitors, audiovisual-sets, electronic musical instruments, electric sheets, water beds, hair dryers, heaters, air
condition units, and ventilators, etc. AC-EMFs produced subtle vibrational states in water and blood.
One simple example of the sensitivity of water to the Earth's field is that if a static magnetic field is
applied at right angles to the geomagnetic field and then removed, then the protons in the water will
precess (gradually change their direction of spin) back to be aligned with the Earth's field which
causes a `singing' noise which can be picked up by a simple coil and amplifier. EMF induced by these
sources, combined with other fields, or natural such as global magnetic, or strong magnetic correlated
with ‘sun spots’ (=areas of lower solar temperatures), and lightning storms (=strong electric fields).
Life on earth, is immersed in a huge mixture of fields of various radiation that move at velocity of
light (=2.9979x105 km/sec). EM terms for radiation EMR, and fields EMF are synonyms, including
all frequency range from lowest to highest (see scheme below for details). The term EMF has been
used more than EMR, for the latter was sometimes confused with ionizing radiation. Present term of
power frequency field (PFF) is synonym to EMF and EMR, or be regarded also as a flow of photons,
or as small packages of quantum energy. Radiation energy depended on its frequency, inversely to its
wavelength. Thus high frequency waves had more photons energy than of low frequencies. Their
energy was defined in units of work, like ionizing radiation, in electron-volt units (eV): This was the
work done on an electron, moving through potential difference of 1V, expressed as: 1 eV=1.602x1019 joule .
Quantum energy of visible light at frequency of 482 million MegaHertz (4.82x1014 Hz) equals
~2eV, but frequencies of UV light are higher, thus its energy is higher, mainly in its shorter wave
lengths, that overlap those of ionizing radiation..
Ultra violet (UV) in sunlight is of utmost importance for life on earth.. Its higher frequencies are in
the ionizing, region while its lower frequencies closer to visible light, are nonionizing. UV
frequencies are sorted to UVA, UVB, and UVC (see table below) that comprise about 3 - 5% of the
total solar radiation that penetrate the air and ozone layer to the earth's surface. The ozone layer
absorbs most radiation below 290 nm, e. g. all UVC and partially UVB. As mentioned, recent
depletion (“holes”) have been observed in the ozone layer near the poles, due to atmospheric
pollutants, and photochemical reactions. These holes, allowed an increase in UVB and possibly UVC
at the earth's surface, triggering a 2-4% increase in the incidence of skin cancers.
Some effects of UVA and UVB are acute, short-lived, and reversible, involving erythema,
pigmentation, and injury to Langerhans cells and keratinocytes in the epidermis. The erythema,
edema, and acute inflammation are mediated by release of histamine from mast cells in the dermis.
Tanning of skin is induced by UVA and UVB, due to a delayed increase in the number of
melanocytes, elongation and extension of dendritic processes, and transfer of melanin to keratinocytes
in skin.

Acute and delayed effects of ultraviolet radiation (Robbins 1999)
_____________________________________________________________
Radiation Wavelength (nm) Acute effects
Delayed effects
________________________________________________________________________
UVA

320-400

UVB

290-320

Erythema 8-48 hours
Depletion of Langerhans cells
Pigment darkening
Dermal inflammation
Erythema 3-24 hours
Apoptosis of keratinocytes
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Tanning
Skin cancer?

Tanning
Solar elastosis

Depletion of Langerhans cells

UVC

200-290

Premature aging
Actinic keratosis
Skin cancer
Skin cancer ?

______________________________________________________________________________________

The higher UV frequencies are ionizing, or close to that, injuring skin cells by repeated exposures,
causing premature aging, wrinkles, elastosis, and irregular pigmentation. Skin damage was mediated
by generation of free radicals, damaging chromophores (melanin), and DNA, mainly at adjacent
cytidine and thymidine, of which UV hits generated dimers (like in malignant skin lesions). It also
caused chain breakage, and hydration, yielded mutations, including carcinogenic, unless repaired. The
protective cellular response consisted of DNA repair, cell cycle arrest, or apoptosis. Holly et al (1996)
among 221 uveal melanoma patients, and 447 controls, who were intensely exposed to UV light,
increased risk of x3.0 (95%, CI of 1.2-7.8), to welding – x2.2 (95%, CI of 1.3-3.5), and to asbestos –
x2.4 (95%, CI of 1.5-3.9). To chemistry professionals odds ratio was x5.9 (95%, CI of 1.6-22.7).

Cosmic radiation
Incoming solar energy constantly changing the illuminated side of the global field, to a
magnetosphere, causing a diurnal (‘circadian’) cycle. The magnetosphere resonates at 8-12Hz
(‘Schumann resonance’), that resembles α-brain waves. In many places they are difficult to detect, in
a sea of electrical ‘noise’. Resonance in ground can change from 1-40 Hz due to lightning discharge.
The magnetosphere protects life by absorbing a great deal of ionizing radiation coming from outer
space, whose intensity is affected in cycles by other planets, by solar marks, and is attributed to
human immune suppression. Thus world wide epidemics, such as influenza, strike mankind at about
same time.
EMFs are abundant in the universe, some of them get to earth surface as EMR or as ‘particles rain’ of
cosmic radiation, since the ‘big bang’ that created the universe. Many of these particles are highly
energetic nuclei of most abundant elements, is comprised of protons (nuclei of hydrogen atoms), plus
electrons, particles of positron, neutrino, and  -rays photons, coming from space as primary cosmic
rays. The photonic energy of particles, eV (electron-volts) or J (joules), as 1 eV= 1.602x10-19 J. Their
normal energy was 10-11J-10J ,(= 108eV-1020eV), but in the year 1991, they reached 50J
(=5x1020eV). Spirally entering atmosphere, due to earth magnetic field, they hit nitrogen and oxygen
nuclei, and form a “shower” of secondary cosmic rays of element particles, and photons of  - rays.
The origin of primary radiation is still unclear, probably in part is solar, while part originates from
Earth planet. Cosmic energy is well blocked by the magnetosphere, and its part that passes, is seen as
light. Cosmic radiation is substantial at ~25,000 feet, where its energy is doubled by each 5,000 feet
climbed. It grows stronger from equator to poles, while at latitude of 600 its energy is doubled. Near
poles it can be seen in the nights as aurora: Shiny colorful forms that appear at winter night sky. In
solar eruption in the year 1989, a discharge of plasma (hot charged gas) stormed earth, and disabled
most of Quebec electric system. In another eruption in 2001, the plasma stormed the Atlantic ocean,
and aurora observed above southern Texas. Cosmic radiation equals only 0.3 mSv/Y (milliSievert /
year, see units in ch. 4), among a total of 2.4 mSv/Year natural energy sources that strike earth
surface.
Maximal permissible standard for human exposure is 5.0 mSv/Year. High altitude cosmic radiation
is stronger by ~x100 than on the ground, while aviators were exposed up to 5.7 µSv/h (microSievert
per hour) (Nicolas et al 1998). Blood samples taken from aviators exposed to ~6 µSv/h, showed
remarkable oxidative damage to lymphocytes, by increased incidence of chromosomal aberrations ,
mutations, and of micronuclei (Zwingmann et al 1998). Annual exposure calculated for pilots was
2.2-10mSv/Year, (Oksanen 1998, and author’s personal communications). Pilots, compared cosmic
radiation absorbed to doses of chest photographs equals 19µSv each (Dublin Meeting, 1998). In a
flight from New York to Athens humans are exposed to ~58µSv, so by estimation, from Amsterdam
to Tokyo, exposure is ~84µSv equivalent to >x4 X-ray chest photographs.

AC, DC and much more
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Manmade EMFs might be regarded as passage of energy waves through space or material media, but
also as energy itself considered as a stream of particles (=photons). Induction of EMF depends on
electric current, which is motion of electrons through a conducting body such as a wire: Where
electron motion is in same direction, it is considered as direct current (DC), but if motion is altered
direction continuously, it is alternating current (AC). Electricity is delivered to customers in North
America at voltage of 120 V, and at rate of change of 60 times, (=cycles) per second (=60 Hz ,
Hertz). In .other countries the current supplied at 220V at 50 Hz, graphically described as sinusoidal.
Electric current loses much voltage by the ratio of the resistance of conducting wire to the square of
the impedance in an AC line, and some (~10-12) is lost while inducing EMF. AC-EMFs are usually
manmade, they are very rare in nature, and very weak. The present EM background is 2x108 times
higher than that was 100 years ago. Humans are not able to perceive EMFs, unless they are stronger
than 20,000 V/m (volt/meter, under high voltage cables): Such a field may be felt as a tickle, but
some people can sense weaker fields, or become restless in a field of electric line in bedroom near
head, or on electric sheet, unable to fall asleep as long as it is on.
EMF around electric line, pulsates at 50 Hz. It is composed of electric field (EF or E) and magnetic
field (MF or H) combined. The EF is produced by the difference of potentials (=voltage) itself in
conducting wire, representing the force that electric charges act on others, that might repel (like two
positive, or two negative charges) each other, or attract them. MF is formed by motion of the charge
e.g. flow of electrons in wire, forming a continuous ‘doughnut type’ loop around current, that radiates
by a right angle to current direction according to “right hand law” (where thumb points to current
direction, and fingers - field’s direction). Forces of EF and MF might be seen as waves perpendicular
to each other, as two perpendicular sinusoids and expansion of field is perpendicular to both of them.
There are complex forms of waves, saw teeth type field (emitted from PC monitor / TV), there are
square teeth waves, and more.
Transmitting EMR (=EMF) is induced by acceleration of electric charges, such those moving back
and forth as AC in a wire, or in an antenna. Energy emitted expands and forms EM waves. Such a
wave can move also in vacuum, in a direct lines, by its frequency and a wave length. It can be
reflected, or absorbed, when encountered a medium on its way. It travels at the speed of light
(~3x108m/sec), the distance it passes per second equals its wave length. For instance: EMF induced
by a power line whose frequency is 50 Hz, (at the lowest frequency range, extremely low frequency,
ELF), its wave length would be ~5,000 km, and at a frequency of 100 MHz (in FM radio), a wave
length will be 3 m.
Public radio transmissions are mainly at amplitude modulated (AM) or frequency modulated (FM),
emitted from antenna at frequencies of ~100 MHz (mega Hertz = million Hertz), at very high
frequency (VHF). There are higher frequencies, at range of ultra high frequency (UHF), as well as
lower, HF. In all of which EF is transmitted vertically (parallel to antenna), while MF is
perpendicular, horizontal. Therefore, the EF passes through human body, and its effects are more
profound.
When EMF has been induced, the EF component can be blocked, but it is almost impossible to block
MF. EMFs formed by different origins, might act at same space, either to add, or cancel each other.

How EMFs injure cells ?
The energy of non ionizing radiation (in descending order) is that of UV light (at lower frequencies),
visible light, infra red light, microwaves, radio frequencies (UHF, VHF, HF), very low frequencies
(VLF), and extremely low frequencies(ELF, of electric and magnetic AC fields). UV light we feel but
do not see, visible light we see, infra red light we feel as heat, other waves we do not sense, including
ionizing radiation. In order to ionize atoms, in solution or in body tissue, energy needed to reach
10-12 eV or more. The frequencies of X- and  - radiation, are quite high for that, sometimes, over
2.420THz (tetra Hertz =2.42 MHz = 2.42x109 Hz). Such a frequency is much higher than those of UV
and visible lights, and it is highly energetic (Yost 1992). Thus when it hits body cells, and turns many
of their atoms to ions. Body cells are able to deal with these formed ions, as normally such ions are
formed all the time. Ionizing radiation impingement causes thermal damage, depending its intensity,
and large quantities of ions are formed. They might derange normal cellular reactions, or even destroy
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cells. A great deal of these ions formed are termed free radicals, as they lack an electron, and they try
to get back an electron on the spot from a neighboring molecules, e. g. oxidizing them. Oxidized
molecules in membranes, in enzymes, or in DNA are damaged. Broken segments of DNA could be
observed in nuclei of irradiated cells. Such breaks lead to loss of DNA pieces, that might synthesize
defective proteins including enzymes, that leads to dysfunction. It might lead to cancer, and to cells
death.
Non ionizing radiation, that were too weak to break atoms, were found also to cause formation of free
radicals.. They add to antioxidant excess, and might be reduced just by antioxidant supplements. This
is the only way to minimize radicals damage.
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Are EMFs new to mankind?
The ancient Greeks, at about 1,000 BC, knew that a piece of amber rubbed on cat’s fur, started to
attract feathers. Magnus the shepherd noticed, that a rock (containing a natural magnet) attracted to
iron nails in his shoes, and in his stick. Such intelligent and curious people, discovered electrostatic
and EMFs. Such fields have remained mysterious. In the year 1269, Maricourt, a crusader, examined
magnetic field around a natural magnetic bar, and detected it’s two poles, that were connected by
lines of concentrated magnetism. In the year 1663, European healers used magnets for treating their
patients. Newton and Huygens, developed better understanding about EM waves in general. In the
year 1887 radio waves were discovered by Hertz, and in 1895, Helmholz presumed that such waves
turned to EMFs expanding at velocity of light, and combined electric force(E), with magnetic (H), at
perpendicular angles. These qualities were found characteristic to EM waves in all spectrum, from radiation, through X-radiation, lights, microwaves, and long radio waves.
Essentials of present EFs and MFs are summarized in the following table:

Characteristics of electric and magnetic fields.

Electric Fields

Magnetic Fields

1.Formed by potential difference, including in
a cable to an appliance that is turned off.

1. Formed by charges flux in cable to an operating
appliance.

2. Are measured in volts per meters (V/m).

2. Are measured in amperes per meters (A/m),
or in Gauss (G), or Tesla (T), as 1 mG = 0.1 µT (1 milligauss=0.1 micro T)
3. Blocked easily by buildings and trees.
3. Not blocked, but rather weaken by materials
4. Declined by distance from origin.
4. Declined by distance from origin.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Intensities of EF, and MF show emitted energy, depicted in units of V/m, or A/m, respectively. Combined is EMF whose
intensity depicted as VA/m2. Where distance from origin is >1 wavelength, the intensity is inverse to square of the distance,
thus they are soon declined, by the ratio E/H=120 . Intensity of which is calculated as E2/377 or H2x377, respectively.
Intensity of far field is calculated as 2a2/L where a - is maximal dimension of origin (antenna), and L - is wavelength. Near
field involves distances of less than 2a2/L where inverse distance square is not valid.
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What is the relation between frequency and power of EMFs?
EM frequencies extend at a wide range of which current supplied to houses is at the lowest class,
ELF. Thus its field exhibits very low energy, unable to ionize, nor even to heat. However, such AC
fields induce weak electric currents in conducting objects, including body. The higher frequency of a
wave, the shorter distance between one wave and the following one, and the more energy in field.
Frequencies (in ascending order) include: ELF waves, VLF waves, radio waves, microwaves, IR light
(radiation of heat ), visible light, UV light, X-rays, and -rays. Application of radiation for usage
depends on its frequency and energy. For instance, microwave frequency of 2.450 MHz, at
wavelength of ~10cm, has energy ample to heat materials in conductance, thus it is applied to fast
cooking. The -rays emitted from cobalt 60Co, are applied to destroy malignant tumor cells. Thus EM
frequency and energy determine its character. X-rays emitted from Roentgen machines, were first to
apply for viewing/photography of ones and teeth, as still done today, while added also mammography,
and computerized tomography simulating body organs. Another simulation applies non ionization
radiation, of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at intense EMFs, that were considered harmless
until recently.
EM radiation at ELF frequency, is non ionizing, and does not inflict molecular constructional
changes. However, its energy might shake atoms and molecules, and cause non traumatic damage.
Such damage might be remarkable in any body where many cell divisions take place: In bone marrow,
where blood cells are produces, in a fetus, in babies, and growing children. Damages are not observed
immediately, but rather after a while, in abortions, in malformations, in cancers, such as leukemia
(enhanced production of leukocytes in bone marrow), as well as in other ailments.

What are the frequencies and energies of EMFs?
The characteristics of electromagnetic waves is summarized in following scheme:

EM Spectrum, Wavelength, Frequencies, and Energies (Tabrah and Batkin 1991, and others)
Power lines



Microwaves

Visible Light

-------------------

-----X - Rays

------------Radio and TV Waves
------------------------γ - Rays
-------------------------------------+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+----+-Infra Red

Wavelength 103m

1m

Frequency 3x105

3x108

1cm

0.1mm

3x1010

3x1012

103nm
3x1014

Ultra Violet

1nm
3x1017

10-2nm
3x1019

10-4

nm

3x1021 Hz

Photonic - 1.24x10-9 1.24x10-8 1.24x10-4 1.24x10-2 1.24
1.24x103 1.24x105 1.24x107 eV
Energy
------------------------------- Non Ionizing Radiation
------------------------------------Ionizing Radiation -------
Non Thermal------------------

Thermal Damage ------------------------- DNA Bonds Broken, Damage-

The higher the frequency, the lower the wavelength, and the higher the energy. The EM output in all frequencies, and
wavelengths demonstrates behavior of both waves, and of particles flux (=photons), while energy changes according to
frequency of origin. Photons of very high frequency such as -radiation are destructive to biological systems. Photons of UV
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light are less destructive, but quite harmful, and so are wavelength towards lower frequency range. Low energy waves, do
not demonstrate clear biological effects, and they cause at least thermal effects. In lower frequencies than these, no thermal
effects could be demonstrated, but embryological effects have been detected.

Do we produce electricity in our body?
Yes! Cells and tissues use charged atoms (=ions) for transfer of electric charges. In comparison,
manmade electronic systems uses electrons for same purpose (whose mass is smaller by over three
orders of magnitude). Living cells produce electromotive force (e.m.f), and handle potential
difference (p.d ). Cells adapt to changing resistance in series and in parallel circuits, activate current,
control it, or stop it, or accumulate charges, like a capacitator. Electric fish such as Torpedo can
produce voltage of several hundred volts, discharged at once to overwhelm prey or a potential
assailant. Biological electric systems are much inferior in performance to those of manmade: Body
cells constitute wet circuits, acting in electroconductive salty (ionic) solution, system components are
produced and changed all the time, and regions that differ in electric qualities are produced and
maintained simultaneously, to prevent charge leakage. Currents are controlled, while distracting
shortcuts, and undesired flow, are avoided. Variable supply of raw (chemical) materials received, but
standard components are deviced out of them, and act properly either in use, or at rest. System
operates continuously to keep its needs, on the expense of half or more of cellular metabolic activity
(Alberts et al 1989). In comparison, manmade systems own noticeable advantages: Operated just
when need, and might be shut off when not. Dry circuits charge is achieved by passing electrons
whose mass is negligible, and diameter is smaller by ~x10-5 than atoms (and ions, used in biological
systems). Conducting components are distinctly separated from non conductors, or semiconductors,
and components keep charge or transfer it with no leakage. Component is replaced just when it stops
functioning, and energy is needed just when a circuit is in use. In contrary, cells of biological system
use active electric pumps against e.m.f, just to keep potential difference needed, and prevent current
leakage. As mentioned, currents passed by ions, whose mass is larger by `3 - 4 orders of magnitude
from electrons: For instance, nucleus of hydrogen atom, the lightest of all elements in universe,
contains only one proton (atomic mass=1), whose mass is larger than that of an electron by ~x2,000.
Body cells use mainly two ions: Na+ and K+, whose atomic masses are 23, and 39, respectively, and
their nuclei are heavier than an electron by 46,000 and 78,000 respectively. But they supply just same
single unit charge as one electron ! Moreover, these large charge units (=ions) are also hydrated, e.g.
every ion is surrounded by polar water molecules, attracted to it for their own charges. In body cells
there are ‘ion channels’ transferring ions through, by diffusion, or by difference of concentrations
(=chemical gradient), or by active passage. When passing, weak bonds of ions with water clusters are
disrupted, and water molecules are scratched off from ion crossing channel (Alberts et al 1989).
Moving such large ion masses in cells need much more energy, but their acceleration in a potential
gradient difference, is much slower than that of electrons. Thus reaction times in biological systems
are much slower, at about 10-3 sec, in comparison with manmade electronic circuits, that are 10-9 - 1018 sec. Living cells membranes act as capacitator plates, built of 2 protein layers, attached to lipid
molecules, with a protruding parts, that make central region opposing current crossing, thus act as an
insulator. Cell membrane has selective permeability, being less permissive to Na+ ions than to K+ so
outer layer has positive charge compared to inner layer, and more ions outside per area unit, than K+
ions on inner layer. It makes a potential difference of ~80 mV (millivolts) through the membrane, and
inner area is negatively charged compared to outer area. Concentration gradient in cells is formed by
separation cations (=positively charged ions) to different concentrations at each side. It is backed by
difference of ions charged negative (=anions) inside, and outside of the cell.

What are ion pumps?
Ion channels between body cells, are full of liquid, and leaky. Thus ion separation in both sides of the
membrane, is controlled by directional pumps, mainly the sodium-potassium (Na+/K+ ) pump: It ejects
from cell 2 x Na+ for each K+ admitted, in order to keep charges separated by membrane width.
Another one is the Ca2+ pump, that keeps external Ca2+ at higher concentration (x 104) than in cell.
Passive diffusion of ion channels is controlled by the changing diameter and charge lining channel.
The bound cellular cations make a thin layer of K+ ions held to cell border negatively charged, by
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mutual attraction, so they have no role in ion changes in membrane channel. That is cell membranes
act as capacitator plates, by keeping the difference of charge concentrations through their width.
Charge is held on surface of continuous cell insulator of membrane, among holes of channels of ion
pumps that help to keep it. Membrane charge values are in picoFarades (1pF=10-12F) or in
picoCoulomb (pC). Ions flux via single ion channels values are in nanoamperes (nA), and sum of total
flux via ion channels, through all cell membranes, acting in parallel resistance, is in microamperes
(µA). Separation of charges makes potential difference, that causes e.m.f. between the two charged
regions in two sides of membrane. As it cannot discharge, for the middle lipid layer of membrane, it
makes thrust power for ions flux, through channels, and drawing Na+ ions from cell, helps to keep
osmolarity (=total ions concentration) and cell volume. In neurons (=nerve cells), voltage operated
Na+ ions pumps, transfer impulses (the common form of neural signals) from sense cells, to centers,
and/or operating organs, or among other neurons. Signal moves that way from one end to the other,
by changing membrane potential, transferred among neurons, to central nerve system. In same manner
it is transferred to activation and operation centers. Neurons make a huge sophisticated signaling
system (Guyton 1992).
Body cells membranes exhibit potential difference of 10 - 200 mV, that seems huge considering
membrane thickness (up to 7.5 nm). In electrostatic terms, cell membrane is an active site, charged
with inorganic ions next to it, that produces electric field made of electric flux, or power lines
radiating out of its surface, added to organic molecules (proteins, amino acids, polysaccharides, and
simple sugars) in cell cytoplasm, that carry all charges together as ionic mass. Part of organic ions are
positively charged, but most of them carries negative charges (Alberts, 1989). There are also
electrically neutral molecules, that carry opposite charges in their ends, the dipoles: They react to AC
field, and turn in center until arranged in an anti-parallel mode to opposite charged site, like pointing
on it. Thus cell is charged externally relatively to other charged bodies. Cell has four charged regions:
1. Central negative region, with amino acids, and organic molecules, stabley charged,
2. Inner positive region, whose charge changes. Includes cations, mainly K+ lining the surface of
inner negative region, with a thin layer of bound ions, and moving clusters along inner surface of cell
membrane, of free cations, available to transports, in, or out.
3. Extracellular positive changing region, more extended and dense, whose ions move (mainly Na+
and Ca2+, and few K+) on surface of membrane.
4. Most external negative stable region. It is separated from former, at a distance of 20 µ, by
negatively charged sialic acid molecules, aligned with glycolipids forming a cactus like structure
extending from cell surface, connected by cell membrane to hollow elastic microtubes system, a
charged dipole protein, like rays going from centriole base, near cell nucleus. out to membrane They
stabilize cell shape, bind enzymes, and act as active transfer systems through cytoplasm. In neurons
they serve for external plasma flow. This region causes each cell to act as negatively charged around
itself, affecting neighboring cells.
Weak fields of each cell repel each other 40 µ apart, except for some connectors. All tissue surfaces
such as vessels endothelium, are negatively charged, thus repel negatively charged RBC, and blood
plasma proteins. Where endothelium is injured, that site loses its negative charge, so blood platelets
can adhere to it, and form a blood clot (Marino 1988). The inner membrane negatively charged
surface, holds enzymes such as protein kinase C and others, until it is activated by inner Ca2+ ions
flux, starting a cascade of reactions.
Electric system in cells adapts itself to react to injuries and changes. If body is exposed to EMFs, they
interfere with the above cellular charges, and regular activity, even if no injury, or symptoms, could
be observed. Sometimes exposure to EMFs might be observed as confusion, dysfunction, loss of
memory, etc. Such interference occurs in any exposure to external EMF, such as cellular phone. Free
radicals formed injure cell membranes, and intercellular channels. If interference lasts some longer,
its injury might lead to permanent damage, a physical, or physiological dysfunction, neurological
(such as Alzheimer, Parkinson), mental (such as schizophrenia), or others. In any case, fault between
cells is usually electrical, that might be caused by a chemical or physical factor.

Do body tissues have electrical qualities?
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Soft tissues involve long protein molecules (collagen, elastin, and keratin). Connective tissues such as
mantles (wrapping organs), ligaments (bone to bone) or tendons (muscle to bone) connectors are
composed of packed sheets of these molecules, mainly collagen. Cartilages are composed of colagen
and protoglycans (proteins bound to polysaccharides), and bones, formed of ossificated cartilages to
which sedimented calcium salts, mainly as a lattice of hydroxyapatite Ca10(PO4)6 OH2. All of them,
when mechanically twisted or bent, produce piezoelectric potential difference, upon external and
internal surfaces: When mechanical pressure is applied to a bone, it is a little distorted (Becker and
Marino 1982, Black 1991), and produces a surface potential of 10 - 150 mV, depending on power
applied. Similarly, do other lattice structures such as non conducting crystals where mechanical twist
causes potential difference between opposite surfaces. It sets aside part of electrons toward pressed
(negative) planes and far from stretched planes (positive). Surface charge is kept , as long as twist is
kept, and it disappears as soon as pressure is removed. If twist is changed, surface charge is changed
accordingly. Thus, every time thigh bone (femur) carries weight, it is bent a little, and a negative
charge is generated, while in stretched surface, positive charge is generated. Similar effect occurs in
bone fluid filled Haversian canals, in which ‘flowing potential’ is generated between surface charge
and ionic fluid flowing through it. In connective tissue such as tendons, stretching tension applied in
contracted muscle (against external load), generates (between muscle and its mantle, or to skeleton)
parallel planes of surface charges along stretched tendon. It might explain why weak electric current,
or exposure to magnetism, EMFs, or ultrasonic energy absorbed in cells, causes physiological effect.
Electrified shock is irrelevant here, as it is strong enough to totally distract any normal electric
activity in body. It contracts muscles, and if strong enough it might cause cardiac fibrillation that
might be lethal.
Such physical factors might promote non thermal cell reactions such as low frequency excitation. This
in addition to the thermal effect by energy absorbed in tissue from continuous pulsating EMF at high
frequency. It should be mentioned that body cells constitute functional completeness, rather than just
electrical, so consider cells just in electrical terms would be too simple. Each effect resulted from
cellular electrical activity, should be referred to change in their metabolism and function. The possible
amplification of weak EMFs by resonance was addressed by Prato et al (2000). They observed that
ELF magnetic fields (141-414µT peak) effects in exposed snails were consistent with the prediction
of Lednev’s parametic resonance model (PRM), where ELF exposure was either: 1. reduced, 2. had
no effect, or 3. increased opioid mediated analgaesia when matched PRM predictions for the K+ ion
analgaesia increased and could be antagonized by the K+ channel blocker glibenclamide. Furthermore,
these effects where dependent on exposure to light, and were absent in dark exposures.
Many questions might be asked: Are cells acting like radio receivers ? Or as circuits in a radio, with
frequency ‘windows’ that might change according to normal metabolic needs or those after injury ?
Can a cell scan frequencies received and adjust its circuit to resonance at certain frequency ? Can a
cell discern between meaningful signals, and just random noise (such as hearing a familiar voice in a
crowd) ? Are cells able to recognize, amplify, and use very weak signals received ? Maybe signals are
weaker by 2 - 3 orders of magnitude than potential differences measured in microvolts (µV) at cell
membrane transmitted as biophotons between cells (Kert and Rose 1989) ? Are cells react to electrical
/ magnetic pulsating fields from environmental origins (high voltage lines, or electrical equipment)
penetrating body day and night? If the answer is “yes” , then such energies can act as ‘first
messengers’ and cell would react to them as to insulin, or to growth hormone. This might enable to
treat ailments with measured electrical doses.
A “yes” answer might reflect on role of potential difference obtained in piazoelectric type tissues as a
reaction to mechanical stress: Are cells able to translate and react to external pulsating electric
patterns that hit charged surfaces? Potential differences derived by mechanical twist as mentioned,
seem as a self regulating control system, and directs cells what to do (Becker and Marino 1982,
Becker and Selden 1982). Thus, such potential differences can act as signals to fibrocytes (connective
tissue cells) in tendons, or chondrocytes (cartilage cells), or osteoblasts (bone building cells), or
osteoclasts (bone disassembling cells). These signals might direct such cells to add / decrease
production of tissue, or to add / decrease absorption to tissue, as reacting to mechanical pressure
applied. This could be the reason for the thickening of bones and tendons where loaded more at work
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or exercise, as cells ‘read’ the relative force, and frequency of potential difference formed on surface
(Becker and Marino 1982). In contrast to that act osteoporosis (loss of calcium from bones), and
decrease of connective tissue where not in use. So enhanced osteoporosis in long term astronauts, at
weightless conditions, can be better understood. They have to exercise during space flights, in order
to minimize such health adverse effects.
It is quite feasible that tissue potential acts as a ‘primary messenger, as mentioned, that activating ion
channels (like Ca2+ ions channel) that act as a ‘second messenger’, via protein kinase C activity, a
cascade of enzymatic reactions in the cell or outside, by the charged glycolipid strands sent outside
the cell, or transferred into cell via dipole of connecting microtube, and recognized a bound enzymatic
system. It seems that a very weak transmitted signal might be detected by cell, so random energetic
noise created by continuous activity of ion channels in the membrane, might be charged by incoming
pulsating signals, to create strong signals at same frequency (Wiesenfeld and Moss 1995). In fact,
random fluctuations of membrane random energetic noise, turn into controlled strong pulse, that can
change cell behavior. It is known as stochastic resonance (SR), or oscilatoric frequency, expressed as
signal to noise ratio (SNR): If frequencies resonate, electric changes of membrane transferring
proteins, could act as ‘primary messengers’. Opposing argument mentioned that wide range of
currents (at microamperes, µA, range), flow back and forth through cells along channels in tissues,
among regions of different metabolic activity. (Becker 1991, Borgens et al 1989, Nordenstrom 1983).
Regions of enhanced metabolic activity are negatively charged, in comparison with regions of low
activity, while currents flow through and around local regions of tissue trauma, and convalescent
regions.
Nordstrom (1983) speculated an electric system, in which connective tissue sheets in organs, and
vessels act as insulators, while ionic tissue fluids act as ionic currents, transferring charged materials
(foods, and wastes), and change osmotic pressures (=salts concentration) of tissues. Vascular system
has electric potential 0 (analogous to grounding). The rest of tissues have positive or negative
potential to it, depending on their level of metabolism. Capillary vessels might be regarded as variable
resistant points, through which ionic currents flow between tissues to blood plasma, according to
potential difference.
Electrical charges act also in embryonic development: Electric gradients in tissues act as markers of
directional growth of embryo. Electric currents act also in injury, as damaged tissues form ‘injury
currents’ that stimulate repair processes: Recovery of skin injury is more effective if surface is kept
wet. So microamperic currents propelled by e.m.f. (formed by epidermis layers in skin), may pass
through it (Borgens et al 1989, O’Connor et al 1990).
Experimental results strongly suggests that creating potential difference on tissue surface seems as
self controlling system. But most experts are doubtful as for comparing electrophysiologic qualities of
living cells, to manmade systems.

Can we measure electric activity of body tissues ?
Electric waves, generated in physiological reactions in tissues, reach skin, and can be measured.
Normal activity is read as potential difference (=mV), current (=mA), and frequency (=Hz) of currents
created. When body is injured or sick, some deviations of certain waves may be observed, and
diagnosed, then recuperation may be followed. Routine techniques involve electrocardiogram (ECG),
electroencephalogram (EEG), and lie detector (polygraph). The latter device may detect slight
physiologic changes in a stress of saying a lie, or by some other emotional state. They are usually
expressed in enhanced sweating, that changes electric resistance, accelerated heartbeat, respiration
rate, and blood pressure. Physiologic changes affect electric activity in cells, which might elicit of
irregular waves, recorded as continuous graph. At a typical test, operator calibrates reaction of the
examined to a lie: Examined is asked to answer a very simple question, and to lie about another (such
as 2+2=5), while operator compares waves recorded. Then, examined is asked more questions
including relevant critical true or false ones. Answering graphs are compared, and might indicate
where examined said the truth or lied. ECG records voltage changes created by heart muscle, and
shows wave pattern of electric activity, but not mechanical activity of heart. Each cycle of heart
activity involves waves, marked as P, Q, R, S, and T, and sometimes also wave U. P waves created by
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electric discharge at two atrial muscles, and electric changes lead to their contraction. Waves Q, R, S,
and T are associated to ventricles contraction, and show the discharge, and charge of heart muscle, the
preliminary and after its contractions. There is a pointed peak between Q and S waves. Any damage to
heart muscle, and system transferring electric waves, from rhythm disturbance to damage to heart
muscle might change electric waves. ECG records might show normal heart activity or any
malfunctions developed. Some heart electric activity might not displayed properly in usual ECG
graph, and some damage would not be detected. So former records are usually requested for
interpretation of heart state.
Brain electric activity is tested via electrodes attached in pairs to scalp, showing potential difference
between two of same pair, or of different pairs at same time, recorded on an EEG graph.
Waves intensity and forms are determined by general excitation level of brain, (in sleeping or
wakefulness), and by detriments (diseases, psychoses, injuries, etc.). Most brain waves look quite
messy, and no distinct patterns could be seen, but certain typical patterns might indicate of ailments.
Common forms in adult brain waves show rhythmic  -waves, at frequencies of 8 - 13 Hz, that are
more prominent at occipital region. In sleeping these waves are typically changed, and so, at
wakefulness and at particular alertness. Sometimes, a state of illness might be exhibited as normal,
vice versa. Wave typical patterns enable to diagnose encephalitis, brain tumors, epilepsy, spasms, and
more. ß-waves at 14 - 25 Hz, and up to 50 Hz, but at lower voltage than that of  -waves.  - waves at
50 Hz, slow  -waves, at 1 - 3.5 Hz, at relative high voltage, of 20 - 200 µV. Slow  - (theta)waves at
4 - 7 Hz are typical to children, but may appear in adults at a mental stress, or at brain disturbances.

What factors affect energy absorption in living body ?
There is a ratio between hitting wave length and size of body or part exposed, to tissue heating
detected. Absorption of energy at high frequency, is affected by molecular size of target compounds.
The joule heating of water and protein molecules in tissues exposed to strong microwave radiation,
was applied to cooking. More gentle heating by infra red (IR) waves, was applied to heating people in
a cold room, and for slow cooking. There are standards of radiation doses and joule heating allowed
for public exposure. High doses are always injurious. American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
specified exposure standards to radio frequency modulated (FM) fields, and to very high frequency
(VHF), that are still applied as guidelines. Safe levels specified in the year 1982 as 1,000µW/cm2 or
as 0.4 W/Kg body weight. It is still in dispute whether the rest of EM spectrum, that is not included in
joule heating frequencies, adverse to health. Are there mechanisms by which even weak radiation
might be detrimental to tissues, and harm their normal functions? Present answer is “yes”, referring
to transmissions down to low intensities such as ~10% of that allowed by above ANSI standard.
We live in a haze like environment of photons from mixed and changing EMFs. However, for many
years it was generally agreed that energy levels of waves lower than 1x108 Hz were too low for joule
heating, thus had no biological effects. Early investigations addressing that issue, were not
convincing as they lacked appropriate control groups, or reliable fields measurements. Recent studies
exhibited that non thermal weak radiation might inflict remarkable damages, as detailed in next
chapter.
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What are electrostatic fields ?
Such fields do not change their strength or direction, such static DC fields, include these create in
atmosphere in thunderstorms. Near ground, average intensity of such fields is less than 200 V/m.
Much stronger fields, reaching 50,000 V/m (=50 kV), are directly induced by EM storms. The global
magnetic DC fields are probably caused by deep electric currents flowing in its melted core, reaching
average magnetic intensities of ~500 mG (milligauss). Such value is higher than usual values of AC
EMFs under power lines. However DC fields do not induce currents in objects encountered in their
way, like AC EMFs do, therefore they are considered less adverse to health. Although electrostatic
fields do not change strength or direction, their discharge through body (when going out of a car) to
ground (for potential difference) might be quite violent.

Are power lines, and electrical equipment of public concern?
EMFs induced by high voltage lines, may be strong enough to ionize close oxygen molecules, into
free oxygen radicals, by the ‘corona effect (Frey 1994). When inhaled, they strongly oxidize
respiratory mucous membranes, adding to other free radicals generated. Power lines carrying 70,000 765,000V, induce all the time EFs, and MFs depending of voltage at that time. Voltage of ~500,000 V
induced an ELF-EMFs at intensity of several hundreds of milligauss (mG) just underneath. King
(1996) calculated currents induced in body organs when exposed to EMF around power lines, at 60
Hz, and to high power transmissions in frequencies of 10 - 30 KHz.
EMFs around lines can be reduced, by arranging cables in a position that subtracts fields by three
phases, as peaks of each would deliberately out of phase of the others. So each peak is reached at a
difference of 1/3 cycle, marked as A, B, C, for each out of three, and its phase. Decrease of EMFs
around power lines is feasible by ~50% or more for low expense, just by reversing phases order
(C,B,A). In such ‘EM silencer’ system, if EFs and MFs are equal, they can cancel each other
completely, if not - just partly. Underground cables may reduce EMFs induction, if burried deep
enough. Cables in a oil filled tube, that cools them down, reduces EMF to 1/10-1/20 than in hanging
equivalents. Even if it is done, the secondary lines, and their transformers hanged close to houses still
induce EMFs. On roads passing close to high voltage lines and installations normal MFs read were 610 mG, and under cables, up to 30 mG. The author detected underground lines inducing MFs of 8-10
mG on the road above them. ELF-EMFs strength is sinusoidally changed (sinus  (theta) of EF or MF
in cyclic systems, typical to AC current supplied. Irregular AC patterns involve choppy teeth, slanted
or others, emitted from electronic instruments, experimental, therapeutic, navigational, etc. might
affect body tissues in different ways. MRI simulator for non invasive diagnoses, induces high EMF.
Such machines have been considered safe until recently. Today they are suspected of some risks
mainly to children, and medical staff. Antennas of radio transmitters are planned to emit similar
amounts of electric and magnetic energies. However, experimental applications might emit otherwise.
High output antenna might be risky to people if not keeping appropriate distance from them.
The intensity of power lines induced EMFs, is presented in the following table.

EMFs of high voltage transmission lines. a (Anonymous 1995)..
___________________________________________________________
In lines transferring 115 kV
At a distance (m)
Intensity of EF (kV/m)
Intensity of mean MF (mG)

Beneath
1.0
29.7

In lines transferring 230 kV
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15
0.5
6.5

30
0.07
1.7

60
0.01
0.4

90
0.03
0.2

Intensity of EF (kV/m)
Intensity of mean MF (mG)

In lines transferring 500 kV
Intensity of EF (kV/m)
Intensity of mean MF (mG)

2.0
57.5

1.5
19.5

03
7.1

0.05
1.8

0.01
0.8

7.0
86.7

3.0
29.4

1.0
12.6

03
3.2

0.1
1.4

______________________________________________________________
a. Road passing at first distance of every line, is still safe for public exposure. Fields were calculated in a
1990 survey, as averages of 320 high voltage lines tested. At peak load of lines (about 1% of time), fields
reached x2 as high than presented in table.

A week EMF measurements in the US on a road passing near a 500 kV line, exhibited typical levels
of EMFs, due to present supply, averaged at 38.6 mG, lowest at 22.4 mG, and highest at 62.7 mG.

Are large transformers beneficial to neighbors?
Power line voltage is lowered in residential areas by transformers at secondary stations to 4-14 kV,
which induce strong EMFs around. Incoming and outgoing currents, are not balanced, thus they
cannot be neutralized by subtraction. Secondary stations caused “cancer clusters” in neighboring
areas. Paul Brodeur reported in July 9th 1990 New Yorker issue about such a ‘cancer cluster’ found in
residents at Meadow street, Guilford CT: During 20 years, 7 cancers were diagnosed, of which 4 were
of glioma, 1 was ocular, 1 ovarian, and 1 was in bone. This street consisted of 9 houses, while cancer
patients lived in 5 out of 6 houses, that were close to a secondary power station. Supplied by high
voltage cables of 115kV, this station induced an EMF of several hundred mGs, that declined at the
fence to 20mG.

What are EMFs that the public is exposed to?
The EMF abundant background involves 0-2 mG high. Cohen (1995) measured in some buildings in
vicinity to high voltage lines, 10-30 mG. The author measured on roads in the US and in Israel, near
power lines 5-6 mG, while under power lines 23-26 mG. In private houses in the US and Israel, usual
values have not passed 1.2 mG, and at the most reached 6 mG. Some grounding pipes in cellar
showed ~40 mG, that declined in living room to 6-8 mG. In Japan near power lines near Tokyo, a
group of visiting scientists, including the author, and a group of Gauss Network members , led by
Tetsuo Kakehi, measured domestic background of ~25 mG. Some houses were abandoned, after
cancer incidence and death in the neighborhood were high. That group presented the results that day
(May 13th 2002) with Mr K. Takagi, attorney at law, to a committee, in the Japanese Parliament.
Typical environmental and domestic EMFs are presented in the following table.

Intensity of environmental and domestic EMFs (McBride 1995).
_____________________________________________________________________

Exposure conditions

Electric field strength
V/m

Environmental, natural fields
Static, fair weather
Static, stormy weather
Environmental , human activities
400 kV, 50 Hz, power line, mid span.
400 kV, 50 Hz, power line, 25m from span
500-1600KHz,100m from AM antenna
27MHz, 4W CB radio, 12cm from antenna
470-854MHz,TV broadcast , maximum within 1km from antenna
Home / work related
Static, 30 cm from TV / VDT
50Hz ambient, distant appliances
50Hz 30 cm from appliances
3 cm from appliances
50Hz 0.5-1m from induction furnaces
50Hz substations, etc.

µT (µTesla, 1µT=10mG)

120 - 150
10,000

50
50

10,000
1,000
20,000
100 - 600

40
8
0.25 - 1

3
500 - 10,000
1 - 10
10 - 250
10,000 - 20,000
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Magnetic flux density

0.1
0.01 - 1
0.01 - 30
0.3 - 2,000
100 - 10,000
Few hundreds

15kHz, 30cm from TV/VDT
0.15-10KHz, 0.1-1m from induction heaters
250-675KHz,at operator position from induction heater
10-80MHz, 15cm from dielectric heaters
27-450MHz, 5cm from low power mobile antenna
470-854MHz, TV aerial riggers

1 - 10
-

≤0.2
15 - 1,250

2 - 100
20 - 800

0.2 - 22
0.1 - 1.1

200 - 1,350
30 - 300

2,450MHz, 50cm from leaking microwave oven 2.82GHz stationary ATC radar, off axis at 100m
14GHz Satellite station off axis at 100m

14
8
0.4

0.1 - 1.3
Power flux density
W/m
0.5
0.16
0.0004

_______________________________________________________________

What are frequencies and intensities of ELF and VLF fields?
ELF-EMFs induced by 60 Hz high voltage supply lines, may resonate by multiples (‘harmonics’) up
to 1,000Hz . In comparison VLF-EMFs from cathode ray tubes (CRT, in TV and PC monitors),
generate currents of 15-85 kV, at 1 KHz-500 KHz. Considering ‘safe’ field intensity of 2mG, we are
exposed to much more intense fields near power lines, electrical installations, or near appliances at
home.

Are there exposure standards for the public in EMFs?
Permissible standards are not mandatory. They seem at present (2002) too high to be taken seriously:
International commission on non-ionizing radiation protection (IRPA/INIRC) guidelines (1990).
Permit exposure of general public at 50/60Hz, to EF of 5kV/m, and MF of 1,000 mG up to 24 h !!.
The ACGIH occupational threshold limit values for 60 Hz EMF (Anonymous 1994) mention that
Occupational exposures should not exceed 25kV/m, and would not exceed 100,000 mG !
Public exposure near EMFs of 60 Hz of high voltage lines in the US (Anonymous 1995) is permitted
in Florida to 8kV/m on right of way, or 2kV/m, and 150 mG on edge of right way, and in New York is
11.8kV/m, or 1.6kV/m and 200 mG, respectively !
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What body currents may be induced by power lines?
The absorption of EMF energy in body, is usually read as specific absorption rate (SAR): The
intensity of internal field induced, and its energy (Watts) absorbed per a mass (Kg) unit of body
exposed, namely W/Kg or mW/g. It might change by frequency, or wavelength. Maximal absorption
is expected where wave frequency matches resonance of exposed body/organ/tissue cells/subcellular
components.
Staying in above public permitted EF of 10 kV/m, induced in human body currents of 4-10 mA/m2,
while occupational permitted EF of 25kV/m, induced body current of 20 mA/m2 and in legs - up to
150mA/m2 (Furse and Gandhi (1998). Therefore, safety standard permitted staying at a risky fields.
Moreover, EF comes vertically, matching direction of standing human, thus affected stronger, while
MF (perpendicular to electric) hitting body horizontally, does not affect at same severity.

Are domestic EMFs may be detrimental?
Domestic EMFs may combine near by power lines, secondary lines, transformers, cables in the walls,
appliances, and faulty grounding. A survey of 1,000 residential houses in the US in the year 1993,
revealed in 50% of them background of ~0.6 mG, in 25% it was ~1.1 mG, in 15% of them, it was
~2.1mG, while in 5% it was 2.9%, and in 1% it reached 6.6 mG! Then average EMF of 0.9 mG was
calculated. Such a value is meaningless, as most appliances induce stronger EMFs. Old electric sheet
may induce MF of 30-40 mG, so personal exposure is quite hazardous, even where domestic
background is <1 mG. In vicinity of strong transmitting antennae (radio, TV, cellular, wireless
communication, etc), the domestic cables in the walls act as antennae themselves, they receive and
reemit the transmissions. It might yield remarkable EMF background (measured 5-6 mG in one
house). Such cables in bedroom, near the heads caused insomnia. They might be hazardous when pass
near children beds. Therefore, it is recommended to test EMF background in present home, or prior to
buying one. The author measured in a private house in the US an EMF of 40 - 50 mG at grounding
pipe on basement ceiling, declining to 6 - 8 mG above on the bed in sleeping room. Current supply
connection point to house might induce remarkable EMF at home, even if the rest of house is wired
correctly. If high background found, it should be checked at external walls as well, and when power
shut off. If such high background, is found, it is advisable to call for a professional help. Sometimes
such a high background is derived by electric clocks/timers, furnaces/ovens, AC/cooling installations,
motor propelled tools/appliances, ice cube makers, and garbage grinders in sink (grounded to water
pipes). Wrongly connected wiring, or grounding, may induce high background. Such faults can be
corrected by professionals (Feero 1993). Right wiring should include hot wire with neutral, while no
current flows through grounding to water pipe. Grounding of any system to plastic containing water
piping.

Are EMFs might be of influence to trees?
It sounds like a joke, but a study at the school of forestry and wood products, in university of
Michigan (MTU) showed otherwise: Growth of trees was studied in vicinity of 50 - 150 m from a
huge naval antenna used for communication worldwide (ELF at long waves). It induced an EMF of 1
- 7 mG. Maple tree growth was enhanced by ~74%, while other trees such as red oak, and betula were
not affected. Reason for that was not clear, but it seemed possible that field enhanced absorption of
CO2 in leaves. Other research groups at Burton and others, observed that EMFs enhanced life cycles
of plants.

What is magnetic field level of 2 mG?
Average home background was calculated as 0.9 mG. Studies considered EMF of 2 mG as still safe.
Higher values were found risky, in studies listed below. So this value is considered limit between
‘exposed”, to ‘unexposed’. But, same nominal reading, VLF EMF intensity is x250 stronger than
ELF’s. The IRPA standard (1990) permitted EMF exposure of the public to 1,000 mG (see table). It is
unacceptable by any term, but it may shield those responsible for risking the public.
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In the car , most of engine high EMF (from alternators, plugs cables etc) is declined so at passenger
compartment, they are not higher than background. Measurements by author revealed remarkable
differences between models, where some of them exhibited high background of several mGs near
panel and wheel, but at drivers body background did not pass 2 mG. A portable gaussmeter held on
panel, detected EMF of 6 - 8 mG derived from hanging or buried power lines. Driving just
underneath power lines, in car EMF readings showed ~24 mG. Driving near TV or radio, or cellular
stations might reveal remarkable radio frequency (RF) readings, while parking in such an area. If
frequencies match, your car alarm, might exhibit ‘crazy’ behavior every time you park there (as
personally experienced). Train passengers might be exposed to strong EMFs: A report published in
the US, whose origin could not be traced, mentioned that measurement in the year 1991read in train
cars high EMF, of `500 mG, at 25 Hz at height of passengers seats. In Washington DC’s subway, a
strong AC EMF was detected in cars, probably derived by motors and auxiliary electric equipment
beneath cars floor. Train locomotives are powerful, they induce strong EMFs whose frequency is
higher than 60/50 Hz. It is advisable to keep a away from them when observed.

How damage of chemical and physical pollution combine?
Szmigielski et al (1982) showed that exposure of mice to microwaves at 2.45GHz enhanced
spontaneous skin cancer, induced chemically by benzopyrene (in cigarette smoke, related to PCB).
Bastuji-Garin (1990) showed enhanced leukemia rate among electric professionals, and those exposed
to benzene, and herbicides. In another study that she took part, Richardson et al (1992) , they
reviewed that occupational exposure to EMFs enhanced risk for leukemia x3.9 (95%, in CI of 1.212.5), exposure to benzene, by x2.8 (95%, in CI of 1.3 -5.9), and herbicides, x3.5 (95%, at CI of 1.110.8). Omura et al (1991) exhibited that most clinical symptoms were observed in those exposed to
unsuspected harmful domestic or occupation environmental EMFs for long terns, and exacerbated by
intake of harmful light and heavy metals from common sources: Exposed for several years, they
developed cancers, of digestive tract and others, associated with disturbed circulation in small vessels,
for elevated thromboxane B2 (a blood coagulation factor). Bacterial and viral infections appeared,
acetylcoline (a neural transmitter) dropped, and sediments appeared, of lead, mercury, or aluminum,
with (or without) asbestos, and other pollutants. Effects could be exhibited soon by exposure of limbs
or head from 30-50 cm to EMF induced by domestic sources, at intensity of 10 V/m: In exposure of 5
min, thromboxane increased, and acetylcholine dropped, that lasted ~5 min after exposure. Body
sediments of aluminum, lead, and mercury, extended these effects some longer. It indicated that
Swedish standard allowing public exposure to 25 V/m was too high, therefore, safe exposure of up to
10 V/m was suggested. Later studies suggested to lower permitted exposure down to 3 V/m.
Brocklehurst and McLauchlan (1996) showed that exposure to weak environmental EMF, was
adverse to health, by generating ~1% free radicals in body cells. Body defense mechanisms could
neutralize such excess of radicals in normal conditions. Chignell and Sik (1998) showed that static
MF enhanced damage from UV radiation: They irradiated ketoprofen (an anti inflammatory agent)
and human RBC, it oxidized lipids in RBC, and destroyed them. When system was exposed to a
strong MF, the RBC were destroyed much faster: It indicated that MF enhanced radicals
concentration, that joined those generated by UV exposure, to injure RBC. Zmyslony and Jajte (1998)
considered free radicals formed in humans exposed to weak EMFs at work or at home, as a major
factor in body processes. They considered free radicals mechanism acted in simple biological systems,
but effects on total body, were not proven.
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What are the free radicals ?
Free radicals are unstable atoms or a molecules, that have an unpaired valence electron (Dianzani
1992). An oxygen atom can be seen as a free radical that has 2 unpaired electrons. Its partial reduction
by decreasing one electron, leaves one electron unpaired. Radicals having several atoms, have one or
more unpaired electrons, like OH- and H2O2-. Radicals are usually very active, trying immediately to
get a missing electron, from a neighboring molecule (=oxidizing it) thus they are referred as reactive
oxygen species (ROS). Normal cellular incomplete reductions in the mitochondria can release up to
4% of molecular oxygen (O2) missing one electron, as most simple radical superoxide anion (O2-*). It
can react on ferrous or other metal catalysts to form the more ROS such as hydroxyl (OH-*).
Superoxide and NO are produced also in the lysosomes of activated immune cells (monocytes and
macrophages), into which they engulfed invading microorganisms, and destroyed them.
The radicals injurious effects involve: 1.Peroxidation of cellular lipid membranes, attacking the
double bonds in membranal unsaturated fatty acids. 2. Oxidative-modification of proteins, that lead to
protein-protein cross linkages, and fragmentation of protein backbone, and- 3. Hydroxylation of
nuclear and mitochondrial DNA bases, mainly guanine (causing mutations) and thymidine (causing
single-strand breaks. Damages implicate cellular aging, and malignant transformation of cells. Thus
radicals concentrations must be kept low. It is done by antioxidants that donate an electron (see
below).
Where X-rays, pass through ventilated water, they generate free oxygen radicals. Similarly, radicals
are generated in organic systems, but in greater variety. UV rays at higher frequencies (close to those
of ionizing radiation), generate excess of free radicals in skin, causing skin cancer, and cataract in
eyes.
Inhaled chemicals, mainly oxides (NO, NO2, SO2), smoke, ozone or chlorine fumes, are absorbed to
fluid lining respiration tract, and lungs alveoli, enhance the formation of more free radicals (Velsor
and Postlethwait 1997). Ingested oxidized fatty acids (in fried foods) act as free radicals, and polluting
heavy metals, insecticides and more, generate more radicals. When pollutants are solubilized in liver
cells in order to dispose them, more radicals generated: Cr undergoes redox cycling, while Cd
depletes glutathione and protein-bound sulfhydryl groups, resulting in production of superoxide
anion, hydroxyl radicals, and hydrogen peroxide. These ROS increased lipid peroxidation, and
excretion of urinary lipid metabolites. They modulated intracellular oxidized states, inflicted DNA
and membrane damage, altered gene expression, and caused apoptosis (cells death). Overall metal
toxicity of Cr and Cd resulted by similar mechanisms, although they differed in generating their
derived ROS effects (Stohs et al.2001).
Free radicals were found in large variety involving strong and weak oxidizing agents (Buettner 1993).
Parker (1998) simulated competitive coupling of radical ions to their target substrate, and mode they
injured cellular components. Radicals concentration in blood was determined by kinetic competition
between them, considering concentration of antioxidants as well as their reaction constant with
peroxide radical Tubaro et al (1998). An imbalance between the generated and exogenous inflicted
oxidants, and the antioxidant system, was termed oxidative stress. Even under normal physiological
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conditions, the damage to cellular molecules, such as DNA is extensive, amounting to hundreds of hits
per cell per day. The most frequent, and most mutagenic lesion in DNA is hydroxylation of guanine
base rendering it unable to base pair with cytosine. More than 100 different oxidative modifications
occurred in hotspots in DNA (Poulsen et al 1998). Such modification and subsequent mutation may be
compared to actions of carcinogens such as aflatoxin (produced by molds), or benzopyrene (formed
in cigarette smoke).
Cellular efforts to keep free radical concentration low, involve enzymatic and non enzymatic
antioxidant systems : The enzymes that inactivate free radicals involve different forms of
metaloenzymes superoxide dismutases (SODs): The Cu-Zn-SOD in the cytosol, and the Mn-SOD in the
mitochondria, convert two superoxide radicals into hydrogen oxide and oxygen:O2-*+O2-*+2H+→
H2O2+O2. Catalase found in cells’ peroxysomes and glutathione peroxidase are cytosol antioxidant
enzymes. Both decompose H2O2 to oxygen and water: 2H2O2 → 2H2O + O2, helping to lower free
radicals concentration. Skin exposed to UV light generates H2O2, that is decomposed by such
enzymatic systems. Bordiushkov et al (2000) showed that SOD activity was enhanced in human and
rat lymphocytes exposed to ELF-EMF for 20 and 40 min. That exposure increased cell membranes’
fluidity and SOD activity, and decreased membrane potential. RBC exposed to same ELF-EMF, showed
no increase of SOD activity. As RBC had no DNA (they had no nucleus), the increase of SOD activity
was attributed to enhanced expression of sod gene.
Nonenzymatic antioxidants blocked the initiation of free radical formation, or inactivated
(=scavenged) them, thus blocked further radicals’ damage: Vitamin E, scavenged free radicals within
membrane phospholipid bilayer, blocking the oxidation of polyunsaturated lipids and other membrane
components.
Any pollutant admitted, or a medicine taken, is referred by liver cells as a xenobiotic (=foreign) to be
expelled, thus it is solubilized by attaching of hydroxyl (OH) group(s), then it is excreted in urine, or
sweat. Such hydroxylations generate more radicals, they added to radicals generated in cellular
normal enzymatic activities, including electron transfer of respiratory processes, including oxygen
bound to hemoglobin in RBC, to be transported to body cells (for generation of energy),and
metabolism of amino acids (building blocks of proteins, Bendich 1993). Although cellular oxidation
reactions are vital, their byproduct-radicals generated, intimidate the cells (Freeman and Crapo 1982).
Vitamin B12 (=cobalamin) provided radicals that catalyzed intramolecular rearrangements involving
hydrogen. In enhanced respiration, in emergency, physical or mental activity, or stress, divers or
pilots at heights patients in intensive care, and premature babies, on air / oxygen supply, generate
excess of free radicals. In injuries, or where blood circulation is disturbed, (and antioxidants are
deprived), in artherosclerosis, blood clots, blocks, or gangrene, due to pressure sores formed in long
motionless lying in bed extra radicals generated (Ferradini 1992).
Radicals frequently attain peaks that body is not able to neutralize. Then cellular components are not
protected from being oxidized. Then radicals enhances aging ailments, involving joints, heart and
vascular diseases, neurological diseases, diabetes, immune deficiency, cancer and more. Weiland and
Huttermann (1998) irradiated DNA with X-rays in 4 different conditions (between -196C to room
temp., and at different air humidity). They detected 12 kinds of radicals formed from DNA’s
nitrogenous bases, and deoxyribose (sugar) components.
Radicals injure immune cells but also activate immune cells to excrete compounds such as
interleukines 6 and 8 (see ch. 18). Radicals stimulate nerves of respiratory tract, and cause
inflammations, they enhance permeability of lung alveoli cells, thus decrease lungs capacity, and
susceptibility to respiratory infectants and irritants.
Oxidized membrane lipids loose selective transport abilities, therefore, nutrients are not transferred
in, and toxic wastes are not expelled. It causes cells death, injuries of (mainly) capillaries
endothelium, that leak, and hemorrhages occur, followed by tissue damages, penetration of undesired
components into blood stream, and (positively charged) platelets attach to injured sites, that form
blocking clots.
Free radicals injure connective tissue, and joints cartilage (that usually lack antioxidants), yielding
loss of cartilage, thus flexibility and mobility of joints are gradually lost up to disability. Radical
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injuries inflicted to immune system cells yield the suppression of system, that renders body
vulnerable to infectious diseases, and cancer. Nerve system is among most sensitive to radicals
injuries, and its cells are the slowest to regenerate. The brain requires about 15% of energy for total
body. Nerve cells generate large amounts of free radicals, as visualized in brain simulations. Neural
myelin (Schwann) sheath around axons, is vulnerable to oxidizing damage by radicals. Aging signs
combine spots, skin cancer, allergies, respiratory difficulties, and insomnia, with neurological,
cardiovascular, immunological, diabetes, arthritis, renal diseases and others (see ch.3). Kuzurman and
Sharpatyi (1998) demonstrated free radicals inflicted DNA breaks: Genes were cut short, missed
control segments, and protein coding structural stretches. Inactive proteins synthesized, led to cellular
damage. Where gene expressing control regions were lost, uncontrolled cell division started, namely
cancer.
Oxidized blood lipids and cholesterol, rendered them unfamiliar to phagocytes, that engulfed them
and entered to arteries walls, causing atherosclerosis: Plaque was formed, that narrowed lumen, blood
pressure increases, so heart and vascular diseases were developed. Plaque also injured endothelium,
then blood clots formed, and parts of plaque fell off and traveled in blood stream until blocked narrow
vessels as an emboly. Injured vessel attracts platelets to form a blood clot that totally blocks blood
flow, namely, thrombosis. Where one of three coronary arteries (supplying the heart) was blocked, it
caused infarction, known as heart attack. Where it blocked blood supply to brain, it was a stroke.
Radicals excess depleted cellular antioxidant pools, including melatonin (sleep hormone) that acted
also a radical scavenger! When melatonin was deprived, insomnia appeared, and risk of cancer,
mainly breast cancer, increased. Radicals are considered as major factor of aging related ailments
mentioned, while damages developed further until they killed the individual. However, radicals
damage can be remarkably hindered by antioxidants, by two modes:
1. Where radical accepts an electron by a compound that is not turned to a radical itself, referred as
antioxidant. Receiving an electron, renders radical to a stable not harmful state.
2. Antioxidant may bound to a radical in order to defuse it.
Nakagawa et al (1997) revealed that excess of radicals in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of acute lymphatic
leukemia (ALL) patients, decreased in chemotherapy treated patients, matching their advance of
convalescence. Duffy et al (1998) showed that taking antioxidant supplements, protected nerve cells,
and inhibited radical damage.

Nitric oxide, a friend or foe ?
The nitric oxide(NO) is a neurotransmitter and vascular smooth muscle relaxant, synthesized by
deamination of arginine (an amino acid) by the enzyme NO synthetase (=NOS). Nitroglycerol (taken
by angina pectoris patients) is metabolized also to NO, then relaxed smooth muscles. NO is well
bound to RBC haemoglobin (Hb), when blood circulated in the lungs: The thiol groups in the two
cysteines in the Hb molecule, bind the NO, and prevent the haems from inactivating it. Whereupon,
the NO is released in oxygen-poor blood vessels along with oxygen, stabilizes blood pressure. NO
raise concentration of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP), that in turn, is active in membrane
ion channels, and in numerous biochemical pathways. NO is a homeostasis signaling molecule, but
also a potent free radical effector, acting in pathogenesis (Liaudet et al 2000). This paradoxical fate
generated confusion, but well defining NO biological actions dissociated beneficial from toxic
consequences: Normally at low concentration, NO acted as a 2nd messenger and a cytoprotective
(antioxidant) factor, via direct interactions with transition metals and other free radicals. But when
due to conditions high NO concentrations produced, and modified the formation of superoxide
radical, the NO turned into indirect effects to form N2O3, ONOO-, NO2*, and NO3-. They in turn
mediated oxidative and nitrosative cytotoxic stresses, attributed to NO, in inflammation, circulatory
shock, and ischemia-reperfusion injury. Radicals excess in neurons derail neural and muscular
activities. Dawson and Dawson (1996) showed that excess of NO, formed in the brain and at other
neurons, reacted with superoxide anion, to make ONOO- (peroxynitrite), that together with oxygen
free radicals inflicted severe neural damage. Boczkowski (2001) showed that exogenous and
endogenous peroxynitrite altered the structure and function of mitochondrial proteins, resulted in
dysfunction and cellular or organ injury. NO produced in atherosclerotic-damaged vascular
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endothelial cells, promoted vasodilitation and oxidized low density lipoprotein (LDL), that enhanced
atherosclerosis Thus inhaling vehicular emitted NOx, adds to such detrimental activity.(see ch. 15). In
the nervous system, overactive phagocytic cells produced NO that entered neurons, and generated
superoxide radical, that disrupted cellular structures. NO inhibited synthesis of mitochondrial
complex 1 enzyme, that resulted in energy deficit, and more free radicals produced, thus wasting the
cellular antioxidant pools to defuse them. This in turn, led to develop neurological ailments. Buzard
and Kasprzak (2000) reported that oxidative stress was resulted from imbalance in cellular
oxidation/reduction, by metals redox reactions with endogenous oxidants, and from effects on cellular
antioxidant systems. The stress impaired (redox-sensitive) signaling molecules: NO, S-nitrosothiols,
AP-1, NF-kappaB (in cell nucleus), IkappaB (its inhibitor), p53, and p21ras, resulting in variety of
toxic effects such as carcinogenesis. Supportive experimental data for these toxicity and
carcinogenicity for two toxic metals indicated that: Fe, Cu, and metal carcinogens: Ni, Cr, and Cd
were bound selectively to particular cell constituents and affected Ca signaling. Oxidative stress
caused, suggested the pathogenicity of toxic Pb, Hg and As.
Yoshikawa et al (2000) showed that NO generated in mice by injected enterobacterial endotoxin
(lipopolysaccharide, LPS), was enhanced by exposure to ELF-EMF (0.1 mT, 60 Hz). Considering that
enterobacterial mass was a major human colon contents, the LPS in contact with colon wall cells
probably enhanced generation of NO, that was enhanced further by EMF exposure.
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Chapter three
How can weak EMFs be hazardous?
EMFs may affect organisms by physical rules, depending their frequency, intensity, physiologic
qualities and resonance of tissues affected. Earth MF affects organisms without damage: Sense
cells (magnetosomes) of bees, fish, migrating birds, whales, sea turtles and others, help them to
find their way in long distance trips. Bees exposed to weak EMF looked immediately disturbed
(Smith 1989).
Ionizing energy ionize atoms, and generate free radicals even in water, They can injure DNA
bases directly, causing mutations or even break and loss of DNA segments. Intact DNA in human
cells, is supposed to confer life expectancy of 110-120 years. This may be restricted by errors
(mutations) in DNA, that occur and accumulated unrepaired: Replication of DNA may mismatch
~1:100,000 bases, where an erroneous base is inserted instead of a right one. An enzymatic repair
mechanism usually restores the right base. But some errors sustain, and accumulate, (for unable or
injured or mutated repair system itself) until DNA fails to fulfill vital cellular functions, namely
life ends. As DNA is injured by free radicals, longevity is usually much shortened. Thus pollution
and stress generating free radicals that enhance aging. Free radicals derived damage, is more
severe in fetuses / babies / children whose body grows by many cell divisions, whose DNA is
mostly vulnerable to be injured by radicals. Therefore pregnant women are at higher risk for
abortion or to malformations to fetus, if they are exposed to EMFs.
There was a dispute, whether nonionizing EMF was able to injure living systems, for most EMF
energies were too low to ionize atoms or generate free radicals. Thus they seem unable to injure
DNA directly, or to heat tissues affected.
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Epidemiological studies, aimed to detect factors adverse to human health may be performed by
either of two main methods: 1. A cohort study, and- 2. A case controlled study. Each study may
be reproduced in lab animals, and so experiments involved any hazardous / suspected factor(s).
In a cohort study, examined group includes individuals that were exposed to such factor in the
past, at about same level, and for similar period of time, as possible. In comparison, control group
members is selected, who have not been exposed to such factor, but in other parameters, they
match the examined. Researchers observe injuries, alleged for that risk factor examined. Results
of examined, and control group members are processed statistically to compare and show whether
they were significant.
In case controlled studies, a case is examined, of a group of individuals diagnosed for ailment
specified, caused probably by presumed factor. They are compared to control group members, that
showed no symptoms.
EMF exposure experiment, or an injury derived allegedly by EMFs, may consider features of
energy involved (waves forms, pulsating or continuous, amplitude, frequency, intensity, duraion,
intermissions, type of turned on / off), size character and physiological state of target tissues, etc.
Energy hits different tissues differently, or where in different age, and physiological states.
Resting cells are less vulnerable than cells during division. Thermal damage or edema inflicted,
tissue physical (resonance with energy waves), physiologic factors (sensitivity, size, mechanical,
nutritional, metabolic, etc), or genetic factors, all may affect results. Evaluation of effects of
EMF exposure is complex, for results observed, so it should differ between interaction, feeling,
effect, and injuries, from heating, to malformations, and enhanced cancer incidence. Effect of an
ELF - EMF for its quantum photonic energy levels in low frequencies may look negligible, but
may develop indirectly to severe damage. Most of energy absorbed by a tissue may be inductive
coupling, capacitating, or conducting. Resonance effect may amplify effect at some “window”
frequencies. Sometimes, damage is measurable (biochemically), or may be repaired, or contradict
effects may blur results, or major effect was not measured at all...
First reports about electric inflicted injuries were published in the 1930ies, about radio operators
complained of headaches, dizziness, nausea, and loss of concentration. Medical personnel that
irradiated patients with ‘short waves’, suffered from similar symptoms (von Schäele 1995). Radar
operators in World War II, in the 1940ies, suffered from cataract. It was inflicted by X-rays
emitted from monitors, generated free radicals, that oxidized eye lenses, that turned turbid to form
cataract. In the 1950ies radio amateurs, suffered from headaches, dizziness, nausea, and fatigue.
In the 1960ies, a Russian power station switchboard workers, suffered from headaches, fatigue,
and decrease of sexual capability (Katajainen and Knave 1995). Cholodov (1964) reported that
rabbits exposed to a strong EMF had areas of dead brain cells. Asanova and Rakov (1966)
reported that Russian electric workers suffered from heart and vascular disturbances, injuries in
digestive tract and in nerve system. These ailments were named “radar sickness”, or “microwave
diseases”. These reports were not characterized, and were not considered seriously, if any (Pool
1990). In the 1970ies, it was reported in the US and in Soviet Russia about higher incidence of
cancer in children residing near power lines. These reports drew the public attention to that EMFs
might be hazardous (see below). Until the mid 1990ies, it was agreed that nonionizing radiation
was unable to injure body cells, or DNA, for being too weak to break molecular bonds, but at the
most, could heat a tissue slightly. A popular phrase summarized it “If it cannot fry me, it is unable
to hurt me”... Guenel and Lellouch (1993) stated that lab studies have never revealed that EMF
were carcinogenic, but epidemiological evidence did not exclude possible role of EMF in
incidence of childhood leukemia. Moulder and Foster (1995) summarized epidemiological studies,
and relevant lab studies, showing that EMFs were carcinogenic.
Researchers of the American National Cancer Institute (NCI), estimated that cancer incidence in
population increased since the early 1970ies, by ~1% yearly, whose mortality rate was >70%. In
seniors (>65), it increased by ~3% yearly. Possible reasons for these were air pollution, and EMF
exposure. Possible sources for EMF have been checked whether they involved transmitting
antennae, and residential background including domestic appliances: The EMF exposure of acute
lymphocytic leukemia, (ALL) patient children matched only domestic measured (Linet at all
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1997), while exposure in schools and daycare centers added just little to general exposure. ALL
risk was not associated with average residential exposure, and odds ratio in exposures to ≥0.2 µT
was x1.24, compared with weak field of <0.065 µT. This evidence was quite poor that residential
exposure to strong EMFs may led to higher incidence of children ALL. Zaridze (1997), showed
that ALL incidence in children was associated with pre- and postnatal exposure to ionizing
radiation, and EMFs exposure as well.
Kheifets et al. (1997a) could not find consistent ratio between cancer risk in children, and
residential EMF exposure measured, and less, with high voltage cable codes. It strongly suggests
that EMF derived injuries were not direct but rather via free radicals generated. Thus it is difficult
to attribute EMF damage unequivocally, and difficult to reproduce experiments with exactly same
conditions.
Graham et al (1996) exposed volunteers to high voltage of 12 kV/m at 60 Hz, with flux density of
300mG: The examined did not feel anything, but within 3-4 min. heart beat slowed down, and
orientation deteriorated (in psychotechnic tests), but blood tests failed to reveal any abnormal
values. When field was turned off, normal functioning returned within several minutes. Orr et al
(1995) taught baboons to report the presence of an EF by pushing one button, and the absence of
EF by pushing another button. Correct reports produced delivery of food rewards. The range of
field means among subjects was 5-15kV/m, while average threshold was 12kV/m, and false alarm
rates averaged 9%. This EF detection threshold was similar to values reported for rats and
humans.
Byus (1990) suggested that poor conductivity of cell membrane induced weak currents, that
generated potential difference at the other side, which interfered with chemical equilibrium. In
some cases strong field exhibited no effect, but when it was decreased, effect was exhibited. Galt
et al (1993) indicated that resonance occur between EMFs and cell surface at ‘windows’
frequencies. This theory was opposed by others (Adair 1991). Resonance may be simplified as
vibrations occur in domestic water supply pipes: When tap is slightly opened, water flow is weak
and does not cause vibrations, but opened some more, noisy vibrations arise where pipe resonates.
Opening tap more, the effect would not increase, but rather disappeared. In analogy, EMF causes
living cells to resonate. This is not necessarily harmful, for different organs can vibrate at different
frequencies. For instance human inner ear, resonates at frequency of pressure waves (if amplitude
is not too high). EMF resonance occur when wave length matches physical size of a compound /
cell / organ. Resonance may amplify up to maximum energy transfer into cells, and may inflict
damage. Adult’s head resonantes to UHF radio wave at ~400 MHz, while child’s head resonates at
~700 MHz. Thus cellular frequencies at 800 MHz range, might resonate better with child’s head ,
and injure child’s brain, more than adult’s (as detailed in ch. 9). Different wave forms might cause
different effects: Sinusoidal wave strength rises in every pulse, and descents smoothly, with no
jumps, pulsating saw-teeth wave from a PC monitor, or a TV set) may cause more damage which
is not be fully understood (see next chapter).
Preece et al (1997) revealed that EMF of only few domestic appliances, measured from 1 m
distance, passed “safe” flux density of 0.2µT (=2 mG). These involved microwave oven, laundry
machine, can opener, fish air pump, and central heating units. Domestic exposure of mothers and
children was at average fields of 0.067 µT, of which only 0.023 µT derived from appliances
(exposure to electric sheets and water beds, was not recorded). Deutsch and Wilkening (1997)
checked whether such exposure induced currents caused cancer: Maximal exposure to an 60 Hz
EMF induced in body flux density of 1µA/cm2. In such frequency, an EF of 600 V/m induced
body flux density of 0.0002 µA/cm2 while MF of 200µT induces in body current of 0.6 µA/cm2
. Compared to normal body activity potential, of about current density of 800 µA/cm2 , the
induced currents seemed quite weak to make remarkable change . These researchers probably did
not know that EMF exposure generated free radicals as well that were detrimental as well. They
did not consider also that such induced body weak currents resembled those elicitated in
salamandra, where it restored an amputated limb. Thus induction of such currents might be of our
concern.
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Goodman et al (1989) described that EMF exposure, altered transcription of genes for histamine,
actin, and the oncogene g-myc in flies, and in humans, respectively, and changes in protein
synthesis in several animal species, after exposure to EMFs.
Gene expresssion, means transcription of complementary mRNA strands upon one strand of the DNA.
mRNA transcripts are used by ribosomes sliding on them, one after another while each receives a tRNAamino acid molecule at a time, according of tribase complementary to tRNA. Ribosome adds one amino acid
at a time, to the growing protein molecule, and moves one step farther to next tribase, where it adds another
amino acid. So protein chain grows according to genetic code on mRNA up to make a protein full size. Then
by a terminating tribase codon, ribosome gets off mRNA. Goodman and Shirley-Henderson (1991)

showed that pulsating (sinusoidal) EMFs of different types and intensities, altered transcription by
‘windows’ of frequencies, intensities, and duration. EMF exposure may affect also protein
translation on mRNA strands.
Junkersdorf et al (2000) checked the effect of ELF-EMF exposure in a simple transgenic (genetic
engineered) nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans, previously cloned with a reporter gene, lacZ,
coding for β-galactosidase enzyme, under control of either of two stress genes, hsp16 or hsp70
promoters in two different clones. If promoter was activated, the gene synthesized the enzyme that
hydrolyzed a β-galactoside substrate, releasing a blue pigment, so nematode turned blue. When
nematodes were exposed at 50 Hz MF at 0-150 µT (at a mild stressing temperature), the
expression of the reporter gene was detected, by scoring blue nematodes. Results strongly
indicated of expressed reporter gene by exposure to the ELF-EMFs.These genes were also
expressed when exposed to microwaves (see in ch. 9).
Other studies revealed that EMF exposure altered Ca2+ ions balance in cells: Adey et al (1975)
investigated how cells communicated with each other, and whether EMFs exposure may interfere
with it: Exposure affected the reaction mode by which Ca2+ reacted with cell receptors, mainly in
certain ‘window’ frequencies. Walleczek (1992) reviewed studies involving ELF-EMF effects on
immune system, and possible association with Ca2+ : Threshold of pulsating 60 Hz fields
enhancing immune system was in strong fields of 200-5,000µT. Ca2+ ions were also needed for
neuropeptides and hormones excretion, as well as for other intracellular reactions (Johansson
1994).
Dutta (1989): revealed that human nerve cells (studied with neuroblastoma cells) exposed to RFR
147MHz, AM, enhanced efflux of Ca2+ at 0.05 W/kg peaked at the 13-16 Hz and at 57.5-60 Hz
modulation ranges. These results confirmed that AM-RFR can induce responses in neural cells.
Ca2+ ions played also roles in muscular contraction, in heart beat, in ovum development, and in cell
division. When exposed nerve cells released Ca2+ ions, it decreased their activity. Thus EMF
exposure mainly affected the CNS, the brain, and nerves stimulating the heart. Loosing Ca2+ and
Mg2+ (magnesium) ions due to EMF exposure, cell division is badly affected, thus it hindered
growth. As cancer cells exhibited proliferation, the latter finding explained why sometimes EMFs
enhanced the cells growth rather than initiated cancer: If induced electric currents interfered with
Ca2+ ions flow through cell membrane, or with growth related enzymes, currents may lead to
uncontrolled cell division, namely, cancer, diminish immune cells’ ability to fight cancer. Liburdy
(Pool 1993) showed that absorption of Ca2+ ions to rat lymphocytes was altered by exposure to
occupational EMF doses: Exposure of normal lymphocytes to EMFs not enhanced Ca2+ ions
absorption from medium. But, when cells were treated first with a chemical mitogen (enhancing
cells division), EMF exposure increased absorption of Ca2+ ions to them, by 20-200%. That
explained how cell proliferation, and division, were altered due to signals in cell membrane:
Bound to membrane, a chemical mitogen sent a signal into cell, that later turned on cell division.
The flow of Ca2+ ions through membrane, was a great deal of this signal. Enhanced absorption of
Ca2+ ions showed that mitogen signal was amplified by the EMFs. Brovkovich et al (1991) showed
that rats exposed to microwaves at 4 mW/cm2, enhanced Ca2+ absorption to sarcoplasmic
reticulum (separating muscle fibers), and took part in their contractions. Many studies on EMFs
inflicted injuries, failed to reproduce former results, probably for fine cells physiologic characters,
which were difficult to repeat by all factors exactly. Thus such studies were named by Reiter as
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”Cheshire cat phenomenon” (Pinholster 1993), that meant, a smile with no reason, named after the
cat in “Alice in wonderland” that vanished, while only his mouth was left smiling...
Tabrah et al (1978) found that worms Tetrahymena pyriformis exposed to an EMF showed
remarkable altered growth. Batkin et al (1977) revealed that exposure of mice to EMFs suppressed
the enzyme (Na+ K+)-ATPase in renal cortex, in diaphragm, and liver, impeding energy usage by
the cells.
EMFs affected also bacteria (Winters and Rydak 1989), plants (Marino et al 1983),
animals (Blank and Soo 1989), fish (Kalmijn 1982), and humans (Bassett 1989).
Balcer-Kubiczek et al (2000) reported that exposure of human culture cells to square wave EMFs
(rich in harmonic frequencies) at 60 Hz enhanced only myc and hsp70 genes expression than
sinusoidal waveforms, but not other eight genes tested. In contrast, X-rays, hyperthermia and TPA
affected expression of most of these genes. These results were contrary to previous proposed
similarities between the action of these agents and EMF effects on gene expression.
Eichwald and Walleczek (1996) showed that weak EMFs, injured enzymes, and diminished their
reaction rate down to 1/100. In another study (1996a) they showed that ELF-EMFs affected Ca+2
uptake by cells, depended their activation: Where identical field parameters caused either
stimulatory, or inhibitory, or no exposure effects. It also exhibited a biphasic
(stimulation/inhibition) response behavior. Their model suggested that biochemical stimulation of
the cell resulted in activation of specific signaling pathways that regulated Ca+2 ions entered and
released from cell. An assumed specific EMF sensitive system controlled by these pathways,
became active. It was feedback controlled on the signal processes, thus modulated Ca+2 ions entry,
which in turn affected other calcium dependent activity (such as DNA synthesis). EMF exposure
altered the kinetics of an enzymatic step in accord with the radical pair mechanism. Thus
cooperative steps in the enzyme-reaction cycle, provided a basis for a biphasic response to EMF
exposure. Eveson et al (2000) revealed that low field effects depended strongly on the local
environment of the radical pair. Larger effects than they observed, might be expected from radicals
formed from singlet (rather than triplet) precursors, as would be the case in biological reactions.
Boorman et al (2000) showed that effects of EMF exposure on intracellular Ca+2 ions, cell growth,
and ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) activity (whose elevation was indicative of cancer) were
difficult to replicate, due to complexity of systems, and experimental techniques.
Scaiano et al (1995) showed that AC-MF derived free radicals resembled that generated by a DC
field of same intensity. The two fields combined, increased amounts of radicals formed, and
caused fluctuations of their concentrations. Assays of radical concentrations versus time, was
complicated for some radicals did not vanish. Moreover, radicals levels, could change markedly
depending components of AC, and DC fields, and their ratio. That explained the “windows” effect
of some MFs frequencies, that generated more free radicals. Their fluctuations, probably affected
transfer of electric signals, as well as other cellular mechanisms, in a mode that has not been well
understood. Mohtat et al (1998) showed that EMFs enabled detrimental free radicals (that injured
proteins and DNA), to sutain some longer, thus increasing their damages.
Henshaw (2000) reviewed epidemiological studies, and analyzed risk on increased exposure to
inhaled pollutant aerosols, electrically charged by power line corona ions. His conclusions,
referred as an ‘Advise to UK Government’, clearly indicated of ill health for residents living
close to high-voltage powerlines: The odd risk for childhood leukemia ~x2 was by overnight
magnetic field exposure above 0.3µT (=3mG). Skin cancer risk enhanced by exposure to radon
radioactive products (see ch. 2) and other carcinogenic agents via the 50 Hz oscillation of these
particles near high-voltage overhead power lines. These aerosols in the size range of 20–200 nm,
were of interest, mainly those containing aromatic hydrocarbons such as α-pyrene: The effect of
single charges increased the deposition of inhaled aerosols in the tracheobronchial lung region, by
x2-x3 fold. Corona ions seemed effective up to 300 m downwind of powerlines, in which ~30%
increase in exposure has been assumed. However, non downwind areas near power lines might be
affected as well.
Within 15 m of electric installations, the elevated risks were mainly for lung cancer, all leukemias,
other lymphatic neoplasms, and all respiratory dissease. Only the risk for lung cancer was
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statistically significant x2.15 (95%, CI=1.18-3.61, mainly in women), by a consistent gradient of
increasing mortality with proximity to the line. At distances >15 m, it was not statistically
significant, but still enhanced, up to 50 m from electrical installations. Extra suicides by x2-x3.6
and a causative factor in many cases of clinical depression, x2-x3 seemed attributed to MFs of
low threshold of ~0.1 µT.
Although Henshaw’s report indicated of remarkable risk to ~300,000 residents in the UK, it
seemed practically ignored by the Brittish authorities. The Henshaw’s paper was available to
unload from his e-mail address. It had key references, thus warmly recommended to read it in
detail.
The first report about high leukemia occupational mortality rate among line layers, movie theater
operators, subway drivers, and others, compared to general population, was published by Milham
(1982). Based on these results, and on other 10 studies, Savitz and Calle (1987) determined that
electric occupational risk was of x1.2 - x1.5 to develop leukemia of various sorts, that was
prominent among telegraph workers, radio and radar operators, power and telephone line layers,
and electric engineers. Coleman and Beral (1988) demonstrated that occupational risk to develop
leukemia was elevated by 18%. Tabrah and Batkin (1991) reviewed the risk from ELF-EMF
exposure indicated in some studies: Two of which indicated of risk, Twelve agreed about possible
risk, and two were not conclusive.
Researchers at World Health Organization (WHO/IRPA, Anonymous 1987), summarized human
risk from EMFs exposure for different periods of time, summarized that it was feasible, that health
risk was caused according to significant unrest of biological functions, after long exposures. Such
unrest inflicted by flux densities of <10mA/m2 induced in exposed tissues / body fluids, and
adverse effects to health, that seemed not feasible to inflict damage.
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Dosage and effects of EMFs.
Adair (1991) disapproved resonance injuries, for amplified field seemed smaller than “thermal
noise” (=heating) inflicted, and only EMFs of 50 µT (=500 mG)or higher, might affect on cellular
level. Polk (1994) was in favor of resonance, mentioning that model may involve interactions
with fields even at low MFs as 2 µT (=20 mG). Kirschvink et al (1992) calculated that ELFEMFs could alter ionic channels if magnetosomes reacted to fields of intensity of ~60µT(=600
mG), where effects observed.
Galt et al (1993) besides windows frequencies observed (see above) also calculated that transfer
of ions through channels in cyclotron resonance conditions, in magnetic AC, and DC complex
fields, would damage cells only if intensity would pass 100 mT (that was higher than what
Kirschvink .et al, and Adair, 1991, calculated, by three orders of magnitude). Kindzelskii and
Petty (2000) demonstrated that when ELF pulsed EFs applied to human neutrophils, matched
frequency and phase with endogenous metabolic oscillations. It led to greatly exaggerated
neutrophil extension and metabolic resonance wherein oscillatory NAD(P)H amplitudes were
increased. Migrating cell length grew from 10 to 40 µ, and so length of microfilament assemblies.
When cells were exposed to phase mismatched fields, they stopped locomotion, and became
spherical. These effects were sensitive to phase and pulse length, and to cell surface charge, but
were independent of electrode type and buffer. It indicated of electromechanical coupling
wherein applied EFs and cytoskeletal polymerization forces acted together to overcome the
surface/cortical tension of neutrophils. Thus they promoted net cytoskeletal assembly and
heightened metabolic amplitudes. Metabolic resonance also enhanced the neutrophils to generate
free radicals. Furthermore cellular DNA damage was observed after prolonged metabolic
resonance. Their results provided insights into transmembrane signal processing and cell
interactions with weak EFs. Murray (1999) reviewed the sequence specificity of DNA damaging
agents used in cancer chemotherapy. He showed that free radical generators inflicted damage to
DNA mainly by abstracting hydrogen from the deoxyribose sugars in the DNA. The latter were
held covalently in the sugar-phosphate backbone of each DNA strand, to which the bases project
inwardly, and held together by hydrogen bonds with the complementary bases of the opposite
strand.
Roy et al (1995) exhibited that EMFs affected biological systems via generation of free radicals:
They treated rat peritoneal neutrophile cells, with phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA, that
generated free radicals, upon exposure), and exposed them to a MF at 0.1 mT (=1 G), at 60 Hz.
The free radicals generated, were detected by adding DCFH (that when oxidized,was turned to a
fluorescent DCF): When PMA treated cells were exposed, fluorescence signal was increased by
12.4%. Namely, exposure gave rise to PMA generated H2O2 , that oxidized that dye and caused
fluorescentic reaction. That was first observation of EMF exposure that activated chain reactions
generating free radicals, by signal transfer in living cells. Brocklehurst and McLauchlan (1996)
showed that EMFs derived injury was carried out by generating of free radicals. They analysed
various fields, involving possible theoretical, geomagnetic, and electrostatic, at intensity of 0.1mT.
These fields caused increase of ~1% in free radicals concentration. Body defense mechanisms
were able to reduce such addition in normal conditions. However, chemical and physical
pollution, led to production of large radicals excess, that exhausted cellular antioxidant pools by
defusing free radicals excess. Free radicals left oxidized cellular components, and enhanced aging
diseases as mentioned. Most of our foods are too processed, and low in antioxidant vitamins,
therefore, antioxidant pools are continuously low. Radicals derived injuries might be expressed
differently in different individuals, depending their hereditary factors, radicals excess, physical
state (overweight, past illnesses, etc), life conditions, nutrition, etc. Exposure of lab animals
cannot simulate all human conditions, as animals are adequately fed, and do not lack antioxidants.
Thus they do not have such excess of radicals as humans.
Taoka et al (1997) showed in humans, that vitamin B12 dependent enzymes, whose intermediate
stages created radical pairs, may be targeted by EMF, and affected significantly: When exposed
to EMF, vitamin B12 dependent enzymatic reactions were suppressed, as indicated by hemolysis
(lysis of RBC), and disturbances that resembled B12 deficiency symptoms (see chapter 7). When
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vitamin B12 was abolished, the homocystein accumulated, and caused excess generation of free
radicals. Chignell and Sik (1998) demonstrated how electrostatic field led to destruction of RBC:
They applied ketoprofen (KP), an antiinflammatory agent, that upon exposure to UV light
(>300nm) reacted with lipids to make triads out of radical pairs. When RBC were treated with KP,
and exposed to UV light, hemolysis occured, due oxidation of RBC lipids. Exposure of treated
RBC to UV light and to static MFs of 250-1,500 G, markedly enhanced hemolysis. The additional
exposure to static MF, increased concentration, and/or life span of free radicals escaped from
radical pairs, and damage much earlier.
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Is exposure to EMFs may affect melatonin secretion?
Melatonin is the sleeping hormone, produced by the pineal gland, increases rapidly at night, but
very low during the day (Brainard et al 1983). Excretion is controlled by a circadian cycle. When
one travels far, circadian cycle continues to run as in origin, causing a jet lag in destination,
namely, insomnia.
Rogers et al (1995a) exposed baboons to EMFs, at 60 Hz, at 6 kV/m and, 50µT, up to 30 kV/m
and 100µT, gradually turned on and off:, for 12 h/day: At first, monkey looked drugged, and
hardly moved, but from 3rd day on, they behaved normally. Biochemical tests, failed to discover
any anomalous values, thus no effect could be detected. When experiment was repeated, but field
was abruptly turned on and off (Rogers et al 1995b), melatonin night level dropped significantly.
Thus, mode of exposure, but not exposure itself, was a major factor. Scaiano (1995) exhibited that
melatonin also scavenged free radicals efficiently, and neutralized them, by typical rate of each. It
explained melatonin protection of animals against injuries by ionizing and nonionizing radiation.
Melatonin neutralized benzophenone radical by forming pairs out of its triads, but it was
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susceptible to EMF exposure. Melatonin suppressed several chemically induced cancers in
animals, including breast cancer. If found that melatonin excretion was affected by EMF exposure,
it might explain results of some epidemiological studies. In breast cancer women patients, low
melatonin level were detected, but no circumstantial association could be detected. In clinical
experiments, melatonin alone did not inhibit cancer efficiently.
Brainard et al (1999) referred to ratio of 20-32% breast cancer, among all cancers in women. They
considered melatonin levels depended on light exposure at nights, and to EMFs, lowering
melatonin levels. Animal studies indicated that melatonin suppressed breast cancer in rats, and
stopped proliferation of estrogen induced breast cancer cells in culture. Based on that, it seemed
that diminished level of melatonin caused development of breast cancer. However, human surveys
have not proven it unequivocally. Wilson et al (1990) already shown that exposure to EMF
induced by electric sheet, suppressed melatonin excretion. It explained electric sheet, and
waterbed derived insomnia, experienced by many users, and by cellular phone “maraton talkers”.
Some studies have shown that night excretion of melatonin might be suppressed by exposure to
light, pressure, EMFs, and by consumption of alcohol.
Epidemiological studies indicated of breast cancer risk from occupational exposure to EMFs.
Stevens et al (1996) revealed that night exposure to light, or exposure to EMFs, or both
suppressed melatonin excretion, thus enhanced risk to breast cancer. Exposure to rats to a weak
EMF, markedly enhanced development of chemically induced breast cancer (see below).
Lee et al (1993) grew sheep for a year, under a power line of 500 kV where EMF was of 4µT,
6kV/m. No change of melatonin level could be exhibited, in exposed, but there was a possible
injury of immune system. In a second experiment (Lee et al 1995) 15 lambs were exposed to a
similar EMF, of 3.77µT, 6.3 kV/m , for 10 months. In which no effect of EMF exposure on
melatonin levels could be observed.
Graham et al (1996) exposed volunteers (males only) to MFs of two kinds: At 1µT (=10 mG), or
alternately to 20µT (=200 mG), for 10h at night. No change of melatonin levels could be
detected. In another study (Graham et al 1997), volunteers were exposed to a steady field of 200
mG: No change of melatonin levels could be detected, either.
Mevissen et al (1996a) investigated whether EMF exposure enhanced chemically induced breast
cancer: Rats pretreated with DMBA (a carcinogen inducing breast cancer), were exposed to an
EMF of 10µT (=100 mG) at 50 Hz, for 91 days. Then melatonin levels markedly dropped, but no
clear effect on tumors growth could be detected. In repeated experiment (Mevissen et al 1996b)
exposure was to x5 fold stronger EMF, namely of 50 µT(=500 mG), for 91 days. Tumors appeared
earlier, but rate of tumor bearing rats remained similar to that in former study. However, tumors
number was a significantly higher exposed rats. No change in melatonin levels could be revealed.
Selmaoui. et al (1996a) exposed human (male) volunteers for 7h at night to a 10µT (=100 mG) at
50Hz. No change in melatonin blood levels could be detected, and of immune system cells. In a
further study (Selmaoui. et al 1996b) volunteers were exposed to either polarized steady or
alternating field at 50 Hz. No changes could be found in blood or urine melatonin levels. Kato et
al (1994a,b,c) exposed rats to an EMF at 1µT, 50 Hz, for 6 weeks. Melatonin levels dropped by
20-25% in 2 out of 3 experiments (1994a). After end of exposure, melatonin levels returned to
normal within a week (1994b). Albino rats exposed, failed to show any decrease of melatonin
levels (1994c).
Yellon (1994) exposed hamsters to a strong EMF at 100 µT, for 15 min. it dropped melatonin
level. Repeated exposure yielded less prominent results, and in another repeat, no change in
melatonin level could be detected. In a further study, Yelon et al (1996) exposed hamsters for 15
min, starting 2h before dark. It dropped night melatonin levels. Day exposure, was resulted by
increased night level.
Czeisler et al (1995) checked in volunteers (including a group of blinds, of different kinds)
whether night illumination affected melatonin excretion. Their eyes were illuminated in the
middle of the night for 90-100 min: The seeing subjects showed lower melatonin level, that after
illumination stopped, increased until returned to normal in the morning. Control group members
whose eyes were blindfolded did not react to illumination, as expected. The big surprise was
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among blind group subjects: Some of them, totally lack of light perception, reacted to
illumination, like the seeing subjects, by similar drop of melatonin level! These individuals also
kept a clear circadian cycle. However, some other blinds of same group that not did not react, also
lacked circadian cycle. It indicated of two light systems that were involved with circadian cycle:
The “usual” one (in occipital cortex of brain) perceptive of images, and a second one
(subcortical), mediating between light sensitive (?) system, and biological pacemaker. Thus it
might be acknowledged, that light or even screen emitted radiation absorbed in eyes at night,
might lower melatonin levels, and cause insomnia. Circadian cycle and melatonin excretion are
disturbed in work during irregular shifts, such as airline pilots and crew members, police officers,
and night shift workers. Pilots involve with tension and stress at midair, and exposure to strong
cosmic radiation (see chapter 2). Add to these exposure to aircraft EMFs, such as measured at
cockpit, 17 mG, first class, 6mG, and economy class, 3 mG (Nicholas et al 1998). The authors’
self measurements at economy and business classes, in various airliners, did not pass 0.8 mG ELF.
Air crew exposure and tension generated excess of free radicals, and excreted less melatonin, as
mentioned, an efficient radicals scavenger. Add to these inadequate nutrition, and there is a
combination for enhancing radical damages and developing aging ailments, heart diseases and
cancer. Such vulnerable individuals should consume large doses of antioxidant vitamins and
minerals, as detailed in chapter 16.
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Do EMFs affect embryonic development?
Berman et al (1990) exposed embryos in incubated-fertilized eggs, in parallel four labs (in
Canada, Spain, Sweden, and the US), at exact same conditions: Bursts at 100 Hz, 1µT(=10 mG),
for 500 µsec each, with rise and decline for 2 µsec, for 48 h. Each lab repeated this experiment for
10 times. Results showed that rate of malformations among exposed hatching was ~25%,
compared to ~19% in control unexposed eggs. This difference was statistically significant,
indicating of clear embryo damage. Behr et al (1991) exposed fertilized eggs to strong MRI fields:
Static fields, at 1T, or 4T, or gradients, or high frequency, prior to incubation, and on 5th day of
incubation, for different periods of 19- 75 min respectively. No injuries could be revealed such as
embryo mortality rate, hatching rate, or vitality, compared to unexposed. Moses and Martin (1992)
found in malformed hatching chicks higher levels of 3 enzymes: 5’-DNase (that cuts DNA),
acetylcholine esterase (hydrolyses acetylcholine), and alkaline phosphatase (active in bone
mineralization), whose activity was 38, 196, 111 units, respectively, in comparison with normal
looking embryos, 10, 29, 58, respectively. Then they tested whether an ELF-EMF exposure at 4
µT, and 60 Hz, injured these enzymes. Results showed that exposed malformed embryos had low
enzymatic activities, of mean 12, 57, 67, respectively, in comparison with exposed normals, 5, 28,
57, respectively. It indicated that EMF, markedly suppressed 5’-DNase activity, but did not affect
the other two enzymes. Suvorov et al (1994) exposed of chicken embryos during 10-13 days of
incubation (a critical period of its development). It delayed hatching, and injured motoric
adaptaion (=learning) ability, and more, indicating of destruction of common brain synapses.
Repeated experiments where exposure was during 3-6 or 12-15 days, the effect was little. Ubeda
et al (1994) exposed fertilized eggs to ELF-EMF at 1µT, at 100 Hz, for 48h, in either moderate or
steep pulses. Pulsating EMFs inflicted irreversible changes in embryo development, in higher
malformations rate, compared to unexposed. Rise was insignificant in moderate (P=0.173), but
significant in steep pulsation (P=0.0007). The latter showed also a considerable high rate of early
embryonic mortality. Data confirmed earlier results. Grigorev (1995) showed that weak
geomagnetic fields combined with ionizing radiation, and EMFs, damaged development of
chicken embryos mainly in neural, hormonal, and immune systems. The geomagnetic field seemed
a factor to consider when occupational exposure of humans in buildings was to be studied.
Veicsteinas et al (1996) exposed fertilized eggs to an EMF at 200µT, 50 Hz, for 2 h/day. They
failed to find any malformations after 7-18 days. Youbicier-Simo et al (1997) exposed fertilized
eggs to PC screen emitted EMFs. Mortality rate of embryos was 47-68% compared to 10-33% of
unexposed embryos. Chicks damage was calculated by formation of antibodies after immunization
(with a protein, pig thyroglobin), and levels of corticosterone, and melatonin hormones: In chick
hatched from exposed eggs, antibody level, corticosterone, and melatonin, were markedly lower
than in unexposed. Findings clearly indicated of severe damage inflicted to developing embryo by
exposure to EMF.
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Can EMFs and UV radiation affect animal cells in culture?
Fairbairn and O’Neill (1994) failed to detect DNA breaks in a series of exposures of human cells
cultures. They repeated exposure when cells were in oxidative stress, enhancing radiation damage:
No DNA breaks could be detected either. Fiorani et al (1997) exposed rabbit RBC to an EMF at
flux densities of 0.2-0.5 mT, at 50 Hz. Some of samples were treated by Fe(II)/ascorbate
(generating free radicals): RBC damage was detected by decrease of enzymatic activity in
generation of energy from glucose. No damage could be detected in exposed normal RBC, but
damage was observed in RBC treated with radicals generating compound, exposed to the stronger
field of the two. Kula and Drozdz (1996) exposed fibroblast cells to EMFs at 0.5 mT, or 20 mT, at
50 Hz., for 2-64 min a day, for four days: Exposure suppressed growth and DNA synthesis. Suri et
al (1997) exposed rat embryos fibroblasts to a field at 3 mT, for 120h. Some of the samples were
treated by a chemical mutagen (either menadione, or N-methyl-nitroso- urea), that generated free
radicals, or by both. Exposed cells did not show increased rate of mutants. Miyakoshi et al (1996)
exposed human melanoma cell culture to an EMF at 400 mT, 50 Hz, for periods of 1 to 20h: Rate
of mutations increased. Vile (1997) referred to damage inflicted to skin by UV radiation from sun
(in wave lengths 290-380 nm), via free radicals. He referred also to skin cells efficient escape way
from UV induced carcinogenic process, by synthesis of protein p53, that stopped tumor growth,
enabled DNA repair, and apoptosis (cell’s death), and their removal. Human skin fibroblast cells
culture treated with peroxide (H2O2, simulating sunlight inflicted injury), was resulted in
increased synthesis of protein p53. But, where free radicals scavengers added, such as N-acetylcystein, ascorbic acid (=vitamin C), and  -tocopherol (=vitamin E), the synthesis of p53 protein
was inhibited. Therefore, it was concluded, that DNA single stranded breaks, were caused by
cytotoxic compounds that induced p53 synthesis. Treatment of cultures with compounds inducing
DNA single stranded breaks, such as ara-c, and hydroxyurea, enhanced UV-C light (lethal, at
wavelength of 254nm) dependent synthesis of p53 protein. But, these compounds did not affect
p53 synthesis depended on sunlight UV rays. Thus , while DNA single stranded breaks were
involved in p53 protein synthesis dependent on UV-C, its enhanced sunlight UV dependent
synthesis, occured by an alternative mechanism, associated with free oxygen radicals. Parola et al
(1993) demonstrated that chicken fibroblast cell cultures exposed to a sinusoidal EMF at 700 µT,
100 Hz, resembled cells transformed by carcinogenic virus: Cells proliferated, and increased
activity of enzyme adenosine deaminase. Hisamitsu et al (1997) exposed human leukemia culture
cells to EMFs at 50 Hz for 60 min caused apoptosis (cells death): DNA breaks (a biochemical
indicator for apoptosis) could be observed. Exposure of normal leukocytes or polymorphnuclear
cells from peripheral blood, did not cause such DNA breakage.
Dibirdik et al (1998) exposed human B-lymphocytes (from bone) cells culture to a weak EMF: It
enhanced src gene expression: src gene coded for the enzyme tyrosine kinase, that activated the
enzyme phospholipase-C- -2, that cut the phospholipid inositol. So, exposure to a weak EMF
caused interference in metabolism. Simko et al (1998) checked whether normal and cancer cells
would react similarly when exposed to EMFs: They exposed human amniotic transformed
carcinoma cell cultures and normal cell cultures to EMFs ranging 0.1-1.0 mT, 50 Hz. Exposures
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lasted for 24, 48, and 72h. Exposed cancer cells showed granulation, and death after 48 and 72h,
at fields with flux densities of 0.8-1.0 mT. No damage could be observed in nrmal cells, at all
fields, and at al periods exposed. Therefore, cancer cells reacted according to radiation dosage
absorbed, while no damage could be observed in normal cells. It might be indicated that EMF
exposure enhanced carcinogenic process, but not initiated it. Liburdy et al (1993) tested whether
breast cancer, melatonin and EMF exposure could be associated. They exposed human breast
cancer cell cultures to EMFs at flux densities of 0.2 µT or 1.2 µT.at 60 Hz: It did not inhibit cells
growth. Other cultures were added melatonin, that inhibited cells growth, but when these cultures
were exposed to an 1.2 µT EMF, it blocked melatonin inhibition. Harland and Liburdy (1997)
inhibited growth of human breast cancer cells culture by adding either melatonin or tamoxifen
(acting in different biochemical pathways), when these cultures were exposed to an EMF at 1.2
µT, 60 Hz, it also abolished inhibition by melatonin, and by tamoxifen. It was a clear proof that an
EMF abolished cellular hormonal or drug inhibition. Vijayalaxmi et al (1995) studied in human
volunteers the damage inflicted by  -(ionizing) radiation to peripheric blood lymphocytes:
Exposure caused lymphocytes granulation, that was indicative of damage. When subjects took
melatonin prior to blood was withdrawn, no granulation could be observed in lymphocytes. So
melatonin protected these cells from ionizing radiation damage. In a further study (Vijayalaxmi et
al 1998) exhibited that ionizing radiation caused DNA single stranded breaks, in cells nuclei.
Subjects were given melatonin, 1-2h, prior to blood was withdrawn, it efficiently reduced number
of DNA breaks. Thus, melatonin, as an efficient radicals scavenger, protected cells against free
radicals inflicted damage.
Korenstein et al (1984, and other pioneering studies) tested exposure of bone cells cultures, nerve
cells, and bacteria to weak EMFs. They addressed issues involving: 1. What extent of electric
stimulation activating bone cell division. 2. How short EM stimulation affected neurites growth,
and - 3. How short EM stimulation affected bacterial (E. coli ) motility and chemotaxis They
showed that exposures markedly affected these systems by various degrees of complexity. Katsir
and Parola (1998), demonstrated that exposure of chicken fibrocytes cell cultures to pulsating
EMFs at 50 / 60 / 100Hz, and flux densities between 60 -700 µT markedly enhanced their
proliferation. They added to some of the cultures antioxidant enzymes (free radicals scavengers)
such as catalase, (CAT), superoxide dismutase (SOD), or also vitamin E, and exposed them to the
strongest EMF for 24 h. These antioxidants suppressed proliferation induced by EMF, by 79%,
67% or 82%, respectively! i. e. addition of antioxidants from external source, during exposure,
markedly suppressed cell proliferation (=malignancy). Short term exposures of humans to strong
static MFs (150-155 mT) significantly increased in their blood levels of two free radicals
scavenging enzymes, namely, SOD and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), and significantly
lowered the contents of a free radical maglonydialdehyde (MDA) (Jin et al 1998).

Are short exposures to EMF might enhance bone cells?
Stimulation of bone cells at 20 Hz has been used by orthopedic surgeons to cure bone fractures,
for decades. Limited exposure to EMF has cured inflammations. Tabrah (1990) showed that
alternating exposure of women intended to osteoporosis to pulsating MFs for 12 weeks, improved
their state remarkably. Mayer-Tasch (1995) revealed that EMF exposure increased intracellular
Ca2+ level within 2 min. Bawin and Adey (1976) reported that ELF-EMF exposed nerve cells,
strongly released Ca2+, at frequency of 16 Hz, but not at 5 Hz. Fitzsimmons et al (1994)
demonstrated that low amplitude combined MF which induced a maximum potential gradient of
10-5 V/m was capable of increasing net Ca2+ flux in human osteoblast-like cells. The increase in
net Ca2+ flux was frequency dependent, with a peak in the 15.3-16.3 Hz range, that strongly
confirmed the results of Bawin and Adey.
Russian radioactive casualties have got
efficient therapeutic exposures at 20-80 Hz, at density 1-2mV/cm, for 10 min (Makarov 1995).
Cellular changes in EMF exposure, involved, rise of Ca2+, and c-AMP within 1 min. Cellular
cytoskeleton was reorganized, and DNA synthesis enhanced, as a preparatory stage for cell
division. EMF intensity dependent DNA synthesis was of non monotonic type, and maximal
synthesis achieved was x1.5 to x2.0. Moreover, field intensity dependent DNA synthesis
amplification was specific for each cell type (bone, cartilage, and skin), and maximal
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amplification for each achieved at different field intensity (Binderman et al 1985). Brighton et al
(2001) exhibited that exposure of osteocytes to either capacitive coupling or inductive coupling or
combined EMFs activated biochemical pathways in signal transduction: All three signals
enhanced DNA content at all time-points (30 min - 24 h). However, in capacitive coupling the
DNA content increased at each time-period: Initially → Ca2+ influx occured via cell-membrane
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels. In inductive coupling and in combined EMFs: Initially Ca2+
intracellular pools decreased. The final pathway, was similar for all three signals : Cytosolic Ca2+
increased and activated cytoskeletal calmodulin. These in turn, activated mainly membrane bound
enzymes.
Sollazzo et al (1997) checked how weak pulsating ELF-EMF affected growth of normal, and bone
cancer (osteosarcoma) cells in cultures. Cultures of the two kinds, were supplemented with 10%
calf serum in medium (an essential growth component), and exposed to a pulsating 1.3 msec
(millisecond), at 75 Hz EMF, for different periods of time. Culture growth was measured by
absorption of a radioactive base (3H-thymidine, one out of four DNA bases), and assayed by
reading accurately the increase of radioactivity in (washed) cells. After exposure for 24 h, bone
cells grew well only with 10% of calf serum, but not with 0.5% serum. Exposed bone cancer cells,
grew well when supplemented with 10% serum, but grew also with only 0.5% calf serum, or
without serum at all !
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Can EMFs inflict damage to chromosomal DNA and cause cancer ?
In the 1970ies, the general opinion about cancer development was, that carcinogenic
transformation was frequent, but most of these cells were destroyed by immune system. Today it
is well known, that not natural immune system destroys cancer initiated, but rather cancer cells
emerge when immune system is weakened or suppressed. Nordenson et al (1984) detected higher
incidence of chromosomes breakage in blood leukocytes of power station workers (smokers and
non smokers). In a further study (Nordenson et al (1988) they found also enhanced incidence of
chromosomal aberrations. Khalil et al (1993) found in exposured secondary power station
workers in Egypt, higher incidence of aberrations, and lower rate of cell divisions. However, rate
of SCEs did not rise, even in smokers, and no correlation could be found between exposure
periods to effects.
Svedenstal et al (1999) demonstrated genotoxic as well as other effects by outdoors exposure of
mice to 50 Hz EMF powerline, where the flux density was 8µT (=80 mG) rms (root mean square).
Main effects after 20 days involved decreased number of mononuclear leukocytes, and after 32
days, highly significant DNA damage. Beniashvili et al (1991) exposed mice treated with an
chemical carcinogen NMU, for 30 min, or for 3h/day, for 2 years, to EMFs, DC or AC (50/60 Hz)
at 20 µT: Tumors were increased only in those exposed for 3h/day to AC-EMF. No DNA breaks
could be found in DC-EMF, but it enhanced tumor development in mice exposed to it for 3 h/day.
Lüscher et al (1993) induced breast cancer in rats by a chemical carcinogen, dimethylbenzanthracen (DMBA), and exposed them to an EMF at 100 µT, 50 Hz: for 91 days. Exposed
treated rats showed increased number of tumors. Microscopic observation revealed that more
small tumors appeared where eye observation failed to detect them. In a further study (Lüscher et
al 1995) breast cancer induced chemically was promoted by long exposures to EMFs, by
significant linear dependence to field frequency. Baum et al (1995) checked the former study of
Lüscher et al (1993), and concluded that exposure not increased number of cancer foci, but rather
promoted growth of those induced before treated by by DMBA. Ekstrom et al (1998) tested
whether breast cancer induced by DMBA, may be promoted by strong AC-EMFs: They treated
rats on their 52nd day with DMBA (7 mg), and after a week, exposed them to either EMF of 0.25
mT, or 0.5 mT, at 50 Hz, turned on for 15 sec, and off for 15 sec, alternately, for 19-21 h/day, for
25 weeks. Then incidence of tumors, their number, volume and weight, were determined: About
~70% of treated-exposed rats developed tumors, in comparison with ~71.8% of treated not
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exposed developed tumors. There were some minor not significant differences between exposed to
not exposed, but essentially, no difference could be detected...
Lai and Singh (1997a) exposed rats to pulsating EMFs of 60 Hz, at flux densities of 100, 250, and
500 µT for 2h. After 4h from end of exposure, brain cells were isolated, and looked for breaks in
DNA strands. Increased incidence of breaks was observed. Shen et al (1997), injected DMBA to
newborn mice, that induced lymphoma. After 2 weeks, mice were exposed to an EMF at 1,000
µT, 50 Hz, for 3 h/day, 6 days a week, for 32 weeks. After end of exposure, no difference
between incidence of tumors in exposed versus not exposed could be observe, e. g. exposure to a
strong EMF, did not promote development of chemically induced lymphoma. Koana et al (1997)
proved in Drosophila (fruit flies) that exposure to a strong EMF at 5T (=50 G) enhanced rate of
recombinations between chromosomes. However, such enhancement could be suppressed until its
rate in unexposed control flies, by supplemented vitamin E (an antioxidant) to their food.
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Is there indirect relationship between EMFs frequency and cancer ?
Goodman and Shirley-Henderson (1991) showed, as mentioned, that pulsating EMF affected
oncogene myc expression (e. g. transcription of mRNA from DNA) and translation (of proteins
upon mRNA) in preferred “windows” of intensity and length of exposure periods. Karabakhtsian
et al (1994) referred to previous results indicating that exposure of human cells to ELF-EMFs
increased the steady-state expression of some oncogenes (active in cell division). They suggested
that induced changes in Ca2+ influx could amplify EM signals, and enhance gene activation: The
cells were exposed at low extracellular Ca2+. It was resulted in steady transcript levels for c-fos
and c-myc oncogenes. It confirmed that Ca2+ played a role in the response of cells to EMFs
exposure.
West et al (1996) found transformation of culture cells to cancer state followed exposures to
EMFs at 1, 10, 100 µT, and 60 Hz. These EMFs promoted cancer cells growth independent of
field intensity. Mevissen et al (1995) referred to the increased enzymatic activity of ornithine
decarboxylase (ODC) as an indicator for cancer cells: ODC determined rate of polyamines
synthesis, needed for DNA, synthesis, for gene expression, and cells proliferation. Increased
activity of ODC followed animals exposure to chemical carcinogens. The question was whether
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exposure to EMFs would lead to an increase of ODC activity: They exposed rats for 6 weeks to
EMF 50 µT, 50 Hz, or to chemical carcinogen DMBA, or two of them combined. Exposure to
EMF, or to DMBA, increased ODC activity by ~x2 in mammary gland and spleen cells, but not in
liver, small intestine, bone marrow, and ears skin cells. Combined exposure to EMF + DMBA, did
not promote ODC activity any higher than each of them alone. It indicated that an EMF was able
to promote growth of a cancerous tumor. Litovitz et al (1994) exposed cell cultures to ELF-AM
radio (sinusoidal) waves at a specific absorption dose SAR=2.5 W/Kg (see chapter 9 for units):
ODC activity elevated x2. Exposure of cultures to cellular phone transmssion, resulted in similar
effect !
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Is there any risk to residents near power lines?
In their pioneering study, Wertheimer and Leeper (1979) revealed in 344 cases of children
leukemia and brain cancer, that most of them lived in houses next to power lines lines, at EMF
background of 4-35mG, in Denver Colorado. There was odd risk of ~x3.0 for leukemia (95%
with CI of 1.8-4.9), and for brain cancer, of x2.4, with similar CIs. Fulton et al (1980) failed to
find in Rhode Island, any correlation between residence, and risk to develop leukemia. In a further
study, Wertheimer and Leeper (1982) exhibited an increase of all cancers, and brain cancer
incidence, but not of leukemia. McDowall (1986) did not find in England association of either all
cancers, or leukemia, and breast cancer, with residence close to high voltage lines. Tomenius
(1986) found that residence in vicinity to 200 kV power lines was associated with elevated
incidence of all cancers. Higher incidence of leukemia or brain cancer could .not be found at any
exposure dosage. Savitz et al (1988) found increase of leukemia and brain cancer incidence
among residents in vicinity of high power lines, according to cable codes, but not related to EFs,
and by some extent to MFs. Savitz and Feingold 1989) associated a significant risk to leukemia
and cancers in general, in children, who live close to traffic congested roads. London et al (1991)
revealed increased incidence of leukemia, depending on residence vicinity to power lines, but risk
did not rise depending on EMFs measured: MFs measured matched cables class, but EFs did not.
Doll et al (1992) found that ELF and radio frequencies increased incidence of leukemia and all
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cancers in children. Hutchinson (1992) showed that residential exposure to EMFs elevated
incidence of childhood brain cancer, but not leukemia and lymphoma. Ahlbom et al (1993) found
that exposure to EMFs enhanced some incidence of childhood leukemia, but not significantly
increased CNS cancer, lymphoma, or any other cancer. Washburn et al (1994) found that near
high voltage lines, incidence of childhood leukemia and brain cancer increased, but not of
lymphoma. Verkasalo et al (1993) have not found in Finland in children residing within 500 m
from power lines, higher incidence of cancer. EMFs were calculated backward, basing on that
lines were of 110 kV or more, and ignored other sources (averaged and accumulated). Childhood
cancer incidence did not increase by average exposure >0.2µT (>2mG), and accumulated >0.5 µTYrs. Higher incidence of brain cancer was observed in boys but not in girls. In both genders higher
incidence of leukemia, lymphoma, or any other cancer could not be detected. Olsen et al. (1993)
have not found in children any increased incidence of leukemia, brain cancer, or lymphoma, when
exposed to EMFs of ≤0.25µT (≤2.5 mG). But, when same data, was intersected ≤0.4µT (≤4.0mG),
there was an increase of all cancers in these children, excluding leukemia, brain cancer, and
lymphoma. Feychting and Ahlbom (1993) found that children residing close to power lines, at a
background of ≥0.2µT (≥2.0 mG), showed increase of leukemia incidence, but not of brain
cancer. Jones et al (1993) critisized the above conclusions of Wertheimer and Leeper (1979),
Savitz et al (1988), and London et al (1991) referring to increased incidence of childhood cancer,
for those surveys were performed in rich neighborhoods, that may mislead about distance from
power lines.
Sahl et al (1994) supported the association between residence near power lines, but for probable
contact with viruses, that might have caused some cases of childhood leukemia. Enhanced viral
infections may be due to EMF background, that suppressed immune system in children Poole and
Ozonoff (1996) showed a dosage dependence in epidemiologic data of exposure to EMFs, that
was more stringent to leukemia, than to brain cancer. McBride (1995) compared increase of risk
for children in residential exposure, revealed in various studies, in the following table.

Odd risk for cancers in children residing near power lines (McBride 1995).
____________________________________________________________________
S o u r c e
Leukemia
Brain Cancer
2.98 (1.8 - 4.9)
2.4 (1.8 - 4.9)
Wertheimer & Leeper (1979)
Fulton
(1980)
Savitz et al (1988)
Schüz et al (2001a)

1.09 (0.7 - 1.6)
1.54 (0.9 - 2.8)
3.21 (1.33-7.8)

Not Determined
2.04 (1.1 - 3.8)
Not Determined

_____________________________________________________________________
Theriault et al 1997)studied residential risk for leukemia near power lines of 49 kV, at distances
of 50m and 25m, and exposures to EMF background of 2-10 mG. The odd risk at 2mG was x1.3
(95% in CI of 1.0-1.7). This factor increased with the elevation background, and decreased with of
distance. Results were compatible both to adults, and to children, and confirmed association
between EMF and the risk of leukemia. Michaelis et al (1998) measured in Germany residentials
EMFs of 176 children diagnosed with acute leukemia, and at 414 healthy children control group,
for 24h, in the period of 1992-1996. Subjects exposed to EMFs at ≥0.2µT(≥2mG) were compared
with those exposed to weaker EMFs, by statistical regression. The odd risk to get leukemia in the
stronger EMFs, was x2.3 (95%, with CI of 0.8-6.7) more than in weaker EMFs. Schüz et al
(2001a) revealed in Germany that residential power MFs >0.2 µT, significantly increased risk of
childhood leukemia by x3.21, (95%CI 1.33-7.80). The estimation of MF exposure was based on in
situ overnight night measurement. Residential MFs >0.2 µT were rare in Germany, so this effect
on the general population seems small. In a further study (Schüz et al 2001b) on risk factors for
pediatric tumors of the CNS, they found that aspects of the prenatal and neonatal period, played
only a minor role in the etiology of pediatrics CNS tumors. Bianchi et al (2000) revealed in
residential MF exposure a significant x4 increase in odd risk for leukemia, in a dose-response
relationship.
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Is occupational exposure to EMFs risky?
Wright et al (1982) revealed among electric workers increased incidence of acute leukemia, but
not the chronic type. Bastuji-Garin et al (1990) showed in non welding electricians, an increased
incidence of acute leukemia. In welders, exposed to stronger EMFs, no significant increase could
be demonstrated. Tynes and Anderson (1990) found in Norway an increase of incidence of breast
cancer in male electric professionals. Katajainen and Knave (1995) showed in Denmark an
increase of breast cancer incidence, among telephone workers of both genders. Demers et al
(1991) found in electric professionals (whose exposure recorded), increased incidence of breast
cancer in males, mainly in lines layers, and power station operators, who were exposed for many
years prior to diagnosed. Floderus et al (1993) found increased incidence of leukemia among
Swedish electric workers, but not brain cancer, in ≥10 years prior to diagnosed. In a further study
(Floderus et al 1994) they found insignificant increased incidence of chronic lymphatic leukemia,
of acute myeloid leukemia (ALL), and of lymphoma, in first decade, but not in other years. Some
incidence of breast cancer , and hypophysis cancer, was increased only in first decade.
Guenel et al (1993) revealed in Denmark in industrial workers that were exposed to EMF at 50 Hz
significant increased incidence of breast cancer, malignant lymphomas, and brain tumors.
Leukemia incidence was higher only among males exposed to strongest EMFs. Theriault et al
(1994) tested in cancer risks due to occupational exposure for 19 years: Accumulated exposure of
≤3.1µT (≤31mG)-yrs, enhanced incidence of acute non lymphocytic leukemia, and acute
myeloidic leukemia, but no dose dependence found, nor association to other cancers. Armstrong et
al (1994) analyzed the same latter data, and revealed significant increase in lung cancer incidence,
that was strong and meaningful, but no such association could be found to other kinds of cancers.
Rosenbaum et al (1994) revealed in New York City records elevated incidence of male breast
cancer in workers exposed to heat rather than to EMFs. Loomis et al (1994) found in records in
the US increased incidence of breast cancer in females exposed to EMFs in male professions. But
it was supposed that those diagnosed, had been previously treated for fertility problems, that
resulted in enhanced risk to breast cancer. Tynes et al (1994) reviewed records in Norway, and
found that occupational exposure to EMFs from 1-8µT up to 100-200µT, did not increase
significantly incidence of leukemia, lymphoma, brain cancer, and all cancers. However, workers
exposed to accumulated doses larger than 35 µT-yrs, exhibited enhanced incidence of just
malignant melanoma.
Kheifets et al, (1995) found increased risk of x1.2 to brain cancer in electric professionals. In a
further study, Kheifets et al. (1997b) revealed an association between exposure to EFs, and risk
for leukemia.
Feychting et al (1997) revealed increased occupational exposure risk of acute myeloidic, and
chronic lymphocytic leukemias by x1.7. Residential exposure to ≥0.2µT (≥2 mG), increased risk
to leukemia by x1.3, and more of that to acute and chronic myeloidic leukemias. In electric
professionals exposed at home to stronger EMFs, the risk of leukemia increased to x3.7, and a
similarly of CNS cancer.
Hardell (1998) revealed besides exposure to industrial chemical pollutants, increased risks to
amateur radio operators (x2.2, CI 0.7-6.6), radar operators (x2.0, CI 0.3-14.2) and electronics and
telecommunication engineers (x2.3, CI 0.8-6.7). Video display unit work yielded x1.5, CI 0.98-2.3
and for exposure 480 working days the risk increased to x1.8, CI 1.1-3.2. Low numbers of exposed
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subjects in some calculations, may render them dubious until further studied.
Wei et al (2000) investigated whether exposure to strong MFs (0.3-1.2G) for 3-72 h with, or
without a chemical cancinogen (muscarinic carbachol, or phorbol ester PMA) would cause cells
proliferation of human brain cancer (astrocytoma). The cells proliferation was measured by
incorporation of radioactive DNA base (3H-thymidine) into cellular DNA: 60 Hz sinusoidal MF
showed a time- and dose-dependent increase in proliferation of astrocytoma cells. In addition,
these MFs strongly potentiated the effects of the two carcinogens applied. These results might
provide a biological basis for the observed epidemiological associations between exposures to
MFs, and brain tumors.
Was Alzheimer an occupational exposure risk ? Some hearsay information was based on a report
(1994, of unknown origin) indicated of high rate of incidence of Alzheimer in tailors, and
industrial workers manufacturing garments, tents, shoes, etc. Sobel et al (1996) revealed increased
risk of Alzheimer among sewing machine workers, that could be attributed to their exposure to
motor EMF. Savitz and Loomis (1998) reviewed mortality records of 256 electricians, due to
Alzheimer, 168 from Parkinson, and 114 from amylotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). They selected
a matching control group involved individuals that died from ailments other than leukemia, brain
cancer, or breast cancer. Results indicated that total (adjusted) mortality risk factors of these
ailments were, x1.2, x1.1, and x1.3 , for Alzheimer, Parkinson, and ALS, respectively. However,
when sorted by profession, the most prominent change was in risk to die from ALS, that ascended
to x2-x5. The higher risk of these three ailments was found in power station workers. Sobel and
Davanipour (1996) suggested that occupational exposure to sewing machine motor, may had
enhanced the production of β-amyloid, and eventually led to development of Alzheimer disease.
A list of aging diseases, besides Alzheimer, and Parkinson, included dementia senilis, angina
pectoris, swollen joints, arthritis, rheumatism, amylotrophic lateral sclerosis, ALS (=Lou Gehrig's
disease), asthma, atherosclerosis, attention deficit disorder (ADD), loss of memory, gums
bleeding, internal bleedings, sores, cataract, circulatory disturbances, liver damage, liver
inflammation, cold legs, cold fingers, adults’ diabetes (type II), edemas, fatigue, hay fever,
haemorrhoids, high blood pressure, heart attacks, bacterial infections, “athlet’s foot” or other
fungal infections, circadian cycle disturbances (jet lag), sexual dysfunction, period disturbances,
headaches, migraines, multiple sclerosis, (MS), night blindness, swollen veins, anal exudate,
phlebitis, embolisms, blood clots (thromboses), and circulatory disturbances, brain stroke, prostate
disturbances, psoriasis, retinopathy, damages of pressure and stress, immune system dysfunction
(sensitivity to infectious diseases (bacterial and viral), and development of cancer diseases. Even
mere weakness, or fatigue and slow recovery from an illness or wounding, may be due to excess
of free radicals, such excess may be due to intensive activity of immune system, and a deficiency
of antioxidants to reduce it.
The occupational exposure to EMFs, and the risk to develop CNS ailments such as ALS, senile
dementia, Parkinson, and Alzheimer, was addressed by Johansen (2000). His cohort involved
30,631 utility employees whose data was obtained from Danish records of in the years 1900-1993.
Data was linked to diagnosed in nationwide records, and compared the number of cases diagnosed
in the years 1978-1993. An increased risk for senile dementia and motor neural diseases combined
was exhibited, associated with above average levels of EMFs exposure. The incidence of
Parkinson, Alzheimer, and other CNS diseases, seemed unrelated to exposure. An increased risk
of epilepsy was based on internal comparisons, while compared to general population it was
decreased, probably reflecting of a healthy worker effect. Ahlbom (2001) applied meta-analysis
technique to literature data of EMFs exposure and risk of neurodegenerative diseases, depressive
symptoms, and suicide: Combined data on association with Alzheimer, seemed weaker than for
ALS, with suicide and depressive symptoms seemed weak, and for Parkinson, was not enough
data.
Cocco et al (1998) selected for their cohort 28,416 of both genders, of various occupations, out of
4.5 million death certificates in the US in the years (1984-1992): Data suggested that premature
mortality of industrial workers, increased consistently, according to gender and race, in workers
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of textile, paper industry, press and publishing, petrol oil refineries, car factories, telephone and
electricity, department stores, health services, and teachers in elementary, high school, college,
and university. Risk to die from CNS cancer enhanced among education administrators and
related professionals, high school teachers, other educators, and health professionals. In
combinations of profession /industry, a moderate enhanced risk, was found among those in contact
with the public, and exposed to organic solvents. Occupational exposure to to EMFs was not
associated with increased risk to die from CNS cancer, in spite of association with some industrial
professions. In agricultural exposed, a significant risk increased for whites of both genders.
Among liberal ‘non electric’ professionals, the exposure to EMFs passed sometimes the
permissible standard. Many teachers, in a wearing profession, were stressed. Other wearing
professions were doctors, nurses, and other medical professionals. Stress generated free radicals,
that damaged nerve system, as well as many others systems (see ch. 7). The above data strongly
suggested of higher risk in working out, than staying or working from home. Increased risk in
occupational exposure was summarized and presented by McBride (1995), in following table:

Risk of occupational exposure to EMFs, to get brain or CNS cancers
Source
Preston-Martin et al (1982)
Lin et al (1985)
Milham (1985)
Coggan et al (1986)
Thomas et al (1987)
Speers et al (1988)

Pearce et al (1989)
Loomis and Savitz (1990)

Exposure Definition
Electricians
Engineers
EMF Definite Effect
EMF Possible Effect
Exposed
Electricians
Electrical Engineers
EMF Exposed
Electrical / Electronics
Electrical Related
Possible EMF
Probably exposed to EMF
Definitely exposed to EMF
Electrical Workers
Electrical Occupation

(McBride 1995)

Relative Risk
1.4
1.3
2.2
2.0
1.2
1.5
1.9
1.6
2.3
2.1
1.2
2.9
Infinity
1.0
1.4

__________________________________________________________
Mattos and Koifman (1996) supported in Brazil the results of a previous study, in which mortality
rate of all cancer diseases was x1.1, while throat cancer mortality rate was x2.04 . Higher (non
significant) mortality rates, were of cancers of mouth and pharynx, prostate, bladder, brain, and
Hodgkin disease. Exposure dependent, bladder cancer mortality rate increased to x4.17, brain
cancers x7.7, and Hodgkin disease x5.55. Comparison of mortality rates between electric and
petrochemical workers (petrol oil refineries and chemical plants) showed in the latter high
mortality rate from throat cancer x3.51, and bladder cancer x7.53, while from brain cancer it was
x0.74. Although some faults, referring to size of control group, and others, these results did not
totally support results of others: Schroeder and Savitz (1997) showed that occupational exposure
enhanced mortality from non Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL), and from multiple myeloma, among
138,905 electric maintenance workers. Positive association has been found between all NHL cases
compared to lighter form of this ailment, as well as occupational period of all electric professions,
up to 20 years. Accumulated exposure was associated with increase, then decrease of risk factor to
get NHL. Risk factors of the medium form compared to severe form of the disease was x3.7, and
x2.3, respectively, based on employees exposed 10-20 years prior to diagnosed. The relationship
between exposure period and the severe form of the disease, has not been established, and some
details for causal association, are still not available.
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Is exposure to EMFs might be harmful to reproduction system?
Asanova and Rakov (1966) reported that electric workers that were occupationally exposed to
EMF, suffered from “sexual weakness”. Kouwenhoven et al (1967) reported that exposure of
electricians to EMF injured spermatogenesis in some of them (Witwer et al 1978). Juutilainen et
al (1993), found high abortion rate in advanced pregnancy stage, due to residential high EMF 50
Hz background.
Roucayrol (1993) could not find any effects of EMFs on reproduction or malformations, or that
fields had any role in initiation or promotion or enhancement of certain cancers. Mevissen et al
(1994) tested in rats, possible abortion or malformations due to EMF exposure: They exposed
pregnant rats at days 1- 20 to 30µT EMFs either DC, or AC at 50Hz. Results showed increased
rate of abortion that followed exposure to intense DC, but not AC fields. Kowalczuk et al (1995)
exposed male mice to an EMF at 10,000 µT, 50 Hz, for 8 weeks. After exposure, these males
were let to mate with females, in different times. No significant effects could be found in
pregnancy rate, or in newborn survival.
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Is there any risk to pacemaker patients in EMFs?
Occupational exposure standard (Anonymous 1994) is permissible to pacemaker holders to stay
at EMFs of 60 Hz, up to 100 µT, while normal individuals, is up to 1,000 µT. The two values
seem too high. Unipolar pacemaker may suffer from malfunction in normal daily conditions, as
they were more sensitive to disturbances than bipolars (Astridge et al (1993). Even if your
pacemaker is bipolar, please, keep away from any EMF, at any frequency, cellular phone included.
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Chapter four
Is computer work adverse to health?
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The association with the computer has become physical and mental. Long sessions in front of
screen, reading the fuzzy letters, while performing routine repeated movements without physical
activity, claim the cost in your health. Computer mild injuries are abundant, but could be quite
serious, or worsen other ailments. If not treated in time, they might develop to inability for life.
The screen that shows 2D images that look as in 3D, and texts read, look fuzzy, compared to
printed. Reading a text on the screen it is not easy, and may be difficult and tiresome. Eyes are
often tired, itchy and dry, the text looks more blurred, and an occipital headache develops.
Repeated typing movements, may damage shoulders and arms mainly in joints, nerves, muscles,
tendons and ligaments. The longer the typing, the more effects are felt: PC keyboards are usually
too congested, and those of laptops are the worst for ergonomic work. Thus it is advisable to
restrict laptop work just to necessary / urgent / unavoidable needs.
First signs of inconvenience, make you think that you are just tired. Later on, they turn to real
health problems. Non ergonomic work, may worsen existing health problems, physical or mental:
A disk that moved or shrink in lower back, a stiff joint, eyes that are hard to focus, or pains start to
remind you of an injury of past road accident, or a war of decades ago.
The most known of computer injuries is the carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), diagnosed in
individuals that routinely repeat same typing movements (not necessarily with computer). This
condition is only one out of many related injuries defined as repetitive strain injury (RSI, see ch.
5). The incidence of eyes problems have been increased due to difficulty to focus eyes on screen,
in long screen watching, from too close, with no breaks. Dazzled from bright or reflecting screen,
or irradiated from close range, yield deterioration of vision. Radiation damage, is via generation of
free radicals, added to those generated by chemical pollution, and other non ionizing, and ionizing
radiation.
Add to these, stress and tension, due to professional or financial obligations, or a tight timetable.
Most of us are hurt from computer work, even unnoticed, or just ignore them.
Our ancient ancestors did not sit for long, and our sitting derived injuries are time dependent: The
pelvis bounds forwards, presses vessels in external and internal organs, blocking blood supply.
Narrow modern underwear, and a casual outfit, whose pockets packed with a cellular phone, a
wallet, a big keys set with a remote car locker, are hazardous: they press on visceral organs,
muscles and vessels, block blood supply to internal organs and lower body parts. Then oxygen is
deprived in cells, so they become anoxic, and wastes (such as lactic acid) accumulated. They
cause aches in nerves, muscles and joints, and we feel exhausted. Where such disturbances repeat
everyday, they turn to ailments: In males, long sitting, mainly on a bare wooden chair, apply
pressure also on their prostate gland, and testicles: It may enhance prostate problems, and heating
the testicles, resulted in fertility problems, lower sperm counts, and decrease of erection and
libido. These lead to decrease of sexual functionality, then to duality problems, nervousness,
family problems, that might tried to be terminated in a divorce. Changing a partner would not fix
these basic problems, and they may be arisen again.
Sitting in a curved position toward the screen, due to unnoticed eyes problem, may yield also back
problems, in spite of ergonomic expensive keyboard, and sophisticated chair. Sitting in any
posture other than straight with supported lower back may cause scoliosis, where the disks in
between the vertebrae are squeezed, and shrink. Thus vertebrae press the nerves going from spinal
chord to limbs and others, the nerves are hurt and send alarm signals, such as a numb leg, or
running ‘ants’ felt. Such untreated condition may be developed to an inability for good.
Scoliosis, is more easily developed in children, mainly if overweight. Pressure on a disk shrinks it,
and may lead to herniation, where disk’s jelly-like contents is spilled out. Then, vertebrae come
closer and press stronger on nerves coming out from spine, leaving that individual totally
incapacitated. Pains, in the back, in limbs, in internal organs, and in joints, may restrict
movements and mobility. Most of spinal damage could be easily avoided by awareness and
ergonomic work (see in ch. 14). Just sitting straight, might save you from painful ailments,
inability, and costly therapies for years.
Long screen watching sessions may disrupt regular eating order, and pushing you to get some fast
prepared fried or American style ‘junk food’ to eat. Side walk served food is usually
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contaminated, and may also contain rats / cockroaches wastes, in addition to (oxidized) oily stuff.
Add sugar sweetened food to that, and you get large excess of free radicals generated, and a
generous dose of calories. Disturbed eating order combined with stress, may lead to constipation,
and emergence of hemorrhoids, colon injuries, and cancer. Contaminated food eaten causes
frequent infections in digestive tract, diarrhea, associated with heavy loss of fluids with nutrients,
antioxidants (needed to expel pollutants), and other vitamins and minerals. It may be resulted in
dehydration, neural disturbances, immune deficiency - sensitivity to infections, and cancer.
Dry air in office / home, due to air condition, or climate, may dry respiratory tract, eyes and
dehydrate the whole body. Dry eyes occur while watching screen (or TV in spare time), associated
with less blinking. Body dehydration may be enhanced by insufficient drinking, and diarrhea,
mainly to intestinal inflammations. Usually, a dehydrated individual does not feel anything, or
ignores the dried eyes, as damage can be also inflicted to internal organs, vascular system, kidneys
and the nervous system.
Computer associated eyes problems, are in about 80% of us, even unnoticed. Practically, every
screen watcher has experienced it, while mistaken it for being tired (see ch.6). Difficulties in
focusing, lead to a lot of pressure on eyes, fatigue, and disability.
Inadequate or unbalanced illumination of screen and document adjoined, might also injure eyes:
Too weak or dazzling light, or as mentioned light reflected from a lamp or from window on
screen might hurt the eyes. Many screens are too bright: It hurts eyes, and shortens screen life (this
is not the point, for the monitor would be broken or simply thrown to trash, where its cathode-ray
tube still in order).
Murata et al (1991) detected CNS injuries, vision fatigue and incompetence in computer operators
in Japan.

What radiation is emitted from computer monitor?
A PC screen such as Video Display Terminal (VDT) is built of a vacuum tight glass cathode-ray
tube (CRT). This tube has is in the back its “electron gun” generates an electron beam and aims it
forward. The beam passes through a control grid, rings of the high voltage and focusing anode,
vertical and horizontal deflection plates or coils until it hits the screen, and scans it. Inner side of
screen is stained with tiny points=”pixels” of phosphoric fluorescent compound in hundreds of
lines.: Where beam hits a pixel, it emits visible light seen through front thick glass. All pixels
combined compose the whole image. The more pixels and the closer they are, the sharper image
is seen.
The electron beam screens fast every line, and at the end it jumps to start the next line. At the end
of screen, beam jumps back to start of upper line. Beam refreshes screen image at a rate of nearly
100 Hz (cycles/sec, Hertz), thus image looks uninterrupted. A control device in electron gun,
between cathode and anode, can change beam intensity, thus brightness of screen.
In World War II, first generation tubes were applied to radar screens. Later on, many radar
operators, developed cataract in their eyes (Dumpf 1993). It was revealed that screen thin glass
passed X-rays and others, and emitted them to face of observer. This radiation generated free
radicals that inflicted oxidation damage in eyes and in skin, and caused the turbidity developed in
eyes’ lens, and cornea to cataract. Less radicals were generated by exposure to UV light, and less
by other EMFs, but all weak radiation inflicted damages accumulated. But, as long as eyes had
sufficient provided antioxidants (mainly vitamin A, and glutathione (= GSH), to replenish cellular
pools, or got them from body pools, or from foods, radicals would be defused shortly, and damage
minimized. Where body lacks antioxidants, for wasted due to chemical and physical pollution,
cataract might be developed sooner.
First PC computers were marketed to public by IBM, in the year 1978. A federal survey detected
X-radiation emitted by >8% of monitors, from which observer absorbed every day doses of
~19  Sv (microseivert) that were equal to that of a chest X-rays photograph. TV sets also leaked
X-radiation to watchers, permissible by American standard up to 0.5 mrad/h, that was quite high.
Therefore, TV watchers were warned to keep well away from set. This was not possible in
computer work. Thus, computer workers of first generation, were generously exposed to radiation
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emitted. The known slogan: "Power the people" got then a cynical meaning. Later monitors have
been produced with a thick, 10 mm front screen glass, that blocked practically all X-rays, and
others. Today radiation emitted is quite low (see below), and declined at a distance of extended
hand practically to background.
Cathode-ray monitors (CRT-VDT) are used besides to PC screens and TV sets, also in (older)
radar screens, security monitors, osciloscopes, sonar, etc.
Screens of laptops, latest PC, personal TV sets, radar, etc, employ liquid crystal display screens
(LCD). These have no ‘electron gun’, but their emissions (except low emission ones) match those
of CRT-VDT’s. Monchromatic screen tubes comprise of one ‘electron gun’, while color screens
comprise 3 guns, each of them for one elementary color.
Most CRT-VDT induce generous amounts of EMFs to the sides and back of monitor, by the coils
around tube’s neck. Flux density of EMFs in screen might reach thousands nanotesla (nT)
units/area unit (see ch. 2 for units), but field intensity declines by square of the distance. The
EMFs induced are mostly at ELF but some emit VLF as well, for instance, computer video camera
emitted 14 mG VLF, that was of same order of monitor’s. It also declines the same as monitor’s
EMFs, so at ~60 cm field intensity is negligible. Some ‘low radiation’ screens induce real weak
EMFs, but from a decent distance, any screen can be considered as low radiating.

Are present monitors emit X-rays at dangerous levels?
Present thick screen glass, of 10 mm blocks most ionizing radiation from being emitted toward
observer. A built in control, would stop screen operation if voltage or current in tube passes
permissive level. Therefore, it seems unlikely that a flawless, monitor would emit X-rays.
By calculation, if one uses PC computer all his/her life, rate of radiation absorbed would be less
than a single X-rays chest photograph. However, it is still premature to enjoy these facts, for all
other monitor sides and back emit EMFs that are not strong, but if they injure, damage could not
be detected right away. Recent studies indicated that possible damage occurs even from such
radiation, to EMF hypersensitive individuals (see ch. 8).

Do screens emit radiation at other frequencies?
Screen sharpness is pronounced by the number of pixels. Electron beam starts scanning screen at
top left corner, at each line from left to right, one by one, causing the pixels to emit light, to form
the total image. At end of each line, beam is pushed to beginning of next line, from left to right,
etc. Beam moves from side to side by horizontal deflection coils, at frequencies of 15,000 - 85,000
cycles per second (e.g. 15 kHz - 85 kHz), while vertical deflection is done by refreshing rate of 50
- 80 Hz only (in cheap monitors), and up to 100 Hz, or more, in high quality monitors. By this
mode, horizontal coils produce by their frequency a VLF-EMF, and the verticals, produce an ELFEMF, respectively. It is worth to mention that when VLF and ELF field show same nominal
reading (in milligauss), the VLF field is stronger x250 than ELF. Both fields emitted from screen.
In addition CRT emits some other EMFs, at RFs, IR, visible light, UV, microwave, (and some Xrays). RF waves could be shielded by a conducting layer, to meet standard requirements. IR
radiation (heat) is not hazardous, and so visible light, if not too bright. Ultra violet light emitted, is
much less than that of fluorescent lamps, or in sunlight. Microwave emitted could be hardly
detected, and X-radiation is blocked by screen glass. Therefore, no hazardous radiation of any
kind (VLF and ELF from beam controlling coils) is emitted that might endanger observer from
over a distance of a stretched hand. If a screen glass is defective, hazardous radiation might be
emitted, but it should be detected in quality control. The monitor power supply unit gets a current
of 60 Hz, and a flyback transformer, raises the voltage to ten thousands of volts, and emits a VLFEMF. Measurements of two old screens are presented in the following table:

EMF emmited from old 14 “ screens (tested by author).
_______________________________________________________________________________
_
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Packard Bell

DTK computer (Low Radiation)

0 cm

60 cm

0 cm

60 cm

35 mG
>100 kV/m
200 V/m

2 mG
1.5 kV/m
<10 V/m

9-10 mG
50 - >100 kV/m a
50 V/m

background
background
background

50 mG
50 kV/m
100 V/m

5 mG
background
background

20 - 24 mG a
2 kV/m
20 V/m

background
background
background

At Front
Magnetic field (H)
Electric field (E)
RF, microwave

At the side
Magnetic field (H)
Electric field (E)
RF, microwave

At the back
Magnetic field (H)
25 mG
3 mG
background
11 - 12 mG a
Electric field (E)
20 kV/m
background
0.5 kV/m
background
RF, microwave
100 V/m
background
<10 V/m
background
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
__
a. The reading was oscillating.

At a stretched hand distance, the Packard Bell screen was marginally safe, while the DTK screen was safe. Present
screens with TCO 99 standard approval are lower in emission and completely safe, and ergonomic.

Do LCDs emit EMFs?
Portable computers, such as laptops, notebooks, sub-notebooks, etc, and modern PC screens
employ a liquid crystal display (LCD) screen. The portables comprise similar components as
desktop PCs, but they are packed in much reduced casing, by less circuits. The portables have an
Intel processor of 700-800MHz or more, They have a hard disk of up to 20 gigabytes, and RAM of
128-256 megabytes, they are equipped with modems, 3½” and CD-ROM drives etc, and a
universal serial bus (USB). LCD interface can be analogue VGA or digital DVI-D, or both. Digital
interface is preferable, for it may match graphic card, and avoid two unnecessary conversions of
video signal. Only LCD screens with contrast ratio of 300:1, or 400:1 may match quality of CRTVDTs. Sometimes, LCD screen’s back light is not evenly dispersed, so some parts of the screen
may look darker than others, so in buying one, it worth to test it and pay attention to every quality.
If you need changing resolution, you may prefer CRT-VDT screen, but if you work mainly with a
word processor, you may prefer a flat turning adjusted screen.
Laptops were supposed to emit weaker EMFs than CRT-VDT, but at author’s an IBM laptop,
emitted ELF and VLF fields that almost matched a CRT-VDT monitor: At the middle of screen,
emission was very low, but on the right side and from keyboard, VLF-EMF emitted were 1819mG, while ELF-EMF showed close nominal values to these. A Compaq laptop screen was much
lower in MFs, 2-4mG, while at lower edge left from center read 6 mG. All the keyboard read 3
mG. But electric field all over screen and keyboard read >100 kV/m (!). A Palmax mininotebook, at screen left side, read at VLF 19-22 mG, while ELF values stayed quite close. At
screen right side, readings were much lower. But, near typing left hand, quite close to screen,
EMF resembled that measured from keyboard, while at ELF, was 1 - 2 mG.
Therefore laptops might be better held on a table, far away from body. As keyboard is both
emitting marked EMFs, and was not ergonomic, it might be recommended just when really
necessary. Applying a laptop for routine daily work, might enhance injuries, mainly in joints, and
muscles, as well as injuries from emissions in circulation, and nerves functions.

Is EM radiation from monitor hazardous?
As CRT-VDT monitors emit VLF and ELF-EMFs much higher than “safe” 2mG, but for intensity
declines as square root of distance, watching screen from less than 60 cm, increases risk to get
brain cancer, leukemia, and other ailments. Electric sensitive individuals have to watch a little
from the side, rather than in front of screen. Health problems occur to individuals not keeping off
monitor properly.
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Ryan et al (1992) studied in Australia the risk of getting brain cancer (glioma) in computer work:
They checked whether 110 glioma patients had been exposed in the past to any risk factors to this
ailment. Results showed that 6 patients and 8 of control group were exposed to computer CRTVDT. Women risk of glioma from computer work significantly increased with increased screen
usage. But number of exposed was too small to indicate of significant results, Thus some
associations could be expected just by mere chance, and no solid conclusion could be derived.
Omura and Losco (1993) studied whether exposure of human parts through an even window (in
aluminum foil) to EMFs for several minutes might lead to transient cancer anomalies. Emission
sources were a PC screen, a TV set, a microwave oven and a cellular phone. Effects tested
involved expression of oncogene c-fos in cells nuclei, (by emergence of its coded protein),
expression of integrin α5β1 in cells and nuclei membranes, the blood levels of acetylcholine (a
neurotransmitter), and thromboxane (a blood clotting factor). All EMF sources tested induced in
3 min transient measurable anomalies, at entrance to body, and at exit (where effects lasted for
less time): Body exposed from 50 cm off PC screen, acetylcholine level declined and thromboxane
B2 emerged, and caused some disturbance in blood circulation. Oncogene proteins appeared for a
short time, c-fos ab2 and c-fos ab1, that stayed for a longer period. No integrin  5  1 was
observed. Exposure part of chest at 1-3m from TV sets (ranging 13”-21”) lowered acetylcholine,
and elevated thromboxane B2 and oncogene proteins as former plus a short appearance of integrin
α5β1 protein. Exposure to a microwave oven (at frequency of 2.45 GHz, and output of 450W) at
0.5-2 m, similar effects were observed, for x2 - x3 of exposure time at entrance, and x1.6 - x2 of
exposure time at exit of radiation.
Anisimov et al (1998) showed that female rats exposed to continuous screen radiation, became
sexually matured and menopaused ahead of non exposed. Blood tests revealed lower night levels
of melatonin, and of dienic conjugates, and schiff bases (associated in cellular energy). It was
concluded that such continuous exposure of humans to screen, might be adverse to health.
Sketchy information involved exposures to certain EMFs that released mercury out of amalgam
(=alloy of either silver, tin or copper with mercury) tooth feelings. This curious phenomenon was
detected in divers that welded under water, and also in computer operators, that included some
having low emitting screens. Therefore, it is thus possible, that many computer operators
unnoticed that they are exposed mercury, and undiagnosed headaches, nausea, exhaustion,
kidneys problems, immune deficiency, or enhanced atherosclerosis, are due to mercury
intoxication.

Is computer work hazardous to pregnant women?
Many highly radiating monitors of 1st generation were still at use when injuries to pregnant
women were studied, so it seems feasible, that part of those pregnant women got too high
radiation then. Some of these studies were included in reference list below. An estimate at the US
NIOSH, mentioned that ~40 million VDT monitors at that time (mostly old radiating). Of those
~67%, that is almost 27 million used by women. Of those ~3.3 million were pregnant or would be
pregnant soon. Studies have not yielded a certain answer. Monitor manufacturers such as IBM,
referred to American medical specialists that supported their state, that VDT monitors were not
risky for anyone. A study of Goldhaber et al (1988) reached the newspapers: At first researchers
addressed the problem whether pregnant women were injured by insecticides sprayed to
exterminate medflies in California. They checked records of 1,583 pregnant women that were
treated in the years 1981 - 1982 at the institute for gynecology in California. No risk had been
found for the spray but there was a significant increase of more than 73% of number of abortions,
by x1.8 (95% at confidence intervals, CI, of 1.2-2.8), among women that used to sit in front of a
screen for 20 hours per week, or more, compared to a matching control group. Such a risk could
not be explained due to age, education, occupation, smoking, alcohol drinking, etc. There revealed
insignificant increase of x1.4 (95% in CI of 0.7-2.9) in ration of malformations of ‘computerized’
in comparison to control group. Researchers commented that women injured in pregnancy,
probably reported of more exposure than really occurred while those who were not hurt reported
of less exposure than occurred... It was concluded that probably results were caused by factors that
were not considered, such as poor ergonomic conditions, or stress at work. The risk from CRT77

VDT monitors remained just as a possibility. Two studies in Finland showed that exposures to
screens weak EMFs caused abortions at increased ratio of x2.0-3.5 compared to control ‘non
computerized’ women. High EMF residential background, increased abortion risk to x5 compared
to control group (von Schäele 1995). Researchers from NIOSH checked whether whole day work
in front of screen (at phone switchboard, or information center), raised risk of abortions: No
significant difference could be revealed between abortion rate of ‘computerized’ to computer
group. After study published by New England Journal of Medicine (1991), an erratum note was
published : The control group of women was selected among those operated light emitting diode
(LED) or neon glow tube switchboard, and not with CRT-VDT. But, when belly exposure to
ELF-EMF was determined, almost no difference could be detected between EMF emitted from
CRT-VDT screens and from LED controls. Therefore, no conclusion could be drawn whether
exposure to CRT-VDT screens, was risky to pregnant women, or not. Trying to minimize
impression of that error, a notice was published, that belly exposure of the examined and control
groups was close to residential exposures of 0.5-2.0mG. Moreover, monochromatic screens tested
were of only IBM, or Computer Controls Inc, that emitted VLF-EMFs at frequencies of ~15kHz
(compared to present ≥30-85 Hz). In same model of CRT-VDT the VLF-EMFs increased x15
fold. But this study did not try to assess whether exposure levels enhanced risk, and if screen
emission caused other health risks, such as cancer. .A later study in China (Chiang et al 1995)
demonstrated in mice, that exposure to screen radiation enhanced damage induced by ara-C
(inducing malformations): They divided 89 pregnant mice to 4 groups: 1. Treated by ara-C. 2.
Exposed to a saw teeth EMF source (similar to that of CRT-VDT screen) for 4 h/day at 6-17 days
of pregnancy. 3. Treated by ara-C plus exposed to EMF as group 2, and- 4. Control group, not
treated, not exposed. At end of experiment, malformations (cleft palate, or cleft lip) were
searched in newborns: No significant difference in incidence of malformations could be observed
between control (group 4) and exposed only (group 2). But, a significant incidence of 26%
malformations was detected in offspring of ara-C treated only (group 1), and incidence of 49%
in newborns of ara-C treated plus exposed ! (group 3). In addition, some insignificant
malformations in skeleton structure were detected. Hence one might suspect that in real life,
pregnant women exposed to malformation inducing pollutants and to ‘matching’ EMFs, there
would increase risk to their offsprings.
Bottom line: At present, a pregnant woman sitting at a distance of 60 cm from screen is not at
risk from its radiation. A risk may be raised by exposure to another close unnoticed EMF source,
even behind the wall. Habitual leaning too close to screen, is not safe, and EMF exposure could
aggravate another health problem, mainly a deficiency. Some of pregnant women damaged during
computer work, may be hurt by a long stress or by pressure derived from projects run at office, or
due to bad personal relations, in office or elsewhere.

Producing safe monitors.
Many monitor manufacturers have reduced screen emissions in order to get highly demanding
standards as low emitting and environment friendly. IBM and other monitor manufacturers registered
patents on low radiation CRT-VDT monitors, sold for years.
Two safety standards are valid at time of these lines are being written:
The easy and widespread MPRII, to which many monitors comply. A more severe standard is TCO
1995. In order to get the latter approval manufacturer has to fulfill 5 requirements:
1. Screen has to pass low radiation test. 2. Screen is automatically shut off when not in use.
3.Manufacturer has to affirm energy consumption of monitor. 4. Monitor has to comply with fire and
electric safety requirements valid in Europe. 5. Manufacturer has to get TCO certificate of tests results
of sample products, on test conditions and results.

Monitor Emissions Permitted by Customary Standards.
__________________________________________________________
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For Electric Fields
Frequency Range:
0 Hz (Static field)
5 Hz - 2 kHz
2 kHz - 400 kHz
For Magnetic Fields
Frequency Range:
5 Hz - 2 kHz
2 kHz - 400 kHz

TCO Standard
± 500V
≤10V/m *
≤1V/m *
TCO Standard
≤200nT *(=2.0 mG)
≤25nT *

MPRII Standard
± 500V
≤25V/m
≤2.5V/m
MPRII Standard
≤250nT (=2.5 mG)
≤25nT

* The difference between TCO and MPRII guidelines is practically much larger than seen in table, for TCO 1995 values measured
from 30 cm in front screen, compared to MPRII taken at 50 cm. As field decline by power of distance, the difference is meaningful.
The TCO 1999 standard equal to the 1995 by exposure values, but added ergonomic requirements to match.

Many monitors comply with MPRII standard at resolution of 1,024x768 pixels, at vertical
refreshing frequency of at least 72 Hz (that flickers). MPRII standard of SWEDAC (Sweden
Institute of Standards) defined the above maximal permitted radiation at ELF and VLF frequencies,
that might be considered potentially risky.
It is imperative that refreshing rate of image would be close to 100 Hz: They would not flicker, and
not injure eyes. Low refreshing rate of ~72 Hz flickers and in reading small letters in texts, and
graphic displays, eyes might be tired and injured (see chapter 6).
At an open arm distance, radiation of any screen declines until it does not pass background.

Is resolution of all monitors equal?
A 17” screen with distances between pixels of 0.27-0.28 mm in office or at home, might be
sufficient for computer work at 1,024x768 pixels or less. But in resolution, the text or icons
become so small that might cause one to squint. These screens are graded by their resolution: At
the cheap ones it is of 1,024x768 pixel by vertical refreshing rate of 75 Hz, however, but where
higher resolution is selected, such as 1,280x1,024 pixels, the refreshing frequency might drop to
60 Hz, that flickers. Such low refreshing rate is much inconvenience to eyes. Thus many screens
are made to offer options such as “recommended resolution” or “maximal resolution”. Anyone
interested in a large screen having good resolution, for quality graphics or CAD applications, has
to verify that vertical refreshing frequency would be 72 Hz, and in resolution of 1,280x1,024
pixels, a rate of refreshing at 82 Hz is to be sought. Ergonomic standard of computer screens ISO9241/3 requests a proper combination between number of pixels to size of screen. It is imperative
to all manufacturers. As for us as customers, we have to test screens, because each might have
different qualities.

What is sick building syndrome (SBS) ?
Spoken cases involved buildings in which employees got sick, showing similar signs or ailments,
such as flu like aches, muscle aches, headaches, fatigue, dry eyes, dry mouth, difficulties to breath.
SBS might affect severely, while no explanation could be provided. Most cases revealed that
reason was not due to a common infection, but rather to a combination of dryness in air condition
system, with a strong static electric charge, or equipment. They might be attributed to possible
contamination by a bacterium / virus, transferred via central ventilation/air condition system. SBS
might be found as caused by high EMF background originated from close by solar electric storms
or cosmic radiation, power lines, transmissions of any sort, electric motors, transformers, faulty
grounding, etc. When happens in wintertime, mainly in a thunderstorm, SBS might be of real
EMF background, explaining strange feelings or mood, or fatigue. SBS might combine with
computer derived injuries, eyes fatigue, stress from work, RSI related skeleton injuries, or others.
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Chapter five
Is there any damage from computer work, to skeleton and
muscles?
You probably remember, how pains started in neck and shoulders, in lower back, elbows and fingers,
and sometime lifting things needed a real effort. Frequent computer associated injuries are in muscles,
in nerves, in tendons, in ligaments, in bones, and in spinal disks. The pains may grow stronger, and
become part of life. They indicate of damages developed due to routine long working hours in front of
screen. Most injuries could be avoided, or from now alleviated markedly by keeping guidelines of
ergonomic work. It can be done with simple inexpensive furniture and equipment that fit you, and the
guidelines are quite simple.
The longer time you sit daily in front the screen, the more it will initiate injuries, or enhance present
injuries that you might already have. When you are used to sit at a bent position for hours daily,
scoliosis is on its way: All of a sudden, head and neck start to ‘pull' forward, or to one side, a
shoulder aches, and so the lower back. If you have not experienced these signs yet, you would not
understand what we are talking about... A spinal disk, might move sideways, until it, or vertebrae
press nerves coming out from spine, then back aches, or sometime it is felt in one leg. If untreated,
pains may grow stronger until you are immobilized. Wrong posture aggravate also the blocking of
blood supply to limbs and inner organs that leads to the frequent aches in nerves, muscles, tendons,
and ligaments. Any posture other than upright would bring soon these aches, that indicate of real
injuries.
A chair that has not been designed by experts for human engineering, that does not support waist, the
lower spine might suffer until yield, and broke into severe pains. Frequent head turns from screen to a
document on desk, and back, will lead soon to severe pains in neck muscles. Tough typing might
cause excess strains of hand arm and shoulder muscles. Mouse must be handy, that would not cause
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static stress to unsupported hand. Where hand muscles do not get enough blood, supply of oxygen is
limited, lactic acid accumulates (not oxidized), and CO2 formed in cells are not cleared, but rather
stay in muscles. The muscles start to wear out, and ache. Then, most of us take pain killers by
themselves, or go to the doctor that prescribes pain killers. Taking pain killers instead of solving the
problem, is a big mistake. When taking pain killers is repeated, the injury would develop
uninterrupted to real inability.
Actually, the present computer associated ailments have been known prior to computer age, in office
employees, typists, music players, industrial workers, food packers, tailors, and others: They all used
to sit or stand, and perform routinely repeated movements, for many hours daily. Computer work just
enhanced such old injuries, and added some new ones, by prolonged sitting in bending forward, and
monotonous typing, where radiation strikes eyes and face, and difficult to focus texts and images. Add
to it tension, and disturbed blood circulation, lead to eyes fatigue and muscular weariness. When
fatigue developed, errors increased in thinking and in performance, and capacity diminished. In short,
these injuries can be avoided or relieved by sitting in upright posture, and taking some short breaks
from time to time, to relieve muscles and eyes tension, enhance performance, and diminish further
injuries. The assigned times for intermissions was based on measuring the errors done, sight
disturbances, increased with prolonged work time in front of screen, as detailed in next chapter.

Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS).
The carpal tunnel is a narrow space in wrist, surrounded from three sides by its eight bones, while the
fourth side is formed from tough transverse carpal ligament, the flexor retinaculum. Nine tendons
(tough connective tissue strips) pass through the tunnel, connecting the palm bones to arm muscles:
Four of which are interior (profundus tendons), four superficial (superficialis tendons), while the
ninth is long and flexible (flexor pollicis longus tendon). Nerves coming to hand, pass through
narrow carpal tunnel, the major of which is the median nerve, controlling the first three digits (with a
small branch to fourth digit). Repeated movements of arm and wrist, or staying motionless for a long
time, irritate tendons, nerves, and arteries in carpal tunnel. The CTS (=median neuritis) develops
when tendons passing there are rubbed, irritated, and swollen, so they might pinch the median carpus
(wrist) nerves.
The CTS, is the famous injury of all computer associated, included in RSI group (see below). RSI
involve injuries of tendons, nerves, muscles, and other soft tissues. It developed in individuals
applying strong typing strain, for many daily hours, or repeat fierce routine movements, for prolonged
periods. It attacked also much prior to computer age, individuals of other occupations, such as music
players, cashiers, construction workers in production lines, meat packers, workers that have to screw
a lot, and others. Today, due to flat easy to touch keyboard, that enables to type very fast, the RSI
incidence has become an ‘epidemics’ of hand, arms, and shoulders. Computer users are at main risk,
mainly these working with the computer for more than an hour a day. Some factors accelerate the CTS
developed, such as poor typing technique, and fierce or inconvenient typing, or by sitting at wrong
posture, that inflict pressure on hands and arms, shoulders and neck’s tendons and nerves, lack of
proper lower back support, and supports for palms, and elbows. avoiding breaks, might assure that this
trouble will come for sure.
Moderate CTS symptoms are felt when pressure on median nerve causes weariness, and
inconvenience in wrist. Sometimes, symptoms get stronger, pain is increased, and “burning” and
digital numbness, tickle, or pricks of pins and needles (paresthesia) are felt, more in thumb, and
sometimes in index, and middle fingers, and also in the wrist arm and shoulder. Softness could be felt,
and weakness of thumb muscles caused by pressure on median nerve, where passing the tunnel.
Fingers’ injuries, in wrist, and elbows might develop in different forms, depending strain applied.
Pains might be felt during work or even later, or continue during the night, until moving the hand is
difficult, and weakness, limit motion up to total immobility. These early warnings might be gone if
typing habits changed: A proper support for wrist posted, and ergonomy of working station improved
(see ch. 14). If untreated, hand muscles on thumb side weaken and shrunk (atrophy).
Individuals at high risk to CTS involve diabetic, or those have thyroid dysfunction, vitamins
deficiency, mainly of vitamin B6, and pregnant women. Risk factors involve typing or holding mouse
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with bent wrists, held not supported, while hand movements repeated for long periods, or being a
female.
Females suffer from CTS more than males, for their wrists are smaller, so any swollen
tendons causes more severe symptoms. Hormonal levels of females from birth control pills, or during
pregnancy, or at menopause, or when treated by estrogen injections, the tendon sheaths might become
swollen, and as their carpal tunnel is smaller, symptoms can be more severe. Injury might come earlier
to those type strongly or ‘drumming’, without taking breaks for some rest an exercise. Not all factors
are needed to cause the syndrome, and many get it although typing on modern ergoomy and lightly
operated keyboards. Early detected and diagnosed CTS, and earliest treatment applied, might alleviate
symptoms, and ease treatment and recuperation.
The publicity to this syndrome, caused millions of people to believe that they suffered from it.
Doctors mentioned that real CTS patients number was much smaller than thought, and it counted for
only low percentage of computer derived injuries.
Other nerve injuries may cause symptoms resembling CTS’: Spinal stenosis (narrowing) exerts
pressure on nerves to hand and wrist, disk herniation causing pressure on same nerves, or on these to
axilla, shoulders, or ribs. These might cause senselessness in elbow, wrist or hand, summarized in
thoracic outlet compression syndrome (TOCS). Other syndromes involve cubital tunnel syndrome or
ulnar (forearm) neural impingement or ulnar neuritis, in which the ulnar nerve (“laughable bone” in
elbow) is pressurized or irritated. Repeated trauma might lead to thickening at this region, mainly by
scar tissue. Patient feels tickle in hand, mainly in ring finger and little finger, sometimes associated
with weakness and pain. Many individuals develop tendinitis (“tennis elbow”), causing uneasiness in
hand up to shoulder. Some might get tenosynovitis, or DeQuervain disease (see below). Some might
suffer injury of sympathetic nervous system, namely reflex sympathetic dystrophy, developed after
another injury. Some might develop nerve ganglionic cysts. Therefore, do not expect to get exact
diagnosis, and do not waste time to wait until you get one, but if warning signs show, you have to
take immediate measures:
1. Stop any typing activity for several days. Urgent typing might be with less used hand, or by one
finger of injured hand. 2. Apply to an orthopedic doctor for diagnosis and treatment, and - 3. Take
vitamins, mainly those of B group, and vitamin C in enhanced doses (see table in ch. 16).

Is CTS developed independent to other factors?
Injuries inflicted to skeleton muscles, either by computer work, or otherwise, can be enhanced by
some other activities: Riding a race bicycle with bent back, by strongly holding handles, by head
slanted upwards, can initiate or enhance backaches, wrist, neck or shoulder pains. Twisting fingers
and wrists in knitting or other handwork, or long driving with a gearshift car might aggravate CTS
symptoms. Individuals that suffer from thyroid dysfunction are also vulnerable to get CTS, for they
tend to suffer from swollen tissues at the carpal tunnel, and to irritated nerves and tendons. Diabetic
patients are also vulnerable to get this syndrome, and so are arthritis patients, gout, or lupus
erythematosus, or have history of past injury in wrist.
Past studies indicated that CTS was resulted also by vitamin B6 deficiency ( Folkers et al 1978, Ellis
et al. 1977, 1979, 1982, 1987). However, Franzblau et al (1996), that studied CTS syndrome in 125
industrial workers, found that vitamin B6 deficiency was not a major ethiologic factor. Overweight
enhanced development of CTS symptoms by a x5 fold more than in thin individuals, so doctors have
used to recommend CTS patients to reduce weight, and enhance physical activity (that is a good
advice to everyone). Some other factors suspected for enhancing CTS, were deficiencies in nutrients,
or hormonal imbalance that enhanced inflammations, thus excess of free radicals, or suppressed
immune system. Taking mega doses of vitamins and minerals may make up for deficiency of
antioxidants, and others (see ch. 16), and hinder the development of CTS.

Is CTS the only syndrome inflicted to computer users?
The CTS was just one out of computer related repetitive strain injuries (RSI). Sellers (1994)
summarized that >4 million people in the United States suffered from any RSI ailments, and over
60% of all illnesses can be involved RSIs, mainly inflicted to palm and arm, from typing and
operating mouse. Everyone is in risk, even young people with good physical condition. Typing of
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thousands letters in fast repeated movements, and so attaching and dragging the mouse, inflict
accumulating damage to body. Thus this syndrome is named also as cumulative trauma disorder
(CTD). Pinsky (1993) counted several signs for self diagnosis of cumulative trauma disorders
including those of CTS. He mentioned that numbers of injured were much higher than the published
federal statistics. Based on information brought from workers’ unions, he presumed that in the United
States were at that time between 10-20 millions injured from cumulative trauma disorders. We can
be sure of it that today’s numbers are much higher. Pascarelli (1994) that treated >1,000 RSI patients
(mostly music players), named RSI syndrome: "A preventable tragedy” .He described early warning
symptoms, sorted the ailments involved, and advised preventive ways and therapeutic procedures. The
early warnings for an emerging RSI may involve:
• Strain, inconvenience, hardness, or pains in hands wrists, digits, forearms, or elbows.
• Pricks or feeling cold, or numbness in hands.
• Clumsiness, or loss of force and coordination in hands.
• Strong pain that awakes from sleep.
• Feeling a need to message hands, wrists, and arms.
These symptoms may appear in different severity, up to very painful, and immobilizing. RSI cast out
individuals from promising career in computer work, and caused permanent disability to some that
were not able to drive a car and to wear their clothes alone. It is easier to avoid RSI ailment than to
cure it.

How damage to tendons develops?
Tendons, built of connective tissue, may be worn out, and even torn, bent, or twisted, but not stretched
or contracted. As mentioned, tendons, nerves, and arteries in carpal tunnel were irritated where arms
and wrists repeatedly move, or irritated when arms and wrists were posted for long periods at same
position: Digital and elbows tendons were wrapped with sheaths. But only the digital were filled
with (synovial) liquid lubricating them while they slide back and forth through their sheath. Where
tendon strokes repeated for long, much fluid was excreted, accumulated, and pumped the sheath
swollen, and painful. Tendons inflammation originated from over use, combined with poor posture
was widely spread involving pains in arms or other parts. It could develop into inflammation,
tendonitis, or tenosynovitis, DeQuervain’s syndrome, or thoracic outlet compression syndrome
(TOCS), or others. Therefore such signs have to be taken seriously when they first show. Otherwise,
as mentioned, they grow more severe and painful, up to permanent disability. A similar injury was the
“tennis elbow” (epicondylitis), in which pains started at elbow, and spread to whole forearm. It was
resulted from repeated movements, and turns of forearms, or by intensive fierce typing, at poor
posture, mainly where wrists bent backwards. Where tendons irritated and swollen, and their sheath
inflamed, a narrowing (tenosynovitis stenosis) was formed, in which the swollen sheaths pressed the
tendons. Such a procedure lead to DeQuervain’s syndrome in which the side wrist tendons as well as
thumb base, inflicted pain and inflammation. These tendons were connected to muscles at back of
palm, while these harden, the thumb is pulled back toward out of hand. This ailment was developed
where thumb tendons were at too much friction with sheath. The latter becomes thicker for the
friction, and thus caused shrinking of tendons. Risk factor to this disturbance involved tight hand
grasp and “wet cloths” movements. Some computer operators injured by formation of ganglionic cysts
(cysts of nerve centers, or “Bible bumps”): In which the sheath of tendon in back of elbow was hurt
so badly, that fluid in sheath accumulated and formed sub cutaneous bumps. Here too, main risk
factor was derived by repeated movements with bent wrist.

How CTS is treated?
In the 1950ies and 1960ies, conservative treatment was administered: corticosteroid was injected and
wrist was stabilized in a cast. It alleviated the signs of inflammation, and reduced pressure on median
nerve. This method successfully came back at the 1980ies, despite those arguing that its efficiency
was short termed, and those opposed it for possible injury of median nerve or the tendons next to it.
Stahl et al (1996)administered conservative treatment for 18 months to patients, in order to detect
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indexes that might predict success. They examined 50 hands of 34 patients, of which 20 females, and
14 males at ages 25-80 years, all had neither past trauma, nor pregnancy nor any thyroid problems.
Main tests involved night pains, trembling, paresthesia, and muscular weakness. Clinical tests
involved 2 points discrimination, Phalen diagnosis, power test of abductor pollicis brevis (APB
muscles), and neural conduction test. Some patients suffered pains so that they needed a cast for the
night, or even in day time for work. Therapy was found efficient, for in 8 weeks, it improved state of
82% of patients. Unfortunately, signs gradually returned, while only 20% remained pain free for a
year or more. Adults that suffered from past stable paresthesia, were apriori at risk that therapy would
fail, or partly succeeded. They were considered for surgical treatment at early stage. In comparison,
patients under 50 years of age, whose ailment was short termed, suffered from paresthesia for only
part of the time, did not suffer depletion of palm muscles and thumb, Phalen diagnosis was absent or
positive above 30 sec, their therapy was successful. Other studies reported of failure of conservative
therapy in all cases administered, and only option for surgical treatment left. Despite good post
surgical results, the conservative therapy was still recommended for it was simple, not risky, and
preferable to surgical precluded patients (such as pregnant women). It soon relieved most patients, of
which ~22% of them were totally relieved from signs for a long time. Clinical signs of CTS might
change intensity even without any therapy, even in short time. But, in most treated, state would
deteriorate again in a year, in contrary to conservative treated. Therefore, conservative treatment much
alleviated state of most patients, at least for some time, and it had its diagnostic and predictive value,
despite not abolished signs completely.
Other reports revealed that corticosteroid injected patients that successfully recovered, needed the
surgery, some time later. Patients that reacted well to conservative treatment for 6 months or more,
totally recovered after surgery. Only 2 light cases of ‘trigger finger’ hands were detected, where no
injection complications could be detected, thus crystals formation was avoided, and so the risk for
inflammation by them. Contradicted reports indicated of complications resulted from steroid
injections, such as nerve injury, accumulation of steroid crystals in nerve or around it, and tendons
injuries.
A recent study revealed temporary aggravation (pains) in ~24% of hands, that matched
other observations. Other studies revealed skin depletion and color change due to accumulation of
subcutaneous steroid. Jacobson et al (1996) also did not attribute CTS to vitamin B6 deficiency as
major factor, may be as ancillary at the most, just to reduce pains. They suggested surgery just for
those that did not react to B6 therapy. Ellis and McCully (1995) recommended B6 administered just to
CTS patients that were deficient of it. Bur, their results exhibited that administration of vitamin B6
reduced risk to get heart attack, almost x4 fold ! As known already, consumption of alcohol resulted
with deficiency of mostly vitamins of B group, and led to excess of free radicals, that slowed down
recovery. Thus in the United States, where alcohol consumption was quite frequent, it was
recommended to CTS patients, even if not consuming alcohol, (whose vitamins deficiency originated
from another cause) to take large amounts of B vitamins: Biotin (vitamin H) up to 300µg, riboflavin
(vitamin B2) up to 25µg, and pyridoxine (vitamin B6) up to 200 µg a day. For the latter, half of such
amount requested medical attention. Bernstein (1990) described many neural injuries that might react
to vitamin B6 administration, such as headaches, chronic aches, and depression, caused by low
serotonin (a neurotransmitter) levels. Administration of vitamin B6 increased levels of serotonin, and
enabled to pursue many therapeutic options. Taking a B100 tablets (where all vitamins of B group
was in 100 mg or µg quantities), might cover deficiency of any vitamin of B group. (see ch. 16).

Is CTS could be always avoided?
An individual that types properly, for less than 2 hours daily, who does not suffer deficiency of any
vitamin of B group, is not expected to get this syndrome. However, intensive or fierce typing for
several continuous hours a day, would accelerate the syndrome. However, using proper furniture and
equipment, posted properly by ergonomic way, may hinder syndrome emergence. Sitting in front of
screen should be at right posture, and during work, short breaks for relax taken, combined with
exercise and eye focusing at outside view. There is neither need for gym outfit, or a membership in
any club: Just some simple exercise such as stretching hands back and forth, leaning at door opening
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and bend hands with straight body for several times, or lifting oneself on seat handles up and down for
several times.
Linden (1995) suggested exercise to avoid stress from computer work (see ch. 7), and to improve
sitting to right posture, in which all body parts would function by optimal way. He suggested to
organize well work station, but rejected some agreed ergonomic principles, and suggested to organize
your station to fit you exactly. This is the best book on computer ergonomy, that includes also
detailed ergonomic work at design desk, how to work with a laptop, etc. Stigliari (1995) explained
some self treatment that might protect you from getting any computer derived ailment. Sellers (1995)
depicted how employers might instruct their employees how to work safely with computer, in a
convenient work station, including special guidelines for pregnant workers (see ch. 14).

Can exercise cure CTS?
Butler (1995) suggested over 40 kinds of stretches and exercise for RSI patients (including CTS):
There are proper exercise to treat any kind of symptoms (such as tickle in fingers, pains in elbows,
and others. Different exercises are proposed for different professionals (such as architects, dentists,
carpenters, guitar players, etc). These exercises might return flexibility and mobility to tendons and
ligaments, to rehabilitate them.
As mentioned, anyone that starts to feel RSI related pains may try to improve state with exercise (see
ch. 14). It is not recommended to use pain killers, but rather considering how to eliminate the pain
inflicting factor.
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Chapter six
Is computer screen harmful to eyes? (Yes)
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Structure and function of eyes.
We use to perceive our surrounding in 3D continuous, vividly colorful moving image. This is not
what we really see, for we see everything double, and upside down, and a system in brain inverting
the image continuously, and combines the two (slightly different) images to one 3D. On computer
screen we see a 2D image, and consider it as a 3D. Here some of the focusing problems originate.
Each eye is a spherical camera, of about 1”in diameter, built of two circular bodies combined: A small
frontal cell and the cornea, make the small circular part, and a rear cell, full with a jelly like, vitreous
humor, holds eye in constant shape, is wrapped by the sclera layer. The eye receives direct EM
radiation, or reflected from objects, but it is able to focus well and unravel only waves in frequencies
of visible light (see ch. 2 for details). The lens focuses the coming light beams to an image on the
retina, at the back of the eye, as an actual, inverted, and reduced in size. Embedded in the retina are
dispersed neural sensors, the rods and cones: The rods feel changes in light but not in color, while.
cones perceive only colors. Retina operates as a permanent film in a process requiring retinol
(vitamin A). The sensors change image into electric signals, ‘computerize’ it and send it coordinated
from both eyes through optic nerves, to sight center in the back of the brain. There, data is processed
and image inverted to straight position, and with 3D perception, in color. Eyeball is bound to muscles
that can turn it sideways, or up and down. The shape of lens might be changed for exact focusing of
objects in different distances: Lens is flattened by contraction of periphery muscles of ciliary body,
to focus far objects, or becomes thicker when ciliary muscles relax to focus near objects. In front of
lens, there is a colored iris, around the pupil. The iris has circular and radial muscles. When lighting
is weak, radial muscles contract, and open the pupil for more light entered. When lighting is intense,
circular muscles contract and reduce the pupil, for less light entered. Many individuals have
difficulties to focus the eyes. It originates from eyeballs shape, that is not round but oval: If
horizontally, the images of only near objects focus well, so they are short sighted. If eyeballs are
vertically oval, only far objects are focused well, so they are long sighted. At senior age, lens cannot
be contracted and adapt to close object so many senior citizens become far sighted. Such defects in
focusing can be easily corrected by proper convex spectacles. The eyes are part of body physiological
activities, and their functions are dependent on their physical condition and the condition of whole
body. Ophthalmologists look into eyes and see directly the state of blood vessels, hemorrhage, or any
condition indicating of body health.
Eye functions might be impaired by nutrition, physical state, conditions of life, computer work, and
physical activity: As mentioned, vitamin A, takes a major part in generation of picture in sight, so if
its level is decreased, by poor nutrition, very soon eyesight would be impaired, up to night blindness,
or even to total blindness. Vitamin A and several other antioxidants, such as glutathione, are free
radical scavengers, protecting the eye against UV (and other EM) radiation injuries. Much use of
eyes, especially in bad conditions or for long time, leads to strain, that causes fatigue of eye, and of
the whole body. Eyes are also exposed to damage inflicted by environment, strong light, dust, sand,
chemical pollutants and smoke included in smog, microorganisms, mechanical injuries, high / low
temperatures, and radiation of all kinds, penetrating directly in. Chemical pollutants cause generation
of free radicals in eye, and so radiation of all frequencies, but mainly the highest - ionizing radiation
generate free radicals in eyes, causing opacity, namely cataract in lens and cornea, and gradual loss of
sight, if not treated.
Cellular phone emissions can also damage the eyes, by enhancing the generation of free radicals. The
lens of the eye does not have an adequate vascular system for the exchange of heat, even a slight rise
in (radiation inflicted) temperature can cause protein coagulation, that forms opacity in the lens,
enhancing the cataract. In clinical practice the term cataract is normally not used unless the opacity
has progressed so much as to interfere with visual acuity. Cataracts in lab animals developed due to
free radicals generated after exposure to power densities >100 mW/cm². It was assumed that a short
pulse was sufficient, since repeated exposure of the lens to lower doses of radiation could lead to
accumulated of injury. In humans, the cellular phone emissions are even amplified near the eyes by
metal framed spectacles by up to ~30%. This is in addition to exposure of the (unprotected) eyes to
UV-light , and to other radiation (see below).
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The generation of free radicals in the eyes demands large amounts of antioxidants to defuse them,
either produced in the cells, conveyed, or got from foods, such as vitamin A, glutathione, vitamins C
and E, selenium, zinc, and others, protecting the eyes from injuries. Vitamin C is got only from food,
as it is not produced by humans. Excess of free radicals generated due to exposure to chemical
pollutants and to EMF, would lower antioxidants available for sight and eye protection, and may leave
eyes unprotected, and easily hurt. Protecting eyes from UV radiation, from dust, and mechanical
injuries, is mandatory, by sunglasses that block practically all UV rays.
Lack of antioxidants in the eyes, enhanced opacity, known as an aging sign. Such opacity is resulted
in blurred vision, up to difficulties to discern objects. At first,, blurred vision might be attributed to
eye strain. Thus, blurred vision has to be diagnosed, and treated a. s. a. p. Cataract can be removed
just by a surgery, in which lens is replaced by a compatible plastic one. When a new lens is inserted, it
may also correct former visual defects, such as near sighted, and some astigmatism. Can cataract
originate due to screen radiation ? Not any more, as X-ray emitted is negligible. In first CRT-VDT’s
generation produced up to the end of the 1970ies, the thin screens passed generous amounts of X-rays
to users. They caused oxidation damages that led to cataracts, such those observed in eyes of first
radar operators in World War I (Dumpf 1993). Today excess of free radicals formed in body for
chemical pollutants, from exposure to UV light, and EMFs, and to ionizing radiation, consume cells’
antioxidant pools: When glutathione, and vitamins A, C, and E, lowered, cataract may develop much
earlier. Ramakrishnan et al (1995) proved that ‘heavy’ smokers, at advanced age, got high levels of
cadmium in blood, and in advanced stages of cataracts in their eyes.
Giaro et al (1998) found that accumulation of oxidized products of cholesterol in lenses of the eyes,
accelerated cataracts. Taking antioxidants would fill for the deficient antioxidant, even if exact
injurious factor has not been diagnosed.

Is long screen watching might be harmful for eye function?
Yes, most (~80%) of computer users, or others watching CRT-VDT screen, suffer from sight
problems, even if they are not aware of that yet, or ignore it (”I am just a little tired”)... Sugita et al
(1986) examined what factors caused subjective tiredness in 150 computer users, and in a matching
control group: ‘Computerized’ females, suffered more than others from tiredness due to commuting to
work every day, and complained more about stiff shoulders, and blurred sight of remote objects. The
longer working hours grew, the more symptoms appeared, that could not be observed in control group
members. A distinct relationship was found between psychological pressure factors (such as self
controlling the computer, and feeling of too much demanding work in front of screen, to symptoms of
subjective tiredness felt by examined (of both genders). Mainly suffered computer operators that
thought they worked excessively too much, from subjective tiredness symptoms, more than those that
did not think that way. Loomis and Church (1990) reviewed literature, and found that PC screens
caused injuries in eyes of users.
Eye strain can easily developed to permanent damage, but it can be alleviated easily either. It may
originate from projects demanding longer work for hours daily. If strained eyes felt, blurred vision,
associated with headaches, take it seriously, for the longer it lasts, without treatment, the more
possible that an irreversible damage developed. Some steps to ease strain may be done in minutes:
Confirm that room illumination matched brightness of screen, no direct lighting, or reflection to eyes,
no screen next to the window, temperature adjusted to be convenient, no noise from outside, no open
door to coffee room where people chat. Take frequent breaks to focus eyes, and for exercise. All these
steps would hinder strain, and may be sufficient. Consult your doctor without any delay. Eye strain
may originate also from deficiency in antioxidants, mainly of vitamin A or glutathione , and the
damage is by excess of free radicals generated due to chemical pollutants, or exposure to EMFs. It is
easy to self diagnose vitamin A deficiency, as it may be associated by other vitamin deficiencies:
Signs may be observed in a wound that does not heal, a stubborn fungal infection, sore throat, flu like
symptoms, bleeding gums, anal exudate, and more. Deficiency may be avoided by taking megadoses
of antioxidants (see ch. 16).Eye strain in diabetic individuals may be originated also from retinal
damage, so it has to be diagnosed, if originated by a silent developing glaucoma (pressure built in the
eyes), or other factors. Retinal damage may be well avoided if cause is diagnosed in an early stage,
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prior to eye damage developed. In most cases of eye strain, you will end with new spectacles. It is
preferable than to get retinal neural or muscular damage in your eyes, and irreversible damage for life.
Murata et al. (1991) looked for measurable injuries in vision and in central nervous systems (CNS) of
typists. Therefore they tested 24 female typists (experienced for 1-7 years, average 4), for appearance
of tiredness symptoms prior to work, and after 2½h of typing, and a control group of 6 non-VDTexposed females at the same intervals. The markers tested for involved visual evoked potential (VEP),
critical flicker fusion ( CFF), and near-point distance (NPD). Results showed inter alia that after
screen watching, the number of subjective complaints of fatigue, were associated with criteria tested,
and of NPD in comparison with that prior to work. Some latent forms of VEP, combined with fatigue
and with catnap and dullness were remarkably prolonged, in comparison with those of control group.
The CFF value was lower in typists, in 1st experiment, as well as in 2nd . In short, damages increased
with experience. Screen watching, clearly disturbed visual nerves functions. Latent VEP forms, were
found as a sensitive marker for visual fatigue, or at least transient, while CFF well indicated of
chronic visual fatigue. In further study (Murata et al. 1996), the VEP, NPD, and CFF, were tested in 3
computer operators, and in 3 compatible control workers These workers were engaged in wireless
operated, with VDT of an unmanned shovel (“worker 1”), an unmanned 78 ton dump truck (“worker
2”) and mobile monitor cameras (“worker 3”) for 10 months. The examined worked for 6½ hours a
day, for 5 consecutive working days. They were tested in the morning, noon, and evening every day (a
total of 15 tests). “Worker 2” examined could take a 10 min recess per 30 min during working day .
Significant daily variations in VEP latency, NPD and CFF were found in “Worker 1” and “Worker 3”
in spite of absence of significant daily variations in the non-VDT workers. The variation trends got
worse during work weekdays: The NPD in VDT workers was significantly longer than that of
controls. The CFF values in “Worker 1” and “Worker 3” were significantly depressed. The changes in
latent VEP from morning to noon and in NPD and CFF from noon to evening were significantly
larger in the VDT workers, than in control. These findings suggested that VDT work probably
affected visual function assessed by the VEP, NPD and CFF values. Visual fatigue due to long-term
VDT work was accumulated from day to day.
Misawa et al (1984) studied in 9 male volunteer students the relation between work load and duration
of a single period of work on VDT performance. The examined performed 2-hour visual tasks in three
sets of conditions: 1. VDT work for 2 hours unbroken. 2. Subjects took a 10 min break after 60 min
task. 3. Subjects took a 5 min break after a 30 min task. Subjects were tested for CFF, NPD,
subjective fatigue symptoms, heart and respiratory rates, blinking counts, electromyogram (EMG) in
upper limb, and performance. Results showed decrease in CFF, increased NPD and subjective
fatigue symptoms in all three sets of conditions after 2 hour tasks. Extended slow muscular
contraction wave components on EMG and increased errors in performance, appeared after 60-minute
or more tasks without break. Effects on CFF, NPD, subjective fatigue symptoms, EMG, blinking
counts and errors in performance were least affected in the third set (having 5 min break every 30
min). These results suggested that fatigue due to VDT work could be markedly reduced by shortening
the work periods to less than 60 min and taking frequent short breaks.
Nisiyama (1992) tested the influence of VDT screen work on accommodation responses, (such as
latency, velocity, and amount of) and refractive power, taken by an infra-red optometer, before and
after VDT work. In first study, the accommodation responses to three tasks, namely, of playing with a
video game, being engaged in VDT work and paper work, was compared in 5 subjects. There was no
significant difference after playing with the video game, slight accommodative dysfunction after
being engaged in paper work, but dysfunction was most remarkable after being engaged in VDT
work. In next study, the accommodation responses of 22 subjects engaged in VDT work were
measured: No significant change in accommodation latency could be revealed. But a decrease in
contraction and relaxation velocities, and in the amount of contraction and relaxation response, were
observed, as well as myopic change to near sighted during the relaxation. These results suggested that
VDT work induced accommodation dysfunction.
Hanne and Brewitt (1994) referred to that work with VDT screens was particularly demanding in
terms of orthopedic and visual functions. They tested 102 computer operators, in a 5-year-prospective
study (based on matched-pairs technique), whether VDT work influenced the visual system. Each
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subject was paired with an office worker who did not use VDT. Visual changes were screened by
tests of visual acuity (distance and near vision, phorias =turning in visual axis, stereopsis, and color
vision). Changes in ocular structure were checked in the anterior segments by examination with the
slit-lamp and in the fundus by ophthalmoscopy. They involved also tests of break-up time, Schirmer-I
test (tear production), perimetry (extent of field of vision) and tonometry (pressure in eye). Results
showed significant difference in asthenopia (painful weakness, headache and dimness of vision) in
daily hours of VDT work between operators working less than 6 hours daily, and those working more.
Pre-existing exophoria (squinting) seemed to increase, but no statistical significance was found on
that. Nor significant difference between the study group and the control group could be revealed in
changing parameters examined. In three monocular VDT workers, no visual problems could be
found.
Salomon et al (1997) studied the factors affecting eye fatigue during screen watching, and warned
screen watcher that they might get computer viewing syndrome (CVS) any day: It involved difficulty
in focusing, lack of coordination between eyes, asthenopia (painful weakness, see former study),
blurred vision, or doubled (diplopia), difficulties in adaptation, ‘burning’ or dry eyes, and tearful, and
temporary disturbed color vision, associated with headaches. All these caused doing frequent
mistakes, and inability to work. Such a hurt individual might lose ability to read or write. If no
measures are taken to reduce eye fatigue, a permanent disability could develop. Many computer users
do not notice that they suffer from eye strain, mainly where in computer room light is reflected from
an open window, or a lamp, directly to eyes. Such reflection hinder eyes to adapt to changes imposed
frequently, and enhance strain and fatigue. The suggested solution, is to lower room illumination, and
to sit at an angle to avoid reflection. Many individuals felt that their sight deteriorated since they
started to work in front of a screen. Some of them applied for professional help, so started to wear
correcting spectacles, or needed frequent spectacles changes, in order to adapt them to changing
sight. Lantsburg et al. (1992) measured frequent changes derived from screen watching: Results
revealed that after watching of 2h a day or more, eyes adaptation diminished by 0.42 - 0.49 diopters
(1diopter is refractive power of lens with focal distance of 1 m) and caused also transient short
sighting of 0.15 - 0.21 diopter.
Mutti and Zadnik (1996) reviewed studies addressing the problem whether watching PC VDT caused
myopia (short sighted) or aggravated childhood myopia at adolescence. They selected papers involved
in relationship between VDTs and asthenopia (painful weakness, headache and dimness of vision),
fatigue, accommodation, and vergence, myopic progression and transient myopia, and of TV watching
as a risk factor for juvenile myopia. They revealed that asthenopia was common with watching VDTs
by a factor of x1.4 -1.5, compared to conventional office work. Results were confounded by
variables such as the number of work hours. Proofreading on a VDT appeared to be less efficient than
using a printed copy. Despite screen flicker and reflections, the accommodative response appeared to
be accurate to a VDT screen. Transient, fatigue-induced changes in accommodation, and squint,
might occur due to screen watching. Despite these near point changes, no compelling evidence was
found for significant increase in risk of myopia onset or its progression by screen watching adults
compared to other forms of near sight .
Ukai et al (1997) found that pupil reactions in screen watchers suffering from eye fatigue, were not
associated with adaptation: Some of which showed large slow movements, associated with pupil
contraction. Pupil movements were known before, at a wide frequency range, that sometimes hippus
(widening and narrowing of pupils by iris muscles) was added at a frequency of 0.2 Hz. Consistent
hippus showed in 30 out of 100, at 0.22 ±0.03 Hz, while in non using computer control group, hippus
was found in just 24 out of 100 members. Near sight associated hippus, enhanced in screen watchers,
was attributed to accumulated short sighted, or to general fatigue, despite that hippus origin was still
not understood.
Gur and Ron (1992a) revealed that PC work caused vision fatigue, and visual stress after work hours.
Incidence of vision disturbances was more than x2 among computer users than the average for
general population. Examined that had corrected vision (with spectacles) were tested also for eyes
accommodation at beginning of 1st working day of the week, and at the end of the 4th day of which:
Accommodation among PC users, was in those showed of 0-1 diopters, while in control group
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members, 77% of decreased accommodation was found among those showed 0 - 0.22 diopters. The
dynamic range of accommodation among PC users at end of week was smaller than in the beginning
of the week. It was concluded that part of visual stress and visual fatigue developed at work, impaired
with other vision activities after working hours. In a further study, Gur and Ron (1992b) tried to
reveal why watching screen for several hours caused temporary myopia, and whether damage
accumulated. Such a damage could be assessed by measuring the sensitivity to contrast in modulated
alternate pattern. PC everyday users, were tested in comparison to control group members that used
computer once in a while. No decrease to contrast sensitivity could be revealed in the heavy PC users,
but decreased accommodation was as mentioned, thus temporary myopia could be found in heavy
users. In another study Gur et al (1994) checked whether visual fatigue, and physical disturbances
developed during computer work: They tested 16 computer operators, and a compatible control group,
prior to start of working week, and after 4 working days: In computer operators that eyes adaptation
ranges, and convergence, were remarkably reduced. Examined that had in 1st test wider ranges of
adaptation and convergence, dropped more with both at the end. It was concluded that adaptation and
convergence measurements could help ophthalmologists to estimate more objectively whether
computer users got visual fatigue.
Jaschinski et al (1996) checked how screen flicker affected accommodation, convergence, pupil
diameter and eye blinks at various image refreshing frequencies: Refreshing at 50 Hz resulted in
remarkable flicker, that caused pupil narrowing by 0.055 mm in comparison with a screen refreshed at
300 Hz. Accuracy of convergence and accommodation in two eyed vision were not injured. In lower
refreshing frequencies, such as 55 - 90 Hz, the average accommodation in one eyed vision weakened
by 6%, and average duration of eye blink decreased also by 6%, and blinks intervals increased by
15%, hence examined felt dryness in eyes.
Saito et al (1994) checked visual fatigue after 4 hours of uninterrupted computer work. Changes of
pupil reflexes, and accommodation of lens could be observed: Amplitude and velocity of
accommodation decreased after this visual task. Decrease of eyes functions was observed, mainly in
delayed reflex to light, increased its amplitude, and decrease in pupil diameter after this task. A vague
correlation could be observed between the decrease in pupil size and accommodation function. The
Visual fatigue after 4 hours of screen watching was confirmed by CFF measurements and reported
subjective visual symptoms.
Burns (1995) compared data of screens produced by different manufacturers, and compared quality of
images, with that of outprints. To his surprise some screens increased vision ability, while others
decreased it, compared to printed pictures. Generally, screen characteristics not necessarily caused
difficulties more than those caused in visual duties done without using screen.
Various studies indicated that frequent headache risk factors, and damage inflicted by screen long
watching on a daily basis involved several factors: Blurred letters display, flickering or too small,
light reflected or too bright screen, too bright background, close watching, or far watching, or too long
working hours, without taking breaks. Knave (1992) found in Sweden, that most eye injuries were
caused by inappropriate organizing of work.

Is eye function, and eye fatigue might change electrical brain reactions?
Kumashiro et al (1984) checked in 7 volunteer students the progression of visual and mental strain in
PC computer work. Stressors applied to examined by tasks performed, in either increasing pace, or by
repeated actions , or by responding to fast coming changes, in limited time. The effects measured
involved CFF (critical fusion frequency), TAF (ability to keep focused), EEG (electroencephalogram)
and NPD (near-point accommodation) during the test. The tasks involved single multiplication
problems at a rate of 60 per minute, for 90 min each. The problems were presented to examined on a
VDT screen, while controls got the same problems printed on paper. The results showed that CFF
values and NPD of screen performance were significantly decreased compared to controls. The TAF
test showed that the mental strain in a computer task was greater than that in the controls. CFF values
at screen performance declined after first 30 min of computer work, but since 60 min and on, the
decline enhanced. The TAF and NPD values in ‘computerized’ were lowered most within the first 60
min, and remarkably decreased immediately after test ended. The CFF values and NPD
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accommodation were not recovered after 60 min from the end of test. However, TAF (X and L values)
recovered in the 30th min after test. The EEG peak level of  -waves from the parietal region moved
toward the slow  -band with the elapse of test, but returned (or reverted) to initial state 30 min after
test ended.
Marino et al (1996) studied in volunteers whether exposure to a low frequency EMF caused a reaction
resembling that of light stimulus (precisely measured and administered): One group was exposed, to a
short (2 sec) light, while other two groups were exposed to an EMF at intensity of 800mG, at
frequencies of 1.5 Hz, or 10 Hz, while EEG was recorded. Results showed that light and EMFs
exposures caused similar changes in brain waves (see also EEG, in ch. 9).
Lutzenberger et al (1995) tested in 12 volunteers whether different forms seen on VDT screen
changed activity of brain waves. Upper or lower half of screen displayed forms that either changed
irregularly, or strips moving in a logical order. Results showed that EEG from occipital lobe of brain
(where vision center was) responded by enhanced activity of 40 Hz waves, depending forms
displayed: Where upper half forms changed in ordered manner, the occipital 40 Hz waves were
enhanced. Where such forms were displayed on lower part of screen, the 40 Hz of lower part of
occipital lobe were enhanced. These results indicated that neural responses of brain waves at 40 Hz,
matched conception of ordered visual patterns in human brain.

What are the signs of eye muscles’ fatigue?
The visual inconvenience by watching the screen from close range, reduces comprehension, and
impairs with quality of work and output. It is detrimental for computer users to accommodate to
conditions that cause strain to eyes, for eye defects would develop, namely myopia, loss of
coordination between eyes, and sight in one eye may be suppressed. Long screen watching enhance
computer induced visual stress (CVS). But, it may be alleviated by watching the screen at distance
not closer than of a stretched hand, or a little from the side, and to take short breaks. Besides, too
close to screen, the little VLF-EMF emitted, does not decline to a safe value. Those that are not able
to adapt to inconvenient conditions, suffer more headaches, fatigue, and dissatisfaction at work.
Inconvenient watching conditions can hinder routine work, and progress in career, up to that one
would have to give up computer work at all. The strain in long screen watching is to eye muscles,
mostly to ciliar muscles (see above). They can reach exhaustion, exhibited as signs of visual stress:
Blurred vision, headaches, inconvenience in vision, difficulties in eyes focusing, myopia (short
sighted), diplopia (double sighted) and changes in colors perception. Individuals that are sensitive to
EMF suffer also from allergic signs, such as irritated dry ‘burning’ eyes, headaches, and other signs
of allergy (see details in ch. 8). Such eyes problems, might be expressed in totally different organs:
Changes in posture may be observed, pains in neck, shoulders, back, arms, hands, mainly at palms. It
might be associated with loss of concentration, nervousness, and fatigue. As screen hours grow
longer, for tasks at office, demanding position, or strict timetable to match, the eye strain signs are
more remarkable. But damage can develop from strain, perceived eyes fatigue, whether originated
from mere watching the screen, or from other disturbing problems, in work projects or elsewhere.
When you edit texts, you can relieve eye strain by printing them. The printed letters are composed
from very dense points, and their edges are distinct, so they are sharp and easy to focus on In
comparison, screen letters formed from pixels, are not so dense, and their margins are diffuse. The
pixels comprising the letters are strong in the center, and weaker in the margins, thus it blurs the
lines, and deceptive to eyes. They cause the eyes to focus farther than the screen. As a result, the
eyes try to get back in focusing to right distance. Such a back and forth ping-pong along a working
day causes tired eyes, and disturbed vision.
A study of unknown origin revealed that typical applicant for eyes test was a female at her late 30ies,
whose working day lasted usually 5 hours in front of screen. The screen derived symptoms she might
have described involved eyes strain, lack of focusing, blurred vision, and headaches. These hindered
her perform properly at her work, and frustrated her. She has been at age where most people lose
ability to focus eyes on close objects. Like most of them she needed to have spectacles, at least for
screen watching. .
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Leibowitz and Tyrell (1990) addressed the problem why visual fatigue developed: Their results
showed that the more vision was at dark conditions, the more grew visual fatigue, for more visual
efforts were needed to watch the screen. Optometrists assumed that visual fatigue could be clinically
measured by refracting errors (that could be corrected by proper lenses), caused at a point close to
visual stress: It semed as inner incompatibility in which a person tried to solve by avoidance,
inconvenience or adaptation to poor visual conditions. As a result from such a stress inability
developed to process efficiently information coming as the visible spectrum of EM radiation.
Godnig and Hacunda, (1991) stated that individuals working isolated from others, are at strain of
time shortage, and at continuous visual efforts. They are very likely to get visual stress, involving (by
descending order) flight controllers, data processors, accountants, word processors of all kinds
(authors, editors, proof readers, programmers, planners, graphics designers, etc). Medium risked
professionals involve full time secretaries, part timers, publishers, and book authors. Less risk was
assessed to managers.
Dry eyes syndrome is a screen associated problem that hurts many computer users, but strikes more
severely those wearing contact lenses: During long screen watching, eyes tend to blink less by ~15%,
so lenses run dry quite soon. Dry eyes, even with no contact lenses start to itch and “burn”. It might
be caused or enhanced by dry air blown by the air condition, or to individuals that are sensitive to
EMFs (see ch. 8), or those having problems with blocked tear duct, of any sort. If you feel slightly dry
eyes, just try to blink for several times, and lubricate eyes with (preservative free) eye drops. If eyes
are real dry, you have to wet them a.s.a.p. by such drops. If you feel it for the first time, and do not
have drops ready, just fill immediately a glass with faucet water, and apply to each eye and soak it
wet. Wetting the eyes is real urgent, for cornea might be injured for good. Later on, you have to get
eye drops at nearest pharmacist’s, and have them handy. Use common sense to find the cause for dry
eyes, by eliminating possible factors, until you are left with the real cause. If you like to find whether
any tear duct is blocked, you can make some faucet water sweetened lightly by sugar, and drip on one
eye. After some time, you have to feel sweetness in the mouth. After 20-30 min repeat it with the
other eye. If any of the ducts is blocked, or reason for dry eyes has not been revealed, call your
ophthalmologist very soon, for an appointment. From now on, you have to be aware to dry eyes, and
wet them when needed, with no delay, with drops handy, near your computer.
Repeated eyes strain, tiredness, or fatigue, might be originated also from any of the following factors:
Inadequate illumination in computer room, incompatibility of screen brightness to room illumination,
from flicker fluorescent in the room, from unreadable text you got written, or remarks in handwriting
on a document, from light coming from a window, and more. Any factor should be considered
properly, and measures taken, before eye problem becomes severe.
Eye focusing of those tend to bend closer to screen, is adverse to eyes, due to perspective, by which
some images on screen look far, although they are at same distance as others, thus it causes eye strain
to watch it.
Anti eye strain, can be greatly alleviated just by frequent short focusing breaks, every few minutes,
just to look at monitor’s frame, then at up to 30 min to take a break (see ch. 14) for 1 - 2 min, just to
walk along the room, or look out through the window, to far away ( 7m or more) objects. You could
take a break just to bring the mail, or to climb the stairs, up and down for 1 - 2 times. After a moderate
computer task for 2 hours, or a more demanding task for 1 hour, a break of up to 15 min is
recommended, for some exercise (as recommended by NIOSH, see ch. 14 for details), or sometimes
for a water break or just for throwing darts .

Spectacles for computer work
Eye focusing is different to screen and at the optometrists’ visual acuity test, determined by the use of
the letter lines Snellen chart, or those for testing drivers’ vision. The difference originates from the
lag of accommodation where eye tries to focus softer image that cannot be ignored on CRT-VDT or
LCD. Eye cannot keep focusing on plane of imaginary image. Instead of focusing at screen plane, the
eye starts immediately to turn outward to a resting point of accommodation (RPA). The observer,
unconsciously forces his eyes to focus back at image on screen, but eyes soon start to tend to focus
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back outward on RPA. That difference between the point where you like to focus eyes on screen
plane, and the RPA point, is your lag of accommodation. Such constant refocusing, cannot be found
in any other environment of human activity, and it causes eye strain. No personal RPA value could be
assessed to everyone. It changes from one another, and there is no recipe to correct lag of
accommodation of everyone, either. Therefore, computer spectacles, even prepared cautiously by an
excellent optometrist (as they usually are), are a rough estimation, and apriori defective as their lenses
were selected by results of standard eye test. A device has been developed in the US, by which
optometrist might can determine the precise RPA of each examined, and calculate a correlated
distance for it. Examined has to read a text displayed in that device, for several minutes to initiate
routine focus changes. Then optometrist measures eye movement of examined, and proper lenses are
selected by a table. Such spectacles proven better work in front of screen than present spectacles
prepared by conservative board test. Further details might be received at Prio company, at which this
device has been developed: priojt@teleport.com.

May computer screen disturb daily biological (circadian) cycle?
Daylight is known to synchronize the circadian cycle, controlled by a hypothalamic pacemaker. This
cycle regulates many physiological and behavioral processes. Czeisler et al (1995) checked how light
affected melatonin excreted in humans. The examined were seeing and blind individuals. The seeing
subjects maintained melatonin secretion at night according to circadian cycle: Concentration
increased in the night, and decreased in the morning. Surprisingly, some blind subjects (whose still
had retina), had normal melatonin levels. When sleeping subjects (seeing and blind) were exposed to
fluorescent light, for ~90 min, the melatonin excretion was suppressed. Later, melatonin increased
back to normal. It indicated of a sub-system additional to the visual system, mediated between light
induced melatonin excretion: It was kept active in those blind that still exhibited a normal circadian
cycle. In contrary, the blind subjects that did not have such a system, suffered from periodic insomnia.
The wave length that caused reaction to light in the blind subjects, was not determined, so it is
unknown whether it was at a visible frequency or not. It may be assumed that a computer user
exposed to visible and invisible emissions from screen, for many hours a day, and into the night, may
react in disturbed circadian cycle. These uncharacterized waves may be the source for physiological
disturbances, and insomnia that could not be explained otherwise. Interrupted circadian cycle is well
known in individuals working routinely in shifts, or irregular hours, such as police officers, industrial
workers, or airline crews, or military personnel. As melatonin, is also a free radicals scavenger, low
levels hinder resistance to cancer. Sketchy information involves high cancer incidence among such
professionals. It may combine with stress associated, increasing the generation of free radicals.
Therefore, individuals with impaired circadian cycle, have to take antioxidant as food supplements, in
order to make up for melatonin deficiency.

Starting to see the light.
Most offices illuminated twice as needed for computer work, mainly coming from back of the screen:
It stimulates eyes to contract pupil, so screen is seen, darker, and its brightness is adjusted up
unnecessarily. In higher screen brightness, more hazardous radiation may be absorbed in eyes and
skin. Illumination has to be dimmed. It may be replaced by weak fluorescent or halogen lamps,
posted low to avoid light reflected directly to eyes. When illumination in room is diminished,
brightness of screens has to be downed, to match it. If light intensity in office could not be reduced,
screens might be turned until not glared to eyes. If screen cannot be turned aside, a simple cardboard,
fixed by a piece of masking tape, could shade it properly. Old / dusty screens look darker than they
really are, so they have to be wiped clean first, then, brightness adjusted. If screen is too weak to be
adjusted, or funny colors appear, it has to be replaced. Screen safety can be ignored, if TCO 1999
approved, and you sit at a stretched hand from it.

Herbal remedies that improve eyesight
Some herbal extracts have beneficial effects on the eyes. Green tea, is rich with antioxidants, and does
not contain caffeine, can be put on inflamed eyes or drank at ease. It is preferable to regular tea
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leaves, that contain caffeine. Blueberries such as Vaccinum myrtillus they might be consumed fresh or
dried. They disinfect eyes, and supposed to improve vision. It lowers blood glucose level. Use for
short term only. Roots of Echinacea angustifolia, are immune enhancing, that help to fight bacterial
and viral infections. Red eyebright Euphrasia officinalis or.E. rostkoviana may strengthen tired eyes,
and reduced eye tension. It showed antiinflammatory activity, that healed well also sinusitis,
congested nose, and inflamed eyes. Goldenseal, Hydrastis canadensis, disinfected, and acted well
against infections, for short term use only, up to 1 week at a time. Longer use might stress liver cells.
Rapsberry leaves, Rhubus idaeus, improved vision by an unknown mechanism. Red root, or New
Jersey tea, Ceanothus americanus, enhanced lymphatic system, and helped to dispose poisons from
body. The lichen Usnea spp has antibacterial, antiviral, and anti fungal activities. It was active also
against internal and external infections (for daily supplements, see table in ch. 16).
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Chapter seven
Where stress, computer work, and EMF exposure combine
The symptoms of stress, cannot be separated from those of mental injuries due to computer work, and
those of nerves injuries by exposure to EMFs. These symptoms may confuse diagnosis, but just for
the sake of discussion, let us break them down to the following components:
1. EMF inflicted neural damage.
2. Stress, and computer derived stress.
3. Computer and Internet addiction.
4. Computer phobia.

Electromagnetic damage inflicted to brain and nervous system.
Hearsay information since the 1930ies involved electricity inflicted physical damages: Radio
transmission operators suffered from headaches, dizziness, nausea, and loss of concentration. Medical
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personnel members that treated patients by short waves emissions, suffered from similar symptoms
(von Sch  ele 1995). Radar operators in World War II got cataracts. In the 1950ies, radio amateurs
complained of headaches, dizziness, and fatigue due to their transmissions. In the 1960ies power plant
workers in the Soviet Union, suffered from headaches, fatigue, and dysfunction (Katajainen and
Knave 1995). Pool (1990) summarized information about electric exposure derived physical damage,
reported by Cholodov (1964) that rabbits exposed to a strong EMF, had brains regions comprised of
dead cells. Graham et al (1996) exposed human volunteers to strong EMF at 12 kV/m, at 60 Hz, at
300mG: The examined did not feel anything, but within 3 - 4 min heart beat slowed down, brain
electric activity was altered, they scored less in orientation tests, but biochemical tests failed to detect
any abnormal result during exposure. When power was turned off, subjects state returned back to
normal within several minutes.. Studies in electric workers at the 1960ies, and 1970ies, revealed that
exposure to network ELF-EMF, caused function disturbances, as briefly summarized in the following
table:

Occupational exposure to EMFs and its effects on nervous system, performance and
behavior (Witwer 1978).
___________________________________________________________________
Findings
Source
Field Data
Asanova and Rakov 1966

7 - 14 kV/m
7 - 14 kV/m

Sazonova 1967
Hauf 1974, Hauf Wiesinger-1973.
Kouwenhoven et al 1967, and
Singlewald et al 1973
Hamer 1968
Konig 1974

1 - 20 kV/m
~70 kV/m
4kV/m, 2-12Hz

Johansson et al 1973

1-2V/m, 3Hz,
10Hz.
20 kV/m

Wieske 1963

?kV/m, 60Hz

Subjective complaints, headache, fatigue, sleepiness.
digestive-intestinal disorders, sexual dysfunction
Changed in autonomic function, changes in reaction time
to stimuli, changes in neuromuscular response.
No effect on pulse rate, blood pressure, reaction time to
stimuli., EEG (electroencephal.), ECG.(electrocardiog.).
No effect on hearing, vision, EEG, and ECG. Psychiatricexamination negative.
Increase in reaction time to auditory signal. Decrease when frequency of field increased.
Increase in reaction time to visual stimulus, change in galvanic skin response, decrease in reaction time.
No effect on psychological performance and reaction time tests.
Anecdotal material on humans especially sensitive to electric fields.

___________________________________________________________________
Effects of EMF exposure observed in these old studies, were usually ignored. Studies of Hamer
(1968), and Konig (1974) indicated that in lowest ELF frequencies, clear effects of reaction time of
examined could be observed. A little increase of field frequency reduced effects. The lower
frequencies were more detrimental, for they were closer to those maintained in nerves. Byus (1990)
presumed that very weak EMFs were not necessarily harmless, for cells membranes probably had a
way to amplify them: As thin walls of body cells were bad conductors, induced weak currents
generated potential difference in the other side of membrane, that inhibited to maintain chemical
equilibrium. Other observations revealed that a strong EMF did not affect tissue, but when field
intensity was decreased, affection appeared. At a certain field intensity, effect could be observed, but
when field intensity was increased, no further affection could be observed. According to mentioned,
resonance theory (Galt 1993, see ch.3) resonance might be formed between EMFs at certain
frequencies, and cell surfaces. Thus the peculiar effect in ‘windows’ of frequencies might be
explained.
Poole et al (1993) interviewed 382 individuals residing close to power lines, and thus exposed to
their intense fields: Significant incidence of depressions was by x2.8 than in general population (95%
at CI, of 1.6-5.1), and incidence of headaches increased, by x1.5 (95% at CI of 0.7.6-2.8). Results
suggested earlier reports, describing increased nervous residents’ behavior, headaches, fatigue, high
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suicidal incidence, and psychiatric admittance. Henshaw (2001)summarized suicidal rate as 9.6 per
100,000 per year. An exposure threshold of 0.1 µT was assumed for up to 150 m of either side of 132,
275, and 400 kV power lines, that embraced 1.05% of the population in the UK, i. e. ~630,000
residents. Assumed the risk to be doubled, it implied 60 cases per year. It was estimated that 15% of
the population experienced an episode of mild depression each year. If there was a 40% increase in
risk above 0.1 µT this would lead to a large number of cases of mild depression associated with
magnetic field exposure. The value of 9,000 cases annually quoted, was a conservative estimate.
As chemical and physical pollutants injured nervous system by generation of free radicals, they
aggravated each other’s damage. The main neural damaging chemicals involved heavy metals, CO,
tri-orthocresyl-phosphates, ortho-nitrophenol, organic solvents (that injured myelin sheath of nerve
axons), nerve gases and other insecticides, certified drugs, such as anti inflammatory (antibiotics,
sulfa-derivatives, etc), anti cancer drugs (alkaloids extracted from the herb Vinca), drugs for treating
stroke, phenytoin - anti convulsions, and barbiturates, such as hexobarbital, etc.
We are just continuously poisoned, but we use to attribute symptoms to tiredness or fatigue: Often
afternoon fatigue may be due to monosodium glutamate (MSG) added to your lunch, to enhance
flavor meat, poultry, and fish, in over 30 different food products (sold in the US).
Many neural injuries may be initiated or enhanced by medicines (associated by severe side effects).
Neural damage can be severe, and aggravated by exposure to EMFs. Damage can be quite remarkable
even from unnoticed exposure from an electric line in bedroom near your head, or from an electric
motor of a sewing machine, that caused Alzheimer in many workers..

Could computer work be stressful? (It

does not concern me, I

am cool!)
Anxiety and stress were known much prior to computer age. Stressed individual could not concentrate
at his/her work, felt unrest, suffered from insomnia, felt various body aches that did not eased. Some
felt chest pain, or enhanced sweating.
Most stressed could cope with it, but many could not, and they needed professional help. That was not
always available, thus stress could develop to more serious disturbances: Severe stress may lead to
panic, to a heart attack, peptic ulcer, asthma attacks, psoriasis, and allergies. Chronic stress may
damage severely the immune system, and may lead to shrinking of some brain areas, and to defective
memory.
Computers may affect psychological state of mind of any user, just by passing stressing information.
Old PC users may remember how stressful was the DOS software, combined with the limited capacity
and performance of hardware. Some DOS compatible software were not too friendly, to say the least,
and frequently warned you about an illegal action you have just committed. Not to mention that such a
note came when least expected, when you were on a hurry in your tight schedule, and you had to edit
and print a report or transparent sheets for overhead presentation on that day.
The present advanced pentium 3 or 4 systems run at enormous speed, with friendly software, that are
easy and self explained. Computers made many activities much more efficient. They do not limit you
even you work very fast. Pressure has been eased in computer work itself, but rather aggravated by
pace and extent of projects, competition of any sort, economic pressure, etc.
Economy and markets change fast, companies collapse, and instability prevails. Frequently employees
find in email that he/she has been fired. Those employees that remained in office, have to accomplish
the present projects as scheduled, to meet the demanding timetable, and simultaneously plan further
tasks/projects. The burden is heavier, but carried by less employees. They have to stay extra time in
office, and come in weekends too. The computer speed does not limit your work, because it is much
more than you could ever reach. Now the limiting factor is your speed, that remained slow as ever.
The Recent economical crisis (2002) involves instability of many companies worldwide. Add to it
your financial obligations, the tuition of your children. Could your company survive, or it may
collapse next month... You have to commute to office for 1-2h in the morning, and back in the
evening, in congested traffic, sometimes in heavy rains or winter snow and ice. On the road is a
constant quarrel for survival, not to mention the pollution you inhale. In office you have just got a
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new position, which is much demanding, and needs a creativity and hard working, finding better
solutions, showing better records every month, in that demanding timetable. You may consider such
life normal, but it is stressful, in applying much pressure on people.
Some of us still fear from the unknown complicate computers, and try to circumvent them, by writing
by hand, or running daily matters, or even small business by doing the paperwork still on papers.
Computers fear is not the only problem just in office or business, it hits individuals also in high
positions, or owning a big business.
Stress is a part of life, it always was. Psychologists know that problems have a significant tendency to
emerge in stressed individuals. Work derived stress may enhance a psychological problems, even
latent or concealed. Yamamoto and Matsuoka (1990) exhibited that certain conditions enhanced stress
in PC screen watching individuals, up to severely disturbing their professional functions. Examined
were exposed to stress created experimentally in visual assignments, and tests resembling computer
games. Brain activity (EEG) was recorded during ‘game’, as assignments became gradually more
demanding, until examined entered a state of mental stress. Later, EEG was matched with score.
Results indicated of possible changes in  (theta) frontal medium waves, (whose amplitude peak was
in known, Fz point), during the ‘game’: Significant relationships were revealed between length of
assignment performed, location of electrodes on head of examined (e.g. origin of waves in brain
cortex), and a correlation between pace of mission done, and the variety of  - waves recorded. Some
factors referred to severity of mental duty, were associated with extent of EEG waves potentials
dispersal. Where EEG showed much prolonged  - waves, the examined were unnoticed that their
breaking point was coming, e.g. breaking point was predicted by brain waves pattern. These findings
might suggest optimal length of period for computer work, and rest periods, according to brain waves.
It could be also applied to aptitude tests for candidates for stressing task as astronaut, where a point of
break down can be measured and compared
Buss and Malamuth (1996) studied depression, stress, and anxiety, of present time, by comparing the
life Amish people (preserving old European way of life, while) living Pennsylvania US, with
neighboring Baltimore residents: The incidence of stress and related symptoms was much higher
among present industrial city residents. It suggested that stressful life of present “modern jungle”,
strongly affected the slaves of technology and pace of modern life.
The body emergency system is controlled by the sympathetic nervous system, in the central nervous
system (CNS): In perceiving a threat, it immediately orders (via splanchnic stimulation) hormones
excreted (mainly) by the adrenal medulla: A cardiac stimulant-bronchial relaxant epinephrine
(=adrenaline), a vasocontrictor norepinephrine (=noradrenaline), and cortisol (a hydrocortisone)
promoting gluconeogenesis (conversion of fat, protein, and lactate molecules into glucose) for getting
more energy. Vasopressin (ADH) hormone, produced in hypothalamus, and transported to posterior
lobe of hypophysis, was excreted, that had antidiuretic and pressor effects, elevated blood pressure.
These factors initiated the necessary readiness, at an immediate state of emergency in the body
(Harshfield and Grim 1997): Heart beat enhanced, blood vessels constricted to raise blood pressure,
trachea and bronchii were wide opened, respiration rate increased, alertness was enhanced, glucose
level elevated (by liver/muscular glycogen degraded to glucose). Blood supply to limbs enhanced, and
reduced to brain. Digestive tract was constricted, perspiration enhanced, eye pupils dilated wide open,
every body part was directed for running / fighting / or fleeing away / climbing a tree for refuge. All
these reactions were needed to increase the survival in jungle life, although their intensity may vary
depending the severity of the situation. Endorphins, pain suppressing peptides, were also excreted in
brain. Having morphine like effects, they caused “high” feeling, loosing perception of reality, and
imagining powerful, with unlimited aggressive ability. In other words, where anything is accepted as a
threat, an aggressive physical reaction is most natural and self explained.
People may be stressed even unnoticed, where they concentrate at their task to do: An airline pilot
trying to land safely in a stormy weather, a performing actor having the major role on the stage, a
stock exchange broker, realizing the collapse of the stocks he holds, a soldier in a battle where shells
exploding close, a student entering the hall of final exam, or an employee whose chief tries to make
him responsible for the last year failure... The common state to all these, that their alerted body
emergency system has been turned on, responding in the same manner, shaped in ancient jungle life.
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Some stress is stimulating, but when stress passes what the system can handle, it produces
pathological changes. Continual stress brings about neurological and endocrine responses, that over a
period of time, cause changes in the functioning of many organs, and often leading to ailments
This emergency system has to be act in the “modern jungle” life, where it is prominently inadequate
when turned on, mostly unnecessarily by false threats on life, /wellness, / rights of space (even of
parking!), or to mate.
Although mostly not really needed for survival, this system is ready all the time, for immediate
maximal effort, as ever. It may be triggered even where you get a warning from the internal revenue
service, about an erroneous debt and the measures they are going to take against you if you would not
pay it today...
In nature emergency situations were quite brief, but demanded everything. In contrary, most modern
false / true emergencies may last long: War, frustration, strain, excitement, anger, rage, mourning,
failure, despair, nervousness, stress, fear, crisis, a legal threatening matter, anxiety, and depression.
The latter may be resulted from a physiological cause, such as low level of serotonin (a
neurotransmitter).
Stress and enthusiastic work seem sometimes as interchangeable terms, for the border between them
is unclear. But, even a job full of interesting doing and challenges, may be associated with non
collaborative (jealous) colleagues, low salary, a too tight timetable, and long hours into the night,
besides 2 hours drive / ride home. They may change a most challenging job to a nightmare. Many
stressing factors are out of our control.
A demanding new position may be associated with tension in office, and at home, where other
activities contradict with your ambition to succeed, or with incompetence to adapt and to innovate.
Such a strain might lead to loneliness, to inability to conduct properly, and to conflicts in office or at
home. It may lead to addiction to work (‘workoholic’), in order to try to catch up what thought as
slowed. It is difficult to tell where is the border between stress, under self confidence and
workoholic. A stressed individual may not even feel how deep he/she in the problem. Strain of work
requires to work for more hours in front of screen, then I enter a catch as workoholic. Such a state is
not homogenous, some of us are workoholic for they look for a lot of action, but unconsciously want
to be high. A workoholic state is the’ good’ case. In state of stress, there is a stronger tendency to run
into addictive behavior. Again it is reasonable to assume that addictive tendency is hereditary,
environmental etc. Addictive state might lead to overeating, smoking, drinking alcohol, taking drugs,
gamblings, shopoholic, credit cardoholic, and other pursuits that give instant high. Addictive states
are usually in individuals trying to cope with states of stress (whether aware of or not). The problem is
that addictive situations may just ease the problem for the short run, in that they enable to deny the
factors, instead of solving it for the long run. Some of us just run away by this from coping with other
problems, in duality, offsprings, or by taking care of family members, or public affairs, etc. A state of
workoholic, might lead to same injuries such from stress, as mentioned, for same mechanism is
activated, and sustained for long periods of time.
Injuries from stress in front of computer screen do not differ from any stress obtained in other
circumstances. Injury is usually associated with physical and mental signs, as mentioned, that are not
separable, and have to be taken care of, seriously. Stress injuries start in physical problems in eyes,
joints, spine, muscles, tendons, and bones, in limbs, in internal organs, in over production of acid in
stomach. and more.
You may just be offended by a polite cynical remark in office, or on a red traffic light turned to
green, then someone behind you honked to enhance you to move on. Many stressors may appear on
PC screen such as a collapse of your stocks, they can trigger your emergency system on, immediately.
This system would continue running in ‘high gear’ as long as the stressor (real or false) sustains, or
replaced by another stressor. Then effects sustain, mainly high heart beat, high blood pressure, high
glucose, enhanced breathing, etc. Serial stressors may appear while watching the screen for long
hours. Besides, sitting per se disturbs blood circulation, thus aggravates the effects of emergency
system.
The response to stressor in ‘civilized jungle’ is usually restrained: Rather than physically attacking an
offender or assailant (i. e. your boss making you a scape goat for the failure of the company) you
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would bow, and reply verbally, by civilized words, or politely, faintly deny his condemnation, or just
thank him... You restrain your reaction, you cannot afford to react, for you may loose your job, and
may loose your house. But, frustrated, your respiration is enhanced, high pulse bumping, your blood
pressure is sky high, indicating that you reacted physically, without raising from your seat. Your
system keeps running high for a long time, for it stays always faithful to support you to attack your
offender.
As long as a stressful factor lasts, and sustains emergency state, (such as mourning) it leads to
damage mainly due to enhanced respiration: . That in turn causes over ventilation, that enhances
oxygen concentration in blood, and generation of free radicals, causing oxidizing damages. The over
ventilation lowers blood CO2 concentration, that increases acidity, that derails many metabolic
pathways. Muscles get tired and ache, and dizziness, or pricks, and weakness are felt. Antioxidant
pools in cells, of mainly vitamins A, C, and E and C, are exhausted, and radicals damage sustains.
Smokers and overweight individuals are mostly hurt, by aging, associated with neural and heart
diseases, immune system suppressed, cancer, and many more (Kaplan and Manuck 1997).
Derived nervousness, and dysfunction, lead to loss of creative thinking, brings onsets of hunger, the
threshold of stimuli is lowered, so one gets raged easily, personal problems are arisen with colleagues
in office, or with spouse and other family members, marriage problems, and more. arisen, as well as
problems with other family members.
Vulnerability to stress situations depends on individual capability to control situation, and by
responsibility taken. As long as two of these are even, and fit ambitions and needs, such an individual
would be more stable against stress from annoying factors at office. In contrast to that, a very
demanding position taken, for which one gets the minimal support (from above / below), where one
feels obliged to fulfill this duty well, and expects the liberty to decide about matters in office.
Many of us may prefer to get a position whose structure / targets expected, would be smaller, and
more in numbers. If what is really faced, gets far from what desired, a stress will emerge, and the
more the difference grows bigger, the stress will grow deeper.
A position in which one is not obligated to decide major decisions, or to contribute from oneself,
becomes boring, and isolated, and makes it more difficult to think creatively. The ability of an
individual in such a position, to contribute to his/hers work environment is gradually decreased, as
he/she is so little requested to think. A person who has been appointed by surprise to a new
complicated position, or he/she has to cover for an unskilled /not educated, might suffer from a stress.
A harsh dispute with your superiors, with your subordinates/workers, is exhausting. It might lead to
uncertainty about what is the position, what is required, and to what you are responsible at all.
The cognitive conception of an individual may determine his/her susceptibility to stressing factors,
thus he/she may be more resistant to less important stressing factors. It is prominent in an immigrant,
that is unable to get a job in his/her level of profession, for diverse constraints, i. e. lack of
employment permit, does not speak the language, has no connections, does not know the law and is
not familiar with the local market. Such an individual must step down to get a lower or illegal job, or
to get a job out of his/her profession or at lower level, such as a doctor works as a nurse. There is a
catch, in which there is hardly or no way back to profession or a more respected job.
Another stressful situation is getting a much demanding job, that gives too little to fulfill its
requirement: It is conspicuous where an individual has been promoted to a senior job, or his / her
responsibility increased, or the market has changed, and demands much more than before. But
authority / resources or amenity of this new senior, to fulfill this job have not been increased. Such a
contrast is stressing, for gap has been formed between requirements of the job, to capability to fulfill
it. A person in a very demanding job must have the freedom to decide how, how much, and when,
depending his/her degree of responsibility. A less demanding job does not require so much freedom.
Thus many individuals in such level prefer to have position whose structure is clear, and has less
targets to reach. If the gap between these elements increases, stress emerges. On the other hand, if no
decisions are required to take, or impress one’s personality into this job, he/she would be bored, and
feel isolated, contributing less and less to working environment, until the moment of need his/her
thinking is fixated, and is not able to creative thinking, or to think further.
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In a broader sense, our life at work, are associated with other kinds of stress. Sometimes it originates
from a new job, to which the promoted individual has not been trained. Conflict with either superiors,
or subordinates, might be exhaustive and lead to that an individual in the middle does not know what
is required from him/her, or how to do the job.
Reaction to stress depends on fixed factors, thus some individuals tend to be affected more easily
than others, due to hereditary, personality, character (lack of self confidence), education, or past
experience/training, or traumas. Some of us may be excited or stressed (where others are not at all),
when their blood pressure is measured (privacy offended), or when taking a test (ignorance or
incompetence may be exposed), or watching a competition, a game, or a performer on stage (empathy,
admiration). Then signs of excitement or stress emerge, such as fast heartbeat, high blood pressure,
enhanced respiration, etc. It is not always possible to estimate how an individual would react to
stress, or even what factors would be accepted as stressful, when exposed to them.
Reaction to stress depends also on variable factors, such as state of career, social life, marriage,
physical health, ailment of a family member, anxieties, financial state, a loss of money, disputes with
colleagues or family members, mourning of beloved person, a meaningful relationship just terminated,
a loss of a job. Even the weather or circadian cycle may affect ability to sustain a state of stress. In
northern countries, where circadian cycle is disturbed in long winter’s night, melatonin (the sleep
hormone and a free radicals scavenger) excretion is distracted, and affects body ability to cope with
stress. It may be associated with high incidence of depression, and suicidal characters, as well as
cancer.
Some straining factors are indirect, or stay in background, or originated in past of an individual, even
from early infancy, or frustration for a physical defect or disability, that might be kept obscured to the
public, a chronic ailment, a repulsive aesthetic defect, a mental disease, nervousness, lack of self
confidence, or anxiety of past experience, abuse, that come and does not leave. Such factors may
affect by a slow insidious manner
Miller (1989) listed some life stressful events, among which some causing a real stress (eustress),
added to strain and stress felt: Holidays, marriage preparations, the wedding itself, house renovation,
and others. So strain and stress are not always originate from negative factors.
Nutrition may characterize reaction to stress: High salted diet, results in high blood pressure. But in
hunger onsets, you rush to eat anything, and may not be particular for the quality / hygiene of the
food. Then you eat ‘junk food’, or other calories rich, oxidized fried foods, rich with oil and
carbohydrates, generating free radicals, but poor with (if any) vitamins, minerals, fibers or saponins.
Such nutritional factors, aggravate strain or stress effects, but healthy foods alleviate strain or stress
effects.
In computer age, work derived stress has markedly increased, and so health disorders. Often we reveal
that stress comes to us, for we try to suffice much, where it is usually impossible, and more stressful.
Reasons for that are not originated by equipment or by time shortage, but rather in us. We have
turned to be the weak and slow link in chain of performance, for the present computers are much more
fast than us. That causes frustration, combined with fatigue, bad mood, a headache, and disputes with
family members. Thus often where the computer “flies” with activities, we in front of the screen start
to feel tiredness, we blink, and peck, and have to get some sleep and refresh.
Stress may be resulted or accelerated by self accusation for a failure, or even not remarkable success,
unreal expectations from self ability and energy, and also from frustration and self hatred. Where an
individual is happen to be in a destructive cycle of self anger, the expected results might accelerate
symptoms of depression, including insomnia, loss of appetite, tiredness, loss of motivation, fatigue,
helplessness, and more. In such a case, stress from within increases, and added to that from without.
The latter is combined from feelings of responsibility for advance of the present project, from
pressure of various payments due, etc. If I have to think in a creative way, how it would combine with
my stress? It is a dangerous combination that aggravate the stress much more.
If stress is repeated frequently, or prolonged, the signs would aggravate: Serious visual problems may
be arisen, frequent headaches, insomnia, tiredness, “pecking” in front of screen, or in front of the TV
set, loss of appetite, depression, nervousness, lack of patience, easy anger, aggressiveness, backaches,
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indigestion, stomachaches, sometimes up to having an ulcer, or other digestive tract ailments, high
blood pressure, glaucoma, weakness, fatigue, and heart diseases, immune suppression, asthma, self
immune ailments (like lupus erythematosus), arthritis, menstrual problems, and cancer diseases.
Computer is just a tool, and it does not have to be a primary cause to any of these, but it may enhance
each of them. Doctors, frequently do not know patient so well to diagnose his/her general problem,
thus they tend to diagnose a specific symptom , (such as high glucose), and try to cope with it. But
that is just a part from a serious general disorder, for usually a sick organ indicates of a sick body. If
it is not taken care of, the lowering glucose may not cure that individual.
There is still a stigma and fear from applying for help in psychological problems, so many stressful
individuals hesitate to get professional advice. Some do not recognize that they are stressed. On stress
is still difficult to be defined precisely, or treated well. Stressing factors are considered as those
causing anxiety. Mental tension is considered a result of being in a straining environment. When it
reaches a point where we feel that blood pressure increased, the anxiety is became deeper, or
frustration and panic are felt, these show that an individual reacts to stress.
Psychological computer derived injuries, are usually associated with an element(s) originated from
stress. What causes some individuals to be sensitive to stress than the others ? It may be originated
from character, education, experience, and environment. All these affect mental and physical ability
of an individual to cope with difficult situations. High self esteem, combined with other cognitive
conceptions, and support of close persons, affect awareness of the individual, and how he/she can
perceive, and cope with stress.
Different individuals may have different conceptions of same situation: If you were asked to present
your project in front of the board of directors, today at noon time, may be you would enjoy such an
opportunity to impress them. Someone else of your colleagues, asked to do the same, may shiver from
fear as he/she is crushed under the from burden of responsibility, and being afraid of a failure and
disgrace... In both cases some physiological changes occur to these individuals, and a reaction to
stress may be observed: The individual reacted in anxiety, was hindered from proper performance. In
another individual, anxiety might enhance performance. That is eustress (true stress), or a “good
stress”. If an individual is an optimist, his/her reaction might be much less strained, and so his/her
ability to think about such events, in a broader sense.
If you are going to print overheads for projection in front of the board of directors. One blank
overhead is stuck in the printer, and cannot be seen or pulled out. It looks to you just as a disaster.
Another individual, would consider it not so stressing, and would just look at the “trouble and
shooting” clauses in the printer’s manual, and read how to fish that sheet out, and resume printing at
ease, in minutes. Such an individual would be less strained than you that considered that mishap as a
tragedy. You also feared that the presentation would be a calamity anyway...
Strain decreases alertness, and enhances the risk to be hurt in work, and after work hours: A strained
commuter that is not focused, may cause a road accident. A sick employee that is too strained to stay
at home, may go to work, where it would not function well, and turned more strained, so the ailment
is aggravated. Each of these cases represents a catch, that just if understood, can be avoided.
Risk is growing bigger in computer room, or among any electromagnetic machines, for the EMF
exposure from instruments around, and from any side of screens and peripheric equipment. Flickering
fluorescent over head, and the wiring passing in the partition near the body, and from equipment on
the other side of the partition. Add to these exposure to cellular phones used frequently (see chapter
9), exposure to overhead transformers, and high voltage lines. Damage from these exposures is added
to strain and stress although not notified. Drinking coffee, alcohol, and smoking, inhibit absorption of
nutrients vitamins and minerals in intestines, besides generating more free radicals, increase neural
damage. Thus performance and neural symptoms might confuse diagnosis of the stressor. Headaches,
dizziness and nausea associated to stress and neural damage, enhance many of us to take pain killers.
This is the worst solution for such everyday problems. Right solution may combine lowering strain
factors, and switching diet to healthy, supplemented with vitamins and minerals (see details in ch. 16).
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Some physical factors might affect reaction to stress, such as body state, nutrition, and overweight.
Many individuals may develop ailments when in stress, much earlier than others, for having
precondition such as hypertension, a neural disturbance, a cerebral trauma, a CNS disease, a burn,
acute infection, surgery, prolonged adrenal corticosteroid therapy, a cancer therapy, and a peptic
ulcer. A person that developed an ulcer, might have suffered in the past from stressful events, that
caused stomach spasms. That in turn, inhibited blood supply, that weaken stomach walls, where
pepsin (enzyme digesting proteins) excreted, started to digest the wall. Those suffer from over acidity
of stomach, might at stressful situations, develop ulcer much easier, in stomach or in duodenum.
Sodium rich nutrition and overweight would result in increase of blood pressure of a strained
individual, and affect his/her ability to cope with a stressful situation. On the other hand, a foodcautious individual, but tends to be hypertensive, or has a peptic ulcer could be in a similar situation.
Cardiology researchers identified qualities sorted in two significant types of behavior, for getting a
stress derived ailments (Hagihara et al 1997): Type A personality is of a competitive, aggressive, and
determined spirit to succeed in all what he/she do. Type B personality is taking things more easily.
He/she is more concentrate in a balanced manner in his/her life. Sometimes he/she is ready to give up
more money or benefits from his/her corporation, for easier life. He/she rarely considers a victory as
excellence for itself, but rather considers the value of experience gained in participation, and study.
Frequently such a person requests encouragement to accomplish a project. He/she would leave
position(s) that is not interested in.
Most of us might be located somewhere between A, and B. It shows that there are probably many
different personality factors, affecting the cognitive conception, appreciation of a situation, and the
world of different individuals. But these exhibiting all (or most) type A qualities, might develop
much sooner coronary heart disease, of infarction, blocking at least one coronary artery (out of three)
supplying blood to heart muscle itself. Where a type A individual works at a “strains infested”
environment, computer associated or not, his/her risk to get a coronary disease are still high,
depending physical state: A type A overweight individual, having high cholesterol (mainly high LDL,
see ch. 15), and vitamin low diet, rich with meat, much (fried) fat, much sugar, and vegetable-free. All
these combine to assure heart attack many years earlier than expected. There are additional less
destined stressful factors, that might be quite straining, as work environment, and work organization.
Work environment may be adverse to health when it involves, inconvenient conditions in
computer room at office, too high or too low temperatures, humidity or bad air , wrong illumination,
noise, chats from coffee room or noise from outside, from machines or vehicles., etc. Office past
equipment and furniture or improvised do not fit for present functions, old lamps, crazy printers, old
computers and laptops, old software, improper screens, lack of antiglare filters, leaky or noisy air
condition etc. The efforts to work in unfit conditions, or to improvise better conditions, is added to
work existing requirements, thus all together enhance strain on employees.
Work organization involves procedures and order by which work is done, that may apply strain on
computer users, such as: A duty in which work repeats on what has been done already, or routinely
done, worker has no part in decision making, and how to implement projects, lack of breaks,
monotonous duties, exaggerated overtime, and in irregular hours that hard to match to taking care of
kids at home,(and derailing your circadian clock), work is not scheduled properly, or frequent changes
applied, urgent missions coming for immediate fulfilled, work required at impossible pace at present
conditions/equipment, harsh attitude from superiors on appropriate matters or based on personal
hostility, low salary, low benefits, lack of promotions, advancements, and opportunities, miserly
health program if any, instability of the company in market, lack of permanent status at work, and
insane superior (s).
Most damage from computer work, including psychological, may be well avoided, and delay coming
aging ailments for decades. It may be done mostly by awareness, prudent avoidance from stressing
factors, and by taking vitamins and minerals mainly antioxidant (see table in ch. 16).
As for reaction to stress, one can never estimate exactly how an individual would react. It might be a
result of a combination of fixed factors, as mentioned, hereditary and personality, and changing ones,
involving the health of the individual, or the health of his/her family members, if this individual is
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happy in marriage and family life, in what house and neighborhood they live, what are his/her
financial obligations, and whether he/she in disputes with colleagues, or family members, etc.
In all this multi factorial system the computers are interlaced in all stages of life and work. They start
from production and performance of work in almost every stage and profession, in organizing the
materials, in summarizing the project and presentation, in operation of office and administration, in
global communication with customers and suppliers, in sales of all kinds, in updating market
situations, in services of any kind, health education, etc. Thus computers fulfill various functions in
life, and affect life physically, and mentally.
Many of us computer users are still anxious about hazardous emissions from screen. It is time to clear
this point: From a distance of an open hand, no radiation might be hazardous. If you seat closer to
screen and your nose almost touching screen, you absorb unnecessary radiation, practically non
ionizing, of VLF, and ELF frequencies. They might be adverse to health, and even carcinogenic just if
you are consistently lean close to any part of screen of any side, or close to the back of another
screen. X-rays emitted in front of screen, is negligible, as it does not pass the thick (10 mm) screen
glass (see ch.4). So radiation is not the problem here.
A real risk here is the irreversible physical damage resulted from psychological injuries, due to long
stress, and free radicals formed.

What is environmental stress ?
Adey (1997) summarized the psychological and molecular aspects caused to an individual while in a
straining contact with environment, namely the environmental stress on the name of Jim Henry
(Rosch 1997, Meehan and Meehan 1997): The persistent increase in application of sophisticated
technologies in Western civilizations, posted growing requirements for fast and accurate processing of
diverse information received in our senses. The waves of information received might pass human
capacity. It might be resulted in a failure to respond properly to data received. That, in turn, may lead
to harsh results, not only to the individual him/herself, but also to others, such in the following
examples: In commanding a space flight mission, the pilot in charge has to get over abundance of
information, and to respond properly and fast to changing situations. In flying a ‘usual’ airline flight,
or commanding on men in straining dangerous situation, etc.
There are competence tests and EEG employed to candidates for space missions. They revealed
consistent patterns in brain electric waves generated: The examined were exposed to gradually
increasing information, simulating dangerous flight conditions, until passed their reception capacity.
(theta) - waves at temporal
EEG records exhibited at overload point a sharp advancing rise of
regions, at frequencies of 4 - 17 Hz. In addition there was a remarkable increase in frontal activity of
!
-waves at frequencies >14 Hz, and remarkable decrease in occipital α-waves at frequencies of 812Hz. These reactions to simulated stress raised questions about the ability of human mind to differ
between reality to computerized virtual reality, etc. Referring to that, researchers assumed that
examined reacted to virtual reality on screen, TV, computer games, etc, were essentially social, and
natural, just as interactions with ‘real’ reality. It seemed possible to apply immune system reactions
as a scale for mental reactions to straining stimuli.
Electric activity of brain cells might be affected also by weak EMFs that do not cause thermal effects
but still cause the generation of free radicals.
Environmental stress study of Koolhaas et al (1997) was inspired from opinions of Jim Henry:
Researchers argued that social defeat might be considered as one of most severe stress factors of lab
stressing stimuli, in terms of neuroendocrinic activation. Moreover, stress reaction induced mainly by
a defeat, might be characterized by strict control of the sympathetic nervous system (activating organs
to get to emergency state as detailed above). Stress reaction induced by one social defeat, might last
for days and weeks. This individual might be later excited by smaller stress factors. There is much
importance to individual differences in style of coping with stress.
Fenster et al (1995) checked whether stress at work, and other factors might have caused abortions:
They reviewed records of 3,953 pregnant working women. No work derived stress could be attributed
to risk for spontaneous abortion. However, association was revealed between straining work to
mother’s age over 32, to smoking, and first pregnancy. Relative to risk of straining work was for older
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women, higher by x2.45 (95% at CI of 1.03-5.81), for smokers x2.96 (95% at CI of 1.16-7.52) and for
1st pregnancy x2.27 (95% at CI of 0.97-5.27).
Nitric oxide (NO), can act as free radicals, affect brain wave pattern (EEG), participate in oxidizing
stress, and in causing aging ailments such as Parkinson disease, Alzheimer, and others. NO is
sensitive to a variety of EMFs. Exposure to EMFs (0.1 mT, 60 Hz) enhanced generation of NO in
mice (Yoshikawa et al 2000). NO was active in controlling the rate, and quantities of products formed
in brain biochemical reactions (see ch. 2).Activity could be modulated when exposed to EMFs. NO is
not just theoretical, it is emitted from your car’s engine in large quantities. Such an engine would emit
NO even if propelled by hydrogen.
Sun and Chen (1998) explained how oxidizing stress disturbed neural activities, by causing nerve
degeneration: Oxidizing injuries started chain reactions, that ended in cells’ death, and degenerative
changes. Most trouble making free radicals, the hydroxyl, and the peroxynitrite were most active:
They injured proteins, lipids (including cell membrane, nerves’ myelin) and nucleic acids (DNA +
RNA).
Facchinetti et al (1998). Summarized free radicals inflicted neural damages: 1. Free radicals directly
injured tissue, and pathological conditions of the CNS, where their generation might also be a
consequence of tissue injury. 2. Free radicals produced tissue damage through multiple mechanisms,
including excito-toxicity, metabolic dysfunction, and disturbance of intracellular homeostasis of
calcium. 3. Oxidative stress could significantly worsen acute insults, such as ischemia, and chronic
neurodegenerative disorders including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and Parkinson's disease. 4.
chronic oxidative stress had a causal role for in developing familial ALS, as that disease was linked to
missence mutations of the Cu / Zn superoxide dismutase (SOD). 5. Thus, therapeutic approaches
which limit oxidative stress may be potentially beneficial in several neurological diseases.

Computer addiction.
Addiction, by any reason, is an uncontrolled situation. Sometimes addiction is close to compulsive
conduct, and may not be so easy to differentiate. Some of us gamble/buy constantly fortune/lottery/
‘scratching’ cards, for the excitement of the moment, of possible immediate gain, to enhances their
epinephrine and endorphin excreted (see above), inducing them feelings ‘high’.
Until the first 1990ies, every computer user (mainly male, that wore spectacles) isolated in his room,
and not communicating with other people around, got the nick name “computer addict”. It was not a
complement, but rather a term depicting asocial character. When such a type was somehow married,
his wife got the appellation “computer widow”... “Computer addict” was considered totally left the
vanities of the present world, just for the doubtful enjoyment to look at a flickering green images on
the (monochrome) screen, or play with silly games, in primitive graphics, with clumsy walking
characters... Today such a nickname is mainly obsolete, as most of us might be referred computer
addicts, for computer using is a way of life.
Every addiction, had its own reasons: Overeating (mainly to carbohydrates), addictions to chocolate,
candies, taking drugs, drinking, smoking, collecting things, shopping, credit-cardoholic, personal
hygiene, house cleanness, orderliness, harassing people, going to the doctor, writing, talking / talking
on the phone, taking risks, flying, parachuting, sailing, performing on stage, dancing, dating/having
sex, raping, abusing, assaulting, offending, cheating, complaining, stealing/shop lifting, opposing
everything, telling jokes, igniting fire, and more. Some of these that seem as addictions, may be
regarded as compulsive behavior. Both are uncontrolled, and may be originated by same or different
reasons or experience. Compulsive behavior sometimes cannot be differentiated from cruelty, sadism,
preversion, or disturbed personality or distorted mind, child abuse, pedophilic action, serial killing,
etc.
Addiction may be associated or originated from another factor, phobia, such as agoraphobia, (agora,
has been the market place in Athens), “fear from market”: Individuals that are afraid to get out of
home. Other factors may involve fear, lack of self confidence, or self esteem, a visible/invisible,
physical/mental defect, past trauma (i. e. a rape, abuse, an accident, etc), or disturbed personality.
Every addiction, has to be diagnosed, and treated. However. The reasons for computer addiction
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seemed more complicated, that may be originated from diverse factors, and emerge in different
individuals by different patterns, due to background, personal problems that affect conduct, other
addictions, and phobias.
Computer addiction associated with work/financial gain, staying late at office, and taken home more
work to do, and carried a laptop wherever going, this individual was considered as workoholic.
But if computer preoccupation is not associated with gain, but rather with fun, self improvement,
relax, including Internet web surfing also for fun, speaking / chatting to people all over the world, and
unlimited games played, it was mere ‘addiction’. Today, as Internet is often associated with business,
the border between workoholic and addicted is blurred, but reasons for ‘addiction’ seem unchanged:
Shyness, lack of self confidence, or having difficulties to conduct or communicate directly with other
people. However, a shy individual can communicate with other people via internet chatting or by
sending e-mails, with no direct contact with the other people. It is easier not to be exposed, or to look
in the eyes. One can appear on a chat by any image wished to be. But, many computer users chat and
talk via computer just for fun, or curiosity, although they are not shy, not defective or ugly, just for
fun.

Computer hatred or computer phobia.
Most of the people in modern countries use computer on a regular basis, but ~25% of them were
estimated as non using computers, mostly expressing aversion. Such individuals might be found at
diverse social statuses. High ranking computer feared, ask their employees to take care of every
computer associated “minor details”, and come back with the results.
Some computer fearing individuals that dared to take a basic course in computer work, still fear it, so
they can work at the computer at a limited mode, with frequent desperate requests for help. They often
hesitate to ask for help, or fear to be seen as ‘stupid’, thus they cannot master computer techniques,
and stay back. So they may even forget some of the little learned. Some of such individuals operate
computers reluctantly, and this straining them into a stress, including all mentioned symptoms. There
are companies, in which such employees are sent to special computer workshops, in order to
overcome computer fear.

How computer stress could be alleviated?
A stressful individual would be due to work derived strain, rather than work with the computer per se.
But, a lot of help can be granted by a positive self attitude and by collaboration with supporting
family members. It may be done by easing domestic atmosphere, to lower tension and frustration from
trivial familial disputes, to have supportive atmosphere with nice talks, to go to picnics and walking
trails in the wilderness, to go for fishing together. A stressed individual can join supporting groups
where sharing with others experience, supervised by a professional.
There are relaxing techniques, such as meditation, yoga, bio-feedback, as well as psychotherapy, that
can dispel strain, and develop better self control and balance.
One can volunteer to help others, in a neighborhood activity, in a hospital, to help handicapped
children or the elderly, to participate in performing a play in the club, or to learn ceramics or painting.
Moderate physical activity on a daily basis, would enable to cope with much stress. It may be done by
riding a bicycle, walking, swimming, and some exercise. Taking food supplements of vitamins and
minerals, mainly antioxidants, and herbal extracts would be helpful (see below).
In cases that such measures do not work, one can apply to psychological therapy. Many psychologists
can administer cognitive behavioral therapy that might involve techniques such as stress reduction,
anxiety management and behavior modification and management, and probably some more techniques
that we, ordinary people, are not aware of. Some therapy exercises may involve thought stopping,
exposure, flooding, and others. This cognitive behavioral therapy is preferable, for it is short (thus
more affordable), it is structured, thus easy to understand the main idea, it is focused on problems
solving, constant cooperation between patient to therapist. By this therapy, patient learns proven self
treating methods wherever anxiety, fear and worry felt (Freeman et al 1992, Beck et al 1985, Barlow
1988).
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Alternative medicine offers body and mind healing, by yoga, acupuncture, herbal therapy, and more.
It is advisable to apply to experts of such therapies. Herbal teas might be prepared, as specified below.
First, if tension felt, a seasonal checkup is recommended, including biochemical routine tests, and
reduce weight, by proper eating, and supplements taken: Food should be based on fresh vegetables, of
all kinds (including these lowering cholesterol and glucose), with some olive oil, and herbal spices.
Antioxidants and other vitamins might be taken in mega doses, but still cautious. They neutralize free
radicals generated in stress, and due to chemical pollutants, and radiation exposure. The antioxidants
protect the cells against excess of free radicals and thus inhibit neural damage as well as to many
others systems. The daily quantities of antioxidants such as vitamins A, C, and E, coenzymes such as
coenzyme Q10 and minerals such as selenium, zinc, and magnesium, and other vitamins, and mineral
are specified in the table in ch. 16. It worth to mention, that vitamins of the B complex, are crucial for
neural system, and deficiencies may be misdiagnosed as mental problems of diverse sorts. If vitamins
of B complex are taken daily, they may cover for any B deficiency. The main functions of the
vitamins of the B complex are as follows:

Thiamine (vitamin B1) is involved with neurotransmitters activity, thus helps also against stress,
and improves neural activities. Takes a part in turning glucose to energy, and is crucial for production
of lipids and RNA, thus essential for gene expression. Deficiency may develop in smokers, or sugar
eaters (mainly addicts), coffee, and alcohol drinkers. It is needed mostly in long term physical (post
surgical) and mental stress (mourning, exams, pressure at work, frustration, etc). This vitamin is
widely available in the diet, such as whole wheat grains, rice bran, and many more, although refined
foods (such as polished rice and white flour), contain little, if at all. Thiamine is absorbed in the
intestine, and then phosphorylated to the functionally active form, used as an enzyme cofactor or in
the maintenance of neural membranes and conductance of signals. Where diet is based on polished
rice (as in Southeast Asia), thiamine deficiency sometimes develops. In modern countries, thiamine
deficiency affects ~25% of chronic alcoholics admitted to general hospitals. Because a subclinical
deficiency state may be converted to an overt deficiency when refeeding chronically malnourished
persons, such as alcoholics, adequate amounts of thiamine must be administered concurrently.
Thiamine deficiency is mainly affects the peripheral nerves, the heart, and the brain, so persistent
thiamine deficiency gives rise to three sequential syndromes which typically appear in sequence: 1. A
systemic polyneuropathy (dry beriberi) that takes the form of a nonspecific peripheral neuropathy
with myelin degeneration of axons involving motor, sensory, and reflex arcs, leading to footdrop,
wristdrop, and sensory changes.
2. A cardiovascular syndrome (wet beriberi) associated with
peripheral vasodilation, high-output cardiac failure. and a flabby four-chambered dilated heart. 3.
Wernicke-Korsakoff syndrome is seen in severe deficiency states, typically in chronic alcoholics:
Marked by ophthalmoplegia (paralysis of eye motor nerves), nystagmus (involuntary rhythmic eyeball
movement), ataxia (lack of coordination) of gait and stance, and derangement of mental function, i. e.
typically confusion. Korsakoff psychosis consists of impairment of remote recall, confabulation, and
inability to acquire new information. Lesions in the CNS result in hemorrhages into the mammillary
bodies (in the hypothalamus).
Riboflavin (B2) is a critical flavin-containing nucleotide, which participate in oxidation-reduction
reactions. It helps to digest principal food components, and turning fats and carbohydrates to energy,
in cellular respiration processes. It is also active in proteins metabolism. It helps other vitaminsof B
group, and production of renal cortex (adrenal gland), namely epinephrine (adrenalin) and others that
are necessary mainly for physical stress, and for immune system, mainly at recuperation from injuries
and burns. It is mainly important for those passing on meals, whose food devoid of fresh vegetables.
It is found in meats and dairy products and in vegetables. Riboflavin deficiency (ariboflavteosis)
occurs mainly among economically deprived people. In modern countries, it is found mainly in
alcoholics and in cancer patients, or in patients of other debilitating diseases. It may be associated
with: 1. Cheilosis, or infected fissures at the angles of the mouth. 2. Glossitis, or atrophic magenta
tongue. 3. Ocular inflammatory reactions in the cornea causing opacities or ulcerations, and - 4.
Dermatitis, greasy and scaling skin with nasolabial folds, extending into the cheeks.
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Niacin (B3). Nicotinic acid, an essential component of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD)
and its phosphate (NADP). The NAD, a coenzyme for multiple dehydrogenases involved in the
metabolism of fat, carbohydrates, and amino acids. The NADP participates in similar reactions,
notably in the hexosemonophosphate shunt of glucose metabolism. The niacin is required for the
activity of nerve system and the brain. It is required for production of corticosteroids, thyroxine
(thyroid hormone), insulin, and sex hormones (feminine and masculine). Niacin causes vasodilatory
effect (enhances blood flow to body periphery, and it is anti carcinogenic. Niacin can be derived from
the dietary grains or may be synthesized endogenously from tryptophan. Thus, pellagra may result
from either a niacin or a tryptophan deficiency. Niacin lacks in drinkers (alcohol and coffee), fasting,
and cancer patients. In all the rest, the body produces sufficient amounts of this vitamin, mainly if
they have adequate levels of vitamins B1, B2, and B6. Deficiency might cause personality disorders.
Niacin is dispensed to schizophrenia patients and to those suffering from anxiety, nervousness, and
depression. It might be beneficial to epilepsy patients as well. Deficiency is identified by three Ds:
Dermatitis is bilaterally symmetric and is found on exposed areas of the body and consists of sharply
demarcated scaling and desquamation. Diarrhea is caused by atrophy of the gastrointestinal
epithelium. Dementia results from neuron degeneration in the brain, and by similar changes in the
spinal cord.
Pantothenic acid (vitamin B5).- Helps activity of other vitamins, and it is active in nerve system.
It is efficient against stress, as required for production of hormones, mainly those of adrenal, those
that are active in emergency state, and those that are sex hormones. Pantothenic acid is required for
digestive activities, to get energy from glucose, from fats, and from proteins, to activities of immune
system, and more. Deficiency is associated with exhaustion, headaches, insomnia, nausea, and
development of allergies and more. This is a major active ingredient of bees royal jelly.
Pyridoxine (vitamin B6) comprises a group of naturally occurring substances, that participate as
cofactors for enzymes involved in the metabolism of lipids and amino acids. It is active in releasing
glucose stored as glycogen in liver, for generation of energy. It assists normal activity of vitamin B3.
It participates in production of neurotransmitters, such as serotonin, and norepinephrine, thus acting
as antidpressant, and improves mood. It activates compounds that keep chemical balance in blood and
tissues, with normal water maintenance. It is essential for those have edematic legs, and inhibits
development of carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) in computer users. It is deficient in females taking birth
control pills, and those pregnant. It is present in most foods; however, it is destroyed during food
processing. In the past pyridoxine severe deficiency was found in infants fed on dried milk
preparations. Secondary deficiency is produced by a variety of drugs that act as pyridoxine
antagonists, such as isoniazid (used to treat tuberculosis). Clinical findings in deficient patients are
concomitant to riboflavin and niacin deficiency, including cheilosis, glossitis, dermatitis, and
peripheral neuropathy.
Folic acid (vitamin B9) is essential cofactor in the transfer and use of single-carbon units in DNA
synthesis. It is active in nervous system, and in bone marrow in blood cells formation. It takes part in
production of hemoglobin in RBC. It is active in gene expression for production of proteins, and
essential for development mainly of embryo during pregnancy. Folic acid acts with vitamin B12 in
metabolism of amino acids, and building proteins. It is essential for production of DNA, and RNA,
and essential of activity of vitamins A, D, E, and K. It is found in whole-wheat flour, beans, nuts, and
leafy green vegetables. Folic acid is heat labile and depleted in cooked and processed foods. It may be
deficient in malabsorption and disturbed metabolism, in those drinking alcohol, or taking some drugs
(e.g., anticonvulsants), and in chronic diseases (malabsorption syndromes). Folate deficiency is
associated with megaloblastic anemia and neural tube defects in the developing fetus. Combined
folate and vitamin B12 deficiency has been postulated to contribute to the development of colon
cancer.or taking large amounts of vitamin C (as suggested to all of us, except those making renal
stones, and gout patients). Folic acid is also recommended for females taking birth control pills,
pregnant women, and breast feeding. In the United States, 15 to 20% of adults have low serum folate.
In developing countries where diets based on corn, the folate deficiency is common.
Cyanocobalamin (vitamin B12). - Contains a cobalt ion in center of its molecule. It participates in
synthesis of myelin (fatty sheath isolating nerve fibers. Formed only in animals, thus it is deficient
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mainly to vegetarians, smokers and those respiring air polluted with cyanide containing compounds. It
bounds to stomach excreted ‘intrinsic factor’ that is absorbed this way, and transferred for use.
Individuals who have stomach problems, or had a surgery in stomach, might also be deficient in this
vitamin. Such a deficiency might be exhibited by injuries to nerve system, and develop anemia
perniciosa (pernicious anemia). Deficiency injures nerves, while symptoms may resemble those of
multiple sclerosis, dementia, and other neural ailments. .In B12 deficiency, an excess of homocystein
may be formed, that causes the generation of more free radicals. These in turn, injure blood vessels,
the heart and more. Enzymes associated with B12 and form in their activity intermediates such as
radical pairs, are sensitive to EMFs. Thus where exposed to EMFs, there may develop disorders, that
may be considered as B12 deficiency Taoka et al (1997).
Pangamic acid (vitamin B15). - This vitamin is essential for nerves and glands activities.

Modern drugs and herbal remedies that ease stress in computer work.
Stress, anxiety, strain and depression, may be treated by psychotropic anti depressant drugs, that
increase serotonin level, by inhibiting its absorption in brain synapses (connecting nerve ends).
Modern drugs exhibiting such activity, inhibit selectively the reabsorption of serotonin, sorted as
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI), like prozak and others: These drugs efficiently
reduced stress feeling, tension, anxiety and fear, associated with various situations. Therefore, such a
treatment may be suggested just if stress and fear, are felt so strong that affect daily conduct. But
never try it alone, but rather as prescribed by a doctor knowing you.
Some herbs of choice involve as follows: Leaves of sweet marjoram Majorana syriaca or wild
marjoram, Origanum majorana. They ease headaches, and stress, lower blood pressure, and enhance
the immune system. The leaves of sea algae of the species Nereocystis luetkena, (Sargassum sp.)
and kelp (Laminaria sp.) whose extract contains much alginate, that protects body from 20th - 21st
centuries’s ailments derived from radiation, and by poisoning by heavy metals: The alginate
eliminated isotope strontium 90 ( 90Sr) by 83% that sedimented in bones. Kelp is best recommended
for removing heavy metals from body, ‘hot’ (radioactive) and ‘cold’ (non radioactive, but still highly
poisonous). It also eliminates even heavy metals sedimented in bones, such as barium, cadmium,
plutonium, and cesium. Thus alginate protects body also against some of radiation damages, involving
bone cancer (osteosarcoma), leukemia, and Hodjkin disease. But kelp algae contain also a lot of
sodium and iodine. The sodium enhances hypertension, and the iodine, may be risky for these having
thyroid problems. Therefore, you have to consult doctor first, for careful taking it. A related algae
Fucus vesiculosus, balances the activity of the thyroid, and inhibits overweight originated from
insufficiency of this gland. The geranium Pelargonium graveolus is recommended to ease
nervousness, and stress, it improves digestion, and cures infections in the throat and digestive tract.
Eye bright extract of species Euphrasia officinalis or E. rostkoviana may strengthen tired eyes, and
decrease eyes strain. It is antiinflammatory, and cures sinusitis, nasal congestion, and eye
inflammation. Prior to touching eyes, you have to consult with your doctor. The extract of dandelion,
Taraxacum officinalis is a strong and safe diuretic agent, that helps to dispose many pollutants in
urine. It contains a lot of pottasium, that helps to balance ions, mild laxatives in it, that help to reduce
weight, and other active ingredients reduce cholesterol, and lower blood pressure. Extract of Ginkgo
biloba leaves enhances blood supply, and oxygen to brain. So it enhances brain clearness, and
awakeness, and enhances memory. The extract of echinacea, (Echinacea angustifolia or other
species), enhance immune reactions, so help the body to fight bacterial and viral infections. The
extract of Gotu kola (Centella asiatica), enhances mental ability, helps to overcome depression and
anxiety, improves memory, viability and endurance, and probably longevity. The root extract of
licorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra) is efficiently treats urine system. It has to be taken where a ‘burn’ is
felt in urination, and renal pains. Extract contains a cortisone like glycyrrhizin, that acts as rheumatic
pain killer, and more. This extract balances ions of sodium and pottasium in blood, activates adrenal
gland, and hormones excretion. Other active ingredients involve a laxative, and an antiinflammatory
agent.
You have to consult your doctor prior to taking it, mainly if you suffer from hypertension and heart
diseases.
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Herbal remedies that might ease hard and continuous stress.
Extract of vervain (Verbena spp), an antidepressant, relieving, respiring, and lowering temperature. It
is to be taken cautiously, and not to exaggerate in using it. Extract of roseroot (Rhodiola rosea)
inhibits some of the effects of epinephrine excreted in stress, thus protects the heart muscle. It is a
safe relaxant, that inhibits lowering of neurotransmitters such as serotonin and dopamine, thus it
stabilizes activities of the neural system. Extract of kava kava (Piper methysticum) relieves the limbic
system (feeling center) in the brain, and treats insomnia and anxiety. Flowers of German Camomile,
(Matricaria recutita) are relieving, pain killing, lowering temperature, and ease restlessness. Root
extracts of American ginseng (Panax quinquefblium) reduces signs of stress, enhances blood supply
to brain, improves general feeling at stress, general exhaustion, and hysteria. Extract of Schisandra
berries (Schisandra chinensis) is antidepressant and enhances the immune system. Bread made of
grains of oats (Avena sativa), is mostly recommended to relieve nerve tension, against depression,
anxiety, discomfort and hysteria. Oats fibers lower cholesterol level, and increase food volume, thus
increase digestion. Passion (Passiflora incarnata) flower extract, relieves restlessness insomnia,
hysteria, pains, and PMS. Prodigiosa (Brickellia grandiflora) extract reduces fighting spirit, by
moderating stimulus of epinephrine to liver to degrade stored glycogen to glucose. Skullcap
(Scutellaria laterinora) extract relieves nerves, lowers tension, and reduces premenstrual symptoms.
The extract of St .John’s wort, (Hypericum perforatum), is antidepressant promoter, relieves nerve
tension and headaches, and reduces PMS. It enhances the immune system, mainly against viruses.
Taking this extract for more than a week is not recommended, for it may be adverse to the liver.
Consult with your doctor, prior to taking it.
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Chapter eight
Is there electrical hypersensitivity? (Yes)
Anecdotal observations at the 1970ies, mentioned that PC users, experienced signs of sensitivity
appeared after office hours. The hypersensitivity to electricity may be stimulated by all forms of
electromagnetics including exposure to EMFs. Symptoms appeared also after exposure to weak
EMFs, that did not bother many other screen watchers. As no one could explain such sensitivity, it
was assumed as a psychological phenomenon. Some researchers observed that characteristics of
this sensitivity resembled those of sensitivity to chemicals, it looked odd at all. Researchers did
not attributed ES to known features of allergy and immune system. At present there are sensitive
individuals that cannot live even in low EMF background. One of which, that in the past
developed cellular phones,
cannot stay in the city, and has to live in an isolated
shack in the woods with no electricity (Silk 2002).
Hyperensitivity involves activities of mast cells, and basophilic cells present in connective tissues
( see ch. 18): These cells bind antibodies of IgE group, and where allergen such as pollen is bound
to them, they react in releasing histamine, and leukotrienes (mediating inflammation): They can
cause anaphylactic shock, associated with suffocation, and death within several minutes. These
cells also excrete heparin (an anticoagulant), factors activating blood platelets, and others. The
histamine causes excretion of gastric juices, blushing skin, lowering blood pressure, contraction of
smooth muscles of respiratory tract (that causes suffocation), and headaches. Histamine excretion
was affected by free radicals: Lim (1989) exhibited that mast cells excreted histamine by
exposure to UV of sunlight, by oxidation process, due to free radicals generated. Allergic
individuals exposed to an EMF feel suffocated, and cough, due to histamin excreted. Akagi et al
(1994) showed that superoxide anion free radical, induced release of histamine in peritoneal mast
cells of rats. Di Bello et al (1998) showed in rats that mast cells induced by free radicals, excreted
histamine. Gangi and Johansson (2000) showed that in subjects exposed to EMFs, skin mast cells
were activated, degranulated, and released a spectrum of inflammatory mediators, such as
histamine. It involved in allergic hypersensitivity, sensation of itch and pain, edema, local
erythema, and dermatoses of some types. The branched (dendritic) nerve cells released
somatostatin, gave rise to subjective sensation of inflammation and sensitivity to light.

Are there typical symptoms to electrical hypersensitivity (ES)?
There are frequent signs, which are not attributed to ES for lack of knowledge or awareness.
* Feeling of unusual heat, or a “suntan” in face, irritation, and facial rash appeared.
* Feeling of tickle, or itch, or pricks, start in face, that passes to other body parts.
* Dryness in upper respiratory tract, breath difficulties,
* Dryness and irritation in the eyes.
* Difficulties to concentrate, dizziness, loss of memory, or orientation.
* Mucosal swell cause swollen (not infected) nose and throat, sinuses, and ears.
* Feeling of influenza going to start, that not.
* Symptoms may resemble those of rheumatic reactions connected with an auto immune
disturbance.

Less frequent signs, but more serious, may involve:
* Headaches, and nausea, fatigue.
* Lack of sensation in skin
* Teeth and jaws aches.
* Muscle aches, joints aches.
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* Pressure and pain in belly
* Enhanced and irregular pulse.

More serious signs, may involve:
* Loss of conscious.
* Stroke.
There were great individual responses to ES: Some patients showed only one symptom, while
others suffered from many symptoms. Some felt light symptoms, while others suffered from
serious ones.

Factors that can provoke EM hypersensitivity:
The EFs and MFs surrounding appliances and electric cables, may turn the air in their vicinity to
become positively ionized. Such ambience resembles that found in nature, on mountains, and by
lakes and rivers. Such a negatively ionized air, causes most people to feel good, and like it. May
be the better feeling may be due to the fact that they are far from work place. The domestic
appliances involved mainly microwave ovens, computer monitors (VDTs, VDUs), TV sets, xerox
machines, printers, laptop computers when used connected to mains, phones and faxes, including
cordless, and mobiles of all sorts, air condition, fans, washing machines, dryers, refrigerators,
freezers, electric ovens, vacuum cleaners, fire and burglar alarms, fluorescent lamps, shavers,
hearing aids induction loops, the wiring in walls and cables to appliances.
Outside the house there are power lines hanging overhead or buried underground, transformers
hanging close by, pylons, substations, nearby radio/TV/radar/cellular phone masts, whose
transmissions are also received and reemitted by any wire/cable in the house.
In vehicles, there may be induced remarkable EFs and MFs near the legs, but also from the
dashboard, or wireless equipment in cabs or others. In trains there are high backgrounds near the
motors and power installations where passengers are not aware of, and so in some buses.
In the workplace, mainly in maintenance of power-lines, or antennas, on railway electrified lines,
or in high fields caused by switchboards, welding equipment, sewing machines, etc. Working
with traffic radar, airport/marine radar or other sources of microwave radiation. Those exposed to
microwave applied for military weaponry, such as used in conflicts, including the women
protestors exposed at Greenham Common Airbase.
Usage of some garden, pool, or domestic chemicals, such as disinfectants, bleaches, cleansers,
insecticides, pesticides, for treating worms, roaches, woodworm and fleas, treatment, carpet glue,
paint and wood glue and varnish, may yield EM hypersensitivity, or even neurological damage.

Do we walk in EMFs?
The density of RF (radio frequency) waves around us, is larger about 1x108 - 2x108 fold than
natural solar / universe emitted combined, at which our biological evolution took place. Just
recently awareness has been raised to that humans react to EMF radiation by various different
ways, whose interconnections were not noticed. It was found also that ES patients showed primary
sensitivity to certain “window” frequencies, as mentioned. Such windows were of different
frequencies affected different individuals. After exposure, symptoms developed, involving various
neurological, and allergic.
Epidemiological studies mentioned in former chapters, and exposure studies of animals and
volunteers yielded disorganized results, to say the least. Part of it might be attributed to ‘private’
ES syndromes exhibited. It also interfered with proper intersection of data, and statistical analysis
of results. Human exposures involved insensitive, and sensitive individuals, and children, that
were also in ‘real life’ exposed to various chemical pollutants, or other radiation. As all of these
affect via generation of free radicals, the various exposures yielded diverse results... The big array
of EM waves, forms, and frequencies, resulted in various EMFs induced, that increased
difficulties to find a common scale of dosage, and injuries. It might be just the ‘tip of the iceberg’.
A practical conclusion left for us, is to stay as far as possible from any EM source, and take
antioxidants to minimize damage.
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When signs for ES are exhibited?
Incidence of ES is consistently increased, and many more individuals experience sudden
emergence of symptoms. It is more prominent when exposed to a new source of EMFs, a new
screen, or even new overhead fluorescent lamps installed, high voltage line you pass by, or stay
close, or a new transformer ‘born’ in the neighborhood, etc. Usually, the injured (or their doctors)
attribute new ES symptoms to modified EM exposure. Many cases have been found where ES
signs appeared also after exposure to various chemical pollutants.
At present more studies are requested to assess direct affection of EM exposure on nerve and
immune systems, mainly involved in ES. Sketchy findings show that real picture is quite
complicate: Patients exposed to MRI, developed later ES symptoms. In Sweden, Hanson showed
that ES patients that had amalgam teeth fillings (containing mercury) suffered additional
aggravation, for mercury released and poisoned... The use of amalgam for teeth fillings has been
prohibited in Sweden, just for that.

Is ES an environmentally induced illness (EII) ?
ES is known as a chronic illness, activated by exposure to chemicals and EMFs. This is a
sensitivity, or allergy, characterized as any other kind of allergy, and treated as one. ES signs fit
those of an environmental illness (EII), by several conditions that fit also multiple chemical
sensitivity (MCS), various cancer diseases, chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS or CFIDS), sickbuilding syndrome, (SBS), asthma, fungal Candida-related complex (CRC) caused by pathogenic
yeast Candida albicans and muscle ache - fibromyalgia. To be an ES patient means that easily
react or his/her illness is enhanced near operating appliances, high voltage lines, or other EMF
sources. This illness includes repeated feeling of stress or illness, when staying near sources of
EMFs, even if no illness signs could be observed upon exposure to such fields. An ES case is
noticeable where his/her illness repeats easily, activated by an EMF, and fades away or disappears
when this individual recedes from energy source. Activation of illness might occur even by
staying next to a small portable tape recorder operating near body. Exposure might be serious
from obscure sources of EMFs: Electric wire in bedroom wall, passes near the head, or sleeping
on an operating electric sheet, or an electric alarm-radio clock stays close to head, etc.
As an individual allergic to a chemical might become sensitive to minute amounts of it, so ES
patient might become sensitive to such low EMF background that normally is not felr at all by the
general public.
Allergies are usually a light mode of sensitivity to chemicals, while sick-building syndrome,
(SBS) is considered more severe. An easy ES form is considered a singular reversible form.
Patients of chronic and long ES, are sensitive to a certain EM frequency. Later on, the illness
might be activated also by exposure to different EMFs. This sequence in an environmental disease
is referred as a spreading phenomenon. As an individual experiences ES sign(s) just once, this is a
possible warning sign that he/she has a chronic ES. If an individual works in an office, and all of a
sudden signs of this illness appear, it might be impossible for him/her to work in front of a screen,
or at all in office: Many office instruments emit remarkable EMFs, such as printers, scanners,
xerox machines, fax, air condition, ventilator, etc. Becker described symptoms of MCS and ES,
mainly those associated with CNS (central nervous system), and immune system. The signs of
these two disorders looked almost the same. Rea (1996) suffering himself from ES, treated in his
clinic in Texas, about 500 ES patients, that ~80% of which were found sensitive to chemicals as
well. Thus he assumed that ~80% of ES patients suffered also from MCS. He reported that where
his patients went on trips to European countries, they felt better, in comparison with European ES
patients visited the United States, that felt worst. His opinion was that such difference originated
in current frequency at US (60 Hz) and Europe (50 Hz). This difference was felt by ES patients.
Some individuals suffer probably from both ES and MCS: Where they are exposed to either
chemical agent or to an EMF, very similar signs might appear, so they could not be sure to what
they had been exposed... Grant (1997) presented 3 of her ES patients, that suffered from insomnia.
Where all appliances were eliminated from their bedrooms, insomnia, and other associated
problems disappeared. A child that suffered from insomnia and headaches: So the electric wiring
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in the wall of his bedroom were changed, and his problems were gone. A girl that slept with an
alarm clock radio under her pillow, suffered from headaches, and muscles contraction, all over
body. When the radio-clock was removed, the aches were gone.
ES related health problems, were not always permanent, but rather were raised for vicinity to EMF
sources. If source is not pinpointed and eliminated, the symptoms might develop to more severe,
and permanent form. Such form of ES might be activated be exposure to different energy sources,
other than the original. It seemed quite reasonable that unexplained infirmities in many individuals
might be derived by ES forms. ES patients might suffer everywhere, as in every place of work or
residence there are appliances, instruments, tool, computers in vicinity to bodies.
The humble opinion of the author is that every individual exposed to an EMF might exhibit ES
symptoms according to exposure dosage. But some of us are more sensitive, so they might react
even at small exposure doses. As symptoms depend on free radicals formed, severity of symptoms
might be according to radicals excess in same body, and according to his/her antioxidant pools.

Is ES curable?
Where first ES signs emerge, Some avoidance measures from EM exposure should be take. It
involves reduced time in front of screen. If seated too close, the distant should be increased to an
open hand’s. Screen is to be turned a little to the side, so you will watch it by a little angle, to
avoid frontal emissions.
Screen grounding should be checked, as poor grounding would cause much more emissions at
your face. One can buy a low emission screen (see chapter 4). Anti glare filter would not help at
all, but may be, using a screen having a copper grid in front (safety glass). Screen emissions
might be tested by a gaussmeter in frequencies of mainly VLF, but also at ELFs’. The former are
more x250 stronger than latter.
ES symptoms might be much alleviated by taking antioxidants such as vitamins A, C, and E, and
minerals such as selenium, (see table in ch. 16). Antihistamine may relieve symptoms but it is not
recommended. Therapies such as chiropractic, acupuncture, homeopathy, Chi Kung, kinesiology,
and immunological treatment might be administered by specialists. It was reported that such
therapies eased ailments a lot, in various degrees. Monro, treated in England ES patients at her
clinic by administering an immunological treatment of provocation-neutralization in which she
injected to patients certain antigens. This treatment markedly improved state of patients,
combined with avoidance from EMFs. In his opinion, avoidance alone was insufficient, mainly to
those suffering from severe ES symptoms. She showed associations between ES and sensitivity to
chemicals. She found that ES patients had a “zero frequency” at which all symptoms fell away. It
was possible to find such frequency by using an osciloscope, that generates EMFs at frequencies
at will. The “zero frequency” could be used to treat the patient. Rea (1996) used also the
provocation-neutralization to treat ES patients. Marija Hughes reported that when started to work
with a new screen, she started to feel symptoms resemled those caused by ionizing radiation. In
her opinion, screens might leak emissions at ionizing frequencies, and she had records of that. As
we remind, such leaks were reported in 1st screening of 1st generation screens in the US. Present
screens seem to be devoid of such harmful emissions.

Are ES patients able to work in front of low radiation emitting
screens?.
Anyone is proned to it, no one is immune, mainly, smoking and oily/junk food addicts. It is quite
easy to indicate whether are you an ES sufferer. You can just sit closer than at an open arm from a
screen, and check whether you feel “suntan”.
It worth for any ES patient to check experimentally if allergic signs appear at work in front of a
low radiating screen (compiles with Swedish standards MPRII/TCO). Tegenfeldt (an ES patient
himself) was afraid that even such screens still emit EMFs that were too strong for sensitive
individuals at higher frequency range. Computer user was still unprotected against such high
frequencies. TCO standard was based on numbers rather than on health adverse. MPR standard,
did not characterize biological or medical effects. In any case, computer users that experienced ES
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symptoms, should take measures of prudent avoidance (see ch. 13), mainly, keep a distance as far
as possible from screen, and to avoid as much as possible from staying near other appliances.
Watch for visible and invisible transmitting antennas / cellular phone masts, or power cables (may
be underground) in the vicinity of your home or office.
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Chapter nine
The mobile phone, is it to be worried about? (yes)
Is mobile phone like any other wireless communication device ?
A mobile phone (hand held personal, or car installed) is a broadcasting station, emitting signals of
pulsating energy. Portable phone service was applied the 1950ies as a courtesy service in
American limousines, for calls of high class passengers: The mobile transceivers, transmitted by
several frequencies, via antennas installed on high buildings. This service became so successful,
until it fell short to meet the demand. The first cell phone service, the Nordic Mobile Telephone
System, started in the year 1981 in Denmark, Sweden, Finland and Norway. Later on, when the
Telecommunications legislation was passed in 1984 in the UK, the first UK service started in
1985.
Each mobile service area is divided to sections (=‘cells’), whose size is from few square miles in
dense urban area, to dozens of square miles in rural. Base stations have radio transmitters and
receivers, with antennas posted mainly in hexagons (on freestanding masts or on buildings),
where three cells meet.
When a mobile phone is turned on, it transmits a signal ,which is received and identified by
nearest cell station of server and gets it confirmed by server’s name. The cell’s center locates the
exact position of the caller by comparing the signal intensities received in each of its antennas.
The phone chooses the closest antenna to communicate with, and when located, it waits while
listening at control (separate) frequency for identification code. When such a code is received, the
phone compare it to that it has, in order to confirm that it is connected to its server. Then it sends a
series of signals indicating of its location. Recording its location in server network, enables the
cell to know where the caller is, where any other caller tries to call him/her. Such a signal is
repeated in time intervals, as long as phone is on.
If you talk on a ride, until you get off range of your cell, a neighboring station will identify you.
Its computer would check what frequency is free at that second, and would transfer your call by
this frequency. So your call would proceed uninterrupted. A long talk, might last while roaming
through several different cells unnoticed.
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Mobile servers use different systems: The time division multiple access (TDMA), assigns same
frequency for several callers, and divides calls to segments of several milliseconds long. Every
call is disrupted and resumed again, but callers do not notice the breaks. In the computer division
multiple access (CDMA) code, the system assigns free frequencies to callers, while each call gets
a code by which it is identified and proceeded in same cell , or transferred during a ride to other
cells. Call is transferred from one frequency to another without notice in call continuity. The
global system mobile (GSM, or PCS in the US) applies a TDMA improved mode, connected to
global satellite system, operating as one network in about 130 countries. Speech is transmitted
also as a digital code of binary numbers, in periods of milliseconds, transmitted as microwave
bursts, in a frequency selected from many available, and switched during call many times per
second. Time division between segments is very short, so a call is proceeded smoothly. Thus it
uses free frequencies more efficiently, with no bugging. This system applies the enhanced full
rate (EFR) method conferring an improved voice quality, at a level of linear phone. Each phone
has a personal transferable SIM card.
Most systems operate at 900 MHz range, or at 1,800 MHz in Great Britain, while the PCS system,
operates in the US at frequency range of 1,900 MHz. Dual and triple band phones are used as
well.

Does a mobile phone operate like a little microwave oven?
At a standby mode, the mobile phone induces weak ELF-EMFs, of<0.2 µT (<2 mG) in new
models, besides signals sent to report to base station. Much stronger radiation is emitted during
calls, in output of 0.6-10 W, in signals of pulsating energy, close to the head. At good reception,
they lower output even down to 0.2W or less. In comparison, domestic microwave ovens are built
to cook (i. e. to cause a thermal change to water) strongly and quickly. Thus, they emit waves at
2,450 MHz (=2.45 GHz) at output of 450 -1,000 W, as most energy heats water molecules in food
in minutes. The plate on which food is cooked, is heated by the food by convection. Oven walls
block electric fields emitted in, while the magnetic field component emitted, leaks outside: It
might heat and injure human tissues close by. However, field declines by the square of distance
from origin (Puschner 1966, Anonymous 1993). At distance of 5 ft (~1.50 m), microwave
radiation should not be higher than background (if oven is not leaky). Thus, keep away from
microwave oven when it is turned on !
Dasdag et al (1999) tested the effects of mobile phone emissions on the male system of rats
exposed for 2h/d, for 1 month: In one group of the exposed, the phones were turned to standby
position, and in a second group they were turned three times to the ‘talk’ position at
SAR=0.141W/Kg, for 1 min each. An unexposed group was used as a control. Main results
involved significant raise of rectal temperatures in the ‘talk’ group (P<0.05), and significantly
lower testicular seminiferous tubular diameter (P<0.05). They were associated with non
significant decrease of epididymal sperm counts in the ‘talking’ group, and non significant in
terms of normal and abnormal sperm forms (both P>0.05).
In the body, thermal effects can be measured long before temperature changes are observed. The
blood vessels are dilating and the blood flow increases as the thermoregulatory mechanism is
activated in order to keep the body temperature constant. When body temperature is elevated, the
metabolic rate rises, and may lead to Stress-Adaptation-Fatigue Syndrome. This may be the
thermal explanation for late and cumulative effects of radio-frequency radiation (RFR,
Anonymous 1983).
As for mobile base stations communicate by transmitting strong narrow beams at 15-23 GHz. In
theory, these beams are considered harmful just in a close range.
Base stations transmit by the base carrier frequency with the BCCH slot signal at full power all of
the time, so the only amplitude modulation is due to missing bits between the main 8 x 217 Hz
time-slots. This gives rise to a fairly weak (just in energy terms), 1,736 Hz amplitude modulation.

Typical base station signals to users (Philips 2002).
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Typical GSM/PCN Base Station signal
showing the repeating pattern of 8 regular time-slots at the 217 Hz repetition rate

Each of the callers gets an allocated time-slot and the strength of the signal sent to them can
depend on how far they are from the mast. Most modern base stations also use downlink power
control, so each of the time slots is also transmitted by the base station at a different power level
as shown in the above graph. All GSM handsets have active (up-link) power control in order to
save battery energy (that also reduces the microwave exposure of the user’s head). The base
station measures the incoming signal and instructs the handset, where possible, to minimize
power needed to maintain the call. This is done in 2dB (x 1.58) steps, in many levels from 2W
down to 4mW transmit power. Each base station transfers the call between the different RF
carriers (i.e. ‘frequency hops’) 217 times per second. It minimizes ‘signal fading’ and makes it
almost impossible to decode by anyone else. This further greatly complicates the amplitude
modulation (pulsing) EM ‘noise’ emitted by the base-station. The overall signal strength and the
amplitude modulation noise vary considerably from sector to sector and from moment to moment.
Thus no one should stay in front of antenna and at any angle, any time (see details below).

Do we have a reason for concern from mobile phones?
The mobile phone transmits and receives through its antenna, but it emits some energy from the
ear piece, even when antenna is extended. Output increases when antenna is left not extended,
and also in areas of poor reception, far away from base station, or due to shielding overhead
cables, or iron construction (in an elevator, or underground parking lot). There, more energy (up to
x3 fold) might be emitted, and energy absorbed in body cells resulted in slight increase of
temperature (thermal injury). The non thermal injuries. Non-heating output levels that were
lower than those met guidelines, were ignored until recent years, but they also affected brain
electric waves, derailed physiological activities, generated free radicals, and enhanced expression
of stress genes and others. These have led a group of British independent experts - commissioned
by Government and headed by Sir William Stewart - to recommend "a precautionary approach"
for mobile phones usage, until more research findings become available. In the meantime
minimized exposure to hand held phones, was recommended to by keeping calls short, and
considering relative low SAR value of new handsets bought (see below).
Oscar (1977) investigated whether microwave exposure would alter the selectivity of the blood
brain barrier (BBB): They exposed rats to 1.3 GHz microwave energy, at average power densities
of
<3.0 mW/cm2 (milliwats/square cm) in order to assess the uptake of several (radioactive
labeled) neutral polar substances by brain cells. Single, 20 min exposure, to either pulsed or
continuous microwave emission induced an increase in the permeability (namely uptake) of
saccharides, such as mannitol and inulin but not for dextran, both immediately and 4 h after
exposure, but not after 24 h of exposure. Initial permeability rise of cerebral vessels to
saccharides, decreased with increasing microwave power. Most increase observed in the medulla,
followed (in decreasing order), by the cerebellum and hypothalamus, with small or negligible
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changes in the hippocampus and cortex. Differences in uptake observed between continuous and
pulsed energy signals of the same average power, or at different pulse characteristics. Based on
the known functions of a heat shock protein hsp27 (see below), produced during various stress
inflicted to cells, Leszczynski et al (2002) assumed that mobile phone radiation-induced
activation of this protein, may facilitate the development of brain cancer: By inhibiting apoptotic
pathway, and cause an increase in BBB permeability through stabilization of endothelial cell
stress fibers (see below).
Omura et al (1991) measured changes in blood components due to exposure to 10 V/m: for 5 min
to EMF induced by domestic electric cables: Thromboxane B2 (a clotting factor) increased,
acetylcholine (a neural transmitter) dropped, that lasted ~5 min after exposure. Body sediments of
aluminum, lead, and mercury, enhanced these effects some longer (see ch. 2 for details). In a
further study, Omura and Losco (1993) exhibited similar effects after exposure to mobile
microwaves for 3 min, plus expression of oncogenes (cell division genes) c-fos ab2 and c-fos ab1,
whose proteins appeared in blood (=a temporary cancer anomaly). After transmission terminated,
the return to normal, seemed similar to former study, as well as metals deposits slowed it for some
longer.
Lai et al (1992) studied possible effects of low intensity microwaves on anxiety and stress: They
exposed rats to a single (45 min) and repeated (ten daily 45-min sessions) microwave at 2,450MHz, 1 mW/cm2, for whole-body SAR = 0.6 W/kg, pulsed at 500 pps (pulse/sec) with pulse
width of 2 µsec. They checked the concentration and affinity of benzodiazepine (an antianxiety
drug, such as valium) receptors in the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum. Immediately
after a single exposure, the concentration of receptor was significantly increased only in the
cerebral cortex, but receptors binding affinity was not significantly changed. Repeated exposures,
did not cause significant changes in receptor concentration after the last exposure, indicating an
adaptation to the exposures. Because benzodiazepine receptors in the brain were responsive to
anxiety and stress, the data suggested the hypothesis that exposure to low-intensity microwave
irradiation could be a source of stress.
Possible effects of low intensity EMFs on human circadian rhythm were tested on volunteers.
They were placed in rooms completely screened from external fields, and different stimuli
introduced: The best stimulus for triggering the human circadian rhythm was found to be weak
ELF Fields of 2.5 V/m at 10Hz square-wave (compare that to 50Hz fields of 12,000 V/m
permitted in the UK). The 50 Hz EFs in most bedrooms is in the order of 5 to 100 V/m with
careful attention to wiring needed to keep fields below 10 V/m.
Morrissey et al (1999) tested in mice exposed to mobile 1.6 GHz RF signal, the expression of the
oncogene c-fos in brain cells. Exposure was either to a continuous wave or pulse modulated
(‘iridium’ communication via satellite): The expression of c-fos gene was significantly elevated
where exposure levels exceeded x6 the peak dose, and x30 the whole body average maximal
mobile dose exposure limits for humans. Higher exposure levels, either of continuous wave or of
‘iridium’ signals, elevated c-fos expression to similar extent. It suggested no obvious pulsed
modulation-specific effects. The pattern of c-fos elevation in limbic cortex and subcortex areas at
higher exposure levels was most consistent with a stress response due to thermal perception
coupled with restraint and /or neuron activity near thermoregulatory regions, and not consistent
with any direct of ‘iridium’ energy with brain tissue.
Ventura et al (2000) showed that pulsed MFs enhanced myocardial prodynorphin (an opioid
peptide) gene expression (enhanced transcription of mRNA on the DNA), in isolated nuclei, as
well as in the intact myocardial cells. This enhanced gene expression was mediated by nuclear
protein kinase C (PKC) activation but occurred independently from changes in PKC isozyme
expression and enzyme translocation. The myocyte nucleus and nuclear embedded PKC were a
crucial target for the pulsed MF action. Due to the wide ranging importance of opioid peptides in
myocardial cell homeostasis, their data might have indicated of potential biological effects of
pulsed MFs in the cardiovascular system.
Callers usually do not notice anything, but in long calls, they may feel heat, pricks, fatigue,
confusion, loss of concentration, disturbed vision, eye ‘tics’ headaches, buzzing in the head at
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night, poor short-term memory, skin tingling or burning, or twitching, etc. Headaches often come
first and /or skin effects. Then concentration and short term memory tend to deteriorate. It usually
firstly affects learning or remembering new facts, similar to early signs of dementia. Some callers
‘hear’ clicking sounds, in the back of their heads due to electrophonic effect: It is caused, where
pulsating microwave radiation at frequencies of 200-3,000 MHz, absorbed in brain even in power
densities as low as 0.1 mW/cm2. Such low energy absorbed, did not raise the temperature, but
rather caused thermoelastic expansion of the brain’s nerve tissue. That in turn, yielded acoustic
pressure wave, that was detected by inner ear hair cells in the organ of Corti, in the cochlea. Such
noise may annoy individuals suffering stress reactions, but pulsating sounds heard, might alter
heart pulse rate and metabolic rate (Welch et al. 1970).
Public concern The phone energy emitted strikes sensitive head organs from close range: The
medulla oblongata (hosting regulation centers for heart beat and breathing rate), the cerebellum
(controls balance and fine movements), temporal lobe(s) of brain (recognition of sounds, and
storing memory) vision system, auditory and balance organs, the hypothalamus just below brain
(regulatory centers of blood pressure, hunger, rage, satiety, neuroendocrine control, feeding
reflexes, oxytocin release, water conservation, bladder contraction, decreased heart rate, decreased
blood pressure, vasopressin release, body temperature, panting, sweating, and thyrotropin
inhibition). The hypophysis gland )controlling all body hormonal activity), the pineal body
(excreting melatonin, and plays some roll in controlling sexual drive, and reproduction). All these
are found just in front of phone’s antenna, in addition to some major nervous centers and
communication lines, vessels, glands, etc.
de Seze et al (1998) exposed 20 healthy male volunteers to GSM phone emissions at 217 Hz
impulses, 1/8 duty cycle, at 2W peak power, for 2 h/day, 5d/wk, for 1 month. Subjects were their
own controls before exposure. End points were the concentrations of serum adrenocorticotropin,
thyrotropin, growth hormone, prolactin, leutenizing hormone, and follicle stimulating hormone.
Results showed that concentrations of five out of six hormones: The only significant change was a
decrease of 21% in thyrotropin concentration. This change recovered fully during the
postexposure period. It was concluded that human exposure the mobile phone radiation did not
induce a long lasting or cumulative effect on the hormone secretion rate of the anterior pituitary
gland in humans.
Any concern on the road ? Yes! A closed-course driving experiment, held by Cooper et al (2002)
tested 39 subjects, exposed to ~100 gaps each in a circulating traffic stream of eight vehicles on an
instrumented test track that was wet about half the time. For half of the gap exposures (randomly
assigned), each subject was required to listen and respond to a complex cellular verbal messages.
When not distracted, the subjects' gap acceptance judgment was significantly influenced by their
age, the gap size, the speed of the trailing vehicle, the level of "indecision," and the condition of
the track surface. When distracted, the subjects did not consider factor pavement surface condition
into the decision process. On wet pavement, the subjects were judged to have initiated twice the
level of potential collisions when distracted by the messages, that they did when not distracted.
Thus, verbal messages may reduce the capacity of drivers to process adequately all the important
information necessary for safe decision-making. The effects of the messages, seemed to cause the
subjects to misjudge gap size and speed information when operating under the additional
disadvantage of adverse pavement condition.
The present digital phones emit a series of 546µs RF pulses at a repetition rate of 217Hz, that is
more biologically active than continuous at same frequency and power level. Put an operating
digital GSM mobile-phone near a medium wave radio and you will hear a "rattle-clatter" buzzing
noise. These pulses are also picked up and detected by the cells inside the user’s and other nearby
people’s heads. The brain cells are being “hit” by these radiation pulses two hundred and
seventeen times every second.
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Regular mobile-phone users are regularly reporting headaches, skin tingling or twitching, eye
‘ticks’, poor memory, buzzing in their ear at night, and other effects (see below).
Linde and Mild (1997) showed that microwave pulses emitted by GSM phones, induced flux
density up to 1.8 µT (rms, = 18mG). It matched the above results of the author (~20 mG). The
above mobile phone emissions, of up to 1000 V/m should be compared to standard permissible
public exposure in uncontrolled environment presented in the following table, or to 10 V/m in
which detrimental effects have been observed in 3 min (Omura and Losco 1993), or to MFs of 2
mG agreed guideline.
Santini et al (1998) exhibited that mobile phone callers were exposed to maximal radiation at time
of calls, in areas of poor reception. Mild et al (1998) and Sandstrom et al (1998) reported that
users of old analogue phones in Sweden and Norway, got more headaches than users of new
digital GSM phones. No matching not exposed control individuals could be found... Reports of
brain tumors in mobile phone users initiated a study by Hardell et al (1999) in Swedish
population,. It was based on cases of histopathologically verified brain tumors and matching
controls. The exposures were assessed by questionaires supplemented over the phone. The results
indicated of non significantly increased risk only from analogue phones for tumors in the temporal
or occipital lobe on the same side as the mobile phone had been used. Exposures to GSM phones,
had been too short for getting conclusions.
In a further study Santini et al (2001) used questionnaires filed by 161 engineering students for
symptoms experienced during use of mobile phones: Significant increase in concentration
difficulty (p<0.05) was reported by users of 1800-MHz phones compared to 900-MHz phone
users. Women significantly (p<0.05) complained more often of sleep disturbance than men, but
not observed in non-users. The use of both mobile phones and VDT computer screens,
significantly (p<0.05) increased concentration difficulty. Digital phone users also significantly
(p<0.05) more often complained of discomfort, warmth, and picking on the ear during calls in
relation with duration per day and number of calls per day. The complaint of warmth on the ear,
might be an alarm signal to users for stopping the call.
Microwave emissions of mobile phones showed bursts of 0-100 V/m, that were voice activated, to
bursts of 100-1000 V/m during calls, depending reception. The EF during calls was ~50 V/m, the
ELF MFs induced was up to 20mG, while VLF MF was in bursts of 50-100 mG. The latter
declined at 60 cm, to ~25mG. When phones were at ‘standby’ position, their MFs were as low as
<2 mG. However, a study by Moustafa et al (2001) revealed that mobile phones held by
volunteers in pocket just at standby position, for 1h or longer, significantly increased blood lipids
peroxidation. The activities of RBC antioxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (SOD),
and glutathione peroxidase (GSH-Px), were significantly lowered, except catalase whose activity
was lowered insignificantly. It was clear, that such injury caused by free radicals generated, may
co-participate injuries from free radicals generated due to chemical pollutants, to stress, and
others.
Permissible standards of exposure to mobile phone transmission frequencies were summarized in
the table received from Powerwatch.org.uk site (Philips 2002):

Standards of permissible general public RFR exposure levels (Philips 2002 ,and other
sources). The 900 and 1800 MHz frequencies, were the two main existing UK mobile phone bands). Multiple signals
should be added together, as the square root of the sum of squares of the individual signals. Figures in bold in the table below
are the main units given in the guidance. Near-field’ levels next to a working mobile phone handset vary enormously depending
on the antenna design but can often exceed the EF and power density levels set in the general exposure standards.

General Public Levels

Frequency
MHz

E field
P o w e r
V/m
W/m2
µ W/cm2

NRPB, 1993 (old UK Investigation Levels
to June 2000) Now ICNIRP at 900 & 1800
MHz (most TETRA is around 400 MHz)
FCCOET65:1997-01(USA)
based on NCRP report No. 86
Canadian Safety Code 6

400
900
1800
900
1800
900
1800

100
112
194
47
61
47
61
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26.4
33
100
6
10
6

2640
3300
10000
600
1000
600

(SC6) 1993
ICNIRP, 1998 (recognized by WHO)
CENELEC, 1995 (EU)
Australia 1988 (under review)
Two USA research bases (1995)
Belgium (Federal) (2001 AELVOET levels)
Poland (intermediate zone occupation)
(safety zone)
Russia 1988 (general public)
Italy, Decree 381 (1999) incl. Radio & TV
Italy - minimum distance
Japan (Ogino 2002)
China (ambient rather than individ.source)
Toronto Health Board
2000, proposal based on SC6/100
Swiss Ordinance ORNI base Stations
st
Effective 1 .Feb.2000
Swiss
Swiss
Liechtenstein (2001, NISV levels)
Luxembourg(2001)
(6 V/m for 4 operators all working)
Italy, Genoa (2000)
EU & UK EMC Regulations equipment
suscept test level (domestic & comm.)
Typical max in public areas near base
station masts (can be much higher)
City of Salzburg, Austria, 1998
Dr Niel Cherry (NZ) proposal for now
Estimated Avg. US exposure (EPA 1980)
Typical City Dweller (FCC 1999)
Broadband ‘natural’ background
** Typical, close to handset antenna

1800
900
1800
900 / 1800
30 - 100000
900
1800
300-300000
300-300000
30 - 30000
900

61
41
58
27
19
20.6
29.1
19
6
3
6

10
4.5
9
2
1
1.125
2.25
1
0.1
0.024
0.1
0.045
6
0.066
0.06
0.1
0.042
0.095

1000
450
900
200
100
112.5
225
100
10
2.4
10
4.5
600
6.6
6
10
4.2
9.5
20
4
10
10
10
10
Not
specified
1

900
1800
900
1800
Radio & TV
LW & MW
900
1800
900
1800
900 & 1800
30 - 2000

47
5
5
6
4
6
3
8.5
4
6
3
6
3
3

900 & 1800

2

0.2
0.04
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
Not
specified
0.01

300-300000
300-300000
approx
30 - 300000
300 - 3000
900 & 1800

0.62
0.28
<0.13
<2
<0.00003
50 - 300

0.001
0.0002
<0.00005
<0.01
<0.00000001
2 - 50

0.1
0.02
<0.005
<1
< 0.000001
200 - 5000

-------------------------** Hand sets emissions reached even 1000 V/m when reception was poor. Compared to standards emissions were
much higher than permissible for public exposure.

Present safety standards are now being challenged, both within the scientific community and,
increasingly, in the courts. The conclusions section of the NRPB "Doll Report"(Doll et al 2001),
on non-ionizing radiation effects, stated: "Animal studies conducted at frequencies above about
100kHz have provided some evidence for effects on tumour incidence".
Two military research bases in the USA lowered their permitted levels of RF exposure (at 30MHz
to 100GHz) from 10mW/cm² down to 0.1mW/cm², for they acknowledged published evidence of
the positive non-thermal biological effects of high-frequency radiation (see above table).
Compared to mobile phones, domestic wireless hand held phones intensity was 50-100 V/m and
induced MF of <1 mG , while the base unit emitted <2 mG, as measured by the author. However,
such phones enhanced cancer at a rate compared to mobile phones (see below: Hardel et al 2001).
Mobile phone injuries can be easily avoided, just by using a set of earphone & a microphone.
The earphone passes only 5% of microwave emissions. Where phone is far from base station, it
can transmit at 1000V/m, and 5% of it will be 50V/m that is still hazardous (as 10V/m induced the
above effects in minutes). A recent (2002) earphone device, the “RadFree” has an “AirWave” tiny
speaker, in a tube going to the earphone. Thus, practically, no radiation may reach the ear. In a car,
by using a hand free device (with an external antenna), exposure to phone emissions are
negligible. If any earphone usage is avoided, optional is to use a built in speaker, thus the phone
could be held far from the head. Speakers built in some models, enable caller to talk from a
distance.
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Part of the output of the dipole phone antenna (20-80%) is absorbed in head tissues at levels
which approach the present international thermal EMF guidelines (such as ANSI-US, see below).
The digital phones are more adverse to health than the old analogues, for transmitting bursts of
energy, mainly if frequency resonates with target organ/tissue/cells/enzymes, etc.
The absorption of the phone energy is referred as specific absorption rate, (SAR). It depicts
quantity of energy absorbed in a mass unit of part / body (Bernardi et al 1995). SAR was defined
by IEEE as a derivative of time of energy increment (dW) absorbed by mass increment (dm)
contained by volume element (dv) at a given density. ANSI standard defined SAR as time ratio, in
which EM energy at RF, imparted to an element or to a mass of a biological body. Practically
speaking, SAR is energy flow, per a unit of mass, expressed in W/Kg units, i. e. output in Watts,
per body weight in Kilograms. Referring to tissue of human body, SAR means measuring the heat
absorbed by the tissue. To make it more complicate, the SAR measured by the TCO in Sweden, is
the telephone communication power (TCP) namely the maximum amount of power the telephone
can use for communication. A high quality phone uses a large part of its power for
communication, while the level of excess power is low, hereby lowering the level of EMFs that
are absorbed by the head or other body parts.
The American Federal Communications Commission (FCC) established guidelines for maximum
permissible exposure (MPE), defined by power density mW/cm2, power of EF (depended on
charge, in V/m), and power of MF (depended on current, in A/m units, ampere/meter, Hare 1998).
Thus in ‘far field’ in free space of transmitting antenna, where EF (=E), MF (=H), and their
mutual expansion is perpendicular to each other (plane wave condition), power density (S) would
be according to the following equation:
E2
2
S = ---------- = 37.7 H
3770
In ‘far field’ where power density is expressed as mW/cm2 (milliwatts/square cm), E is power of EF (V/m), and H is power of MF (A/m).
But exposure to mobile phone is by “near field” in which law of inverted square distance, is not valid. Therefore, most energy is
transferred to head by induction, rather than by radiation, amplified by x4. In addition glasses metal frame may amplify energy to eye
by up to x1.3.

According to that, the use of SAR as a unit for maximal permissible exposure (MPE) standard
were focused on thermal effects of EM radiation. The energy emitted from transmitting antenna
was supposed to be of SAR of up to 1.1 W/Kg (=1.1 mW/g). The FCC guidelines adapted on
August 1, 1996, (FCC 96-326) replaced previous ANSI/IEEE guidelines, in which the most
significant change was for maximal permissible exposure dose of SAR=1.6W/Kg with extended
antenna, and not extended of up to SAR=1.8W/Kg. The Pan-European CENELEC standard
allows SAR=2.0 W/Kg in the head. It seems hazardous mainly to delicate organs (eyes, ears, brain
and nerves) that would develop brain or other tumors.
Meidan (1995) compared portable transceivers and old mobile phones to standards NCRP-86, and
ANSI-C95.1, 1992. The SAR maximal values (in cycles of 50% transmit/receive, excluding
Microtac phone) from 1”-2” or attached to the head, well exceeded permissible 1.6 mW/g.
Is the standard of SAR=1.6 W/Kg safe ? ANSI (1982): Permitted SAR=8.0 W/Kg, that later
reduced to 4.0 and later to 1.6, presently accepted s below for details). As mentioned above,
standard considered energy coming from a “far field”, but mobile phone emits from a “near field”
in which law of inverted square distance, is not valid. Therefore, most energy transfered to head
by induction, rather than by radiation, thus amplified by x4. Glasses metal frame may amplify that
energy to eye by up to x1.3.
Litowitz et al(1994,1997):Cells at SAR=2.5W/Kg→x2 ODC ‘Electronic noise’ of EMF at 60Hz,
2µT(=20mG), inhibited it ! Therefore, effects of EMF may be more complex as considered before.
Stang et al (2001) interviewed 118 patients of uveal (eye) melanoma of both genders, and 475
matching healthy people for a control group. The results indicated that exposure to RFtransmitting (radio sets) devices, elevated uveal melanoma risk by x3, (95% CI=1.4-6.3), while
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exposure to cellphones elevated risk by x4.2, (95% CI=1.2-14.5). No association to uveal
melanoma could be attributed to exposure to high voltage lines, complex electrical environments,
radar units, or domestic appliances (such as VDU screens, or electrical machines). However, some
methodological limitations prevented these results from providing clear evidence on the
hypothesized association.

Brain tumor increase with mobile phone use
Hardell (2001) studied cases of 2561 patients diagnosed with brain tumors in Sweden in the
years 1997- 2000, of which 1617 were still alive at the time of the study. Compared with people
who did not use a mobile phone, it was found no effect for up to 3 years use, but a 50% increase in
all tumors in users for about 2 h/d over 5 years, rising to a doubling in incidence for 10 years use.
For temporal tumors the 5 year increase was x1.9 fold rising to x2.6 fold over 10 years use.
Meningiomas (a peripheral benign tumor) rose by x4.5 fold! This was the first dose-response
relationship with mobile phone use found. A confirmed a x3.5 fold rise in acoustic neuromas
among mobile users first suggested by Carlo (2001). Further cases studied in the year 2001
strengthened the association in the data. A similar 5 and 10 year rises in tumor incidence were
found in cordless phone users, for most of each working day (up to 8 hours). This adverse effect
was clearly ‘non-thermal’. Many companies were starting to use ‘wire-free’ offices with only
cordless or mobile phones and wireless-linked computers. So more and more people were starting
to be exposed to just such microwave radiation for most of their working day. These results
suggested that such companies may well be building up many potential work-related health
compensation claims.

Brain Tumor court cases pending
David Reinard from Florida sued a phone manufacturer in 1993, claiming that his late wife got
brain cancer after routinely used her mobile phone, at her a real estate office. His lawsuit was
rejected in the year 1995, for an expert witness doctor failed to convince the court about damage
inflicted by the phone. More suits followed until present. , were submitted and that urged some of
mobile phone manufacturers to produce low emission models.
Recent RF health lawsuits moved to Maryland. The next cancer lawsuit is being filed in the
District of Columbia (DC) by Michael Murray, a worker who tested mobile phones for Motorola
during the 1990ies. There were also many workers' compensations claims in the pipeline, some
have already been filed. At least four additional phone-cancer lawsuits also could be filed in the
next few months against various carriers and manufacturers. More details may be found at
www.powerwatch.org.uk
FCC standard permitted power (high!) density of 4 mW/cm2 for mobile frequencies. However,
standard defined that power density emitted would be measured as ‘far field’, at 20 cm from
human body, where SAR = 1.6 mW/g (=1.6 W/Kg) was permissible. Measurements (taken in the
1980ies) from closer distance, e.g. ‘near-field’ were erroneous, for close emissions were
transferred more by induction than by radiation, that might have increased energy transfer by
factor of ~x4. Present sensors (NARDA RF Safety Products) measured accurately in near-field
uncharacterized fields (whose direction, frequency or modulation were unknown).
Santini et al (2000) studied the risks of mobile phones to users, exposed in the near field, where
large part of the EM energy was absorbed by the head, raising brain temperature. In comparison,
the general population was exposed under far field condition, to an EM intensity depending on the
distance from base stations, passive reemitters the number of communications maintained by the
base station, and the position in relation to the antenna. Numerous biological effects have been
observed in exposed humans and animals, involving “RF disease”, electroencephalogram (EEG)
disturbances, blood pressure disorders, and risk of cancer. Therefore, countries, such as Italy,
France Belgium and others, have already taken measures to protect their populations, and lowered
permissible exposure standards (see above table).
SAR was measured at frequency of 300 MHz (H field currents) in ‘phantom head’ models, with
built in thermal sensors, connected to computer, and processed by a 3DMMP software. Peak of
spatial SAR (at ~3dB) was calculated by formula based on H field (antenna current), conductivity
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and transference of biological tissue. Generalization of results for different tissues, and to whole
body, to frequencies over 300 MHz, the SAR was related to power square of H field, e.g. in such
close field peak of SAR was related to antenna emission rather than instrument output (Kuster and
Balzano 1992).
Meidan (1995) showed a mobile phone SAR curve obtained from data measured at ‘phantom
head’: It depicted SAR from 0.5 cm, at a depth 1.0 cm in head, reached 1.0 mW/g. When
emitting phone attached to skin, the SAR reached 1.3 mW/g at same depth, and calculated value
on curve for uncontrolled environment was 1.6 mW/g. An SAR map of a folded phone on face
sides of a caller (penetrated to 0.4 cm, without spatial volume averaging) showed that where
antenna was not extended, caller got in an area including earlobe, and to front of it, up to 1.8
mW/g. Where antenna was extended, maximal area was very small, whose peak reached only 1.1
mW/g. Data showed energy absorbed in head from a phones at output of 0.6 W: From Dynatac 0.2 W, and from Microtac - 0.3 W (antenna not extended), and 0.25 (antenna extended). These
data indicated that mitigation (canceled later) quite contradicted to peak measured that current of
7 W, at frequency of 1.5 GHz, at 2.5 cm from eye tissue, was amplified to 350 mA for change in
feeding point, causing average spatial peak of 40 mW/g. Here in near-field, as mentioned, SAR
value not related directly to power output, but rather to current scattered or induced from antenna.
Anderson and Joyner (1995) measured with ‘phantom heads’ at Telecom company, Australia, the
EFs of 3 mobile phones, at eye, and at lateral scan through brain, from its center and from the side,
at closest to ear piece. Phone was posted at a normal talking position, and adjusted to pass
maximal output of 0.6 W to ‘phantom head’. SAR was calculated from sensor readings, that
varied much depending phone model, and form of antenna: Eye SAR readings were 0.0070.21W/Kg, but metal framed glasses enhanced eye-SAR by 9-29%. Brain SAR readings near ear
piece were 0.12-0.83W/Kg, that were lower than limits of spatial peak, by American standard
(IEEE’s of coordination committee 28, 1991), Australian standard (AS2772.1-1990), and IRPA
safety guidelines for EMFs exposure at RFs IRPA 1988, (see Health Phys. 54: 115-123).
Moreover, detailed eye thermal analysis, revealed only steady temperature raise of 0.022C,
caused by load of 0.21 W/Kg, and in brain slight maximal temperature raise of 0.034C, to local
SAR load of ~0.83W/Kg.
The main objectively measurable hazard of microwave radiation is injury to the eyes, especially
damaging at frequencies above 800 MHz. Since the lens of the eye lacks adequate vascular system
for the exchange of heat, even a slight rise in temperature can cause protein coagulation, that form
opacity in the lens. This may already be defined as a cataract, however in clinical practice the term
cataract is normally not used unless the opacity has progressed so much as to interfere with visual
acuity. Cataracts in lab animals developed due to free radicals generated after exposure to power
densities >100 mW/cm² It was assumed that a short pulse was sufficient , since repeated exposure
of the lens to lower doses of radiation could be resulted in accumulation of injury (Anonymous
1983). In humans the mobile phone emissions were even amplified near the eyes by metal framed
glasses by up to 29%. This is in addition to exposure of unprotected eyes to UV-light, and to
ionizing radiation, or to the first thin glass screens of radar and computers (see below).
Stress protein chaperones protect native proteins. Sudden hostile environmental changes, may
involve elevated temperatures, UV radiation, alcohol, heavy metals, oxidants, and agents leading
to protein denaturation, inflammation or other tissue damage by infection, ischemia and
reperfusion, or mutant proteins associated with genetic diseases. Any of these changes stimulates
increased transcription of genes coding to family of heat shock proteins (hsps) (Trautinger 2001).
Surprisingly, this evolutionary conserved adaptive mechanism, is also triggered by exposure to
EMFs at network, as well as mobile phone frequencies (Di Carlo et al 2002, see below). The hsps
proteins interact with diverse proteins to assist in their natural folding, with a critical role during
cell stress to prevent misfolded. The heat shock proteins may also degrade injured proteins thus
restoring homeostasis and promoting cell survival (Jolly and Morimoto 2001). These molecular
chaperones are involved in numerous diseases, including cancer, revealing changes of expression,
as well as post-translational modifications according to malignancies. (Sarto et al 2000). The
hsp27, like other heat shock proteins, accumulates to high levels after a short period of
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hyperthermia and contributes to a transient state of thermoresistance. In vitro, this protein is an
actin cap-binding, that inhibit actin polymerization. In vivo, its protective function is at the the cell
microfilaments, that appears as an extension of a normal function of the protein: It is regulated by
phosphorylation in a mitogen- and stress-sensitive signaling pathway, involving the newly
characterized p38 MAP kinase (see below). Its phosphorylation-modulated function contributes to
agonist-induced reorganization of the cell actin cytoskeleton and, in stress activation, provides an
actin-based adaptive response to the new environmental conditions (Landry and Huot 1995).
Loktionova et al (1996) revealed that h heating of human cultured endothelial cells at 45C for 5-30
min caused unexpected association of hsp27 protein with cell thick bundles of actin
microfilaments (stress fibers). ATP depletion within 30-120 min resulted in the appearance of
hsp27-containing granules in the nucleus. The insolubilization and relocalization of hsp27 were
reversible, and the stress-induced shifts in the hsp27 isoform spectrum indicated an increase in
phosphorylation of hsp27 in heat-shocked cells and its dephosphorylation in ATP-depleted cells. It
indicated that these stresses diversely affected the phosphorylation status of endothelial hsp27,
thus altering its localization, supramolecular organization and functional activity toward actin.
Leszczynski et al.(2002) studied the molecular mechanism for cancer and blood-brain barrier
(BBB) -related effects of non-thermal activation of the hsp27protein by 900 MHz GSM mobile
phone radiation: Exposure of human endothelial cells for 1h caused a transient increase in
phosphorylation of hsp27 (as mentioned above), and transient changes in the protein expression
levels of hsp27 and others. Cellular signal transduction pathways were activated, including the
hsp27 stress response pathway. Based on hsp27 functions, it was suggested that its activation
facilitated brain cancer by inhibiting the cytochrome c/caspase-3 apoptotic pathway, and increased
BBB permeability through stabilization of endothelial cell stress fibers. Thus repeated exposure to
mobile phone emissions, might cause accumulation of brain tissue damage, and co-participate
other brain damaging factors in mobile phone radiation-induced effects.
Di Carlo et al (2002) previously reported that short-term exposure of chick embryos to either 60
Hz (ELF), or RF(915 MHz) EMFs induced protection against hypoxia. When they applied longterm (4 days), continuous exposure to ELF-EMFs, it decreased protection of the chicks against
UV radiation. In repeated experiments, the embryos were exposed to ELF-EMFs (8 µT)
continuously for 4 days, or to ELF or RF (3.5 mW incident power)-EMFs repeated daily (20, 30,
or 60 min once or twice daily for 4 days). It yielded embryos that had statistically significant
decreases in protection against hypoxic stress (continuous and 30 or 60 min ELF twice daily; or
30 or 60 min once daily RF). That was consistent with their finding that following 4 days of ELFEMF exposure, HSP70 levels declined by 27% as compared to controls. That suggested a
mechanism by which daily exposure to mobile phones could enhance the probability of cancer and
other diseases.
Fritze et al (1997) checked in rats whether oncogenes, and stress genes expression in central
nervous system (CNS) were affected by brain exposure to GSM phone continuous emission. The
rats were exposed at three SAR levels, at 0.3, or 1.5 W/Kg, and continuous output at 7.5 W/Kg.
Only the highest level inflicted temporary stress reactions: RNA sequences, and some proteins
appeared in cerebellum and hypocampus at the bottom of the brain. The proteins were coded by
stress hsp70 gene (active in nerve cells), the genes c-fos, and c-jun (active in transcription of
RNA from DNA), and the gene gfap (active in nerve cells). These genes were activated by the
mobile phone emission, but after 24h, levels of these genes’ products returned back to normal. The
activated genes in nervous system seemed hazardous as it might have derailed normal functions of
nerves.
Daniels et al (1998) tried to find whether animal stress genes (expressed normally due to heat
shock or chemical pollutants) would be induced also by exposure to microwaves: A transgenic
nematodes (Caenorhabditis elegans), were applied, that carried a stress-inducible reporter gene
(Escherichia coli β-galactosidase) under the control of the host hsp16 gene promoter. These
transgenic nematodes responded to heat and to toxic chemicals by synthesizing the bacterial
enzyme that degraded
a β-galactoside) whose one of the two degradation products was
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blue. Thus expressed host promoter (i.e. a positive result), turned the worms blue, thus easily
detected. The nematodes tested, were exposed in wells in rows, to a 750MHz, emission at 27
dBm, at controlled temperature of 25C. Corresponding controls were shielded and placed in the
same 25C incubator; additional baseline controls were held at 15C (worm growth temperature).
Stress responses were measured in terms of ß-galactosidase (reporter) induction (i. e. blue color),
above control levels. The 25C exposed worms at 25C, showed highly significant responses
compared with a similar control array. The wells most strongly affected were those in the rows
closest to the radiating source, whereas the most distant row did not rise above control levels,
suggesting a shadow effect. Experiments in which the frequency and/or power settings were
varied suggested a greater response at 21 than at 27 dBm, both at 750 and 300 MHz, although
extremely variable responses were observed at 24 dBm and 750 MHz. Thus, lower power levels
tended, if anything, to induce larger responses (with the above-mentioned exception), which
opposed the trend anticipated for any simple heating effect. These results were reproducible and
data acquisition was both rapid and simple. The evidence accrued suggested that microwave
radiation caused measurable stress to transgenic nematodes, presumably reflecting increased
levels of protein damage within cells (the common signal thought to trigger hsp gene induction).
The response levels observed were comparable to those observed with moderate concentrations
(ppm) of metal ions such as Zn2+ and Cu2+. This approach has demonstrated clear biological
effects of microwave radiation in terms of the activation of cellular stress responses (hsp gene
induction). It afforded a useful preliminary screen for stress responses (whether thermal or nonthermal) induced also by microwave radiation or other EMFs.
Lin et al (2001) revealed the DNA sequences that responded to EMF emissions: A 904 base
pairs(bp) segment (located upstream, between -353 and -1,257 bp of the oncogene c-myc
promoter), contained 8 nCTCTn sequences, was required for the induction of c-myc expression by
EMFs. Similarly, a 70 bp region of the hsp70 promoter, containing 3 nCTCTn sequences, was
required for the induction of hsp70 expression by EMFs. Removal of the 900 base pair segment of
the c-myc promoter eliminated the ability of EMFs to induce c-myc expression. Similarly, removal
of the 70 bp region of the hsp70 promoter, with its 3 nCTCTn sequences, eliminated the response
to EMFs. The nCTCTn sequences apparently acted as EMF response elements (EMRE). To test if
introducing EMREs imparts the ability to respond to applied EMFs, the 900 bp segment of the cmyc promoter (containing 8 EMREs) was placed upstream of cat (coding for catalase) or luc
(coding for luciferase, illuminating the cells) reporter constructs that were otherwise unresponsive
to EMFs. The EMREs-reporter constructs were transfected into HeLa cells and exposed to 8 µT
(=80 mG), 60 Hz fields. Protein extracts from exposed transfectants had significant increases in
activity of both cat and luc, compared with identical sham-exposed controls. Transfectants with
cat or luc constructs lacking EMREs remained unresponsive to EM fields, i.e., there was no
increase in either cat or luc activity. These data supported the idea that EMREs can be used also
as switches to regulate exogenously introduced genes in gene therapy.
Miyakawa et al (2001) showed that expression of the hsp-16-lacZ gene was enhanced when
transgenic nematodes were exposed to MFs up to 0.5 T at 60 Hz. The hsp-16 promoter was more
efficiently expressed at the embryonic than at the post-embryonic stage, irrespective of exposure.
Promoter activity was more sensitive to the stimulus in the intestine at the post-embryonic stage.
The induction occurred at the transcriptional step of hsp-16 gene.
Repacholi et al (1997b) tried to find whether mobile phone emissions were carcinogenic: They
exposed 100 transgenic mice (in which an immune oncogene=lymphomatogen was cloned) to
GSM phone like emissions, of repeated pulses at 217 MHz, and width of 0.6 msec at 900 MHz, at
densities of 0.26-1.3mW/cm2 for 2x30 min/day, for 18 months. The distance was extended than
phone normally held, just to get a ‘far-field’ (see below) at average SAR values of 0.13-1.4 W/kg.
A similar group of mice was kept as a control, in same conditions excluding exposure. The
lymphoma incidence in exposed mice increased since early stage, and it was much more (~85% of
cancers) of B-cells, rather the common of T-cells. Among those exposed, the risk to get
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lymphoma increased significantly, x2.4 (95%, p=0.006, CI 1.8-4.9), more than in unexposed. But
risk factor was corrected downward to x2.0, just to be sure that any other factors were excluded.
The conclusion was that long alternate exposure to RF-EMFs, increased significantly the risk of
lymphoma. Radiation was from far-field, where energy was transferred mostly by radiation. If
exposed from near-field, most energy would be transferred by induction, by ~x4 amplification. It
was a clear proof that weak RF radiation (that was not ionizing) caused a change in gene
expression that led to cancer. This nice study was not accepted for publication by two respected
journals: One, requested that experiment would be reproduced by others prior to publication., and
the second, answered that results might cause panic.
One member of this group, stated a pacifying remarks to the press, that results were valid just for
model examined, but no conclusions might be drawn for humans, and no reason to stop using
mobile phones.
Hold et al, of the British Defense Establishment Research Agency, exposed rats to mobile phone
radiation in a MRI simulator: In several minutes of exposure, injuries were observed in brain
regions responsible for memory and learning, associated with temporary loss of memory, and
sudden confusion. After exposure, brain damaged regions returned almost to normal. These
results cast doubt on safety level of phones. Researchers cautiously stated pacifying remarks
resembling the above (see Repacholi’s study). It was first proof that such RF waves affected brain,
published in an article by James Clark and David Derbyshire in the Daily News, on July 16, 1998.
Another researcher, Dr Coghill, known for the campaign to label mobile phones by warning signs,
proposed that every individual using the mobile phone for over 20 min continuously, should
apply for his head be examined. He argued that five different labs proved that excessive exposure
to mobile phone was adverse to health.
Verschaeve and Maes (1998) reviewed studies in order to find possible genetic damage inflicted
by mobile phone exposure: Neither chromosomal damage could be revealed, nor induced
expression of genes not in cell cultures, and in lab animals. Exposure did not induce
malformations and not cancer. But some findings sounded the alarm about other possible
damages, or synergistic effects with carcinogenic factors or others.
Braune et al (1998) showed in volunteers, that exposure to GSM phone at high output (2W), for
35 min, enhanced a slight increase of blood pressure (5-10 mm Hg), that later returned to normal.
It might be explained that slight raise of blood pressure, by the appearance of thromboxane
(active in blood clotting,) in blood stream, (revealed by Omura and Losco, 1993) causing
disturbances in blood circulation.
Adey et al (1996) exposed pregnant rats and their offspring until weaned, to continuous pulsating
mobile phone emission at 837 MHz, by SARs of 0.1-0.8 W/Kg. The weaned of one group were
treated with a chemical carcinogen, while the other group continued to be exposed for 2h/day to
alternate transmission of 7½ min on, and 7½ min off, for 22 months. Then brain cancer incidence
was tested: It was lower in exposed than unexposed, treated / not treated with a carcinogen...
Another study reproduced the former experiment, and no significant results were obtained (Adey
et al 2000).
Repacholi (1998) summarized results of EMFs derived injuries, in frequencies 10 MHz - 300
GHz: It was clear that only exposures to strong RF EMFs inflicted thermal injuries, but not those
to weak fields. Biological effects from low-level RF exposure were identified, thus needed to be
reproduced in further studies.

Do children absorb more energy from mobile phone than adults?.
Schonborn et al (1998) tested SARs versus heating in new phantom heads, of adults and children.
The phone emissions were at 835 MHz up to 1,900 MHz. Results showed more heating in child’s
‘phantom head’ at the lowest frequencies applied, namely energy absorption in child’s head was
remarkably much more than in adults head at these frequencies. Raising frequencies to ~900 MHz
or higher, were not associated with any difference in SARs between child and adult heads. The
frequency of 835 MHz was closer to higher resonance expected from a child’s head (at ~700
MHz), and no resonance could be revealed from an adult’s head (resonating at ~400 MHz).
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Children may be more vulnerable to radiation emitted by phone not only by resonance, but for
having many dividing cells in their growing body, and for their developing nerve system, and
their senses. Dividing cells are more vulnerable to DNA injuries.

Can EM radiation change electric activity of brain ?
Bell et al (1992) exposed 20 volunteers to an EMF at intensity of 780 mG, at 60 Hz, emitted in
2sec pulses while EEG of each was taken, compared to unexposed control group members: 19 out
of 20 exposed showed increased activity of EEG waves, in two or more frequencies in the 1-18.5
Hz range, mainly in central and lateral electrodes, than in the occipitals. The reactions static and
AC combined fields, were not different from sum of reactions to each separately, in spite that
exposure conditions were selected to confirm a mechanism of ionic resonance in reciprocal action
with Ca2+ ions.
Results suggested of sites in nervous system that were sensitive to MFs.
Marino et al (1996) studied whether exposure to a low frequency EMF caused a reaction that
resembled external stimulus such as light: They could measure precisely exposure to light. So they
exposed one group of volunteers, to a short (2 sec) light stimulus, while other two groups were
exposed to a magnetic field at 800 mG, at frequencies of 1.5 Hz, or 10 Hz while EEG was
recorded. It was revealed that light and EMFs caused similar change that was observed after
exposure.
Schienle et al (1996) referred to the fact that are organisms continuously exposed to ‘sferics’
(=atmospheric EMFs): These were weak EM impulses generated by atmosphere electric
discharges (seen as lightning, and heard like thunders), that can be simulated in lab: 52 volunteers
were exposed to simulated ‘sferics’ for 10 min. Their EEG (encephalogram) showed lower lateral
and occipital α-waves, in comparison with unexposed control group members. Two main factors
modified sferics effects: Physical state, and nervousness of examined. Those complained of
physical problems, as well as of remarkable mental instability, did not even reacted to sferics
stimulus. Lack of reaction was explained as an adaptive deprivation of reaction to changing
atmospheric factors.
Heusser et al (1997) checked whether human exposure to a low frequency EMF might change
electric activity of brain: They exposed 62 volunteers to an AC field at frequency of 3 Hz, at
density of 0.1 mT (from Helmholz coils directed vertically to their heads and operated for 20min.
No examined knew whether he/she was really exposed or not: The occipital EEG waves (O1 and
O2) derived against left ear lobe were analyzed. Their relative spectral amplitudes showed 2
significant differences (whose P<0.05) between fake exposure and a real one, namely in " (tetha)wave (3.5-7.5 Hz, and ß-wave (12.5-25 Hz). These results might be explained as decrease of
vigilance in the magnetic field, compared to control group members. Reizer et al (1995) exposed
similarly 36 volunteers to two fields:
1. From a therapeuric instrument Mediline Mega Wave 150/1, emitting waves at similar
frequencies as brain waves.
2. From a digital mobile phone. A control group to these was not exposed. It was found that
exposure to the Mega Wave instrument enhanced EEG in a2, ß1, and ß2 waves, during
exposure and after that. The exposure to the mobile microwaves enhanced waves in same
frequencies but at a delay of 15 min after the exposure. The scientific conclusions of these
were out of our narrow subject. However, as phone users, we might be concern that we are
exposed everyday to similar emissions, that change electric reactions of our brain, even if
not aware to it. Damage might be diagnosed years later when accumulated, or enhanced
other injuries, and appeared as a severe ailments.
Roschke and Mann (1997) were part of a group studied influence of mobile GSM transmitted
during sleep, that appeared accordingly in EEGs (see Wagner et al 1998): Rapid eye movement
(REM) was suppressed by the emission, and power density of brain waves was in the frequencies
range 8 - 13 Hz. (during REM sleep) was changed. In present study Rochke and Mann tested
similarly the influence of mobile microwave transmitted on brain waves of 34 awake volunteers:
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The earpiece was posted at defined positions C3 and C4 , at operation on 0.05mW/cm2 and at off
position. Exposure was for 3½ min, at frequency of 900 MHz pulsating at frequency 217 Hz, and
at pulse width of 580 µsec. Power density measurements did not exhibit any change in EEG at
awake state.
Voroboyov et al (1997) checked EEG in rats with electrodes implanted in symmetrical locations,
where exposed to weak microwave radiation of 0.1-0.2 mW/cm2 at 945MHz, at modulated
amplitude at ELF frequency of 4 Hz, turned on for 1 min, and off to 1 minute, for 10 min.: An
asymmetry of brain hemispheres was observed in brain waves, at data averaging for 10 min or 1
min, characterized by lower intensity of brain waves, at 1.5-3Hz in brain left hemisphere, and
lower intensity in 10-14 Hz, and 20-30 Hz, waves in the right hemisphere. This marked increase in
asymmetry in range 10-14 Hz appeared during first 20 sec, after 4 out of 5 operations, while wave
spectrum averages appeared during every 10 sec. No such effects could be observed in unexposed
control subjects, nor prior to exposure or after it in examined subjects. Results suggested
reciprocal action of microwaves, and wave EEG generators recorded.
Bielski and Sikorski (1996) tested whether exposure to RF waves impaired with glucose
utilization in the body, and affected brain waves. They exposed 50 electric workers to strong RF
radiation, while testing their glucose tolerance (taking 75g glucose in drinking), showing whether
glucose cleared from blood normally. Simultaneous EEG recorded showed in 31 (62%) of
exposed, glucose expelled was in unsafe zone, indicating of difficulties to return glucose levels
back to normal. In 10 (32%) of these examined, disturbances in brain wave activity could be
observed, by irregular EEG records. It worth to mention that excess of glucose in blood,
generated free radicals, that usually suppressed immune system. When this occur, body was
vulnerable to bacterial and viral infections, as well as to develop cancer.
Eulitz et al (1998) showed that pulsating signals at highest frequencies, changed EEG patterns
prominently where examined were ordered to perform assignments. No such changes could be
detected when stimuli were not associated with directions to do such duties.
Koivisto et al (2000) investigated possible influences of a 902 MHz EMF emitted by mobile
phones on cognitive functioning in 48 healthy humans. A battery of 12 reaction time tasks was
performed twice by each participant in a counterbalanced order: once with and once without the
exposure to the field. The results showed that the exposure to the EMF speeded up response times
in simple reaction time and vigilance tasks and that the cognitive time needed in a mental
arithmetic task was decreased. The results suggest that exposure to the EMF emitted by mobile
phones may have a facilitator effect on brain functioning, especially in tasks requiring attention
and manipulation of information in working memory. In a further study Koivisto et al (2000a) the
influence of pulsed RF-EMF emitted by digital GSM phones on working memory in healthy
subjects was studied. Memory load was varied from 0 to 3 items in an n-back task. Each subject
was tested twice within a single session, with and without the RF exposure (902MHz, 217Hz).
The RF field speeded up response times when the memory load was three items but no effects of
RF were observed with lower loads. The results suggest that RF fields have a measurable effect on
human cognitive performance.
Borbely et al(1999):Exposure to Pulsed, 15 min: spend less time awake in the night, EEG varied
up to 15%. von Klitzing (1995) showed that exposure to mobile phones and wireless radios for 5
min: affected EEG pattern of subjects and their blood-flow (probably by increase of
thromboxane).
Freude et al (1998) tested in male volunteers whether exposure to mobile microwaves affected
electric activity of the brain, while doing assignments: Examined of one group were asked just to
move fingers to raise a certain potential (Bereitschaftspotential) in brain. Examined of second
group had to perform a complex assignment in computer work. Each group performed these duties
with or without exposure: No difference could be found in performance of two assignments, but
the ‘computer’ examined, exhibited a drop of slow brain potentials of central, lateral, and
occipital regions, but not of the frontal. In the ‘finger’ examined, no potential change could be
revealed. The conclusion was, that while in complex thinking, exposure to microwaves affected
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brain electric activity much more than while in a simple duty, although
performance could be detected.

no decrease in

Tattershall (1999) showed that radiation at 700 MHz at power levels considerably lower than
those which would produce heating effects, affected the nervous systems of rats, leading to
potential problems with memory, learning and epilepsy.
Krause et al (2000) studied the effects of EMF emitted by mobile phones on the ERD/ERS of the
4-6 Hz, 6-8 Hz, 8-10 Hz and 10-12 Hz EEG frequency bands, in 16 normal subjects performing an
auditory memory task. All subjects performed the memory task both with and without exposure to
a digital 902 MHz EMF in counterbalanced order. The exposure to EMF significantly increased
EEG power in the 8-10 Hz frequency band only. Nonetheless, the presence of EMF altered the
ERD/ERS responses in all studied frequency bands as a function of time and memory task
(encoding vs retrieval). Their results suggested that EMF exposure did not alter the resting EEG
per se but modified the brain responses significantly during a memory task.
Preece (2000) revealed that exposure for 20 min decreased reaction time. Blood vessels were
dilated, increasing blood to the head.
Croft et al (2002) studied the relation of exposure to mobile phone emissions and EEG twentyfour volunteer subjects, in a single-blind fully counterbalanced cross-over experiment: Both
resting EEG and phase-locked neural responses to auditory stimuli were measured while phones
either operating or turned off. Results showed that exposure altered resting EEG, decreasing 1-4
Hz activity (in brain right hemisphere sites), and increasing 8-12 Hz activity as a function of
exposure duration (in midline posterior sites). Exposures also altered early phase-locked neural
responses, attenuating the normal response decrement over time in the 4-8 Hz band, decreasing the
response in the 12-30Hz band globally and as a function of time, and increasing midline frontal
and lateral posterior responses in the 30-45 Hz band. It demonstrated that exposure affected neural
function in humans, as a function of duration. The temporal nature of this effect may contribute to
the lack of consistent results reported by others.

Can microwave energy injure DNA in cells and cause cancer?
Lai and Singh (1995) tested whether weak microwave radiation injured brain cells: They exposed
rats to weak microwave radiation at 2,450 MHz, pulsating at 2µsec, at a rate of 500 pulses/sec, for
2 hours. The animals behavior changed, but no DNA breakage could be detected in brain cells.
When radiation values were increased to SAR=0.6-1.2 W/Kg for the whole body, for 4 hours,
then, single breaks could be detected in DNA of brain cells. When a continuous wave of
SAR=1.2 W/Kg, was applied to the whole body, single stranded breaks were observed even
immediately, as after 4 hours. In another study (Lai and Singh 1996) they tested again both
pulses, or continuous emissions, in spatial averaging of power density of 2 mW/cm2 yielding
same SAR=1.2 W/Kg, as in former study. After 4 hours from start of exposure, to 2 groups
(exposed to pulsating or continuous emissions), brain cells of both groups showed single and
double stranded breaks in DNA. No remarkable difference could be detected between examined
of the two groups. Researchers concluded that DNA breaks were resulted by direct hits of energy
emitted on DNA molecules, or due to any disturbance to DNA repair mechanism.
Maes et al (1996) exposed human leukocytes to microwaves at 954 MHz, at SAR=1.5 W/Kg
(while permissible standard is up to SAR=1.6 W/Kg). At end of exposure, no chromosomal
damage could be detected. Cells samples were treated by mitomycin-C (a chemical mitogen,
enhancing cell divisions), then exposed to microwave at same frequency, for same period of time:
These exposure inflicted damage to cells’ chromosomes.
Szmigielski (1996) studied cancer morbidity in the whole population of military career personnel
in Poland during a period of 15 years (1971-1985). Subjects exposed occupationally to RFs and
microwaves (MW) were selected from the population on the basis of their service records and
documented exposures at service posts. This population comprised of about 128,000 per year, of
which about 3700 (2.98%) were considered as occupationally exposed to RF/MW low level (1-6
mW/cm2) mobile transmissions regardless if developed cancer more than unexposed army
personnel. Results of stage 1 of this study were presented as odds ratio of observed morbidity rates
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(in exposed personnel) versus expexted morbdity (in non exposed control groups, OER). The
cancer morbidity rate for RF/MW-exposed personnel for all age groups (20-59 years old) reached
119.1 per 100,000 annually, (57.6 in non-exposed), with an OER of 2.07, significant at P<0.05.
The OER for neoplasms of the alimentary tract was 3.19-3.24, for brain tumors, 1.91, and for
hemopoietic and lymphatic systems malignancies, 6.31. Among the latter, for chronic myeloid
leukemia, 13.9, for acute myeloblastic leukemia, 8.62, and non-Hodgkin lymphomas, 5.82. He also
found a 7 times increased risk of death. This study is in progress, and final results are expected to
be published in the year 2005. This data shows unequivocally the risk of using mobile phones
without earphone and a microphone.
Vijayalaxmi et al (1997) tested whether DNA of human lymphocytes from peripheric blood, was
damaged by exposure to microwaves: They exposed cells for 90 min, to emission at 2,450 MHz,
at SAR=12.46 W/Kg , while one sample of cells was exposed continuously, and the other was
exposed alternately to 30 min, followed by a recess for 30 min, and so forth, until 90 min of
exposure accomplished. Exposed cells of each sample were grown in culture for 3 days, then DNA
damage was searched. Later on, cultures were checked for other possible damages: No increase
could be revealed in cell divisions, in incidence of damaged chromosomes, in reciprocal segments
changed between chromosomes, in excentric breakes of chromosomes, no di-nuclear lymphocytes,
and no micronuclei. Thus no malignancy could be revealed in exposed cells, in any known aspect.
Lai and Singh (1997a) tested in another study whether melatonin protected cells against exposure
derived DNA damage. They exposed rats to pulsating or continuous emissions at 2,450 MHz as in
former studies. But prior or immediately after exposure, they injected the rats either with
melatonin (1mg/Kg), or with N-tert-butyl-alpha-phenylnitrone (PBN, 100mg/Kg). These two
compounds were spin traps (=‘free radical scavengers’). Results showed that injection of either
agent inhibited appearance of DNA breaks after exposure to either microwaves. Rats not injected
with either (melatonin or PBN), showed DNA breaks. Therefore, if free radical scavengers
protected the DNA, it was concluded that microwave derived damage to DNA was via generation
of free radicals in rats brain cells. As known already, accumulated DNA breaks in DNA strands
might cause to development of a neural degenerative ailments or a cancer. Lai and Singh (1997b)
tested whether strong network EMFs (at 60 Hz) also inflicted DNA breaks: Rats were exposed to
to EMFs at densities of 0.1, 0.25, or 0.5 mT. Results exhibited increase of single stranded DNA
breaks depending on flux densities of fields: The two stronger fields, enhanced double stranded
DNA breaks. In a complementary study, Lai and Singh (1997c) showed that melatonin or PBN
injected prior to exposure (or just after it) inhibited single and double stranded DNA breakage.
That is to say, that ‘radical scavengers’ inhibited DNA damage inflicted by network EMFs. Lai
and Singh’s results were reproducible, and they should be considered for their major importance
for understanding exposure damage and protection. One might add to protection, taking
antioxidants in mega doses (see ch. 16 for details).
Youbicier-Simo et al (1998a and 1998b) tested whether exposure to high output mobile phones
was hazardous: Fertilized chicken eggs were exposed from 1 cm to operating mobile phones at
output of 2W (much higher than common models operating at 0.4-0.6 W), for 21 days. The
incidence of malformations and embryo mortality was significantly increased. Phones in which a
compensation antenna was installed, protected embryos from ‘usual’ damage.
Phillips et al (1998) exposed mammal cell cultures to microwave emissions at 814MHz or
827MHz at SAR= 0.0002 W/Kg or 0.002 W/Kg. Results were mixed, as DNA breakage rate in
cell nuclei, was increased in some exposed cultures, and decreased in others, while no distinct
pattern could be observed.
Garaj-Vrohovac (1999) investigated cell kinetics and possible genomic damage to peripheral blood
lymphocytes in 12 subjects occupationally exposed to microwave RF radiation. A cellular increase
of micronuclei as well as disturbances in cell mitotic divisions at all stages were revealed..

Are there any risks from base relay stations ?
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Typical linear RF power amplifiers of modern masts, are of 40W (up to 320W), in transmitting on
a number of frequencies, to different callers, simultaneously (Philips 2002). Maximum fields from
the mast, at ground level, usually occur between about 30 and 100 meters from the mast. Over the
range from ground level at the base of the mast out to about 150 meters signal level is usually less
than 120dBmV/m (1V/m). This is equivalent to 3mW/m² (0.3µW/cm²), a signal level comparable
to the radio and TV signals that already surround us. These levels can be greatly exceeded, and RF
levels in flat roofed classrooms directly beneath antenna on their own roof have been measured up
to 0.65mW/cm² which is getting near (about one sixth) the current “thermally based” guidelines.
Present transmission is based on long range cell stations (macrocells, up to 22 miles), whose gaps
might be filled by short range microcells, posted where many callers are expected, such as
train/bus stations, shopping malls and airports. Smaller cells (picocells), posted in large buildings,
transmit at low output of several watts. These stations connect the customers with each other, and
communicate reciprocally. Where they have to communicate at long range, their intensity is high.
Being scattered in dense residential areas, they have to be safe for those living there or passing
by. Thus stations transmit via highly installed antennas, on masts, or high buildings, at proper
distances from the public, and comply permissible standards. Theoretically, stations may be
considered safe from ~10m and farther. Standards allow antenna emission up to 40mW/cm2
(=400 W/m2) . D’Andrea et al (1994) reported that exposure of monkeys to such emission (of a
military radar), did not inflict detectable injuries (see details in ch. 10). However, these monkeys
did not have to commute to work in congested traffic and inhale the smog as we do, so it would be
premature to rejoice these negative results.
If you find an antenna appeared near the kindergarten of your child, or near your window, it worth
the effort and money to order a RFR check by an independent professional, or to buy/rent a
gaussmeter for self tests. Continuous exposure of children or adults to standard permissible
radiation, or close to it might be hazardous as it might enhance injuries by other agents, chemical
or physical pollutants. More vulnerable are children, and EMF allergic people.
The maximal permissible power density for exposure of general population for one transmission
channel is less than 100 µW/m2 (=10 nW/cm2, nanowatt/sq.cm). The mast transmission should
not exceed the permitted limit of exposure. An example explained by professionals depicted that
at 70 cm from antenna, power density measured at main beam reached up to 30 W/m2 (=3
mW/cm2 ), while this value was normalized to 16 channels (maximum permitted number for
transmission), and less than 3µW/m2 at a distance of 70 m. In all cases demonstrated, the
effective radiation power (ERP) in each channel, was 100 W, referring to dipole of half wave
(related to shape of antenna). In uncontrolled environment, the exposure permitted limit by NCRP
and IEEE standards was approximately 6 W/m2 for these frequencies. In comparison with the
above values with permitted field intensity of 100 W, it was calculated that intensity of such
antenna would exceed the limit for general population exposure only at a distance shorter than 3
m from it. Typical levels of interlaced power density, measured by AT&T Bell at antennas bases
related to simultaneous 96 transmissions, each at 100 W, showed ~10 mW/m2 (=1µW/cm2(. such
power density was much lower than standard limitation for uncontrolled environment (Petersen
and Testagrossa, 1992).
Meidan (1995) of Motorola, Israel, explained that a base station transmitted with 16 transmitters,
at 100 W/transmitter, met the standard at distances longer than 10 m. Within this distance its
incident wave power density decreased to below limitations of standard. It was calculated as
station effective radiation power , EPR = 100 W, broadcasting at 16 transmitters (a full cellular
sector), at a range (R) of 10 m, power density (PD) of energy encountered was:

100x16
PD = GP =
4π R2
400 π
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= 1.3 W/m

2

The limitation for exposure of general population at 800 MHz was 2W/m2 (=0.2 mW/cm2) so no
risk was expected from such a distance. However, at close proximity only side lobe of energy
emitted from antenna, might be usually encountered.
Signal levels from masts read in the UK including some at schools (Philips 2002) varied greatly,
especially among buildings. The sector axis of the emissions had sidelobes. The readings were
more variable along an axis set midway between antenna sector center lines. The peaks of these
measurements usually did not pass 2.5 V/m even at 10m. They missed many of the peaks and
troughs in level, due to averaging over (~50 cm) in using quite large log-periodic or bi-log
antennas longer than the ¼ wave-length (4 cm at 1900 MHz) needed to go from signal axis
crossing zero level to peak level. Variations in signal level seemed to increase exponentially on a
real site with multiple buildings present. Nor were these variations consistent with time – for
example, as people moved around the area they absorbed the microwave energy which then did
not reflect from buildings and the ground and so the levels inside buildings with windows onto
that area changed significantly. Also, levels inside varied significantly with how many people
were in the room and where they were located. People acted as absorbent damping. One person’s
‘dose’ effectively reduced levels elsewhere.
Antennas high on top of the school are likely to give lower exposure to the children than a freestanding mast 100 meters away, for very little of the radiation goes directly downwards.
Houses next to microwave masts can be harder to sell, and they usually have to be sold with a
discount on the price. However the mobile phone companies are now need masts every few
hundred meters throughout urban areas, due to the large number of mobile phone users (in the
UK: 35,000,000, Dec. 2000, Philips 2002). This inevitably means that most people will end up
living near to a cellular base-station mast. In fighting a suitably high mast (12 to 15 m) you may
well end up with a 6.5m lampost mast outside your own bedroom window, shining radiation
straight into your house. Remember, high is safer if not so beautiful, even if it is quite close to
your house or school.
Masts carrier waves were not supposed to pulsate at low frequencies, but actually found (Philips
(2002) that there were inter-time-slot pulses, and some evidence of active down-link power
control: The power transmitted in each time-slot varied seemingly depending on the power needed
to reach the mobile handset. That caused a 17.6 Hz component, that may interfere with brain
normal waves such as α-rhythm (8-13 Hz), and ß-rhythm (14-25 Hz). Active down-link power
control was used on all modern mobile phone base stations - to save power and minimize cochannel interference problems.
The main concern has been for the people using the handsets, rather than staying near to the masts.
It involves also the fear for the health of the Police 'guinea pigs' who would be health trialling that
equipment. Remember that chronic adverse health effects usually show up only after many years.
The brain-tumor delay with mobile phone use is beginning to look like at least 10 years normal
use (5 years heavy use, see above), and many slow growing solid tumors can take over 20 years
from the time they are initiated to the time they are detected.
The new police handsets pulsated strongly, and may be of considerable risk of long-term adverse
effects if they are regularly held close to users' heads. Avon & Somerset Police Federation
Magazine, summer 2001, reported that "although he doesn't think the handsets are likely to be
dangerous", Professor Colin Blakemore suggested that "concerned officers might wear the
transmitters on their belt and not use them close to their heads, and also provide a fine RF metal
screening mesh incorporated into their uniform between the radio and their body". That sounded
like sensible advice, for it was time to give precautionary advice regarding non-ionizing radiation
risks below thermal heating levels.
The Stewart report in May 2000, concluded “the balance of evidence indicates that there is no
general risk to the health of people living near to base stations where the exposures are only small
fractions of guidelines.” However, this may have meant serious medical conditions such as
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cancer. The WHO definition of ‘adverse health effects’ included those affecting a person’s “wellbeing” and does include headaches, unusual fatigue and sleep disruption.
Santini et al (2002) studied 18 non specific health symptoms in 270 men and 260 women living
near or not cellular relay stations, using questionaires: Significant (p <0.05) increase was found
(compared to people living >300 m or not exposed to base station), till 300 m, for tiredness, 200 m
for headache, sleep disturbance, discomfort, etc, and 100 m for irritability, depression, loss of
memory, dizziness, libido decrease, etc. Women complained significantly more often than men (p
<0.05) of headache, nausea, loss of appetite, sleep disturbance, depression, discomfort and visual
perturbations. These results strongly suggested that minimal safe distance of people from cellular
phone base stations should be > 300 m.
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Chapter ten
The sorrowful story of radar.
Radar is a system for detecting mainly planes, ships, or speeding vehicles: Its antenna emits short
pulses at microwave frequency, that hit objects and bounce back. The antenna receives the
reflected pulses from object, and by time difference between transmission and reception, the
distance, altitude, direction and speed of object from antenna are calculated. This information is
displayed on a CRT-VDT or LCD screen. Radar was introduced in World War II for tactical
warfare. In the great excitement of combat, the safety standards were set at a high enough level to
allow the military personnel virtually unrestricted use of microwave and high frequency radiation.
The radar operators’ were left exposed to detrimental radiation emitted from the antenna outdoors,
and from screens indoors. In the year 1948, the US reported a possible link between microwaves
and cataracts and testicular degeneration in dogs. Other reports suggested that microwave
radiation might have caused leukemia, cataracts, brain tumors and heart conditions, were ignored.
In the year 1953 a study showed that radar workers at Hughes Aircraft Corporation suffered from
internal bleeding, leukaemia, cataracts, headaches, brain tumors, heart conditions and more. Then
thermal effects were decided as the indicator of potential damage to health. It provoked various
responses (Philips 2002).

What are police radars?
These speeding control devices have been used for for ~50 years, and now in service beside laser
‘guns’. (Teen and Lund 1993). When operated the antenna of such a device is emitting a weak
beam at microwave toward the speeding car. The time difference between received and emitted
signal, is used to calculate the speed of a vehicle. Most police radar use one out of 3 frequencies
allocated: X-band = 10,525 GHz, K-band = 24,150 GHz, Ka-band =33,400-36,000 GHz . In the
mid 1970ies, the X-eave was changed to K-frequency, mainly in the 1990ies, thus the radar
performance was markedly improved. The present estimate is of ~100,000 units in use the United
States alone. The minority of which are built as one hand held ‘gun’, but most units are of fixed
type, on car panel. The antenna might be fixed at different places.

How much radiation is emitted from police radars?
Power density was found relatively low, in the average, in size of 1 mW/cm2 and usual range was
between 0.3-0.4mW/cm2 . Most of recent 25 years models emitted beams in the intensity of 15-50
mW/cm2. Compared to military, civil, aviation, or maritimeradar, the intensity of police radar was
lower by one order of magnitude, and also lower than other devices such as garage door openers,
cellular telephones and others.

What are standard limitations for microwave exposure?
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In the year 1966 the ANSI endorsed safety exposure limits at microwave range, as 10 mW/cm2
known as ANSI C91.5 standard. This restriction was recommended in the year 1950 by scientists
of Bell Company. It became the most influencing standard for occupational and public exposure to
microwaves. In the year 1991 this standard was reduced to 5 mW/cm2, and returned back to
10mW/cm2 by the IEEE. The administration for occupational safety, and administration of health,
and the FDA issued safety guidelines based on this standard. On August 6th 1996, the FCC
endorsed standard exposure to microwave radiation as follows: At frequency range of 0.3 GHz1.5 GHz, the limit was calculated as a function of penetrability, but not to pass 1 mW/cm2 , while
in the range of 1.5GHz-100GHz still same limit approved, of 1 mW/cm2 . That was quite a
progress compared to 10mW/cm2 , permitted before.
It worth mentioning that when standard was permissible up to 10mW/cm2 the permissible SAR
was of 4 W/Kg, based on examination of the thermal effects. A safety factor of 10 fold higher,
approved the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) as SAR=0.4W/Kg, averaged on the whole
body.
Considering that body at rest produced a heat approximately about 1 W/Kg, and in the time of
activity, heat created up to ~10 W/Kg, the effect of exposure to 0.4W/Kg on body temperature,
seemed very little.

To what radiation are police radar operators exposed?
Radar beam is declined exponentially in front and to the sides, by distance. Chou et al (1992),
exposed rats to long term radiation of microwave, and found in them profoundly more malignant
tumors. In other experiments there were not found unequivocal results, such as works of BalcerKubiczek and Hanison (1989 Byus et al (1988, 1990), Szmigielski and shodzinsky (1982). Cleary
(1990 ),exposed tissue cultures by the moderate microwave radiation , and found that it evoked
cell growth. Rotkovska et al (1993 ) radiated ‘naked mice’ by waves of microwave Ka frequency
at low power of, 20 # W/cm2 for a long period: Results showed a decrease of leukocytes in blood,
and in DNA synthesis in eyes cornea. These studies that did not give a clear answer, most end
points did not differ from the unexposed controls. Thus, these results did not indicate of clear
effect by which traffic radar could be adverse to health.
Fisher’ model (1993) was based on a cone whose 300 angle outside of antenna opening. Outside
to cone, only <1% of power density detected as aperture power density (APD ), at 5 cm from the
opening. Therefore if read 1mW/cm2 the exposure from outside this area was less from
0.01mW/cm2.

How can microwave radiation be adverse to health?
The energy penetrated to tissues was limited, by K waves, probably not more than several
millimeters, and in the X wave, not more than 1 cm was found ( Schwan 1986, Durney 1992 ).
Therefore the maximal exposure can happen only when the antenna opening was very close to the
body. Such exposure like this might have caused to the local placement of some energy in tissues
in the area where radar beams hits.
Kues et al (1985) exposed eyes of monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) to 2.45-GHz microwaves, either
pulsed, or continuous wave at 10 mW/cm2 (equivalent to an SAR=2.6W/kg). It produced bleeding
of the eyes due to corneal endothelial lesions with disruption of the blood-aqueous barrier in the
primates eyes. Levels of 20-30 mW/cm2 (equivalent to a SAR = 5.3 to 7.8 W/kg) with continuous
wave irradiation were required to produce similar changes. In vivo corneal endothelial
abnormalities were observed by specular microscopy after a 16- 48-hour postexposure period.
In a further study, Kues et al (1992) examined ocular damage, where immediately before
exposure, one or both eyes were treated topically with timolol maleate or pilocarpine. Exposures
were to pulsed microwaves at 2.45 GHz, 10 $ s 100 pps at power densities of 0.2, 1, 5, 10, or 15
mW/cm2, (SARs were 0.052, 0.26, 1.3, 2.6, and 3.9 W/kg), for 4h/d for 3 consecutive days. The
drugs significantly reduced the power-density threshold (from 10 to 1 mW/cm2) for induction of
corneal endothelial lesions and for increased vascular permeability of the iris. Although no
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intraocular temperatures in experimental animals was measured, the results suggested that a
mechanism other than significant heating of the eye was involved. SAR=0.26 W/kg, administered
after pretreatment with ophthalmic drugs, can produce significant ocular effects in the
(anesthetized) primate.
Lim et al (1993) examined ocular damage in a 44-year-old man that was accidentally exposed to
high-energy microwave irradiation. After resolution of facial erythema and iritis, he noted a
foreign body sensation and blurring of vision, with abnormal cone function caused by bilateral,
small hard drusen. It was associated with a marked decrease in the flicker electroretinogram, and
abnormal results of color tests. Two years later, the patient's visual acuity was stable at 20/25 in
both eyes; however, but flicker electroretinogram markedly decreased.
D’Andrea et al (1994), at the Air Performance labs of the American Navy, tested primate behavior
when exposed to a pulsating strong radar beam at frequency of 5.62 GHz. Four male rhesus
monkeys were trained to operate an instrument with 2 levers by sequential action. It requested to
discriminate between 1 out of 3 colors, in a differential timetable. Operation at right order and
right pace rewarded the monkey with an edible pellet. When tested, the monkeys were exposed to
pulsating microwave beam emitted by either of two radars: 1. A military model EPS-26A, at
frequency of 5.62 GHz, or- 2. A same model, connected to a pulsating linear multiplier Stanford
(SLED) type ITT-2972, that amplified peak intensity x9 fold (by adding strong pulses, to those of
radar). Control monkeys were tested in same conditions except being exposed. The peak
intensities of pulsating beam emitted from the military model were, 56, 128, and 277 W/cm2 and
from SLED multiplier, 518, 1,270 and 2,520 W/cm2 respectively. The exposure lasted by 2
instruments for 20 min at a time, by pace of 100 ppsec (pulses per second). Each pulse lasted in
military model for 2.8 % sec, and by the multiplier 50 nsec. Calculated SAR values were 2, 4, or 6
W/Kg, respectively. Significant effects were observed just at values of 4, or 6 W/Kg, by moving
the right lever, byt reaction time, and by the score of pellets obtained. No differences could be
observed between effects to the regular model and the modified. Results confirmed that radar
beam was hazardous to humans, mainly from a close range. Continuously rotating antennae at
3600 risk anyone close, but by prudent avoidance, one can reduce most exposure wherever
possible: By hiding behind a shielding object, in a shelter, or by getting as far as possible. It is not
always so simple, but one has to use awareness and common sense (see details in ch. 13). In
addition, potential/exposed personnel members should take mega doses of antioxidants and other
supplements (as detailed in ch. 16).
Balode (1996) checked effects of radar beam on cattle grazed near radar antenna, compared to
remote cattle: Blood tests of exposed cattle revealed significant granulation in erythrocytes (RBC)
that could not be found at unexposed. Such RBC might be eliminated from blood stream (see
immune system in ch. 18), so exposed human might be anemic as well, as observed in former
studies (Budinscak et al 1991).
Vena and Violanti (1986) studied the morbidity incidence in 2,376 police officers in Buffalo, New
York. Their data indicated that veteran officers of 20-29 years in the force (1950-1979), had
x3.64 times as many brain cancer deaths as expected based on the observed rates among all U.S.
males. It suggested that this cancer incidence might be due to exposure to radiation from traffic
radars and wireless units.
Police radar inflicted injuries were publicized in the United States in the year 1990, when officer
Garry Poynter (with 11 years of experience on the highways of Ohio) published a series of articles
about injuries inflicted by police radars. This series depicted the suspicion about association of
radar and cancer. Poynter based his arguments on a list of 89 colleague traffic officers that
operated a radar and got cancer. His data exhibited the association between radar operated and
ailment developed: Among twenty two colleagues that got testicular cancer, twenty operated a
hand held radar (‘gun’), and not the steady constructed above panel of patrol car. The association
of gun operated next to head and head tumors seemed reasonable, but he association with
testicular cancer looked strange. When detailed mode of radar operation was demonstrated, it
revealed that between ‘shooting’ the speeding cars with the radar ‘gun’ the officer used to turn the
radar to a “standby” position, and take a break in the patrol vehicle, while holding the ‘gun’ on
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his laps, until next speeding car showed. It enhanced the phrase “Speeding kills, and what radar
?”
Poynter and five of his colleague officers that got cancer, in traffic patrols, were interviewed on
CBS TV program “60 minutes”, showing many sick and deceased. Most injuries (cancers) were at
side of head where radar “guns” aimed at speeding cars.
A comprehensive report about radar derived damage was submitted by Lotz of NIOSH in June
1995, about exposure of police officers to radar microwave emissions, brought to a congress
hearing in August 1992 (directed by Sen. Lieberman), including later studies and missions
imposed by congress.
A model at Michigan State University (MSU ), specified that the area of maximal density of beam
emitted, at a distance of 1-2 m, (HPD area ), power density might have passed 1% of the
maximum permissive. The rest of the exposure aside, and behind the device, referred as area of
low power density (LPD), of <1% of permissive. Thus the exposure of steady devices was usually
<20µW/cm2, situated in the LPD area, operator was exposed to <1% from the ANSI permissive
limit.
A NIOSH 1995 report (Finkelstein 1998), suggested the increased incidence of testicular cancer,
leukemia, and cancers of the brain, eye, and skin among police officers working with traffic radar.
Finkelstein (1998) reported also of a cohort cancer incidence study among 22,197 officers in 83
Ontario police departments: Standardized incidence ratio (SIR) for all tumor sites was 0.9% (95%
CI= 0.83-0.98), an increased incidence of testicular cancer SIR = 1.3 (90% CI = 0.9-1.8) and
melanoma skin cancer SIR =1.45 (90% CI =1.1-1.9). These anatomical sites might absorb energy
from radar units, but at that time the author had no information about individual exposures to
radar emissions, and it was not possible to draw etiologic conclusions.
Fink et al (1999) evaluated the exposure of police officers to traffic radar emissions measured at
ocular and testicular levels, in patrol vehicles. Comparisons of 54 radar units specifications, and
actual measured power densities emitted revealed maximum power density readings, of
>5mW/cm2 limit accepted by the IRPA and the NCRP, though none exceeded the American
CGIH, ANSI, IEEE, or OSHA standard of 10 mW/cm2. In ocular and testicular positions, none
exceeded 0.04 mW/cm2; the highest of these (0.034 mW/cm2) was <1% of the current safety
standards. The results indicated that police officers’ exposures were apparently minimal.
However, because of uncertainty in the medical and scientific communities concerning
nonionizing radiation, a policy of prudent avoidance was recommended..
A police cancer cluster in the troopers that operated traffic radar was exhibited by Davis and
Mostofi (1993). They investigated several cases of testicular cancer among officers in two small
Michigan police departments within a cohort of 340 police officers. Six incident cases of testicular
cancer occurred between 1979 and 1991, O/E (observed/expected) 6.9; p < 0.001, Poisson
distribution). Occupational use of hand-held radar was the only shared risk factor among all six
officers, and all routinely held the radar gun directly in close proximity to their testicles. Health
effects of occupational radar use had not been widely studied, and further research into a possible
association with testicular cancer was warranted.
The FDA also compared the incidence of reported cancer cases among police radar operators with
cancer rates in the general population. According to their communicate to the press, they stated
that although it was known that high level of microwaves were hazardous, there were not still
solid experimental evidence that much lower levels emitted from traffic radar might be harmful.
Although some lab experiments associated biological changes with low level radar emissions, no
one knew what responses such radiation caused in humans.
Puranen and Jokela (1996) reviewed published reports about radar inflicted damages. They
indicated that the microwave auditory effect was the only well-established specific effect in
realistic exposure situations. Threshold of injury depended on power intensity of pulsating beam,
and occur even at low density such as 20 mJ/m2 (=2x1020eV/ m2) to individuals whose auditory
threshold was low. They recommended of measurements of pulse power densities around scanning
radar antennae by a portable detector, to warn operators. In near field values detected differed
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from calculated by ~2-3 dB, but it did not make any difference to operators, that had to stay as far
as possible from the beam.
Kolodynski and Kolodynska (1996) described a radar station near Skrunda, in Latvia as “a living
laboratory for the chronic low level effects of exposure to RF/MW radiation”: They found that in
a study of 966 children, motor function, memory and attention were significantly worse in the
exposed group, and their neuromuscular endurance was decreased. Field levels at their houses
were low, typically 1 V/m and a maximum of 6 V/m. They also found a 6-fold increase in
chromosome damage in exposed cows.
Goldsmith (1995) reviewed the health effects of microwave/radar exposure in military,
broadcasting, and occupational circumstances, with a view to apply protective practices. His
sources of information involved 1. historical data, 2. the Polish army 3. the U.S. navy use of radar
in the Korean War, 4. exposures to the above Skrunda, Latvia, transmitter, 5. the Hawaiian
broadcasting facilities, 6. occupational studies of electronic and electrical workers, including radio
operators, 7. reproductive outcomes among physiotherapists using short-wave and microwave
diathermy, and 8. U.S. foreign service personnel exposed at Embassies in Eastern Europe. Few
data had reliable dose estimations, and none had accurate exposure dosage. None included
evidence of tissue heating or any short-term effect. Possible outcomes of exposures considered
included: 1. blood count changes, 2. somatic mutations 3. impairment of reproductive outcomes,
mainly spontaneous abortion, and 4. increase in cancer incidence mainly of the hematopoietic
system, brain, and breast, and premature and mortality. The evidence indicated that microwave
exposures were associated with all four of these outcomes, concluding that the possible effects
and their timings with respect to exposure were qualitatively similar to those on ionizing radiation.
A prudent avoidance was recommendedfor more protection for those exposed than required by
present regulations. No systematic effort was to include negative studies, thus this review had a
positive reporting bias. In a further review, Goldsmith (1997) focused on occupational exposure
to microwaves of radar (military, civil), and some other transmissions, including cellular phones
injured people: It was found that damages involved spontaneous abortion rate increased.
Individuals of both genders showed altered RBC (red blood cells) counts, and leukocytes counts.
Somatic mutation rate in lymphocytes increased. Children cancer incidence rate increased, and
adults cancer, including testicular cancer incidence increased. Rate of disabilities, and allergies
rates were increased as well. One study exhibited that exposure resulted in cataract developed.
These results might indicate that exposure to RF waves, have potential to cause cancer, and other
adversities of health. He recommended prudent avoidance from unneeded exposures.
Neshev NN. Kirilova (1996) suggested that certain microwaves values of pulse-repetition time,
could produce oscillations at extremely low power levels, synchronized in identical enzyme
molecules, that might lead in turn, to large oscillations within cells. Thus short such exposures
might be beneficial, whereas long exposure might have a stressful effect on cellular biochemical
processes.
Hardell (1998) showed that of 148 (91%) testicular cancer cases and 314 (87%) controls, 101 had
seminoma and 47 had embryonal testicular cancer. Enhanced risks was to chemical industry
workers and to those exposed to RF-EMFs, including amateur radio operators OR=2.2 (CI 0.76.6), work with radar equipment OR=2.0 (CI 0.3-14.2) and electricians OR=2.3 (CI 0.8-6.7) based
on few exposed subjects. VDT unit exposed gave OR=1.5 (CI 0.98-2.3) and for exposed 480
working days (median number) the OR=1.8 (CI 1.1-3.2). Low numbers of exposed subjects might
be spurious.
Afromeev and Tkachenko (1999) demonstrated that radar exposure of rats (at 3cm wavelength
range) caused changes in six testicular lactate dehydrogenase isoenzymes. Lu et al (1999) exposed
rats to ultrawide-band (UWB) EM pulsed radar beams for 6 min, at SARs of 70-121 mW/Kg:
Significant decrease in arterial blood pressures (hypotension) was detected (45 min to 4 weeks
postexposure), that was robust, consistent and persistent, but heart beat was not altered.
Richter et al (2000). Reported exposure-effect relationships in sentinel patients and their
coworkers that were exposed to high levels of RF/MW radiation. Information obtained by
interviews, medical records, and technical sources, revealed a patient, that was a member of a
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cohort of 25 workers with six tumors. Relative risks for cancer in this group were calculated, as
well as latency periods for a larger group of self-reported individuals. Index patients with eye
melanoma, testicular cancer, nasopharyngioma, non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, and breast cancer were
in the 20-37-year age group. Information about work conditions suggested prolonged exposures to
high levels of RF/MW radiation that produced risks for the entire body. Clusters involved many
different types of tumors. Latency periods were extremely brief in index patients and a larger selfreported group. The findings suggest that young persons exposed to high levels of RF/MW
radiation for long periods in settings, where preventive measures were lax, were at increased risk
for cancer. Very short latency periods suggested high risks from high-level exposures.
Calculations derived from a linear model of dose-response suggested the need to prevent
exposures in the range of 10-100 & W/cm2.

Recommendations to reduce exposure.
* Request that a “dead man switch” be installed in the manual devices, and be held down just for
emitting the beam. This might permit continued use of one piece device safely.
* Older hand held with no such safety switch should not be pointed to body or to another person,
and not placed near body at “stand by” between ‘hunting’ activities.
* The use of two part units, would be while antenna installed that its emissions would not be
aimed at the travelers in the vehicle. It was recommended that the device will be mounted entirety
outside to the vehicle. It seemed not applicable to old models, for they were not able to carry
condition for present operation. Other possibilities, such as, assembly he device on panel seemed
possible, in the condition that the antenna in all case was not deliberately aimed to the operator,
or other travelers in the vehicle. The installation of antenna on side window, was not
recommended.
* These radar antennae should be checked annually, or after any technical malfunction, in order
to detect there were not a radiation leakage or reflected from any other direction of the antenna.
* Every operator was obligated to be trained in congruous radar operation, prior to operation in
field. The training must include an discussion of health risks from exposure to microwave
radiation, and information how to minimize exposure.
* Active protection. - Every personnel involved, should take megadoses of antioxidant
supplements and other vitamins and minerals (see details in ch. 16), compliance with restrictions
stated, and doctors approved. These supplements will minimize damage derived by exposure to
chemical pollutants as well, and helps the liver to expel them out of body, and preserve nerve
system and immune system from dysfunction.

Radar exposure of seamen on a ship.
The Australian standard limited exposure of maritime travelers to 0.2 mW/cm2 or to the peak of
1W/cm2, or at 1 m from the antenna in the same height the peak should to be 0.5 W/cm2. The
average power in static antenna was supposed to be 0.5-0.8 mW/cm2, falling at several meters to
the safe level <0.2 mW/cm2. At 1.5 m from the antenna, and 0.5 m lower, the power of the
radiation will be still >0.2mW/cm2. Near revolving antenna, by standers absorb only ~20% of the
radiation.
A study in the American navy (published July 1980) revealed among 20,000 seamen exposed to
powerful radars, elevated risk to get cancer than among 20,000 others, not or minimally exposed
seamen. No connection of exposure to the radar radiation to the incidence cancer in the examined
could be established. Kaliada et al (1995 ) exposed laboratory animals to modulated pulsating
maritime radar: Animals behavior, composition of blood, and concentrations of RBC and
leukocytes were tested. Clear reactions to the exposure were exhibited, typical for each animal
type were observed. No further details were available.

Radar exposure and lead intoxication of artillery men.
Weyandt et al (1996 ) investigated artillery men exposed to lead (added to cannon charge, see
ch.2), sorted to groups: Not exposed to radar, control of 30 subjects, exposed (20), and a second
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control (31) neither exposed nor lead polluted. Results indicated that in the lead injured subjects
preeminently the amount of the sperm fluid as well as cells concentration, were better than those
exposed to radar beam in comparison with control individuals.

Are flight controllers exposed to radiation?
Bergier et al (1990 ) examined radar operators in the aged 20-22 years, that were exposed to the
emissions at 390 MHz - 10.96 GHz, at 500 KW to 1.5 MW, for periods from 720h and more.
Compared to a matching group of not exposed individuals, blood tests of exposed revealed
disturbances indicated by a clear decrease of lymphocytes T8, and clear increased level of
immunoglobulin IgM (see ch. 18). Budinscak et al (1991) examined radar operators airfield
control tower, for 4 years. These individuals were exposed every day, to weak microwaves, to heat
to ‘soft’ X-radiation and to noise, by permissive borders. Blood clear changes involved a decrease
of RBC number, and lymphocytes, that were not clearly pathological, and mostly reversible.
Goldoni et al. (1993) radar operators (49) among flight controllers of the above airfield, and the
second group of radio relay station workers (46), in comparison with a control group (46) workers
of the airfield. The ubjects were examined twice during 18 months: Clear differences mainly at
the radar operators, were detected, but also at the radio workers that were much more than by
the control group members. Changes involved haematological and biochemical parameters, in
electrical brain activity and in capillaroscopic and ophthalmological findings, and general health
status, in the radar operators. The results indicated that long-term occupational exposure to
microwaves and radiofrequencies may damage sensitive organic systems.
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Chapter eleven
What is my electromagnetic environment?
EMF standards are permissible to 1,000 mG ( ! ) for public exposure. The present agreed
permissible voluntary standard of 2 mG for public exposure seems much better, although it is not
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considered safe any more. Electric installations at home and in vicinity can induce noticeable
indoor fields, hanged up transformers that induce head level EMFs of 13-15 mG. A cellular
antenna that appeared in the neighborhood, or a near radio/TV antenna whose transmissions are
“within permissible standard”, may be too high when considered by biologists. Moreover, such
radiation is received and reemitted by any wire or electric cable at home, or even by metal window
frames. Such a cable passing in the wall next to your child, or if you sleep on electric sheet, or
with an electric clock near your head, all of them induce remarkable EMFs that can cause
insomnia, and more.
Petrucci (1999) reported of an unexpected EMF background in an intensive care unit (ICU) of a
hospital: Critically ill patients were exposed to AC EMF at 50 Hz, induced by fan motors and
other electric installations, with flux densities of up to 40 µT (=400mG). Field intensities of ≥2.0
mG (‘safety limit’) were detected in 83% of the patients. The patients in such ICU environment
were at risk from EMF pollution, which added risk factors to those present already. This risk
could be minimized by keeping a safety distance of patients from the EMF sources.
It is advisable to measure any outdoors visible and underground or concealed EMFs sources, as
well as unsuspected domestic ones, in order to know how to evade from them as much as possible.

What are typical electromagnetic fields for your vicinity?
The MFs induced by domestic appliances, and tools, operated by high power, in milligauss
(mG, according to EMF In Your Environment, EPA, 1992, see Anonymous 1995, and by
measurements of the authors 1997). The EMFs in US at 60 Hz, in Europe, at 50 Hz.

Domestic Appliances.
Appliance / Tool

Distance from Origin

R e m a r k s

BATH ROOM

6”

1’

2’

3’

Hair Dryer
Electric shaver

700
600

70
100

10
10

1
1

100
1,500
10
9
70
100
130
70

20
300
1
1
1
30
20
14

3
30

4

7
3
1

1
-

200
100
300

30
20
200

2
3
30

-20

160
20
200
40
70
40
150
20

20
5
30
20

1
9
10

6
10

KITCHEN

Blender
Can opener
Coffee maker
Crock pot
By author measurement
Dish washer
Food processoe
By author measurement
Wheat grass juicer
By author measurement
Garbage disposal
Microwave oven
By authors measurement
Electric oven
Electric range
Refrigerator
By authors measurement
Toaster

Produces in it also waves at frequency of
2.45 GHz of we are protected if not leak.

Close to wall
At open of chilling chamber
In chilling chamber
7

-

-

LIVING/ FAMILY ROOM

Ceiling fan
Window a. conditioner
Tuner/tape player
Color TV set
Black white TV set

50
20
1
20
10

6
6

1
4

8
2

4
1

Screen of TV and computer produces fields at RF of 10-30 KHz

100
65
10
20
150
700

30
20
3
3
40
200

6
8

-3

Only in squeezing.

40
35

(at 2”)
(at 0”)

3

LAUNDRY/UTILITY ROOM

Washing machine
By author measurement
Electric cloths dryer
Iron
Portable heater
Vacuum cleaner

8
50

BEDROOM SOURCES

Common electric sheet
By author measurement

150

10

PTC electric sheet
Digital clock
Analog clock
Baby monitor (electric)
Baby monitor (battery)
By author measurement

3
8
30
15

(at 2”)
2
5
2

1
3

0
0

Device itself.

Probes

WORKSHOP TOOLS

Battery charger
Drill
Power saw
E.screwdriver -chrging

50
200
1,000
-

4
40
300
-

250
200
9
100
300
20

50
40
2
30
90
6

6
40

-4

OFFICE SOURCES

Air cleaner
Copy machine
Facsimilia
Fluorescent light
Elect.pencil sharpener
PC color monitor/term

8
13

2
4

8
30
3

4
30
Swedish Governm. Purchases monitors emitting maximal EMF 2.5 mG at 50cm
It became de facto for all manufacturers.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

EMFs emitted by devices produced by different manufacturers might be different.

TV sets.
The emissions of TV sets resemble those of PC screens, but one sits far from the screen. At a
distance of 3 m from a TV screen the ELF or VLF EMF emitted declined to the background. A
personal TV set for close watch has a small LCD screen: Although it creates a strong EF and some
MF at ~2 cm in front, at ~30 cm, their intensities were negligible.

Are electric sheets trouble free?
Preston-Martin et al (1988) found increased exposure to MF by ~80% (40-300%), and to EF by
~35% (20-100%), by sleeping on an electric sheet. No enhanced incidence of acute myeloidic
leukemia, and not in chronic could be revealed. Savitz et al (1990),showed an increase in
incidence of babies’ brain cancer, for prior use of electric sheet by their mothers. A slight increase
was observed in incidence of leukemia, or all cancers, but no increased cancer incidence in babies
that slept on electric sheets, or exposed to other appliances. The author detected an induced EMF
of up to 40mG, when warming the bed. The EMF induced flat against the body penetrates 16-18
mm into it. Therefore, prior to going to bed, it is imperative to turn the sheet off, and disconnect
its plug, to avoid EF. Epidemiological studies found an interconnection between sleeping on
electric sheet and insomnia, abortions, and childhood leukemia. For an immobilized sick /
disabled individual lying in bed, it is recommended to keep the whole room warm, rather than
heating the electric sheet. Waterbeds have to be heated, prior to use, then turned off, and plug
disconnected. A thick coverage under the sheet, is recommended, to hinder cooling.

Microwave ovens.
These ovens emit two types of radiation: Microwaves, and at ELF. The output of domestic
heaters is in the range of 450-1,000 W. Such a high power output is destined to heat food
(containing water) strongly and quickly: The voltage is raised by a transformer, and the current
enters the magnetron unit, in which it is accelerated in a circular track through interlaced
frequency resonators, connected to an antenna: It emits a beam of electrons at 2,450 MHz
(2.45GHz), to cooking chamber. The waves vibrate the water in biological tissues, that are
vigorously heated. These waves do not heat the dish itself: It is in contact with the heated food,
and got heated just by conductance.
Most of the microwave energy is absorbed in the food, and part emitted is blocked by metal walls,
or net shield of window. Some of the radiation leaks outside, but declines in the square root of
distance (Puschner 1966, Anonymous 1993). This leaked radiation can heat and injure living
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body tissues if they are too close. Safety regulations were permissible up to 1mW / cm2 leaked.
This level seemed unsafe, and one study indicated a safe level up to 0.5 mW / cm2 .

Electric razors.
Electric razors emitted EMFs at intensities of 200-400 mG at ~4 cm from blades. Some razors
have passed 600 mG level. It usually interfered with reception of TV, radio or cellular phones in
the vicinity. A professional razor at the barber shop in the neighborhood, emitted an EMF at 170
mG directly on skin. At present the usage of electric razors and barber machines seems ‘safe’ for
the public, but it is neither safe for the barber, nor to the customer, for exposures of the head to
razor’s emissions are usually over 3 min.

Hair driers.
Hair drier has an electric motor and a heating unit of high output. Two of these create strong
EMFs in a drier with an helmet or with just handle held. A 1,600 W drier emits an EMF of
intensity of 100 - 200mG next to handle (our measurements revealed ~170 mG), that declined to
50 mG or 10 mG at 20 cm to 40 cm respectively. EPA data (see above table) revealed that some
hair driers emitted EMFs of up to 700 mG, so their damage may be more prominent.

Electric organs
Electric organ induces diverse EMFs in its different parts and areas. The organs EMFs might be
changed vastly depending manufacturer and model tested. The organ tested by the authors,
generated EMFs mainly at the rhythms section, of only ELF of ~180 mG. This EMF declined with
distance, while other EMFs were much lower than this. Keyboard readings varied between 2-20
mG.
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Chapter twelve
Are Radio and TV transmitters adverse to public health?
Are cancer and mortality rates higher in vicinity of TV towers ?
A report in the UK indicated of a “cancer cluster” of leukemia and lymphoma, near a TV antenna
in Sutton-Coldfield, and the FM (frequency modulation) radio station in west-center England.
Dolk et al (1997a) reviewed the mortality records for 12 kinds of cancer illnesses, in this region,
in 1974 - 1986: It involved mainly residents in radius of 10km from the antennas, and other 10
strips of growing distances, and another inner area selected at random in a radius of 2 km.
Leukemia risk in inner area was x1.83 (95%, at CI, of 1.22 - 2.74), decreasing with distance from
transmitter (p=0.001). These findings were consistent for 1974 - 1980, and 1981 - 1986, periods,
and probably not dependent on the cluster reported previously. The leukemia risk at SuttonColdfield was irregular, with increased distance, probably for residual socioeconomic
confounding. In a further study, Dolk et al (1997b) reviewed adult morbidity, childhood leukemia
and brain cancer, at ~20 residential areas around these strong stations, from the year 1981,
considering the distance as in previous study: In radius of 10 km, 3,305 diagnosed leukemia
patients indicated of risk of x1.03 (95%, at CI of 1.00 - 1.07), and adults’ risk for leukemia
decreased for each transmitter separately. As for all transmitters combined, risk increased by no
more than 15%, up to 10 km from transmitter. At 2 km from transmitters, risk found was of 0.97
(95% at CI of 0.78 - 1.21). Incidence of childhood leukemia, brain cancer, adults’ melanoma, and
bladder cancer, indicated of no decrease of risk that could be attributed to distance from
transmitters. Results weakly supported the findings of the Sutton-Coldfield study.
Hocking et al (1996) checked records of cancer incidence and mortality rate in the years 1972 1990, in 9 towns, of which 3 surrounded TV transmitting antennae, and 6 that were not close to
them. Power densities of 3 stations transmitted at North Sidney, since 1956 reached 8.0 ' W/cm2 ,
declining at radius of 4 km to 0.2 ( W/cm2, and at 12 km to 0.02 ) W/cm2 . Leukemia risk was
found x1.24 (95% at CI of 1.09 - 1.40), and for children it was x1.58 (95%, at CI of 1.07 - 2.34),
and mortality risk was x2.32 (95%, at CI of 1.35 - 4.01). Risk for childhood lymphatic leukemia
was x1.55 (95%, at CI of 1.00 - 2.41), and mortality x2.74 (95%, at CI of 1.42 - 5.27) . Incidence
of brain cancer morbidity and mortality rates did not pass averages for the total population.
Association was found between incidence of leukemia and mortality, and residential vicinity to
TV transmitting towers. A later error was found in results, but relevant material was impossible to
get, so these results were referred doubted until cleared. Transmission intensities were lower than
permissible standard, and than EMFs near high voltage lines, and other installations near
residential and other areas. The vehicular and industrial derived chemical pollution seemed that
risk was higher in transmission areas, for it was an urban area, than for mere radiation emitted.

A survey of radio and TV antennas in Israel.
Netzer and Hartal (1995) surveyed residential areas in Israel adjacent to transmission towers, in
order to determine whether radiation emitted compiled with standard of International Radiation
Protection Association) IRPA: 16 radio relay stations (RRS) and 7 government affiliated radio
stations were screened. Results showed that permissible exposure levels (PEL) around relay
stations were below standard level permissible for public exposure. Typical levels were lower than
50% IRPA standard. But, considering that E-Field standard level at transmission frequency was
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~60 V/m, the 50% of it e.g. 30 V/m was still too high: As mentioned, Omura and Losco (1993)
showed that in exposure to 10 V/m effects appear in 3 min, such as increased blood thromboxane,
lowered acetylcholine, and initiated expression of oncogenes, referred as a temporary oncogenic
anomaly (see ch. 4 for details).
A unique topographical phenomenon in this survey, was identified east of Palnord station, Haifa,
where a quarry crater amplified the intensity of RF emission, like directed by a reflector. When
antenna was replaced by another type, it lowered radiation to permissible levels.

IRPA guidelines for public exposure to electromagnetic radiation.
IRPA guidelines involved two groups: 1. Occupational permissible exposure limits (PEL), for
workers that work in the vicinity of RF transmitters, and- 2. General public PEL, for residents
exposed to the RF EMFs for 24 hours per day all year round. The general public PEL is aimed to
limit the SAR (see ch. 9) to a maximum of 0.08W/kg for exposure of whole body. This limit has a
safety margin of 1:50 for hyperthermal effects on living biological tissues and it is relevant for
children as well as to adults.
The emissions of RRS antenna “Hillel”( Tel Mond, Israel), were monitored in a nearby
elementary school, at new neighborhood Zoran. An outprint of gaussmeter posted in school,
showed on April 6, 2000 ~9 AM a consistent reading of over 40 V/m (that was ~50% of
permissible standard for that frequency of 750kHz). The author provided the residents committee
with the above publications showing effects at exposure to 10 V/m. It convinced the authorities to
lower antenna output down to 8V/m monitored at school. Hearsay information was about an old
neighboring village Porath, whose residents have been exposed for over 40 years to the emissions
of the same antenna: The incidence of cancer was high. A newspaper article, detailed names with
diagnosed cancers, death dates, and pictures of the deceased, strongly supporting that information.
The following table depicts IRPA- PEL: Radiation levels presented were averaged over a period
of 6 minutes, for a random start of the 0.lh period. ANSI / IEEE standards (1992) for safety levels,
referred to general public exposure to RF-EMFs, practically the same as IRPA-PEL guidelines.

IRPA General public PEL.(Netzer and Hartal 1995)
Frequency
MHz
0.1 - 1
1 - 10
10 - 400
400 - 2,000
2,000 - 300,000

E-F I e l d
V/m
87
87/f0.5
27.5
1,375/f0.5
61

H-F I e l d
A/m

Power Density
W/m2
mW/cm2

0.23/ f0.5
0.23/ f0.5
0.073
0.0037 f0.5
0.16

2
f/200
10

0.2
f/2,000
1

Bottom line.
Keep your eyes and gaussmeter on any antenna close to your neighborhood, or office. The
emissions reaching you should not exceed 6 V/m, complying advanced permissible standards (see
table in ch. 9). Never take antenna emission for granted, if you live there, or intend to buy a house.
Check emissions, from time to time, as sometimes antenna output may be raised, and you may be
exposed to detrimental radiation unnoticed.
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Chapter thirteen
A survival kit for EM environment and chemical pollution.
Prudent avoidance and survival, what to avoid at all?
Most affected by chemical pollutants are industrial workers, mainly from foundry plants, metal
coating factories, paint factories, old fashion printing shops, residents in heavy transportation, or
industrial areas. Lead poisoning might come even from unexpected sources, such as domestic
paints, old pots, from lead contained ground, from cannon charges, that artillery men inhale.
Children may taste paints containing lead, and mere inhaling a contaminated air, or eating with us
contaminated fish. Lead may yield retarded children, physically, and mentally, involving severe
neural and blood diseases.
Add to it exposure to EMFs, that is dependent the sources you pass by, and the quality of food
eaten: Fried foods, traditional or American style ‘junk food’ have to be omitted: They are calories
rich and low (if any) with antioxidant vitamins and necessary minerals. Considering the above
polluting factors may lead to a personal "package" for everyone of hazards to the health. The
injuries to health, not always expressed in a diagnosed ailment, but rather noticeable as allergies,
exhaustion, insomnia, headaches, non functioning, mood disorders, psychosomatic illnesses,
depressions, immune deficiency, hypersensitivities, and infectious diseases.
Chemical carcinogen may induce cancer and a physical factor (exposure to an EMF, or cellular
phone broadcast) may enhances it. If we omit or minimize exposure to injurious factors, we will
reduce by far the risk to get damaged. By the awareness and comprehension of the hazards, one
can avoid most of them by simple means, by passive and active measures.
Prudent avoidance from exposure in day life, means just to keep away from EMFs that one knows
about them, but also from places where EMFs may be, mainly antennae of broadcast, power lines,
transformers, etc. Cryptic EMFs might be emitted from a train under the floor electric engine, or
other electrical equipment. Some of which might be noticed by their sound, or shaking when train
is at a stop (or be measured). Their field intensity declines by square of distance. So in proper
remoteness, the intensity of hazardous radiation would wane to the level of background. Even
there, the radiation might be hazardous for those electromagnetic hypersensitive.
Algae (kelp) and Silybum tablets supplemented as well, would help to remove heavy metals from
the body (see details in ch. 16).. The exhaustion, or feebleness sensed by those firing cannons
might be attributed to lead poisoning and excess of free radicals at that time.

Avoid unnecessary proximity to EMR sources.
Prudent avoidance (Morgan and Nair 1990). Is a logical idiomatic phrase for everyone hat
understands the character and the severity of the environmental hazards. Morgan himself
appertained contrary to those attributed severity to environmental hazards , and wasted money on
guidance of the public against damages of ELF-EMF in spite of that their damage have not been
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proven. Hafemeister (1995 ) supported Morgan, basing on what Sakhrov, the Russian scientist
said before his death (1988). It might be stated that if Sakharov himself would have kept prudent
avoidance himself, he would not die prematurely. Both Sakharov and Morgan could not know
about free radicals generated in body by exposure to EMFs, as it was revealed in the year 1996.
Any electric appliance should be alienated from beds, especially electric clock, or radio clock
(connected to current), and little TV set. It includes also all appliances on the other side of the
wall or partition, mainly TV sets, electric clocks, PC screens, ventilators, air conditioners, heaters,
refrigerators, washing machines, furnaces, ovens, etc. Operation of any tool should be by minimal
exposure as possible.
Beds and sofas should stand at safe distances from walls whose other side of wall part operating
(in a store or otherwise) heaters, ovens, display refrigerators, fluorescent lights of any kind. One
has to be cautious also from grounding pipes, or underneath heavy electric equipment or telephone
/ cables board of any kind.
Keep far as possible from a TV set, and any appliance or device, audiovisual or otherwise. Sit at
open hand distance from PC screen, and from peripheral equipment. Keep far also from all the
sides and behind of screens in room, or on other side of a wall or a partition. As mentioned main
screen EMFs are emitted from the flyback transformer of cathodic ray tube at back of screen.
Therefore this si most risky side of screen. In planning office one has to take into account the
radiation emitted from screens. Later on, when working in front of one screen, one has to be
cautious about radiation emitted from others.
In computer class, decent distances should be kept between students to their computers, and
others’.
Children and adults might be briefed about safe distances between computers, not to hold hands
on screens unnecessarily to be careful from the radiation that emitted from screen front,
(hazardous up to an open hand distance), all sides, and back. If screens are posted in line of desks,
they should be posted alternatively at other sides of each desk. At distances of 3’ - 4’.
Pregnant women at office should be very careful: A study done at 12 different offices, and in
epidemiological studies in the United States: revealed high rates of abortion and embryo
malformation in women that worked with computers. Risk to pregnancy was maximal at 8 - 15
weeks, but all other parts were risky, from start to giving birth. It worth to note, that in these
studies it was not clear whether disturbances and defects were caused by EMFs emitted from
computers (some of which were old and really radiating) or from tension and stress from projects
run by those companies. .
One has to keep fair distance from any broadcast from any type of transmitter, mainly radio
amateurs, cellular base antenna on roof, maritime, aviation or police radar, etc. There is no need
to risk when unnecessary, to stay where antennae stand or rotate emitting their beams, to try to
stay under cover, and minimize exposure as could be.
In daily life one has to minimize contact, and to stay away from electrical devices, mainly those
that have engine, such as drill, vacuum cleaner, floor washer, saw, mixer, blender, juicer, air
conditioner, ventilator, heater, hair drier, can opener, microwave oven, dish washer washing
machine, electric massage, message bath tub, sewing machine (or far from engine as could be),
operating electric sheet, electric bed, etc. The latter two should be turned off and disconnected,
prior to going to bed, in order to avoid both magnetic and electric fields..
In office, or plant, one has to keep a distance from all machines propelled by electric engines,
from furnaces, building electric heating and cooling, furnaces, smelters, melting ovens, soldering
machines, fluorescent and halogen lights (whose even cables might emit ELF-EMF of 120 - 150
mG.
Many electrical devices and appliances keep inducing EMFs, or just electric field, even when
turned OFF. Sometimes the EMF reading at OFF position is close (or the same) to those when
turned ON (such as cable converter, 150 mG, either OFF or ON.
Some innocent looking devices might emit EMFs, such as infants breath monitor that operates on
current from the net in the US. But battery operated monitor such as BabySense and probes,
emitted negligible EMF about as background.
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Some innocent looking metal boxes posted on sidewalk that look as locker. They are supposed to
be transformers of underground lines, emitting ~170 mG ELF. That wanes fast with distance.
Some hanging transformers in residential areas might induce an ELF-EMF that as head level, still
read as ~13 mG. It is reasonable that neighboring apartments get in similar EMFs from the
hanging transformers
Cellular phone emissions are at frequencies higher some millions fold than those of electric
supply, and appliances (60 Hz in North America, 50Hz in other countries). If cellular phones
would emit energy at higher output that heats like a microwave oven, destroying brain cells, the
hypothalamus, hypophysis, eyes, ears, and other sensitive organs (see details in ch. 9).
Transmission output depends on reception: If it is good (you see a lot of signal strength bars on
screen) the phone transmits at minimal output, and vice versa.
A new RadFree personal set has its earphone reaching the ear by a plastic tube, while the tiny
speaker is far from ear by 17 cm. It abolishes practically all radiation from reaching the ear.It is
risky to use it without earphone and microphone.
Some prudent avoidance hints: Eyes: Hold phone away from them. Please note, that metal
glasses frame amplified RFR to eye by up to 29%. Breasts: Never hold phone at “ON’ in a
pocket. Avoid using an underwired bra, for it acts as a resonator, amplifying signal. Testicles:
Never clip phone at “ON” to belt in front, or in a pocket, or on lap. Avoid also laying any electric
device, not to say radar on lap. Kidneys & liver: Never clip phone at “ON” to belt in the back.
Pregnant abdomen: Never keep a phone at “ON” or clipped anywhere on the body. Pacemakers /
medical / navigation instruments: Never hold a phone at “ON” near them: Phones can disturb part
of pacemakers (Wilke et al 1996, Altamura et al 1997). Earphone & microphone, are still
advisable. Hold the phone far from your body, and avoid others’.
Grounding may cause remarkable EMFs at home. The author measured strong EMF in living
room, and in bedroom, of 6 - 7 mG. When traced by gaussmeter, the origin of EMF was detected
at grounding water piping, 40 - 50 mG lengthwise Poor / non professional grounding might be
hazardous, and ended very bad. Therefore, in a case of doubt, or any high EM background, call
for professionals, prior to accident occurs. It is to notice that fixing grounding would not cause
another problem such as risk to be electrified, etc.

Can we avoid chemical pollution?
One cannot avoid it completely, but rather eliminate most of it: By staying closed indoors as much
as possible out of pollution, at home or in car the road with closed windows. Pollution of heavy
metals, such as strontium or cadmium, as mentioned, can be mostly removed from bones and
blood by taking tablets of kelp algae, that contain alginate. It removed over 80% of bone
(radioactive) strontium, and probably some other (non radioactive) heavy metals ions. Liver cells
solubilize the poisons to soluble forms that exit body in the urine. This process, created free
radicals, that injure liver cells. Therefore taking vitamin C reduces these radicals and enhances
liver cells to eliminate also lead and other heavy metals, and many other pollutants. It is
imperative to expel such metals from the body as they injure blood components, the nervous
system, the kidneys, they suppress immune system, and more. Blankenship (1997) showed that
rats poisoned by lead, could be saved from death by taking vitamin C. Vij et al (1998) showed that
such activity was associated with fast and full rehabilitation of RBC (red blood cells) production,
within 3 days. Such activity was confirmed in volunteers: In those taken vitamin C at 1,000 mg
daily, (a moderate dose) it lowered ~80% of their blood lead levels (Anonymous 1997).
Thus it is recommended to any healthy individual, that does not suffer from gout or tends to make
kidney stones, to take at least 2x1,000 mg a day. It could be divided to 4x 500 mg tasty tablets of
rose (hips acerola, American Health, NY) in a round package that might stay all the time on the
desk in office. Add to it any multivitamin that would provide every mineral and vitamin that could
be needed (while these are too low with antioxidant ingredients). Antioxidant supplements are a
must for smokers, who have to take them in larger doses (see below). Antioxidants for the general
public might include : Vitamins C, E, and , A (as *-carotene (Blankenship 1997), pycnogenol
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(grape seed extract) and also calcium and magnesium. Add to it coenzyme Q10 ( Brude et al 1997
), and micro amounts of minerals such as : selenium. Efficiency of the latter was found in disposal
of heavy toxic metals such as cadmium , germanium, and vanadium (Ognjanovic et al.1995). Add
to these vitamins from B group( that are not antioxidants) : They augment the efficiency of other
vitamins, and it is worthwhile to take them to avoid any deficiency (especially in vegetarians). The
antioxidant vitamins and minerals got in vegetables and fruits we eat, are too little and not to rely
on. But if excess of vitamins taken, it will be removed in urine. and would not be harmful.
Efficient disposal of drugs (considered by liver cells as pollute chemicals) that enter the body, or,
alcohol, and oxidized fats abundant junk food, it is recommended to take capsules of thistle
(Sylibum marianum) extract. It contains antioxidants and other compounds, enhancing liver cells
to dispose pollutants and fight attacking viruses (especially hepatitis virus), and virulent bacteria.
This extract contains a factor that stabilizes mast cells membranes( see ch. 18 ), that inhibit
histamine excretion from them, thus reducing allergic and inflammation reactions.
Bandyopadhyay et al. (1982) showed that administration of vitamin C improved disposal of
vegetable polluting insecticieds such as dieldrin from the body.
Several practical advice to disposal of pollutants involve:
Smoke of cigarettes, ember, and fire: The smoke including oxides that generates free
radicals, in lungs, and also, chemical known carcinogens. Smoke might be deadly in small
amounts for it contains free radicals, and oxides that create more radicals, that hurt the epithelium
of the respiratory tracts the lungs. The smoke continues to generate free radicals for another
~20min after dissolved. . Therefore one has to evade all smoke in any way possible, or stand in
up the wind from source, and so not to inhale it. After breathing smoke, one has to rehabilitate
damage immediately, by taking enhanced doses of antioxidants. To some smokers of us, that
cannot stop, there is a consolation: Enhanced amount of antioxidants would defuse big part from
the radicals created in lung and respiratory epithelium. Vitamin A as a + -carotene capsule of
25,000 IU, vitamin C, 4,000 mg ( 8x500 if individual does not suffer from gouts or kidney stones),
and vitamin E 800 IU (2x 400), and a B50 tablet, containing all vitamin B group at amounts of 50
(mg / , g). Avoid traffic and industrial pollution. - In urban area drive always with closed
windows, while inner air circulated (even if not conditioned). So one is able to evade from heavily
polluted sites of nitrogen and sulfur oxides emitted from mufflers, rich in CO, hydrocarbons, lead,
other heavy metals, poisons etc, and asbestos dust from brake sandals. The CO pollution
increases from cars waiting at traffic red light, mainly from cars whose engine is not adjusted, or
those with automatic gear, holding engine against brake. CO emitted even more where green light
is given, where all driver floor their accelerator pedals. While driving, one passes industrial
zones, plants, power stations, emitting generous amounts of pollutants of any kind (see ch. 2). So
car windows must be closed always in town.
At home, and at office, keep windows ‘normally closed’, and open them only where traffic
dwindled, late at night or early in the morning prior to smog grows dense, or when winds blow.
Sunny days without wind have high levels of ozone formed (see ch. 2). Although it is not felt, or
sometime nice smelling, it is highly toxic and hazardous, mainly to senior citizens, and those
having heart diseases.
Indoors ozone,can be be dangerous. It is formed near fluorescent tubes (emitting some UV light),
much from tanning lamps, and sterilizing air UV lamps in surgery rooms and labs, or used also for
special effects in the dark, in public places. Ozone is emitted from office and domestic machines
having inner fluorescent lights, such as copying machines, scanner, fax, printer etc So their area
might be well ventilated.. Incidentally, UV itself is harmful, even watch it formed by common
fluorescent lights. One can sniff the pleasant smell of ozone, that is a sign that home or office is
not well ventilated.
Pedestrians and bike/motorbike riders. - They (=we) almost cannot avoid chemical and
physical pollution, UV, dust and muffler emissions and filth. However, by awareness and prudent
avoidance, one can much reduced exposure to chemicals and to overhead sources of EMFs. Avoid
walking in the street mainly where traffic is heavy. In town always keep a distance from traffic
lights where cars emit mostly. Avoid walking / riding your bike or staying unnecessarily under
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power lines, hanging transformers, and passing by electric installations of any kind. . When wind
blows, one might get less pollution where walking in street. In sunny days, sunglasses and a hat
are musts, better with long sleeves against UV radiation. Just active protection might help, by
taking large amounts of supplements, mainly of antioxidant vitamins and minerals, and others, at
least vitamins A, C, E, and group B, kelp algae, and thistle capsules would help a lot. (see ch. 16
for details).
Closed underground parking, garages, bus stations. - In closed spaces, the hazard from
CO becomes major, and it is real deadly. Those working in such spaces should be very cautious.
CO aggravate respiratory and heart problems to those have them already. Oxides (nitrous and
sulfuric) emitted from mufflers and inhaled (especially where many cars operated), generate free
radicals, that cause immediate bad feeling, tiredness, all of a sudden, an unexplained headache
appears, difficulties to breath, and feeling of suffocating... So do not spend there your time unless
you must, and keep a distance from operating engines, as well as from electric installations..
Unavoidable cellular calls, do from your car, anyhow reception there is poor. When driving out of
parking in a long line, always keep your windows closed. If you are the one in the booth, you are
in a trouble. You have just the option of active protection left (see previous section).
Volatile chemicals, dyes, bleach, etc. - Everyone dealing in chemicals, mainly organic
solvents, fuels, paints, cleaning fluids, disinfectants, electroplating, insecticides, herbicides, etc,
watch it ! Even painting, spraying at home is hazardous, as fumes of paint even when drying are
hazardous and might be addicting. Spraying insecticides is extremely hazardous. All of the above
when inhaled, create free radicals in lungs, so a safety mask should be worn on face, all the time.
Deadly combination has been found between organic fumes and diesel smoke that adsorbs them
(see ch. 2). All safety measures for such materials must be practiced (exempted from a mask...)
also in food factories, smoking factories, bakeries, restaurants, campfires etc. In addition, active
protection should be taken, including taking vitamins and minerals, mainly antioxidants, kelp and
thistle extracts (see previous sections). This pollutants might worsen effects of oxides such as
nitrous and sulfuric, and cause similar signs.
Tension, stress anxiety, grief. -Long periods of these, might yield physical ailments,
sometimes severe, and incurable. Individuals that have had active energetic life turn prematurely
into patients suffer from neural aging ailments, or heart diseases, stroke, etc. It happened to career
individuals, famous prizes laureates, and others. The common ground of all these was that the
tension and stress, generated excess of free radicals from time to time, that could not be reduced,
and caused damages and enhanced aging. Many individuals suffer tension and stress from
personal reasons, health problems, a new stressful position, heavy burden of responsibility, or a
grief of a loss of a close person, that claim their cost. All these situations, might be remarkably
eased first by reducing free radical excess, by active protection with antioxidants, and ancillary
supplements, and herbs. It should be consulted first with doctor, and therapist / psychiatrist, who
might favor such supplements. They have to approve such supplements, in order to avoid
incompatibility of rugs and supplements, and tailor made it to individual metabolic state and
physical shape. Coping with any effort, mental / emotional or physical might be eased when
adequate supplements, and improve functioning. No separation could be made between physical
and emotional tension, as body emergency mechanism reacts just the same to factors of both
kinds. Other techniques of relaxing such as yoga, might be tried at masterly professionals.
Antioxidants would lower stress, and restore immune competence, thus lower susceptibility to
infectious diseases and to cancer, slow atherosclerosis, and abolish damage to DNA.. Individuals
that have already got an ailment, of any kind, might improve physical shape remarkably. Stressful
situations might be eased by combination of supplements and herbs, selected by professionals for
you (see herbs listed in ch. 7).
Am I at vitamins / minerals deficiency ? It is easy to detect, and easy to improve, but just be
aware of signs: Frequent gum bleeding, might indicate of vitamin C deficiency, and probably of
other vitamins. Diarrhea for any reason, causes soon vitamins / minerals deficiency. A wound or a
fungal infection that do not recover, frequent ‘cold’ or ‘flu’ or sore throat, tiredness, taking drugs
of any kind, or having a tough diet, put you soon at deficiency, and give you a hint that immune
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system is suppressed. When any of these aware of, please consult very soon with your doctor, for
immediate treatment.
In swimming pool. Watch it for the chlorine introduced to water to control bacteria in water.
Chlorine fumes in water might be harmful for eyes, while fumes inhaled, generate free radicals in
respiratory tract and lungs. The only protection is active, by taking antioxidants.
Protect yourself from contaminated food and drink. - This is a permanent duty for
lifetime. Always boil drinking water to eliminate chlorine. Best is to drink bottled water. One can
install a water filter for whole domestic consumption, or just in kitchen. One has to check
technical details of filter to see whether it is capable to remove poisonous compounds, and
biological from water. Drinking club soda might be preferable option to aspartame added
beverages. This sweetener is suspected by author, although considered harmless. Here one has to
read author’s lips about it. As for vegetables and fruits, it is imperative to wash them well, with a
soap or a detergent (even kitchen liquid detergent), and a bleach (hypochlorite) to eliminate
bacterial contamination, and remove insecticides that did not enter in. Let it stay with a
disinfectants for 10 - 15 min, then washed well with water. As for food additives, avoid them all,
preservatives, stabilizing silicones or others, dyes, aroma (MSG, for meat flavor), flavors etc, So
prefer plain yogurt on fruit imitated or even added ones. take yogurt even having 1.5- 3% fat, and
plain white cheese. Avoid milk products, even home made tasty, from unidentified herds that
might contain antibiotics, or virulent bacteria, such as Brucella (causing long fever diseases, su as
abortion fever, or Malta fever), Mycobacteria (causing tuberculosis, human or bovine),
Staphylococcus (causing inflammation, or bringing antibiotic resistance) and others. Food
poisoning (by Salmonella) might be expected also from many restaurants, mainly those serve salad
bar, or in wedding halls or catering. In latter some food poisoning from Staphylococcus might be
expected in mayonaise egg salads and others. Such poisoning might be characterized by vomiting
guests. Avoid buying food on street carts, it could be contaminated with bacteria (mostly
Salmonella, causing intestinal inflammations and diarrhea, or Shigella causing bacterial dysentery
). This food contains also ‘biological additions’, such as cockroaches and feces, mice feces, and
others. Avoid fries of any kind, any time, for generating free radicals inside your body. When
diarrhea is caused, you would like to ease discomfort. For these, several options are open: 1. Your
doctor would prescribe antibiotics, and / or drugs that would hinder fast intestine peristalsis. 2.
You might eat foods that slow down intestines, such as rice, cocoa, and others. 3. Take
supplements to enhance immune system, to fight virulent bacteria infesting colon.
4. Apply
enema, to expel most bacteria from colon in minutes, and rinse colon. This stops diarrhea
immediately, and ease discomfort of gases and cramps. The implementation of “enema right”
seems preferable to any other option. It might be associated with taking antioxidant and other
supplements, in order to restore normal body functions, enhancing immune and nervous systems,
replenish body pools, and much more (see enema details in ch. 17).

Prudently eliminate medications, avoid internet orders
Any medication taken (prescribed or otc) is regarded by body cells as a toxic pollutant. Thus it is
neutralized, solubilized and excreted in urine or sweat a. s. a. p. During this procedure, large
amounts of free radicals are formed. So it is prudent to avoid unnecessary medications, that do not
cure, but rather kill the symptoms (pains, headache, blood pressure, high cholesterol levels,
allergies, etc). Rather, they are mostly injurious by enhancing excess of free radicals produced,
side effects, up to serious chronic illnesses. Recently, the Consumer Reports in the United States,
warned its readers about the risks from easy to get medicines via web sites (Anonymous 2001). It
specified what they experienced when ordered medicines at web sites of unlicensed online
pharmacies: It seemed too easy to get medicines ordered without getting appropriate medical
advice. Such sites, although appeared like legitimate online ones, even offered an online
“consultation”, and typically consisted of answering a questionaire covering one’s medical history.
But the evaluation of such a questionaire ignored restrictions filed, some basic questions were not
asked, no patients blood tests requested, and loose control was experienced by what to sell, to
whom. The medicines ordered were: Saizen (human growth hormone, to treat dwarfism), Meridia
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(sibutramine, for weight loss), Fosamax (alendronate, to treat osteoporosis), Zithromax
(azithromycin, an antibiotic, to treat ear infection), Prozac (fluoxene, to treat depression and
obsessive-compulsive disorder), and Zyban (bupropion, to quit smoking). Each of them was known
for possible side effects, and restrictions to patients with certain conditions, or diseases.
If these shipped medicines were really taken, they might cause severe disturbances, or lead to
serious diseases.
Therefore, if one has to take a medicine, and likes to order it via internet it is adviced to order it
from a decent web site, (such as CVS.com or others). Then in a dialog, one has to insist on
consulting with a doctor, or else, be ready for a trouble.
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Chapter fourteen
Ergonomy is the name of the game.
Ergonomy accommodates products to be comfortable to the user. One can arrange and fir the
components in the computer room in order to a pleasant working environment In awareness to needs,
and attention to the very details, you can take care that all parts of furniture, computer and
accessories, illumination and aeration should fit, and enable you and other team members to work
more efficiently, and keep healthy for the long run.

Organizing computer room.
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Computer room might be a friendly comfortable environment for user, a space where is desirable to
come and spend the whole day. It might be spacious, and pleasant, and it is worthwhile to be
organized in a professional way. A quiet room, far from dust and noise, in the building, and from
outside. Well aerated and air conditioned, medium brightly illuminated by diffuse lights (preferable
halogens), with a dimmer. Window(s) might have a curtain, or adjustable shutter. The wiring,
transformers, etc, should cross at the partitions, or near walls remote from workers, in order to avoid
strong EMFs of which magnetic field pass walls easily. It is fine if basic ergonomic guidelines kept,
and furniture would be fit accordingly.

Selection of right chair.
The chair is the most important item, more than the desk: Massive, stable and moveable, having 5 legs
on wheels, adjustable, with arm supports, and revolves on its base. Chair should support spine at lower
back vertebrae. Back angle should be between 900 to inclined 100 to the rear, e.g. angle of 1000, and
some prefer even 150, e.g. an. angle of 1050 between back and thighs that are horizontal. There are
specialists in favor of this an angle 1200 between the back and the legs in order to keep blood flow to
the legs and to inner organs undisturbed. One has to test sitting by open hand from screen, so upper
screen frame at 00 to 150 below horizontal line. Sitting is supposed to be at 40 cm from desk, when
eyes are at ~60 cm from screen. All equipment is easy to approach, and feet have a comfortable
interval below keyboard. Right chair involves only these that seat is adjustable. Every cheap chair
might seem a doubtful bargain that it lacks several from the required qualities. Pneumatic elevation,
adjusted while sitting, is welcome..

Ergonomic sitting at safe distance.
The back should to be perpendicular, and relaxed, supported in the waist, while your eyes have to be
in same level of the upper screen frame or a little above it. It enables blood flow, does not compress
nerves to the arms, and lowers muscular stress. The elbows are bent at height of waist and forearms
horizontal, parallel to floor. Wrists are to be held straight, horizontal, and not high more than 1” - 2”
above the elbows. The forearms and thighs, parallel to floor, the arms and shanks perpendicular. The
fingers on the middle line of the keys. The keyboard is to be placed on a moveable shelf that enters
under the desk, and is yanked only for typing. It is easier to type on a keyboard whose near side is
raised at ~1” or more (on a plastic strip, or wood). Both feet should reach floor and stay on it (or on 23 old telephone guides aligned on each other the floor), while be able to exercise. It is imperative that
anterior part of seat would not press on back of thighs and will not disturb free blood flow to legs.
Short individuals might hold the feet on a footrest (or several telephone directories) in order that not
they will swing free.
It is worthwhile first to be located on chair, and then to place the screen: Look directly to the wall in
front of you, find on it a spot straight opposite to you. Draw an imaginary line between your eyes to
this point, and post the screen whose upper frame will be a little lower from this line, by 2” - 4” and at
a distance matching your height. Then post screen at a safe distance, and an angle that would not
reflect light to eyes. Locate chair at a distance of a straight open arm from screen, that would be easy
to view, to type, and also to operate mouse (not under screen, for radiation!).
An excellent friendly guide for working in safe and comfortable computer environment, is the Safety
& Comfort Guide (1997), given to Compaq computer buyers (part # 297660-001). This booklet is
comprehensive, full of information, and practical advice, as well as by nice ‘right’ and ‘wrong’
pictures. Not to miss !

Is circulation to feet can be maintained in sitting?
You have to stretch and exert the legs under the desk, from time to time for a few minutes, by raising
and lowering toes or heels from floor alternately (together, or at a reciprocal way). The improvement
of blood flow is remarkable, refreshing, and minimizes tiredness. There is a “Light feet” instrument
with two pedals to step alternately, like those playing an antique mechanical organ.
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Fiat lux (=let it be light )to match the screen.
Illumination in computer rooms is usually twice than needed. It has to be much lowered to match
screen brightness and contrast. Balanced soft illumination helps to avoid eyes fatigue that is enhanced
by intense work. Text display needs screen brightness at about half. Then contrast should be adjusted
over half until comfortable. Screen, should be turned until light is not reflected to your eyes, at any
angle. Outside light should be shaded properly by Venician blinds, adjusted to changes. Taking your
frequent breaks, might combine with looking through these blinds outside the window for relaxing
eyes, and focusing on remote objects. Do not post screen under window: If too much light comes from
outside, eyes pupils are narrowed, then screen looks dark, and needs to be adjusted for higher
brightness, it means more radiation emitted, that part would enter eyes, and it also wears screen
pixels.
NEVER hold hands on monitor at any position or side. It radiates strongly from all sides!. So avoid
absorbing unnecessary radiation.

To be with antiglare shield or not to be?
Anti glare and reflected light, augments contrast and improves reading of texts. It was worth to put on
old screen. In modern screens it could be mainly avoided, if no reflections seen. It does not block VLF
or even no ELF magnetic radiation. It blocks part of brightness of screen, and diminishes reflections
from screen. It might block some part of electric field, but it is meaningless when one sits at a distance
of a stretched hand from screen. Old interlaced screens had a mesh that reduces glare, but it reduces
also clarity of letters so it might cause some eyes strain.

Is document holder necessary or superfluous?
It is essential, but one can easily improvise a holder compatible. Just with an office ruler, and 2
spring-clips. The holder attaches a text alongside the screen, at same height and distance. This is
easier to watch than to rotate head from screen to document on desk, that causes difficulties in eyes
focusing, and pain in the neck from successive turns. So holder might prevent such pains in the neck,
eyes exhaustion, pains in the scruff (where center of vision in brain).

How to type correctly ? can wrists be saved from injury ?
A divided ergonomic keyboard might favor with wrists, of professional typists, that use to type for
many hours a day. A one /two fingers typists does not need any ergonomic keyboard Typing right by
right technique with a standard keyboard, is preferable than a typing wrong with a divided ergonomic
keyboard. Observer that wears bifocal spectacles needs to lower the screen a little. It's worthwhile that
part of the keyboard close to you, has a cushion for the wrists, or it is raised. Right typing is done
with wrist and forearm in straight horizontal .line. It is worthwhile to avoid laying wrists on keyboard,
or on edge of desk. A wrist padded support might be laid before keyboard, that will support wrists, in
same level as forearm. The plastic pad for mouse is to be laid between keyboard, and screen while
mouse is approximately in the marginal line of the keyboard, from right (or to the left handed - from
left ). Ergonomic keyboard is conclusively blest thing, but prior to buying it, try to elevate the near
frame of your keyboard with the offered lifting (~1”, see above). It might be so comfortable, until you
will give up the ergonomic keyboard. Chair handles might be adjusted so that will enable to hold
elbows close to body during typing, in order to hold forearm and wrist in a straight line.

Better avoidance than therapy.
Heating the hands and the arms is necessary for proper work. In office where in summer air
conditioner is too strong, the cooling of muscles, the tendons, the ligaments, and joints to cause
injuries in them, mainly, to cause that there would not be a proper lubrication of carpal tunnel. Where
such a situation repeats at a daily basis, aches will appear, presaging of coming carpal tunnel
syndrome (CTS).
It is worthwhile to type mildly, it will save you from future neural, muscular, and skeletal injuries.
Aching joints, muscles, headaches, insomnia, etc, are early warnings of an injury and growing
damage. The reasons might be due to work not by ergonomic rules, causing disturbances to blood
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flow, or to action of joints, or muscles, etc, or resulted from pressure in work, and stress that caused
physical injuries.

Ergonomic breaks are part of life.
You have to take a break every ~15 min you have to cease work in front of screen, for a rest of 1 - 2
min for refreshing eye focusing, and a short stretching. Focus your eyes on objects outside to the
window, or at the other side of the room. In the meantime, execute several exercises in order to ease
the motion of joints and pressure of muscles, to enhance blood flow to places that did not reach, and
several jumps on site, with lifting hands to the sides and up. You can alternatively, rotate head, and
shoulders, to rotate straight arms several turns to the back, and several turns forward, rotate elbows,
and wrists. You can bend to the sides and forward until touching the floor.

Basic terms.
Acupuncture. Technique for treatment of big variety of ailments, by insertion of fine needles to
special points over the body. According to Chinese belief, acupuncture reconstructs the balance the of
"chi" - the energy from which is made the power of life of everyone.
Adverse mechanical tension (AMT)::Known also as neural tension. Occurs where nerves that
cross hand lengthwise got shrank, and probably also were compressed, as a result of shoulder muscles
spasms and others. Frequently doctors might erroneously diagnose this disturbance as associated to
other OOS disturbances. This is very reversible situation, and could be treated by physiotherapy, the
tension of the brachial plexus, and cure by trigger point therapy (see there).
Alexander method: A technique that concentrates in improvement of the use of body organs.
Masters in this method are able to help RSI sufferers, to repair habits causing bad posture, and to
stretch muscles contracted at computer work as well as in other activities.
Ba Duan Jin: A series of Chinese exercises in use for thousands of years by monks and
soldiers, in order to improve their power and their health. These exercises involve mild
stretches in order to amplify bloodstream, and subside aches.
Carpal tunnel: That is a narrow channel in wrist built at 3 of its sides from 8 bones, and its 4th side
is formed from a transverse band of wrist. In this narrow channel, pass tendons and the median nerve.
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS): It is a situation in which nerves that cross wrist, to the fingers
are trapped by swollen muscles inflamed around the tendons and around them. This causes to variety
of sensor and motor symptoms including ache, paresthesia (‘crawling ants’), pricking, itch, numbness
up to senselessness. Frequently this syndrome is confused with other prevalent similar injuries.
"pseudo-CTS" Term minted by Wunderlich, that appertain to cases in which symptoms resemble
those of CTS. However, their source might be attributed to other injuries of different types.
Chi Kung: Exercises in Chinese discipline, related to Tai Chi Quan. The practice in standing In
modes that enhance the chi (energy). These exercises are useful for short term pain relief, as well as
for lengthy convalescence. These exercise are applied also to prevention of occupational health
problems.
Chiropractic: In Greek, cheir is a hand, and praktikos, is to do: A method of treatment based on
the assumption that relationship between structure and function in body, is a major health factor.
Many skeletal muscles troubles, liable to be caused by pressures of different types on the nervous
system. Loss of normal neural activity is liable to cause to the disturbances in certain organic systems.
Computerized axial tomography (CAT-Scan): A diagnostic scanning test with X-rays that
provides 3D images, and ‘cuts’ of body inner parts, in greater detail than conventional X-ray
photographs.
Computer related repetitive strain injury (RSI): A general term for injuries at all age, caused
to the palm and the arm, caused by recurrent motions of typing and work with the mouse. It includes
also the carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) and others. Damage develops to tendons, nerves, muscles,
and other soft tissues. The injury is familiar prior to computer era, in music players and industry
workers, such as, meat packers. The presaging signs involve hardness, and strong aches in hands up
to fingers, pricking, cold, or numbness, awkwardness, loss of power and hand coordination. There is a
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desire to massage all the hand. The symptoms appear in different severity in different individuals.
This syndrome is easy to avoid but hard to cure. It might ruin a career in computers, and cause total
disability.
Cortisone: An hormone naturally produced by adrenal gland. It is synthesized for commercial use, as
active antiinflammatory agent in drugs.
Cumulative trauma disorder, (CTD): A recurrent tension injury (repeated strain injury, RSI).
Known also as occupational overuse syndrome, (OOS). Involves different types of injuries caused by
recurrent motions. This is an exhaustion, with amortization of the tendons, muscles and nerves,
caused by accumulated overuse, and frequently causes aches. The typical to this disturbance, is that it
is “accumulative”. Three primary hazardous factors enhance development of CTD: 1) Repeated
motions, 2) Wrong posture, and 3) Forcible typing. These hazardous factors could be controlled by
accommodation of work stations to the worker (posture change, reduction of repeated motions, and
muscles stretch from time to time. It is also named occupational nerve inflammation (occupational
neuritis).
Disks between vertebrae: These disks are made from gelatinous cartilage that isolate and pad the
spinal vertebrae in their motion. The disks block the concussions caused in walking, running and
jumping, and enable the spine to bend and buckle, and prevent neural the spinal damage. Wrong
posture, excessive efforts, and aging might cause rupture, or herniatation of the disk, and spill of its
gel like material. It is associated with aches for pressure of vertebrae on nerves. This injury is
lengthy and severe, that in hard cases requires surgical intervention.
Double crush phenomenon: Normal phenomenon observed in diagnosed CTS patients (see there)
in which irritation of a nerve anywhere along its pathway would render other part(s) of this nerve
more susceptible to injury.
Edema : A swelling on account of great accumulation of fluids ( from blood system) in tissues.
There are several factors to edema, such as, inflammation, a preservation of sodium excess, decrease
in renal functioning, or heart insufficiency.
Endorphines : Short proteins (=peptides ) excreted by the brain mainly within action excitement as
emergency reaction. Endorphines are analgesic, similarly to action of morphine, and cause a feeling of
"high". They help to keep an injured person not to feel pain.
Ergonomy.- A macrobiotic term in Greek, ergos, that means work, and nomos, is to study, or "nature
laws of". Ergonomy involves with the association of a worker and his equipment: Creation of a work
environment enabling convenience and bodily health with optimization of work implementation. It
could be defined also as science that explores and provides a furniture, tools, and equipment,
appropriate in order to improve convenience, safety, and hygiene to the worker.
Feldenkrais Method: Dainty training, and manual therapy that encourages better posture, breath,
and coordination.
Fibromyalgia syndrome: Chronic hardening and ache that spreads in muscles, ligaments and
tendons.It is associated with headaches, exhaustion, and insomnia.
Inflammation : A reaction of tissues in the body to any form of injury. The signs of inflammation
involve heat (calor) reddish (rubor), and ache (dolor).
Interferential current therapy: Cure by electric current at certain ELF frequency, used in
physical therapy. The ELF generated penetrates deep to joints or muscles, in order to enhance blood
flow, reduce swelling, and inflammation, to enhance release of endotphines (analgesic hormones) in
the body, and enhance general tension of muscles.
Magnetic resonance imaging ) MRI: A diagnostic non invasive device based on generation of a
strong magnetic field in order ' to see ' the state of tissues and inner organs. MRI was reputed until
recently as not hazardous. It enables in many cases fast and accurate diagnosis of an injury, without a
need for surgery, and spending days in hospital. It might be hazardous, especially for medical team,
that might perform surgical operations in patients in an open device.
Median nerve: A nerve exits from spinal chord, at cervical vertebrae 7th and 8th and crosses for all
length of hand. Conveyor of signals between brain and hand.
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Muscles and nerves injuries: There are two types of injuries, a local injury, and a diffused injury. The
local type is found in certain muscles, tendons, ligaments, sheaths, nerves, etc, grieve, or inflamed..
Diffused injuries are in many cases mistakenly referred as local injuries. Such injury involves
inconvenience in muscles, aches, with feeling of "burns" or " tickles ", in areas of muscular
flaccidity, in spite of in which not necessarily the trouble. Most injuries found in two forms: Severe
(acute) injury, and chronic. The severe injuries are very painful , and discerned. In the injuries of
chronic type symptoms are less expressed but they are entirety real.
Physical therapy: Rehabilitation and reconstruction of bodily normal functioning and prevention
of disability, after disease or injury, of a part of the body. Therapeutic qualities of exercises, heating,
cooling, interferential therapy by current, by hydrotherapy and massage, are exploited in order to
improve blood flow, muscular and to the recovery of motion ability. Therapeutic exercises involve
motivation of neck and the upper back, that are stiff in cases of RSI, together with stretching of
contracted and aching muscles and nerves, and exercise that improve daily activities.
Relaxation techniques: Techniques based on deep breath, and use of diaphragm to mollify tense
muscles, and to reduce exhaustion.
Repeated stress injury (RSI): Occurs where wrist and hand, act by recurrent motions in long
duration. The muscles and the tendons suffer from microscopic tears, and fatigue, without enough
rest, and time to recuperate, a chronic inflammation is caused that turn reddish, heat, and swollen.
Pains are resulted from inflammation that hurts nerves edges.
Tendinitis: Inflammation of a tendon, due to. recurrent stretching. As a result, the fibers of the
tendon start separate, and liable even to be ripped, leaving torn pieces that cause more friction, more
swelling and more ache. Sub acute tendonitis is more prevalent, and appertains to bleary ache in wrist,
and forearm. There is some distinctive softening, that become more severe, in activity that repeats on
itself for many times.
Tendons: Hard strips of connective tissue, that connect muscles to bones. They liable to get
inflamed (tendinitis, see above).
Tendosynovitis: Inflammation of tendon sheath. A chronic form of this inflammation, is caused by
light or medium recurrent motion, that is not sufficient to cause severe inflammation. It is ample to
pass the proportion that sheath is able to lubricate the tendon. As a result, the tendon thicken,
inflamed and hurts. The Recovery might be lengthy.
Thoracic outlet compression syndrome (TOS): A situation of nerves compressibility and blood
vessel between the neck and the shoulders. It is caused probably by gibbosity or shoulders raised high,
or an additional rib. The symptoms involve wrist ache, exactly like of the carpal tunnel, lack of pulse
in injured hand. Two last fingers in injured hand are liable to lose sensation, or feel itch. Hand might
become bluish due to poor blood supply.
Trigger point therapy : A technique to the similar cure of acupressure, or shiatsu. But it exerts also
stretches and exercises. It releases immediately muscles in spasm, and can also cure a backache and
migraine. There are physical therapists that use this techniques. Manuals for self treatment are
available.
Ultrasound waves: Sound waves at high frequency, that humans cannot hear. In medicine they are
applied inter alia for therapies: In order to enhance blood flow to injured area, to heat muscles, to
subside an ache, and to reduce an inflammation and edema.
Vertebra: One of 33 separate vertebrae that assemble spine. Every vertebra has a body, at its back
side there are projections that join to form a space, in which crosses spinal chord. It sends to sides
nerves to different organs. Between the groups there are disks filled with cartilage gelatinous
substance, that enable flexible motion to all sides, as well as used as shock absorbers.
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Chapter fifteen
Can we postpone heart disease and aging?
Are there lipids in blood? (yes!)
Obesity is the malady of modern time. It is a disorder of energy balance, where food-derived
energy chronically exceeds energy needs, and excess calories is stored as triglycerides (=fats) in
adipose tissue. It results in overweight, high blood triglycerides and cholesterol, and is the major
cause that cuts longevity short. In the US, about 25% of the population of age > 20 is clinically
obese. Fat accumulation is measured in several ways: 1. Ratio of weight to height (by body mass
index, correlated with body fat), 2. Skinfold measurements, and- 3. Body circumferences, such as
ratio of waist / hip. A 20% excess in body weight imparts a health risk. However, the adverse
health effects are not related just to total body weight, but also to distribution of stored fat. Central
or visceral fat is of much greater risk than is excess subcutaneous accumulation. The energy
balance between intake and expended is controlled by neural and hormonal mechanisms.
Adipocytes (fat cells) communicate with hypothalamic centers that control appetite and energy
expenditure by secreting leptin, a polypeptide hormone: It acts as an antiobesity factor by binding
to and activating hypothalamic receptors. They in turn, suppress appetite and increase energy
expenditure as heat, and physical activity. Leptin decreases secretion of the appetite stimulant
neurotransmitter “neuropeptide Y”. The activation of hypothalamic leptin receptors, increases the
release of norepinephrine from sympathetic nerve terminals that innervate adipose tissue: This
hormone binds to β3-adrenergic receptors on fat cells and enhances metabolism of fatty acids and
dissipation of the energy as heat.
Dysfunction of the leptin system yields obesity, associated mainly with a high level of plasma
leptin. It indicates of leptin resistance, probably at its transport into the central nervous system
(CNS) or in abnormalities in hypothalamic pathways, normally regulated by leptin. Adipocytes
secrete leptin in response to increased fat stored, as well as insulin and glucocorticoids hormones
excreted. Leptin is transported to the hypothalamus by blood circulation, where it binds to its
receptors. This interaction regulates energy balance, and decreases secretion of “neuropeptide Y”
(Scott 1996). Genetic influence plays an important role in weight control, while gene
polymorphisms causes subtle alterations, resulting in obesity.
This condition increases the risk for a number of other conditions: Diabetes, in which insulin
resistance and hyperinsulinemia are found in non-insulin-dependent, or type II diabetics.
Cardiovascular disorders are caused by hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia, and low HDL
cholesterol (see below) increase the risk of coronary artery disease. Gallstones are more (x6)
common in obese than in lean individuals. Hypoventilation includes several respiratory
abnormalities in obese individuals, associated with hypersomnolence, polycythemia, and rightsided cardiac failure. Osteoarthritis in obese individuals is due to the cumulative effects of added
wear and tear on the joints. (Robbins 1999).
Blood cholesterol is produced mainly (2/3) by liver cells, while only 1/3 is ingested with food.
Lipids such as cholesterol and triglycerides, absorbed in intestines or synthesized in liver, are
insoluble in the blood watery plasma. They are packed in protein envelope (albumin) and
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phospholipids (lipoproteins, LPs), that are stable in watery phase, and circulated in blood stream,
to all body parts. The bigger-lighter among lipoproteines, are the chylomicrons, carrying more fats
than others. Smaller are the very low density lipoproteins (VLDL) produced in liver. When
triglycerides expelled from them, they turn to low density lipoproteins (LDL): These carry ~70%
of the cholesterol, and admitted by receptors into body cells. Cholesterol admitted, is used for
making cell membranes, sex hormones, and cholic acids. LDL particles may be oxidized, and
cause atherosclerosis, that causes cardiac and vascular diseases, thus they are depicted as “bad
cholesterol”. The smallest and most dense particles are the discs of high density lipoproteins
(HDL) formed in liver, that when absorbing cholesterol they turn to be spheres. They return
cholesterol from blood back to liver, thus reducing risk of developing atherosclerosis and cardiac
diseases, so depicted as “good cholesterol”. There are blood proteins resembling lipoproteins,
named apolipoproteins (signed as B100, A-I, A-II, B, and E), that bind to lipoproteins transferring
the cholesterol, and to enzymes on cells membranes, and transfer the lipoproteins to their
operation sites.
The blood lipids become nuisance after being oxidized by the free radicals generated in
respiration, or due to expel of chemical pollutants from body, or by exposure to radiation, by
activities of immune system to exterminate invading organisms, and more. Body cells produce
antioxidants to neutralize free radicals. Some antioxidants obtained from natural foods.
Antioxidants involve vitamins A, C, and E, coenzyme Q10, glutathione, and amino acids such as
N-acetyl-cystein, and compounds such as anthocyanidines, bioflavonoids, lycopene, pycnogenol,
melatonin (!), and others. Minerals also act as, or assist antioxidants, such as selenium, zinc, and
molybdenum. In addition, the body produces antioxidant enzymes, such as SOD, and others (see
below).
The increase of chemical and physical pollution, enhanced the generation of more free radicals
than in past times, thus more antioxidants are needed to defuse them. Rherefore, the free radicals
consume the cellular antioxidant pools, leading to constant shortage. It could not be replenished
by production, and not from most processed foods contained low amounts of antioxidants, if any.
Moreover, fried and junk food are plentiful with oxidized fats, causing very soon generating of
more free radicals. As age advances, the production of antioxidants is gradually diminished, and
so the production of cellular receptors of cholesterol and of insulin. Therefore, blood levels of
cholesterol and glucose increase. More cholesterol is oxidized, and more glucose in blood is
metabolized to generate more free radicals, and more blood lipids, that in turn oxidized as well by
the free radicals...

Are these lipids enhance the chance to develop heart disease?
Heart and vascular diseases are the most deadly in western world, and overweight is one of the
main factor causing them. Most of are not aware of that fat dispersal in body enhance the risk to ill
much more than fattening itself: Male fat dispersal involves adipose tissue (fat) is mainly in upper
body, mainly the belly, where it is a major risk factor (X syndrome) to coronary cardiac diseases.
In comparison, female fattening involves most fat concentrates in pelvis and thighs, and not
associated to increased rate of coronary cardiac diseases.

Atherosclerosis hits us all
Atherosclerosis is a slow progressive disease of arteries marked by elevated fibrofatty intimal
plaques, formed by deposition, smooth muscle cell proliferation, and synthesis of extracellular
matrix in the intima. It is a chronic inflammatory, degenerative disease of arterial walls,
characterized by their thickening, and narrowing of their lumen, due to local accumulation of
phagocytes filled with oxidized lipids, mainly oxidized cholesterol (normally bound to proteins or
esterified). The thicken walled arteries loose elasticity, their space narrowed, blood pressure
raised, heart exerts itself, and gets tired, blood supply to tissues reduced, and so oxygen supplied:
Atherosclerosis is initiated by some form of injury to the arterial endothelium, of an individual
having hyprerlipidemia (as well as other risk factors): By which focal regions of chronic
endothelial injury develop, usually subtle, with endothelial dysfunction, such as increased
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endothelial permeability and leukocyte adhesion, via cell adhesion molecules. Then monocytes
and other leukocytes adhere to foci of injured endothelium. The monocytes migrate into the intima
and transform into macrophages. They do not recognize oxidized cholesterol and other oxidized
blood lipids, so they absorb and accumulate them, and enter arteries walls as foam cells. There is
insudation of lipoproteins into the vessel wall at foci of endothelial injury, particularly in the
presence of LDL with its high cholesterol content and VLDL, and from degenerating foam cells.
Cholesterol is accumulated in the plaque, that should be viewed as reflecting an imbalance
between influx and efflux. It is possible that high density lipoprotein (HDL) helps to clear
cholesterol from this accumulation. Blood platelets are adhesed to focal areas of endothelial
injury, or denudate or to other leukocytes. Activated platelets release platelet-derived growth
factor (PDGF) and others, and similarly do macrophages, or vascular cells. That cause migration
of smooth muscle cells from media into the intima, where they produce large amounts of collagen
and proteoglycan, contributing to the atheromatous plaque (Robbins et al 1999). Large to
medium-sized and large elastic arteries are involved, principally in the abdominal aorta coronary
arteries, popliteal arteries, descending thoracic aorta, internal carotid arteries, and more. Damaged
vessels, might lose some parts of plaque (=atheroma), or blood clots might be formed and block
vital blood vessels elsewhere, by thrombosis, embolism, or stroke (see below). Lesions initially
tend to be focal, only partially involving the vessel circumference, and are patchy along its length.
Atherosclerosis begins in childhood but typically manifests in middle age or later life either as the
vessel lumen is compromised, predisposing to thrombosis, or as the underlying media is thinned,
predisposing to aneurysm formation. About 50% of all deaths in the United States are attributed to
atherosclerosis, about half resulting from myocardial infarction or sudden death in ischemic heart
disease and the remainder while degenerative and the rest mortality.was from cerebrovascular
accidents (stroke), aneurysm rupture, mesenteric occlusion, and gangrene of the extremities.
The damage of free radicals to lipids, proteins, and cells, is not restricted to atherosclerosis but
rather to lead to various morbidities, involving ailments of the joints, diabetes, osteoporosis (loss
of calcium from bones), and aging ailments, neurological and others, associated with a lot of pains
and fatigue.
As atherosclerosis narrows arterial lumen slowly, the individual affected, does not feel any
warning sign although blood pressure is raised, and blood supply to body cells is restricted,
vascular walls are injured, and heart and vascular diseases are developed. First mild warning signs
might be felt in physical efforts, such as walking. They are not to be ignored (meet your doctor
a.s.a.p.), or else, it would be too late. The main risk of atherosclerosis is that it narrows and injures
the walls of three coronary arteries (branching first from aorta) supplying blood to heart muscle
itself: As narrowing advanced, weakening of the walls of vessels is observed, leading to dilation,
dissection, or rupture might occur, and cause formation of a blood clot, that blocks it completely,
and so causes heart attack (Ross 1993).
Risk of the development of atherosclerosis increases with age, family history, hypertension,
cigarette smoking, hypercholesterolemia, and diabetes - they are the four major riskfactors. The
risk is correlated with the level of serum low-density lipoprotein (LDL, formed from the
catabolism of very-low-density lipoprotein, VLDL). The LDL carries about 70% of the total
serum cholesterol. Risk is inversely related to high-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels, perhaps
because HDL helps clear cholesterol from vessel wall lesions. Hereditary defects involving the
LDL receptor (e.g., in familial hypercholesterolemia) or LDL apoproteins cause elevated LDL,
hypercholesterolemia, and accelerated atherosclerosis. Nonmodifiable factors include: Increasing
age, male gender, family history. Potentially controlable: Hyperlipidemia (hypercholesterolemia,
hypertriglyceridemia), hypertension, cigarette smoking, and diabetes. Lesser or unquantified
influences on this risk, include obesity, low HDL, physical inactivity, stress (type A personality,
see ch. 7), postmenopausal estrogen deficiency high carbohydrate intake, alcohol drinking,
increased homocysteine, lipoprotein(a), impaired fibrinolysis, chronic inflammation, hardened
(trans) unsaturated fat intake, and chlamydia pneumoniae or other infection.
The free radicals also injure DNA, as mentioned, causing breaks, changes, and deletions. They in
turn, lead tp that some proteins are not produced, or defective, or inactive, control mechanisms of
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DNA replication (and expression) are damaged, and might develop cancer diseases. Radicals also
suppress immune system, that decreases its ability to kill invading bacteria, and viruses, and
destroy cells transformed to cancer state, appearing from time to time. As a result, the body
becomes more vulnerable to get infectious diseases, bacterial and viral, to develop various
cancers, and die prematurely. But here are also some good news: It is easy to inhibit or delay, for
many years the appearance of such ailments counted, by inhibiting atherosclerosis: By right
nutrition, lowering body weight, moderate physical activity, and by taking relatively large
amounts of antioxidants as detailed below.
Body becomes more vulnerable to injuries from chemical pollutants, mainly carbon monoxide
(CO), and cyanides (HCN and others): They bind to hemoglobin in RBC (red blood cells)
restricting its capability to supply oxygen to body tissues. When a plaque atheromatous has been
formed, that is the termination of the subversive process, whose damage accumulated in years,
sometimes without any symptoms, up to nearly blockage of arteries, insufficiency.of blood supply,
and thrombosis (frequently lethal). Sick individual usually not even notice anything until vessels
almost totally blocked, unless his/her blood pressure tested. When finally notice that, it might be
too late, and end very bad Despite that every artery might be hurt, the incidence of injuries in
aorta, coronary arteries and arteries to brain are more frequent. The heart attack (infarction)
occured where in coronary arteries, the atherosis reached almost full blockage, that might be
accomplished an event in which a clot (thrombus) that blocks totally one (out of three) of them. As
mentioned, the atherosis is sometimes associated with ruptures of plaques from the aorta
(Tenenbaum et al 1997), or another artery: A torn away plaque might stuck in a narrow vessel in
another organ, and block it. So it might cause an event (such as cerebral accident, blindness, or
another) associated with damage of dysfunction. Such event ends sometimes in disability or
premature death (Tunick and Kronzon 1990). Sometimes a blood clot is formed in injury, or a
surgery, or for pressure and disturbance to blood flow, during long lying, or lack of physical
activity, for adipose sediments in vessels, phlebitis (vain inflammation), aggregation of blood
platelets, or in some individuals, of unknown reasons. Blockage by a clot is termed thrombosis,
but if composed of a plque, it is an emboly. Discrimination between these kinds is essential for
treatment: Thrombus can be dissolved by medicines, even by the old good aspirin.
Diseases of vessels supplying the brain are less frequent as deadly, but they are still claim a great
deal of mortality rate. The atherosclerotic process has been found so prevailing in modern time, as
sometime babies of 1 year of age show aorta injuries (!) that might develop to a coronary heart
disease at the age of 10 (!). Males and females at ages 33 - 44, whose blood cholesterol is from
256 mg/100mL (mg/dL= milligram per 100 mL blood), the risk to get a heart disease increased x5
fold (Petersdorf 1983, Robbins and Cotran 1974) than individuals whose level is 220 mg/dL.
Atherosclerosis could be much hindered, by changing eating habits and life style, from which
originate main risk factors: Overweight, high blood lipids level, high blood pressure, smoking, and
diabetes, in addition to inherited factors, personality factors, tension and stress, and lack of
physical activity. Primary inhibition of most factors is essential (Yusuf et al 1998). The risks for
getting heart diseases have been brought from articles of Sehayek and. Eisenberg (1995), Aviram
(1995) , Rubinstein (1995) and Weintraub et al (1995): High level of blood triglycerides, enhances
the risk to get coronary heart diseases, mainly by combination of low HDL-cholesterol, and high
LDL-cholesterol, with atherogenic (degenerative) qualities. High triglyceride level included
degenerative lipoproteins: Normal level is ≤200mg/dL, marginal is 200-400 mg/dL, high is 4001,000 mg/dL, and very high is ≥1,000mg/dL. Values of 200-1,000mg/dL associated with
hypercholesterolemia, yielded high prevalence of developing coronary heart diseases. The risk to
get an ailment increases by multiplicity of all the above factors. Values of >1,000 mg/dL cause
sometimes to pancreas inflammation. High blood triglyceride levels turn various lipoproteins to
more atherosclerotic: They decrease HDL-cholesterol level, enhance VLDL and LDL, and cause
that LDL particles in blood would be smaller and denser, thus more atherosclerotic.
Thus over triglyceride level, considered a factor for developing heart diseases has to be treated
immediately: Reduce weight, reduce carbohydrates and alcohol consumption, and enhance
physical activity. The blood cholesterol level was not less considerable: Desired level was under
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200 mg/dL, while values of 200 - 239 mg/dL were considered marginal-high, and 240 mg/dL or
more - high. The latter enhanced incidence of coronary heart diseases by a steep mode!
Coronary risk is increased (x3 or x4 fold) by elevated blood levels of C-reactive protein (CRP),
fibrinogen (a clot promoting protein), lipoprotein A, glucose, uric acid (a waste product),
homocysteine, (enhancing free radicals generation) and iron. Any of which indicates of
cardiovascular risk even when others seem normal. Gum disease and certain respiratory infections
might spread to blood vessels and enhance risk. Taking aspirin and cholesterol lowering statins
(pravastatin=Pravachol, or simvastin= Zocor) might lower CRP levels, probably by fighting
inflammation. Homocysteine blood levels might increase due to a diet low in vitamins B6, B12,
and folic acid, as well as by kidney disease, and genetic deffects, thus, increasing the risk for heart
attack and stroke. This risk is increased after the age of 50, where about 30% of these people
produce less stomach acid (=HCl) needed to absorb vitamin B12 from foods, thus homocysteine
level may be elevated. It could be avoided by taking B group vitamins, such as in B-100 capsules.
Elevated blood glucose levels (or insulin resistance) might be due mainly to genetic factors
(family history) of early cardiovascular disease, excess weight, being non Caucasian, being
pregnant, delivery of large (>9 lbs) baby, low HDL level (35 mg/dL in males, (45 mg/dL in
females), truly triglyceride level of 250 mg/dL, having hypertension or taking hypertension drugs,
previous elevated fasting glucose levels of 110-125 mg/dL, or in advanced age, as less cellular
receptors for insulin might be produced.
Walton et al (1995) tested fat dispersal of 103 healthy males at ages 21 - 72 (average 48) by direct
method: Obesity was determined by ratio of general adipose to other tissues, and fat dispersal - by
the ratio of adipose masses of belly to pelvis and thighs. Blood cholesterol, triglycerides, and HDL
levels were tested. Progressive ratio was found between obesity and fat dispersal, and blood
cholesterol and lipid levels, while inverse ratio was found between level of fraction 2 of HDLcholesterol, to fat dispersal. But statistical analysis did not reveal any significant association of
obesity per se or age of subjects, to blood concentrations of lipids and lipoproteins. However,
where male ratio of adipose tissue increased, the lipids levels increased, and concentration of
fract.2-HDL fraction decreased: Male obesity (mainly in belly), was associated with increased fat
levels, and decreased HDL levels, namely, in higher risk to get heart disease.
Age and obesity affected blood lipid levels via its dispersal, but not solely. Changes in blood lipid
levels were derived probably from excessive excretion of insulin from pancreas to blood
(hyperinsulinemia), from increase of blood free fatty acids, and from male obesity. Any increase
of blood lipid level (hyperlipidemia) should be monitored, in order to abolish the tendency to
develop atherosclerosis. Some of these risk factors cannot be changed: Males over 45, and females
over 55, gender, and hereditary (father or brothers got ill at age 55 ot less, or mother or sisters got
ill at 65 or less). Some risk factors can be changed: High blood pressure (≥140/90 mm Hg),
diabetes, smoking, overweight, high lipid levels. Obesity enhances VLDL in blood, thus enhances
atherosclerotic process. Thus it is essential to pinpoint risk factors and take immediate measures to
lower them. High blood lipids involve : Hypercholesterolemia, in which LDL levels are >160
mg/dL, hyperglyceridemia, with high VLDL, and combined hyperlipidemia, of high blood VLDL
and LDL, that both are risky. As high lipid levels, mainly cholesterol enhance atherosclerotic
processes, cholesterol composition is essential in order to conform dietetic and drug treatment, to
prevent coronary heart disease: High levels of blood cholesterol are lowered by primary
preclusion, and by secondary preclusion, according to classification of cases (ill or not), and blood
cholesterol values.
Sehayek and. Eisenberg (1995), alarmed for more awareness needed to locate and treat
hyperlipidemic individuals, in order to inhibit atherosclerosis , except those with familial
tendency. There was not proper consideration for LDL and HDL levels where considering
treatment. Hypercholesterolemia, was considered main risk factor to atherosclerosis, characterized
by high levels of LDL, and frequently also low levels of HDL. Weintraub et al (1995) found that
individuals having hugh LDL levels should decrease carbohydrates (to make negative caloric
balance), and enhance physical activity. Later on, risk to get ill should be assessed, and according
to it, to decide how to try to lower LDL level. There was negative correlation between blood HDL
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levels and incidence of atherosclerosis, for HDL eliminates cholesterol excess from body
(including those at arteries’ walls). In contrast, increase of LDL enhances the risk to get ill, for
LDL and modified LDLs, are sources for cholesterol sedimented at arteries’ walls. In order to get
atherosclerosis receded, the excess of cholesterol is to be treated by lowering blood LDL and
raising HDL.
Women at menopause have lower blood estrogen levels, associated by lower HDL levels.
Alternative hormonal treatment with estrogen, combined with progestrone, enhanced HDL levels
and lowered incidence of atherosclerosis in treated women. Shviro and Leitersdorf (1995) ,
revealed that in the latter treated women, atherosclerotic process was inhibited for vascular
structure and function improved, peripheral sensitivity to insulin was improved, that improved
body glucose balance. Schwenke (1998) summarized that lowered estrogen in menopause was
associated by physiological changes, and in increase risk for heart and vascular diseases.: Lab
animals treated by external estrogen, inhibited atherosclerosis. Human clinical experiments are at
progress. Estrogen behaved both as oxidation enhancer, and as antioxidant, however, as
antioxidant it was quite modest, and as oxidizing agent, quite doubtful...
Excess of cholesterol can be lowered by drugs such as statins, that inhibit its production in liver,
thus enhances production of LDL receptors. They eliminate LDL from blood stream, lower
cholesterol levels, and enhances HDL levels in blood. Drugs that lower excess of blood lipids,
slow atherosclerosis, for lowering LDL levels, raise HDL levels, and inhibit oxidation of LDL: It
is usually not absorbed by macrophages, as its absorption is controlled by their LDL receptors, so
inhibit its accumulation in cells. However, the oxidation of LDL lipids )by artery wall cells),
causes absorption of this lipoprotein through receptors that are not controlled by inner cell
cholesterol contents, that admits it, and it is accumulated in cells in artery wall as foam cells.
Consunption of olive oil, inhibited such a process Aviram and Kasem (1993). High LDLcholesterol in blood, helps to enhance its oxidation in cell wall: Individuals having high
cholesterol, showed hypersensitivity of LDL to oxidation. Fatty acids, and cholesterol are oxidized
just after loosing the protection of antioxidants (such as vitamin E, vitamin A, and lycopene (the
red carotenoid of tomato) associated to the lipoprotein. Getting antioxidants in foods or as
supplements, keeps resistance LDL to oxidation: Olive oil, rich in oleic acid, that is resistant to
oxidation (compared to linoleic multi unsaturated, that is the main fatty acid in LDL),
polyphenols, found in dark skinned grapes (thus in red wines) in tea, and licorice.
LDL as a primary risk factor to atherosclerosis is treated just by proper diet. If it does not help, a
drug treatment is tried. Doctors identify whether patient has any coronary heart disease (or another
clinical sign of atherosclerosis), in order to lower blood LDL-cholesterol level as much as
possible. They consider age (males over 45, females over 55 that are not alternatively treated
hormonally). Doctors would postpone drug treatment of excess cholesterol in males under 35, and
females at reproductive age (and having no other risk for coronary disease). In such individuals
relatively high LDL levels (160 - 200 mg/dL), pose limited risk, so if there are no additional risks,
only dietetic treatment would be prescribed , plus physical activity. Females having over 220
mg/dL poses a risk factor. Incidence of heart diseases in females is lower than males at same age.
At females after menopause and both gender seniors in good health, doctors try to lower
cholesterol considering HDL level: High level reduces risk to get coronary heart disease. Low
HDL level poses a great risk, so drug treatment is to be considered. After menopause, risk at
females’ increases and equals males’ (see below): All having excess cholesterol, and overweight,
should start dietetic treatment, enhanced physical activity, and loosing weight. Drug treatment
would be recommended to females at menopause, having very high LDL-cholesterol levels, or
several risk factors for coronary heart diseases.
Alternative hormonal treatment might inhibit drug lowering cholesterol, added to physical
activity.
A combination of high triglycerides, and low HDL-cholesterol, and (frequent) resistance to
insulin, poses high risk for atherosclerosis. Drug treatment is left just for high risk patients:
Having low HDL-cholesterol than 35 mg/d. Those having low HDL mostly recommended physical
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activity, giving up smoking. Evidence for changes in HDL levels are less convincing, but
treatment of each case is considered for itself.
Professional tailor made diet might reduce cholesterol, while keeping right eating rules: Lowering
saturated fat and cholesterol, e.g. avoiding eggs, and cheese of 5% fat or more, coconut oil, and
candies with fat and sugar, and enhance fish. At first saturated oil is to be decreased down to 8 10% of total calories, as up to 30% of calories might be of fat that would not contain more than
300 mg cholesterol a day. Such a diet would lower LDL-cholesterol, raise HDL-cholesterol, and
reduce risk for diabetes.
These might be associated with enhanced physical activity. Results might indicate whether to
lower fat down to 7% of total calories, and cholesterol to less than 200 mg a day. Those having
already a coronary, or other atherosclorotic diseases, should start just from second stage. If does
not help, a drug treatment would be employed. If desired results got, they have to be kept by
proper eating (see ch. 16) and physical activity, and to keep seasonal checkups. High blood
pressure and high cholesterol come frequently together, and must be taken care of, by diet, loosing
weight and physical activity. If drug treatment employed by your doctor, it would last for life. It
could be avoided now. The name of the game is awareness.

Saturated and unsaturated fats.
Triglycerides are built of 3 fatty acids, esterified to glycerol. Each fat or oil, is built of its typical
fatty acids, of different chain length (of 4 - 20 carbons), and type of bonds: An acid having only
single bonds between carbons, is considered saturated. If ther is one double bond between two
carbons, it is a single unsaturated, and if more than one, it is polyunsaturated. Calories from fat in
diet should not pass 30%, and be of unsaturated acids.
Animal foods (meat, milk fat, cream/butter), contain saturated fats, and so plant oils such as
coconut and palm. Unsaturated oils, may be saturated by hydrogen, turning them hard (magarine).
Saturated fats including margarine are not healthy. Eating butter or icecream is preferred to
margarine. Eating saturated fats raise blood cholesterol levels but not absolutely: Lowering fat by
exchanging it for caloric equivalent of carbohydrates might lower blood LDL-cholesterol.
Alternately, saturated fat might be reduced down to 20% without exchange, lowering weight and
LDL-cholesterol. Saturated fat might be exchanged for unsaturated as done in the middle east,
where incidence of heart diseases is low. Individuals having high triglycerides, the fats in their
food do not raise their blood level any higher. In comparison, carbohydrates may remarkably
enhance blood triglyceride levels, as well as free radicals. In contrary to cholesterol, saturated
fatty acids in food, do not raise blood triglycerides, excluding the medium sized, that raise blood
triglycerides, as carbohydrates do.
Monounsaturated fatty acids are mainly oleic acid (in olive oil), kanola oil, and sunflower seeds
oil. They lower LDL-cholesterol, and should replace saturated fats and carbohydrates in menu.
Oleic acid rich diet does not raise blood triglyceride levels in individuals having normal weight,
compared to carbohydrate rich diet, but rather lowers triglycerides. In overweighted individuals, it
raises blood triglycerides. Thus, if oleic acid containing oil is introduced to menu, it should come
on expense on caloric equivalent components, but not as an addition. In polyunsaturated fatty
acids such as omega-6 main fatty acid is linoleic, found in Soy, corn, and sunflower oils. They
might not exceed 10% of caloric value of daily food. Consuming fats containing this fatty acid,
instead of saturated, lowers LDL-cholesterol, but affection on malignant tumors in unclear.
Another polyunsaturated, omega-3 fatty acids, are found in deep water fish, including
ecosapentanoic acid (EPA), and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). Such fats dispensed in capsules,
have no affection on LDL-cholesterol. In large amounts, they reduced triglycerides. Sometimes
they raised LDL-cholesterol, and probably slow growth of tumors. Consuming 10-20g of EPA
daily, by individuals having high blood lipid levels, lowered general cholesterol, raised HDL, and
decreased aggregation of blood platelets. It was due to ratio change among certain prostaglandines
(see below). These fatty acids reduce probably, risk to heart diseases but there was not harmony
about that and to the effects for the long range. Therefore giving of fish oil just now,is not
recommended at present to the reduce cholesterol and a prevention of heart diseases. Some
symptoms of symptoms of psoriasis, eczema, aches of menstruation, and arthritis can be eased by
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omega 3 in food. As for atherosclerosis there is a difference between oil omega-3 in food, and
eating of fish: In spite of that several types of ocean fish were rich in the omega-3, most of the
fish contained few of those acids. acids. As mentioned, there was a doubt whether fish oil could
prevent atherosclerosis Studies showed that consumption of fish from any type ( of any contents
of the omega - 3), lowered the incidence of heart diseases. Mizushima et al (1997) compared the
risk of Japanese adults in the homeland, with these that immigrated to Brazil, and saw that eating
of fish that was kept more in the homeland, reduced the risk to the heart and vascular diseases and
there was low calorific and fat consumption, and a contents of taurin and polyunsaturated omega-3
in the menu in the homeland. Marckmann et al (1997 ) showed that fish oil in the amount 4g a
day, reduced blood lipids at ~30% and coagulation protein VFII by 9%. The lowering of the fats
was due to contents of polyunsaturated acid omega- 3, and could prevent ischemic heart diseases
in adults. Albert et al (1998), showed that eating a fish once a week, lowered mortality incidence
on account of sudden cardiac standstill, but not from heart attacks, not-sudden cardiac standstill,
or from heart and vascular diseases. In fish there was a low contents of saturated fat, they were
good source of protein, and tasty... It is recommended to broil them wrapped in aluminum foil.(
not to fry them in oil!). One can diversify the menu by eating fresh sea of fresh water fish. In
these there is a big choice. It is possible to combine every now and then tuna,fish and salmon.
Saturated fatty acids from the group of omega - 6, ( mainly linoleic acid) lowered blood
triglycerides, in comparison to carbohydrates and saturated fatty acids : Probably, in large amount
they suppressed production of VLDL in liver. Omega 3, acids lowered also triglycerides probably
by same mechanism. Singer (1990 ) showed that eating of canned mackarel fish lowered blood
cholesterol and triglyceride levels, and lowered blood pressure : This was more prominent in
individuals that suffered from blood systolic pressure over 160 mm mercury. In mackarel eaters,
the level of the hormone noradrenalin and thromboxane B2 ( factor of blood coagulation, see
below). Long chain fatty acids of 20 carbon chains, are the prostaglandins, containing 3-5 double
bonds, derived from linoleic and linolenic acids. They take part in processes of inflammation, and
allergy, by increasing permeability and tension of blood vessels (with histamines, and
leukotrienes). They stay short in blood stream, and act where needed, in lipolysis (fat
degradation),
with balance of fluids and salts, in some functions of digestion, of
neurotransmitters, of insulin excretion, and more. Prostaglandin -1 (PG1) is derived from
linolenic acid, produced at the endothelium (inner cell layer) of blood vessel, and prevent
aggregation of blood platelets. Prostaglandin -2 (PG2= arachidonic acid) classified in Omega-6
group. It is turned to thromboxane A2, by blood platelets, and enhances their aggregation. The
balance between these prostaglandins may be changed by proper diet. Prostaglandin -3
(PG3=EPA), together with linoleic and linolenic acids inhibit the turning of PG2 to thromboxane.
Proper diet may inhibit aggregation of blood platelets (that might blocks vessels), so one can
prevent allergic and inflammation processes. Thromboxane appears in blood stream even in short
exposure to EMFs generated around a PC screen, or a TV set and disturbs blood circulation
(Omura and Losco 1993).
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Is cholesterol in food so bad?
Cholesterol is a necessary building block for production of cellular membranes, production of sex
hormones, and of bile acids. As mentioned, 2/3 of it is produced in liver, and only about 1/3 is
obtained by food of animal origin, mainly in (saturated) fat, and meat (mainly liver and brain ).
Cholesterol contents of muscle equals that of fatty tissue. Oysters are rich in cholesterol, but
poor in saturated fat. Fish contain cholesterol, but in the part of them, in negligible amount. There
is a cholesterol in egg yolk, and in milk fat. Blood cholesterol levels grow higher as we grow
older, for cellular cholesterol receptors decreased, so less cholesterol is absorbed by cells, and is
left in blood. There it is available to be oxidized and enhance atherosclerosis. Therefore
cholesterol may be regarded as a ‘conditional enemy’: As long it is kept from being oxidized, it
might be considered a friend, but when not protected, and got oxidized by free radicals, it is turned
to a silent, bitter and deceptive enemy. Lasch et al (1997) revealed that cholesterol, in the lipid
barrier under the skin competed efficiently with oxidation of other fats. But, just when cholesterol
is oxidized it enhances atherosclerosis as mentioned above, that yields heart and vascular diseases.
So why carnivorous animals, or humans, such as Inuites, fed on animals are at lower risk for
atherosclerosis than others, and heart and vascular diseases are rare at northern tribes (Bjerregaard
et al 1997, Ponte et al 1997). It was shown that they consumed also deep water fish, containing
omega-3 acids, such as EPA included in Omega-3, protected them from getting heart diseases. As
long as cholesterol was not oxidized, it was not detrimental. Cholesterol (and its derivatives) are
oxidized just when body lacks antioxidants to protect them. When antioxidants are scarce, excess
of radicals is injurious. The nerves and immune cells are among the first to be suppressed. At
present Inuits and other northern tribes get heart diseases, for many of them smoke, and drink
alcoholic beverages. They are also polluted by insecticides by eating polluted whales, sea lions,
fish and other animals they hunt for food. Their blood is low with antioxidants, and high with
pollutants (such as DDT, see ch. 2).
Feeding laboratory animal with high cholesterol diet yielded blood cholesterol raised and
atherosclerosis enhanced. In comparison, where humans consumed high cholesterol food, the
blood cholesterol raise was quite moderate, and individually varied. In humans cholesterol added
to food, enhanced the effect of cholesterol in blood, caused by dietary contents of fatty acids,
enhanced heart diseases, even more: Rise in diet cholesterol that is not associated with rise of
antioxidants causes more cholesterol to be oxidized, and enhance that risk. In medical diet
mentioned, a daily cholesterol is recommended to start with <300 mg, and further, <200 mg.
Avoiding meat (but not fish and sea food), is a good start to health.
The level of blood cholesterol is determined by liver production of cholesterol plus that
consumed, minus that absorbed by cells. As cholesterol receptors decrease with age, blood
cholesterol level raises. Macrophages did not absorb LDL-cholesterol well, for it was well
controlled by LDL-receptors, avoiding accumulation of cellular excess. After LDL-cholesterol
was oxidized by free radicals (at artery walls) the cholesterol was absorbed to cells by
“scavenging receptors” that were not controlled by cellular cholesterol contents, for they did not
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recognize oxidized cholesterol. Significantly high cholesterol levels were detected in individuals
that had low levels of vitamin E, and β-carotene, where cholesterol was highly sensitive to
oxidation (Lavy et al 1991). Consistent high blood LDL-cholesterol levels yielded after
antioxidant pool ran out (such as lipoprotein bound vitamins A, C, and E, and lycopene=tomato
red), and failed to protect the LDL lipids from being oxidized by free radicals. Incidentally
lycopene from fresh tomatoes was less available to body cells than that found in cooked tomatoes,
crushed or ketchup.
Bobek et al (1998) showed in rats fed with dried tomatoes and apples, that liver cells cholesterol
was lowered by 15%, and 11%, respectively, in heart cells, by ~20%, and the usage of cholesterol
in blood plasma was remarkably accelerated. Only dried tomatoes lowered tri-glycerides, only in
heart cells. Dried tomatoes also reduced RBC antioxidant enzymes such as SOD, GSH-Px, and
CAT (see below) at about 34-56%. The tomato’s lycopene inhibits prostate cancer, breast cancer,
lung cancer, and digestive tract cancers. Agarwal and Rao (1998) showed that lycopene from
tomatos delayed oxidation of LDL, and blood lipids despite not lowered cholesterol, general
LDL, and HDL: Eating tomatoes lowered the risk to get heart and vascular diseases. Fuhrman et
al (1997) showed in macrophage cultures that carotenoids such as lycopene and 1 -carotene
delayed production of cholesterol ( only from acetate, but not from mevalonate), by rates of 73%
and 63% respectively, compared to 90% by LDL-cholesterol. Carotenoids’ activity was due to
enhancing the macrophages cellular LDL-receptors.
Atherosclerosis was found as a natural inflammatory process in vascular walls, in which
atheromatous plaques are formed for decades (Ross 1993). There are today two main disputed
theories,of which two are acceptable by part of doctors and researchers: The ‘injury hypothesis’
states that an injury of arterial wall occurs. It may be due to physical mechanical factor, or by a
virus, or a drug, or by an immunulogical factor, or where free radicals caused carcinogenic
conversion of a cell, that tries to multiply while cells of the immune system try to destroy them. A
vascular injury formed in endothelium attracts blood platelets to adhere, for having negative
charge, and form a bump there. Such arterial endothelium injury, may be due to CO inhaled and
its incremental concentration in the blood levels are very risky: Adhered mass of blood platelets,
disturbs blood flow, while narrow vessels that are partially blocked already, may be totally
blocked by a clot. This is main risk from air pollution to senior citizens, mainly to those suffering
from lung diseases, and some blocks in their arteries. Platelets aggregation may be formed due to
prostaglandin-2 (see above) or by exposure to EMFs. Injured sites become penetrable to
lipoproteins such as LDL-cholesterol, these bind to aminoglycans (polysaccharides containing
amino groups), and damage the completeness of the connective tissue, where oxidized cholesterol
binds. Phagocytes are attracted to the damaged site, settled in artery wall and probably secrete a
growth factor, and a plate, or a plaque starts to form to the arterial space. with injury to wall that
begins to grow. Phagocytes absorb oxidized LDL-cholesterol and other oxidized lipids, turn to be
‘foam cells’. These absorbed adipose sediments might also get out from the cells. The injured
sites adhere blood platelets, that secrete a growth factor. Upon the intima layer of the artery,
forming a fibrotic “hat” (of collagen, elastin, and glycosamines) and adipose sediments and
oxidized cholesterol settle there. Finally the artery is completely blocked. Up to ~90% blockage
may form before atherosclerosis symptoms appear clearly. The endothelium might remain intact,
while growth factors secreted by smooth muscle endothelial cells, continue to increase the plaque:
Arterial space gradually narrowed until a wall injury occurs that aggregates more platelets, that
form af blood clot, totally blocking it. When it happens in one of the three of the coronary arteries
(first branched from aorta) supplying blood to the myocardium (heart muscle) itself, area affected
becomes necrotic: This is known as heart attack ( infarction). In hospital, the doctors try to
dissolve the clot by a fibrolytic enzyme streptokinase, or by a modern drug TPA. The necrotic site
recuperates as a scar, while damage to heart sustains for good. Local blood supply is restored from
neighboring blood vessels. This theory of ‘injury hypothesis’, is based on the interaction of
lipoprotein aminoglycan in the arteries. It has been speculated that binding the of LDL to the
aminoglycan, breaks the completeness of components of extracellular collagen, and increased
attraction to cholesterol, and so to the enhance the atherosclerosis. Atherosclerosis is enhanced
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by homocystein formed, and lack of pyridoxine.(vitamin B6): The lack of vitamin causes
mechanical damage to the inner wall of the arteries. Reinhardt and Greenberg (1948) associated
atherosclerosis to the lack of vitamin B6, when tried to suggest the role of B6 as protecting from
a blockage of blood vessel by a thrombus (blood clot): Protein degradation, involved part of amino
acid methionine turned to homocystein, by the (pyridoxine dependent) enzyme cystethionine- 2 reductase, to to cystethionine. Where pyridoxine is deficient, the reaction would not be completed,
then homocystein starts to accumulate, also as a result of eating fast food (=junk food), on
account of stress, pollutants, or medicines (mainly hormones given to the women at menopause).
These cause decrease the levels vitamins of group B, and as a result, the level of homocystein
rises. Moderate high levels of homocystein, is a strong independent risk factor to heart diseases
and strokes (Perry et al 1995), mortality from heart diseases, enhanced osteoporosis, enhanced
cancer developed, and premature degenerative aging diseases appeared, such as dementia,
Alzheimer, Parkinson, and others. The homocystein injures vascular endothelium (by the
generation of free radicals), and this injury enhances the atherosclerotic process (McCully and
Wilson 1975). The homocystein enhances blood clotting, binding lipoprotein A, to fibrin (blood
clot), and to the production of the atherosclerotic plaque, promoting heart and vascular diseases.
Atherosclerosis, is accelerated in males, but in females after menopause, there is a sharp rise, that
at the age of 65 matches the rate in males: Until the age of menopause, the level of homocystein in
women is lower than men by 20%. But later this level equals. Ellis and McCully (1995) tested
whether pyridoxine(=B6, deficient in CTS patients, see ch.5) could abolish also heart attacks:
Results showed that only ~27% of CTS patients treated by vitamin B6, suffered from acrid chest
aches or got heart attacks, compared to those did not take B6, and average mortality age from
heart attacks was higher by 8 years than those that did not take B6. This pyridoxine effect in
postponing coronary heart attacks might be attributed to enhanced synthesis of pyridoxal
phosphate, coenzyme required to degrade homocystein (that enhanced atherosclerosis). Pyridoxine
also has an essential role also in other aspects of atherosclerosis, such as in making the bonds
between collagen fibers and elastin. Therefore either pyridoxine or copper ions (Cu2+) deficiency
disturbs the action of lysil oxidase, and for that, to defects in forming the inner elastin layer in
the arterial walls. These sites would be proned to later production of atherosclerotic plaque.
(Schuschke 1997). The risk to get heart diseases may be easily reduced by taking enhanced doses
of the three of the aforesaid vitamins (B6, B9, and B12): They lower significantly the levels of
homocystein, and thus hinder processes of atherosclerosis.
Martin and Frei (1997) showed in volunteers after heart attack, that those of them that took
antioxidants such as 3-carotene vitamin C, and vitamin E, did not suffer from anew coronary
arteries’ stenosis (narrowed). Atherosclerosis can be estimated, based on ancient Chinese medical
method: A crease in earlobe, seen in the mirror from ear center of right ear to aim at hour 4 (or in
left ear, to aim at hour 8). The possible interpretation of this phenomenon, is that the crease was
created by cells in lobe filled with oxidized cholesterol that caused a little swell: Elliot (1983)
tested this explanation, in 205 patients, of which 82% could be predicted, while 12% exhibited
false positive, and 18% - false negatives.

Is high iron level healthy?
Life expectancy of a male in the US born 100 years ago, was 46 years, while one born at present
may live for 72 years. In females, they might live for 48 and 79 years respectively. This gender
difference is due to better oxidation in males, that are built for strong physical efforts on
immediate notice. Females live longer for their oxidative rate is lower, and they lose period blood
monthly for most of their lives. So they are mostly anemic, having less RBC, that is less
hemoglobin, and less iron. Therefore female respiration processes are less energetic, and as a
result less free radicals generated. So less oxidation damage occured, including, less oxidation of
cholesterol thus less atherosclerosis of arteries, and also retardation in the signs and diseases of
old age.
Wojewodzka et al (1998) found that hospital personnel members chronically exposed to to low
doses of ionizing, suffered from DNA breaks, much more than office employees there. But, they
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revealed at the latter, marked gender differences: Males at office, had markedly more breaks than
office females. No significant difference in DNA breakage could be attributed to age. However,
the high rate of DNA breaks in males, strongly suggested their higher oxidation rate, generating
more free radicals.
In modern life, high oxidation in males is unnecessary. It was lowered in many countries, by
bleeding by leeches, kept by barbers and healers still maintained at the 1st quarter of the 20th
century : They used to put leeches to the neck of customers, where they drew blood. Nelson et al
(1995) saw that individuals inherited 2 genes for having high iron levels (homozygotes for
hemochromatosis), had a very large iron pools. Such individuals of both genders were in high risk
to get heart attacks, cancer, colon adenoma, and more. Individuals that inherited only one gene
like this from one of their parents (heterozygotes for hemochromatosis): In them iron directory
was augmented only in the medium level : These, people were at high risk to get colon cancer,
diabetes, malignant blood diseaseas well as stomach cancer, but not higher risk for heart attacks.
Tuomainen et al (1998 ) suggested findings of previous works that proved high iron pool, as
increased risk for heart attacks. Cottin et al (1998) showed that excess of iron was associated in
the oxidation of blood lipids, so they recommended of taking antioxidant supplements. Tzonou et
al (1998) showed that excess of iron in nutrition, raised the risk to get a coronary heart disease.
Klor et al (1997) found that iron was associated in the oxidation of LDL-cholesterol, fatty acids of
omega-3 group in nutrition lowered blood triglycerides level, while polyunsaturated fatty acids of
omega 6 group in nutrition, lowered mainly LDL-cholesterol in blood.

Can we postpone heart heart disease and aging by food supplements?
Yes!, by right nutrition, and taking antioxidant agents, combined with moderate physical activity.
The major supplement is vitamin C, that lowers blood cholesterol, and its accumulation in tissues:
The activity of enzyme cholesterol-7-4 -hydroxylase that lowers blood cholesterol levels, is
dependent on vitamin C, that is a free radicals scavenger. Addition of vitamin E to supplements
taken, lowered blood and artery wall cells’ lipid peroxide levels and enhanced levels of
antioxidant enzymes such as SOD, GLX-Px, and CAT (see below) that minimize free radicals
damages (atherosclerosis, injuries to nerve and immune cells, to DNA, etc). Vitamin E delayed
atherosclerosis of arteries also by delaying blood platelets aggregation and their releasing of
substances raising lipid peroxidases. Vitamin E acted mainly as free radicals scavenger, reducing
them, and enhances the level of HDL (Herman et al 1979).
Magnesium and pottasium. Low levels of Mg2+ and K+ ions was associated with sudden death
from heart diseases, or death of embryos at birth, or in early age. The lack of Mg2+ caused
coronaries spasms, that sometimes caused the sudden death. It might be resulted from poor
absorption from food, or from excessive absorption vitamin D. Taking Mg2+ and K+ might
prevent sudden death. Mg2+ intensifies myocardium contraction], by its role in oxidative
phosphorilation of glucose (binding it to phosphorous in order to production energy out of their
oxidation). Mg2+ also hindered formation of fibrin and thrombine (forming blood clots): Fibrin
aggregated blood platelets, so clot inhibition might inhibit heart attack, as well. Patients of heart
and vascular diseases that died, were found having high levels of blood clotting factors VIIc and
VIIIc, and fibrinogen. Mg2+ added to animal food, cured the heart arrhythmia, ceased spasms of
the coronary arteries, raised the Blood HDL concentration, lowered platelets aggregation, and
extended blood clotting time in lab animalst (Agarwal 1982 ).
Chromium, Cr2+, found in baker’s yeasts, in cauliflower and grapes, taken as tablets of chromium
picolinate, catalyzes the excretion of insulin, thus.lowers high blood sugar levels, triglycerides
and cholesterol. It also helps to utilize lipids, acting similarly to steroids on the building of
muscles.
Onion and garlic. Baghurst et al (1977), showed that heavy fat meal, caused the aggregation of
blood platelets, and eating onions decreased such aggregation, and enhanced dissolving fibrin in
clots. Luria et al (1985), showed that onion extracts added to human diet, lowered blood
pressure, and blood lipid and cholesterol levels. Bordia et al (1977) showed that garlic oil extracts
enhanced melting fibrin in blood clots: It inhibited aggregation of blood platelets by releasing of
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fibrin degradation products, and by inhibiting the production of prostaglandins (see above). It
lowered blood cholesterol.and tri-glycerides while simultaneously raised HDL level. Garlic
lowered fibrinogen level and extended the time of blood clotting ( Anonymus 1994 ). Mathew et
al (1996) added water extract of garlic proteins (16%), or garlic oil, to rats food (100 mg / Kg of
body weight) lowered blood lipids, for lowering cholesterol produced in liver.The garlic oil was
more efficient in lowering blood lipids, but garlic proteins were more edible, and missed repulsive
odor... Bordia et al (1996) found that garlic oil extract prevented aggregation of blood platelets in
healthy individuals as well as in patients coronary atherosclerosis. The main ingredients in the
garlic (and onion) were DAS (diallyl sulfide) and DADS (diallyl disulfide) that participated in
enzymes regulation in first stage of disposal of chemical pollutants, carcinogens from body (the
second stage depended sulforaphane found in cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, kohlrabi, turnip, and
other cruciferae). These ingredients were activated by their oxidation, in crushing of the garlic
They also delayed the enzyme NAT (arylamine N-acetyltransferase) in colon cancer (Chen et al.
1998). Hu et al (1997)showed that garlic DAS, and DADS, induced activity of the enzyme
glutathione (GSH)-S-transferase: They inhibited development of cancer in lab mice (induced by a
chemical carcinogen, benzopyrene, BP, emitted also from broiling embers).
Ginger. Gujaral et al (1978) showed that ginger extracts lowered blood cholesterol, while
Srivastava (1984) showed that it inhibited platelets aggregation even better than extracts of onion
and garlic. Therefore it is recommended to add ginger root to salads.
Eggplant. Kritchevsky et al (1975) showed in rats, that eating of eggplants lowered blood level of
cholesterol. Jorge et al (1998) added to the food of rabbits eggplant juice plus cholesterol in cacao
fat for 4 weeks. Then, there was a remarkable decrease in weights, in blood cholesterol, in LDL,
in triglycerides, by the cholesterol in aorta, and improvement was observed in blood vessels
endothelium.
Soybeans. Anthony et al (1997) tested three diets in monkeys: 1. Soy proteins and phytoestrogen,
2. Soy proteins alone, and - 3. Milk proteins. Results showed that diet 1 lowered LDL-cholesterol,
and VLDL-cholesterol, in comparison to the two other diets, raised much the HDL-cholesterol
("good cholesterol") better than the others, and prevented atherosclerosis better than diet 2. The
latter protein alone was better than diet 3, and inhibeted atherosclerosis. Consumption of soybeans
lowered blood (Madar et al 1988). Soy products reduced risk of cancer ( Messina 1991 Takeshi
1982, ), mouth cancer (Messadi et al 1986), and breast cancer ( Barnes 1990 ). Soy fibers lowered
blood lipids and glucose, in individuals that had high lipid levels( ibrenli et al 1992, Lo et al
1986). Soy helped to remove free radicals, and thus prevented oxidation of blood lipids (Santiago
1992). Soy lowered cholesterol levels (Carroll 1991, Sirtori 1993), and blood lipids in comparison
with milk protein (Grundy and Abrams 1983) : The cholesterol was lowered by saponins in
soybeans (Potter et al 1979). Soy prevented mutagenicity of frying oils (Wang 1982) and
improved health (Messina et al 1994). Soy proteins are built from all amino acids similarly to
animal proteins, compared with plant proteins that lack several amino acids. Estrogenic diphenols
(isoflavones) found in soybeans act similarly to estrogen: They influence the synthesis of
metabolism enzymes, cellular enzymes, and growth factors, that inhibit proliferation of cancer
cells. Namely, they protect against development of cancer: Adlercreutz and Mazur (1997)
compared isoflavones with the estrogen itself that assists the development of cancer: High levels
of estrogen in women increased their risk to get breast cancer. Weak estrogenic compounds in soy
(exhibiting ~1/1000 estrogenic activity) were absorbed to cells by estrogen receptors. Thus they
inhibited the hormone itself from being absorbed, and enhance cell divisions, and so estrogen like
compounds inhibited cancer development. Maskarinec et al (1998) found most estrogenic and
antiestrogenic activity of soybeans in isoflavones whose concentration reached 300mg/100g.
Excretion of isoflavones in urine, revealed soy based nutrition, and protection against breast
cancer. This was confirmed in studies showing in Chinese women clear correlation between soy
rich nutrition and low risk of breast cancer. Barnes (1997) showed in cell cultures that genistein
(one of the principal isoflavones of soy), depressed the cellular proliferation of breast cancer cells
(induced previously by a herbicide like carcinogen 7,12-dimethylbenzanthracene, DMBA, see ch.
2). The genistein showed similar activity to estrogen, a as catalyst of cellular breast tissue, and
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analogy to a initial state of pregnancy. It seemed that its resemblance to estrogen, delayed also
absorption of estrogen, and so inhibited cancer.
In short, soy in a variety of tasty products ( beans, sprouts, soy milk soy cheese = tofu, etc)
provided full protein, and could inhibit devlopment of cancer induced by chemical and physical
carcinogens. Soy products did not cause any side effects.
Diet may contain proteins to constitute about 15% of the calories. Vegetable proteins may be
preferable, mainly soybeans, combined with fish, sea food, eggs, milk and diary products. Meat is
not recommended for it contains fat and cholesterol. More hazardous is sausage as it might
contain leftovers, fat, feathers, and more.
Antioxidants may be provided by dark forest fruits (such as blackberries or other berries), and by
green tea: This tea does not contain cafein, but antioxidants such as polyphenols (~30%),
including bioflavonoids, and tannins, among which arre cathechins, (mainly epigallocatechin
gallate) that enhance liver and immune cells, and help to expel radioactive strontium isotope
(90Sr) from bones. The falvonoids (mainly quercetin), efficiently protected cell membranes (Saija
et al 1995), and protected atherosclerotic blood vessels in the brain, from damage of free radicals
(Miskulin et al. 1980 ). The flavonoids reduced risk of stroke better than vitamins C, and E (Keli
et al 1996). Flavonoids enhanced resistance to viruses (Konowalchuk et al 1976), and to
infectious bacteria in urinary system (Sobota et al 1984), and extended life of lab mice (Jones et
al 1982). The flavonoids were free radicals scavengers, thus they prevented these ailments: The
most efficient in neutralizing free radical superoxide were flavonoids such as quercetin, myricetin
and rutin (Robak and Gryglewski 1988).
Pepper. Seasoning of food with red hot pepper, tried by feeding rats (Kawada et al. 1986),
resulted in removal of asipose deposits off the body, reduced excess weight and reduced blood
triglycerides.
Fenugreek (Trigonella foenum graecum) was included for thousands of years in diets of Middle
East nations. Grains contained an alkaloid, trigonelline that lowered blood glucose and
triglycerides in dogs (Ribes et al 1984 ), and in humans ( Bever and Zahnd 1979). Madar et al
(1988) showed in untreated diabetic patients that fenugreek consumption lowered blood glucose
and insulin, but not lipids. Saponins contained (see below), lowered bile salts and cholesterol
(Harwood et al 1993, Stark and Madar 1993). Sharma et al (1990) proved in type I juvenile
diabetic patients (insulin treated) that fenugreek markedly lowered blood and urine glucose, total
blood cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, VLDL-cholesterol, and triglycerides, while HDL-cholesterol
level remained unchanged. Both fenugreek and soybeans had fibers that helped digestion Taste of
fenugreek seeds seemed sole bad quality, therefore, germinating seeds at home, or just extensive
washing was requested in order to wash out bitter taste. A surprise was where few individuals
insisted that fenugreek was tasty: All of them were diabetic, or had first related diabetics in their
families (Stamper A, Betset, Israel, personal communication, 1999).
Alfalfa seeds are also easy to germinate. Its seeds are a good source for proteins, minerals,
chlorophyll, saponines, fibers, and choline. Kritchevsky et al (1975) found in mice that effects of
alfalfa in food were due to saponins (see below) that lowered blood cholesterol. Manilow et al
(1977, 1978 1980, and other studies) exhibited that alfalfa helped to reduce atherosclerotic plaque
in arteries of monkeys. Alfalfa contains antibacterial compounds that help to fight infections, and
it also contains alkaloids of estrogenic activity such as coumestrol. Alfalfa minerals involve
minerals such as K, Ca, P, Si, Mg, Mn, and Se (an antioxidant), that may be helpful for many body
activities, including recuperation of bones. Vitamins found, included A, B1, B2, C, D, E, K, of
which mainly 5-carotene and vitamin E, that decelerate arterial atherosclerosis. Vitamin K
improves blood clotting.
Manganese. Mn we need, is found in avocado, bran, buckwheat and oats, and might be taken in
tablets. It is essential to the absorption of vitamins B1, C, and H (biotin) and choline needed for
building bones and cartilage, to utilize glucose and lipids, for the activity of the nervous system,
for memory and concentration, and for the synthesis of the hormone thyroxin, and sex hormones.
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What are fibers in food?
Foods that were poor in fibers, had little volume, and therefore at the end of their digestion, they
passed more slowly in colon, where it absorbed more of their water, feces became harder, and
might injure colon walls. If such an individual gets constipated, the fecal contents stays in colon
for longer time. Then some carcinogenic compounds might be produced, or some that come in
food, and in the time of constipation, they act much longer time on colon mucose and may cause
a cancer. Edible fibers come only in food of plant origin, mainly cellulose, hemicellulose, and
lignin, typical ratio of 3 : 3 : 4, respectively. These polymers are totally not digested. The first two
are made from known monosaccharides units. For instance, cellulose is a polymer made
exclusively from glucose units.In this respect it resembles starch, but at the latter, every unit is
bound to its neighboring units at straight position (by 6 -bond), that is easy to be digested
(degraded enzymatically). In contrary to this, the glucose units in cellulose are bound inverted to
each other in line (by 7 -bond). Such a bond could be degraded just by some bacteria
(actinomycetes) and fungi, while all other organisms could not. It is known that termites and
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ruminants (cows and related animals) hold in their digestive system actinomycetes, degrading
cellulose for them. So they can use fibers as calories, while we cannot. In nutrition, fibers are
classified to insoluble, and to soluble. The former, include cellulose, found mainly in wheat bran,
grains, fruit, and vegetable. The latter, soluble fibers, absorb water, (but not really soluble). Their
chemical composition and arrangement of their fibersrender them to hydrophilic (like water) and
confer them qualities like ion exchangers, and gel filters. Part of them glue like, and viscous by
various degrees. It involves those contained also in oats, in leguminosae ), pectines ( apples, berry,
grapes, vegetables), and mucilages. Part of them are built relatively simple polysaccharides, such
aspectin, while others are built from more composite polysaccharides, such in Psyllium, (found on
every lawn, used for alternative medicine), they contained units of pentose sugars (arabinose and
xylose), and a rare hexose. The insoluble fibers increease food volume and cause such a mass to
cross the colon faster, and stay there for less time. They also absorb and remove with them fats,
and prevent by this action colon ailments such as diverticulitis, haemorrhoids, irritated intestine
syndrome, and markedly reduce risk to get colon cancer. The soluble fibers absorb water, and
decelerate the exit of mass from stomach and so improve the primary digestion.When these fibers
pass the colon, they absorb bile salts and so soluble fibers (mainly the more viscous in which ) to
lower blood cholesterol, whose composition is derived from bile salts ( Haskell 1992 ).
Psyllium fibers, might be consuned only for several days, as for longer consumption, they might
enhance proliferation of colon cells, that sometime might be suspected as cancer. Kidney beans
are worth to be consumed. Shutler et al (1989) showed that eating these beans reduced blood
cholesterol by ~10%. Anderson et al (1990) showed also that these beans lowered blood
cholesterol by ~10%, and weight byt 2-3 lbs, probably for fibers contained. Therefore it is
recommended to be ibcluded in diet, to give adults, 20 - 30 g fibers per day, of which ~6g of
soluble fibers. It is advisable not to exaggerate in fibers consumption, and to get medical advise
prior to taking fibers, mainly to whom having digestion problems. Addition of fibers [fibers
addition] is not soluble in the nutrient from bran, oat of fox, or licked, will lower more the level of
the cholesterol, than lowered the soluble fibers. Supplements containing insoluble fibers, such as
bran, oats, or Psyllium, might lower cholesterol more than soluble fibers. Lignin found in wheat
and vegetables is composed of insoluble fibers, but of more complex structure, involving three
aromatic alcohols, rather than sugars, like other fibers. Experiments with rats revealed that fibers
eaten in food, absorbed in intestines various poisoning pollutants, and disposed them out of the
body. One experiment involved 4 groups of rats: 1) Was fed with food added with one poisonous
supplement: Rats did not show any damage. 2) Rats got two poisonous supplements: Rats suffered
from diarrhea, hair loss, and almost did not gain weight. 3) Rats got three poisonous supplements:
Rats died within two weeks, and 4) Rats were given three poisons like group 3, but supplemented
with edible fibers: All rats of this group survived! Thus fibers protected rats, by absorbing poisons
and disposed them out of body.
Fibers hindered growth of rectal polyps on its part before the anus. Such polyps may develop
cancer. Fibers improved digestion, without being digested, or adding a single calorie to food. They
may absorb drugs taken, such as thyroxin, similarly to the way they absorb cholesterol, and expel
it out of the body. Fibers might lower level of such a drug too low, so it would be effective. So an
individual that suffers from hypothyroidism that takes thyroxin regularly, might lose part of it as
expelled by fibers, and be left with a low level of the drug ( Lial et al 1995 ).
Heaton et al (1979) found that fibers remarkably improved the state of patients suffering from
intestinal ulcerative inflammation (Crohn’s disease ). Fibers also regulated blood glucose level:
They helped to raise a low level, and lowered a high level back to normal.
Fibers soften feces, and may enhance gas formation, in such cases, lowering fiber in food may be
considered. By eating high fiber foods, no additional fiber (such as bran) may be needed. Fibers
may absorb vitamins and minerals, mainly antioxidants, or medicines, and expel them from the
body, so deficiency may be resulted. Fibers might also lower compounds such as indole-3-carbinol
and sulforaphane that exert a synthesis of enzymes of the participants as mentioned in the second
stage of disposal polluting chemicals (Chen et al 1998): Induction of these enzymes (glutathione
transferase, epoxide hydrolase, NAD(P)H-quinone reductase, and glucouronosyltransferase)
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protects against free radicals derived damage, such as mutagenicity, and malignancy. So prior to
increase of food fiber, it may be approved first by your doctor and dietician.
Young sprouts of cauliflower and broccoli contained x10-100 more sulforaphane than in the
adults vegetables (Fahey et al 1997, see ch.16).
Carrot contain fibers and 8-carotene (that is cut in body to 2 molecyles of vitamin A). Asparagus,
cabbage, and yams, contain fibers and vitamins E and C.
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Are carbohydrates healthy?
Absolutely not! It is recommended to avoid from them in any way possible, especially from the
“common” sugar " and even from brown sugar). Starch (of rice, bread, potatoes or pasta ) is
degraded in body within minutes to single glucose units. Glucose is readily absorbed in intestines
to the blood. It stimulates the excretion of insulin, that lowers glucose level lower than normal.
Then, hunger is felt. We snap something (mostly carbohydrate containing), and within minutes
glucose rises again, insulin excreted, and glucose goes down, at a pendulum mode. Most of us are '
addicted ' to carbohydrates, and must have rice / bread, every now and then. The rise of blood
glucose also elevates the level of triglycerides, not to mention, the free radicals that also oxidize
these lipids, and do all other damages mentioned above. The optimal solution is to avoid ‘visible’
carbohydrates (rice, bread, potatoes, pasta) and turn to ‘invisible’ carbohydrates in soybeans,
kidney beans, peas, etc. Lowering weight might be based on diet whose carbohydrates would not
pass half of calories.
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Are saponins edible or for soaping?
Saponins were found in vegetables such as kidney bean, peanuts, beans, lentils, soybeans
fenugreek. Oats, corn, oregano, and alfalfa sprouts. Therefore these plants were recommended for
healthy diet, while alfalfa sprouts were honorable to salad (Okenfull and Sidhu 1990). Saponin
molecules had one hydrophobic end (steroid or triterpenic, soluble in lipids) while other end was
hydrophilic (water soluble) made of 1 - 5 molecules of different monosaccharides. The
resemblance in names to soaps was not accidental, as they could resuspend oils in watery solution
(Amital 1994). In the 1950ies it was found that saponins given to chicken food, lowered their
blood cholesterol level.(Grimenger and Fisher 1959 ), and since their importance rose. Harwood et
al (1993) added synthetic saponin to the food of guinea pigs, either as a single dose or as a daily
supplement for two weeks: It lowered cholesterol absorption by ~70%, (while did not change
absorption of bile acids). It lowered also liver cholesterol, increased LDL-receptors to phagocytes,
and enhanced activity of HMG-reductase (3-hydroxy-3methyl- glutaryl CoA): That was an
enzyme causing synthesis of mevalonate (of which cholesterol was synthesized). Saponins were
found also in Aloe vera, marigold, shepherds purse, virgin’s bower, witch grass, shave grass,
horehound , licorice, European mistletoe, and others. They all might be found at any herbal store,
and be combined in diet, or be taken as extract capsules. Manilow et al (1977, 1980) examined in
mice, rabbits, and monkeys, alfalfa feed compared to saponin free alfalfa. So they proved that
alfalfa saponins, and not cellulose, lowered blood cholesterol. In the monkeys, the saponins
lowered also atherosclerotic plaques in the coronary arteries ( Manilow et al 1978 ). Addition of
saponin (0.4%) in cholesterol rich diet of monkeys, lowered blood cholesterol in their blood by
~70%. In rats, fed on saponin supplemented diet, absorption of cholesterol was lowered (Manilow
1977). Rats in which blood, lipids were raised, addition of saponins, soybeans, and kidney bean in
diet lowered cholesterol levels in blood and liver. (Oakenfull 1979, 1984, 1986). When saponin
was added to food of rats, mice, monkeys and dogs, they got similar results. Stark and Madar
(1993) added fenugreek saponins to the food of rats, so it lowered 30 - 50% of blood and liver
cholesterol: The saponins absorbed bile acids, and taken them out in feces, so cholesterol
utilization was enhanced, and its blood level markedly decreased. Molgaard et al (1987) showed in
volunteers that alfalfa sprouts lowered general cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol, up to ~18%.
Humans diet supplemented with saponin, did not change clearly blood triglyceride levels
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(Bingham et al 1978). Manilow et al (1977) found that saponin bound to cholesterol, lowered its
absorption by 10% - 20%, and enhanced its excretion in feces. Saponins that were partially
degraded by acid, were more efficient in decreasing, absorption of cholesterol by ~50%. Saponins
were bound to bile acids, and formed a complex that was less absorbed to intestinal wall, thus
excreted in feces. Soy flour also enhanced excretion of bile acids and sterols in feces (Clavert et
al (1981). Saponins altered excretion of hormones of digestive system and caused the loss of
appetite (Cooke 1986). Long term taking of saponins caused digestive disturbances.
Golov (Amital 1994), supplemented food of diabetic patients (having high blood tri-glycerides
level) twice a day with extract of saponin (esterol): After a month their blood LDL-cholesterol
was lowered by ~21%, after 3 months it decreased up to ~ 32%. In same time their HDLcholesterol increased by 28%, and 35% respectively, and blood tri-glycerides decreased during
this time by ~15%. After a month, their atherosclerotic index (LDL / HDL ratio ), dropped from
6.56 to 4.05 (by ~38% ), and after 2 months it dropped already up to 3.09 (by total of 48% ).
Although results were quite impressive, cautious is recommended in consuming alfalfa and
fenugreek for long term: Alfalfa contained canavanine, a toxic aminic compound, while excessive
saponin consumption might yield hemolysis and anemia. Alfalfa contained also coumestrol, that
resembled estrogen, and blocked estrogen receptors, thus suppressed the development of breast
cancer. Fenugreek contained also diosgenin, a steroid saponin, that was also estrogen like. The
recommended dosage of saponins by doctors was ~15mg daily, but vegeterians consuming foods
that contained saponins might easily reach ~200mg. Vegetarians showed lower incidence of heart
and vascular diseases, than the rest of world population ( Philips et al 1980 ).
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Do wine and beer just make you happy?
Alcohol has been the most widely used and abused agent throughout the world. It claimed about
100,000 deaths per year in the US alone, where there were 15 to 20 million alcoholics (Robbins
1999).Wine and beer contain alcohol (=ethanol). It adds unnecessary calories, injure liver cells,
raise blood triglycerides, elevates (indirectly) blood pressure, and enhances free radicals
generated. Not to mention that alcohol itself turned to be a free radical. Alcohol disturbed normal
metabolism and inhibited absorption of nutrients, vitamins (such as of B group, mainly B6 and B1)
,and minerals (such as Fs, Zn, and others) in intestines, thus wasted them. The zinc was essential
for activity of at least 100 enzymes, of which those involved in duplicating DNA, protein
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synthesis, and other body components. Lack of zinc, caused growth retardation in children while
babies born to alcoholic mothers, resmbled those born to mothers deficient in Zn. In adult males
alcohol hindered spermatogenesis, while in females, it was troublesome mainly in initial stages of
pregnancy. Drinking alcohol unnoticed that she is pregnant, markedly hinders embryo
development. Lack of Zn might be perceived by a distinctive rash (acrodermatitis enteropathica)
around the eyes, nose, mouth, and distal parts, and caused reproductive problems (Robbins 1999).
Alcohol supressed immunological reactions, enhanced atherosclerosis, and increased the risk to
get heart and vascular diseases. Chronic consumption resulted in psychological and physical
addiction, and severe damage to body systems. The biological basis for ethanol addiction was
unknown, although genetic factors might be involved. Legal drinking level was blood alcohol
concentration of 100 mg/dL. About 12 oz (340 ml) of beer, 4 oz (115 ml) of non- fortified wine
and 1.5 oz (43 ml) of an 86 proof beverage each contained approximately 10 g of ethanol.
Ethanol was metabolized by alcohol dehydrogenase in the gastric mucosa and liver and by
cytochrome P-450 and catalase in the liver, yielding acetaldehyde, which, in turn, was converted
to acetic acid by aldehyde dehydrogenase. There were genetic polymorphisms in aldehyde
dehydrogenase that slowed ethanol metabolism, encountered in about 50% of Chinese,
Vietnamese, and Japanese people.
Ethanol metabolites were directly responsible for most of its toxic and chronic effects in liver:
Ethanol caused fatty change, acute alcoholic hepatitis, and cirrhosis . Fatty change was acute but
reversible accumulation of fat in hepatocytes. In chronic alcoholism, it could cause massive
enlargement of the liver. Alcoholic hepatitis could produce fever, liver tenderness, and jaundice
because of a direct toxic effect of ethanol. With chronic ethanol use, 10 to 15% of alcoholics
developed irreversible liver damage, cirrhosis. It was characterized by a hard, shrunken liver with
formation of micronodules of regenerating hepatocytes surrounded by dense bands of collagen.
Damage to nervous system: The acute depressive effects and addiction, are due to changes in
membrane fluidity and altered signal transduction. Chronic thiamine (B1) deficiency, common in
chronic alcoholics, contributed to degeneration of nerve cells, to reactive gliosis, and atrophy of
the cerebellum and peripheral nerves. In addition, ataxia, disturbed cognition, ophthalmoplegia,
and nystagmus (characteristic of Wernicke syndrome) were observed in chronic alcoholics. Some
of them, with poor nutrition, suffered from severe memory loss characteristic of Korsakoff
syndrome.
Damage to cardiovascular system involved hypertension, as mentioned, and cardiomyopathy
resulting in dilation of the heart. Damage to gastrointestinal tract was mainly acute gastritis, and
pancreatitis, that were direct toxic effects. Damage to skeletal muscle caused by ethanol toxicity
thatinjured muscles, and led to muscle weakness and pain.
Damage to reproductive system involved testicular atrophy in men and decreased fertility in both
men and women, and spontaneous abortion. Fetal alcohol syndrome observed, was a consequence
of about one maternal drink per day. Impaired growth and developmental defects, involved
microcephaly; facial dysmorphology; and malformations of the brain, and mental retardation,.
cardiovascular system, and genitourinary system. The mental retardation in fetal alcohol syndrome
was the most common preventable mental type in the United States, affecting about 1200 children
per year.
Alcoholic was associated also with increased incidence of cancer of the oral cavity, pharynx,
esophagus, liver, and possibly breast, mainly due to one of its metabolites, acetaldehyde, a
possible tumor promoter. Additionally, ethanol might induced the P-450 enzyme complex (see
below) and enhanced metabolic activation of other carcinogens.
Other ethanol related, methanol and ethylene glycol ingested accidentally or used as inexpensive
substitutes for ethanol, were metabolized by alcohol dehydrogenase more slowly than ethanol,
resulting in initial symptoms of intoxication, followed by possible blindness and kidney toxicity.
Beer consumption raised level of blood apolipoprotein A1 (see above) by several percents. This
factor reduced risk to get heart disease by several percents. There were also findings that alcohol
raised HDL-cholesterol by ~ 7%, that might reduce risk to get heart and vascular disease. On the
other hand, beer contains many purines that were metabolized soon to uric acid, that was
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hazardous to gout patients, whose joints swelled and ached even without drinking beer. Beer
consumption also raised the risk to get rectum cancer, and lung cancer without smoking a
cigarette. Females mainly before age of 50 that drank alcohol,enhanced the risk to get breast
cancer.
Polyphenols found in red wine act as antioxidants, so they were the healthy components of wine.
One of which, resveratol, lowered the incidence of skin cancer in mice, and protected LDL from
oxidation. Unfortunately its level was low, and the effect was limited. It also inhibited the
attachment of monocytes and granulocytes to vascular walls (Ferrero et al 1998). Halpern et al
(1998) referred to that red wine polyphenols inhibited attachment of blood platelets (so hindered
the blocking of blood vessels). The researchers tried to reveal how that inhibition took place:
Their results indicated that polyphenols acted together in a synergistic way, better than each of
them alone. They probably also were synergistic to vitamin C, in the clearance of blood vessels, as
well as in inhibiting platelets attachment. Daily consumption of 300-500 mg of polyphenols
protected like amount of red wine drinking to avoid heart and vascular diseases. There were
recommendations for consumption of small amounts of alcohol (Constant 1997), as raising HDL(“good”)cholesterol, inhibiting platelets, and in solubilizing of blood clots.
Daily wine drinking yielded heart beat arrhythmia (Cohen et al 1988). Stoyanovsky et al (1998),
showed that alcohol was rapidly oxidized to be 1-hydroxyethyl (free) radical that readily reacted
with antioxidants, such as glutathione, vitamin E, and vitamin C, and devoured them. Singh et al
(1995) showed in rats that ethanol caused single DNA strand breaks in brain cells up to 4 hours
from their drink, then number of breaks gradually declined (=repaired), until 6 hours from drink,
where breaks matched that of the control group. That is to say: In onetime drink, damage to brain
cells was already found, that after some time could be repaired.
Gottesfeld (1998) exposed rat embryos to alcohol, and injected their the polysaccharide to their
pregnant mothers. Embryos’ immune reaction declined, and in their spleen created excess of NO
(a free radical), whose metabolites appeared in peripheral blood.
Micro elements in beer might compensate for deficiencies , which the drinker even unnoticed of.
Thus mixing some beer in soft beverages, or drinking alcohol free beer is recommended.
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Drug abuse
Addiction, and overdose are serious public health problems caused by central nervous system
(CNS) depressants, stimulants, narcotics, or hallucinogens. Besides specific damage of each drug,
all of them induce generation of free radicals, that cause short and long term damage. Among
depressants, ethanol was the most widely abused depressant (see above), and barbiturates
(“downers”) were illegally circulated. Both types were sedative and decreased anxiety. Tolerance
developed rapidly, causing users to increase the dose. CNS stimulants involved cocaine that
produced a rapid short euphoric energized ‘high’. It inhibited the reuptake of neurotransmitters
dopamine and norepinephrine in the CNS and in peripheral nervous systems, resulting in excess
catecholamine stimulation. Acute cocaine overdose produced seizures, cardiac arrhythmias, and
respiratory arrest. Chronic abuse caused insomnia, increased anxiety, paranoia, and hallucinations,
and was associated with hypertension, strokes, and sudden death. Amphetamines were also potent
CNS stimulants. Overdose caused sweating, tremors, restlessness, and confusion that might has
made progress to delirium, convulsions, coma, and death (Robbins 1999).
Narcotics: Prescribed to relieve pain, they alter mood and are sedatives. Intravenous heroin abused
induced suppression of anxiety, sedation, mood changes, nausea, and respiratory depression.
Chronic abuse induced tolerance as well as psychological dependence. Overdose caused
convulsions, cardiorespiratory arrest, and death. Intravenous addict users were susceptible to
infections, mostly of staphylococci, of the skin and subcutaneous tissue; heart valves, particularly
the tricuspid valve; liver; and lungs. Common viral infections involved hepatitis and acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), acquired by sharing contaminated needles. Hallucinogens
abuse involved natural and chemical compounds: Among the natural was the alkaloid mescaline,
isolated from the peyotecactus, and marijuana, isolated from the hemp plant Cannabis sativa. The
major active ingredient in marijuana was > -9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), which produced a state
of relaxation and heightened sensation. Synthetic THC (dronabinol known as deltanyne, or
marinol) is approved to use as antienetic in treating cancer. Notable among the chemicals, were
phencyclidine (PCP), which caused inebriation, disorientation, and numbness, and lysergic acid
diethylamide (LSD, a derivative of an alkaloid produced in the fungus ergot), which was absorbed
rapidly and caused psychic effects and visual illusions.

Can EMFs change tissues, organs or blood composition?
Studies from the 1960ies and the 1970ies documented at the American National Institute for
occupational safety and hygiene (NIOSH), recorded human injuries from exposures to EMFs of
the electric supply network (Witwer et al 1978) : Asanova and Rakov (1966) reported that
occupational exposure, cause among other things to heart and vascular diseases . Beischer et al
(1973) showed in monkeys that occupational exposure raised blood lipids. Friedman and Carey
(1972) showed in monkeys that EMF caused the excretion of adrenal hormones, and Udintsev and
Moroz(1974) and Marino et al (1976 a, b) showed in rats changes in excretion of adrenal
hormones and the increase of blood proteins, mainly albumin. These studies were supposed to lit
a warning light. However, no noticeable consideration could be found to their findings. Despite
lacking data for comparison, it seems worthwhile to examine their results, as summarized in the
following table.

Effects of exposure to electromagnetic fields on composition of the blood and on
internal organs. (Witwer et al 1978 ).
_________________________________________________________________
__
Findings
Source
Field Data S u b j e c t s
Beischer et al 1973
Asanova and Rakov 1966

1 G mag
(45 Hz)
7 - 14 kV/m

Humans
Humans

Udintsev and Moroz 1974

200 G mag

Rats
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Increase in blood triglycerides, no effect
on behavior or performance
Neural pathology, cardiovascular disease,
gastritis, colicystitis.
Increase in 11-OH-corticosteroid content

(50 Hz)
of adrenal glands
15 kV/m
Rats
Increase in serum protein and albumin,
(60 Hz)
decrease in serum corticosterone.
200 G mag.
Squirrel monkeys
Increased excretion of 17-OH-corticosteroid
(DC)
hormones in urine.
_______________________________________________________________________________
___
Marino et al 1974, 1976a,b
Marino 1974.
Friedman and Carey 1972.

Among other findings, this data depicted of changes in blood composition of workers exposed a
relatively strong field, and animals exposed to much stronger fields. Modern studies, enabled
already to construe these results, that damage from EMFs was caused by generation of free
radicals, that caused all remainder phenomena.
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Can body fight free radicals produced?
The cells consider every foreign compound, as one that should be expelled from the body a.s.a.p.
For instance, pain killing pills of phenobarbitals (=barbiturates) are hydroxylated (got OH group)
turn them miscible in water phase: So the soluble toxic compound is expelled from body by urine.
In order to avoid excess free radicals damage, body produces antioxidant compounds and
enzymes, that reduced (scavenged) radicals in cells or in intercellular fluids. There is excessive
demand for antioxidants to reduce excess of free radicals formed due to all factors, and to
replenish cellular pools. There are compatible potentials between free radicals, and antioxidants
that defuse them. Freeman and Crapo (1982, in Ischiropoulos1998) exhibited that a flow of
electrons via oxygen, in the chain of electrons transfer in mitochondria (cells energy producing
organells) via flavoproteins, cytrochrome P450 and oxidases, is coupled together that prevents
partial reduction of oxygen. However, this cytochrome causes damage to cells, by turning some of
the most powerful carcinogens to their active forms, so they become more hazardous.
The cells keep always a fine dynamic equilibrium between production of oxidizing agents, and
their reduction. The free radicals of oxygen exist for only very short time. Those of which that
were not reduced immediately, oxidize very soon other compounds, and those in turn may oxidize
others.
Free radicals were not created equally everywhere in body, but rather due to respiration and
cigarettes smoking, mainly in lungs, and differed according to compounds oxidized.
Excess of Fe might contribute some more free radicals, in addition to that it is necessary for
growth of some violent bacteria. Excess of Fe is considered as a risk factor for heart diseases.
Excess iron can be lowered by repeated blood donations, or by medicines.
The lack of antioxidants in foods, depleted their cellular pools, render them vulnerable to free
radicals injuries. Body production of antioxidants declines with age, and when their supply in food
would not suffice to defuse radicals, excess would increase and enhance the emergence of aging
diseases, mainly over 60. Local lack of antioxidants may be due to local infection, or developed in
an injured joint, where blood supply is blocked, etc. Until such local deficient gets enough
antioxidants, more cells and tissues may be hurt in that area. Such pathologic state is known as
oxidative stress. It may be created from overproduction of oxidizing agents, that pass the
antioxidant capacity of cells. The processes causing stress of this kind could be detected
experiments using protein markers such as Schiff base (Marangon et al 1998), or with cell
cultures: Cells death is used as a marker for oxidative stress (Troy et al 1996, Ischiropoulos 1998).
In smokers, one can test directly oxidative stress by such Sciff base whose blood level was
directly relatef to number of the cigarettes smoked (Marangon et al 1998).
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The prevalent free radical in cells is the superoxide (O2-), that is an oxygen molecule that lost an
electron, it is unstable, and exist for only short time (at order of milliseconds) In order to obtain
the missing electron, the radicals 'robs' it from another compound next to it. This might lead to
chain reaction, in which an oxidized compound will oxidize immediately another, so that different
radicals, are formed. Other frequent radicals involve nitrous oxide (NO), hydroxyl, alkoil, lipid
alkyl-peroxyl, and others. Nitrous oxide and superoxide may react with superoxide, to make
peroxynitrite (ONOO-) free radical that is much more detrimental than both of them. The hydroxyl
(OH) in water molecule (H2O), turned to an ion by losing an electron, (either due to enzymatic
activity, or knocked out by ionizing radiation) and becomes a free hydroxyl radical. It tends to
return back to have a pair of electrons by an attraction of complete hydrogen atom having a single
electron without a mate from compounds next to it, such as from the C-H bonds that are in sugar
molecules and in DNA. By definition, an oxidizing agent, is atom, or a molecule, or a radical
fragment that strives to receive an electron.
Radiation chemists developed a quantitative method to assay short living free radicals, and their
trend to receive or to lose an electron. It was impossible to find by the methods of electric
chemistry. Body free radicals of oxygen are quite abundant, for instance superoxide , forms up to
~2% of the oxygen that mitochondria use, but in a healthy tissue its incidence is lower. Therefore
the oxygen serves actually as a prevalent terminal accepting an electron in customary biochemical
processes. Superoxide radicals play also major role in the process of phagocytosis (devouring
foreign invaders by phagocytes): The formation of strong oxidizing agents and kinds of active
radicals by cells in inflammation, is essential killing invading microorganisms. The connection of
superoxide to the biochemical processes was known already for about 20 years, but even before
that chemists observed it when radiated water. They found that when ventilated water (in which
oxygen dissolved) were radiated, superoxide was formed. It was clear that superoxide itself was
not very active, in the comparison with free other radicals created. Therefore superoxide was not
direct detrimental but rather caused the generation of types of radicals that were much more
active, such as NO. This one adds injuries in wide variety of biological processes. The life of a
radical is quite short, and it depends on the pH (stage of acidity) of medium: Life is extended x10
with each pH unit increased, and it tends to produce hydrogen peroxide, and oxygen. The
superoxide reacts with metal ions found in active centers of enzymes, such as copper ion found in
superoxide dismutase (SOD), the enzyme hunting free radicals, or with a free metal ion. Reaction
with enzyme like this enhances the formation of hydrogen peroxide, and decreases the chance to
act with free iron ions. Hydrogen peroxide is mainly oxidizing, but superoxide action on it yields
formation of much stronger oxidizing agent, the hydroxyl mentioned above. All the rest of free
radicals are not strong oxidizing agents (and not all oxidizing agents are free radicals).
Free radicals have an essential physiological role: They accomplish oxidation of compounds.
However, at the same time, it is imperative to prevent them from oxidizing too much, and injure
delicate cellular structures.
Yokoyama et al (1996 ) examined in rats by ESR-CT simulation (at 700 MHz) where free radical
of nitrogen oxide reached in body: They injected this radical to peritoneum (abdomen), and started
taking simulation photos from 5 min, every 3 min, up to 47 min from injection. First photographs
showed that brain was lack of radicals, whereas tissues out of skull, and blood vessels were rich
with radicals. During course of time, time, when signal intensities were high, stains of
accumulation of the free radical could be seen in brain center, mainly in medium blood vessel
inside. If you commute everyday in heavy traffic to office, you are kindly invited to visualize
yourself instead the rat: Nitrogen oxides are generously emitted from vehicle engines, inhaled by
you, absorbed in lungs to blood, and start their way to your brain... Now you could explain when a
headache came all of a sudden.
Free radicals hurt cellular functions mainly of the immune system and liver just when their
enhanced activities are expected, to dispose chemical pollutants. It is a real catch: For instance,
enzymes containing iron and sulfur, are direct targets for superoxide radicals, that render them
inactive. Hydrogen peroxide in very low concentrations, does not hit strongly many targets.
However, its reaction with reduced divalent metals, such as iron, might create strong oxidizing
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agents. . As mentioned, this activity of hydrogen peroxide is similar to creation of a very active
hydroxyl, therefore both two are essential for biological oxidation of proteins and lipids,
participating in sites of metals binding. However, these hydroxyl radicals are reactive with
almost all targets at high speed, therefore they injure where formed, or very close.
Additional way to superoxide toxicity is by the forming peroxynitrite by reaction with nitrous
oxide (NO), by special enzymes : This affects the release of muscular pressure, accumulation of
blood platelets, long range potentiation, and immune reaction. The reaction between nitrous oxide,
and superoxide is x3 faster than its reaction with iron containing blood proteins (such as
hemoglobin). It causes the formation of peroxynitrite that can successfully compete with most of
scavenging pathways for NO and O2 -* that trying to eliminate them... Peroxynitrite that is an
oxidizing and nitrogenizing agent can oxidize most of biological molecules. It is performed like by
the notorious hydroxyl radical, but by a lower rate by 5 orders of magnitude from it. Thus
peroxynitrite would migrate much farther than hydroxyl radical, and would act against more
remote selected targets, according to velocity they would react with it: These involve mainly
centers of Zn-S, and Fe-S, in proteins in their active site there are metal ions and COO - while to
former targets (ZN-S, and Fe-S) are oxidized, the latter (proteins containing metal ions and COOnitration occur (addition of NO2 group), a residue of the amino acid tyrosine in proteins. Such
proteins, containing nitro-tyrosine have been in fact discovered in patients (Beckman 1996, see in
Ischiropoulos 1998) and in diseases inflicted experimentally in lab animals. Zn-S, and Fe-S,
centers were found also in cellular enzymes controlling energy production, in those controlling
transcription (of DNA sequence to RNA), and in those regulating iron. The peroxynitrite derived
nitration, causes the formation of tyrosine residues in proteins, .that injure activity of energy
producing enzymes (such as kinases and phosphorylases) The activity of these and former
enzymes, and ion channels (injured also by exposure to EMFs), depends on cellular redox
potential (reduction level), and on cystein (amino acid) residues. The latter might be changed as
well by kinds of active radicals that were not neutralized for deficiency of antioxidants. The
intensity of radicals flow, and exposure time, are critical factors for results of oxidative stress.
Although antioxidant systems exert balance toward normal physiological processes, some of the
active radicals succeed in escaping the supervising antioxidants, and hit various targets. The
oxidation of such sites is not always could be observed, for repair processes repair damages, and
restore normal physiologic functions. However, the oxidation frequency of biological targets
increases, and repair processes injured and slowed down, more oxidized proteins and lipids, and
DNA injuries could be detected, in aging ailments (Ames et al 1995, see in Ischiropoulos 1998).
The ability of cells to resist oxidative stress, depends on their antioxidant capacity, on their ability
to exert metabolic requirements by generating energy by alternative pathways, or repairing
efficiency oxidized molecules, and by availability and utilization of food nutrients.
The cellular and liver antioxidants protection might be exerted by two ways, enzymatic, and non
enzymatic.
Enzymatic protection is done by antioxidant enzymes (AOEs) named superoxidedismutases
(SODs), that produced in body cells, and contain metal ions for their action: They turn superoxide
radical into peroxide, and an oxygen molecule (O2). These enzymes might be classified to 3 kinds:
One. Cu-Zn-SOD enzyme (contains copper and zinc for activity). Found mainly in cells cytoplasm. It
is produced all the time (constitutive).
Two. Mn-SOD enzyme (contains manganese for its activity. Its production is induced, and might be
enhanced according to needs, by a certain factor. This enzyme has a potential to protect neurons,
including brain cells, from being injured by superoxides formed at time of wounding, or other
conditions (Bidmon et al 1998).
Three. EC-SOD, an extracellular SOD.
Additional enzyme that acts in this system is catalase (CAT), which is a heme protein (resembles
hemoglobin), found in peroxysomes (a kind of cellular organelle), and in inner mitochondrial
membranes (cellular organelles produce energy). CAT degrades peroxide to water and oxygen.
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This enzyme is found also in skin, that acts where skin is hit by UV radiation, while getting
tanned, that generates free radicals in skin. In mammal cells, such reaction to degrade peroxide, is
performed also by the enzymes glutathione peroxidases (GSH-Px), and glutathione. These
cytoplasm enzymes, include selenium for their activity. Now it is quite understood why it is
recommended to take among antioxidants, also selenium: To enable these enzymes to act at
maximal rate.
Antioxidant production, mainly of enzymatic, is differently expressed in body organs, and is
changes by age, and life conditions, (Asikainen et al 1998). Some defects in producing antioxidant
enzymes might be diagnosed in different ailments: Yao et al (1998) found in schizophrenia
patients lack of regulation to antioxidant enzymes such as SOD, GSH-Px, and CAT. Cabrini et al
(1998) proved in rats, that also vitamin B6 was essential for activity of GSH-PX, and other
antioxidant enzymes, for protection against free radicals in liver and heart cells. In deficiency of
this vitamin, these cells suffered from oxidative stress.
Non enzymatic protection against free radicals is exerted by small membrane bound
molecules, or found in cells’ cytoplasm. They involve: ? -tocopherol (vitamin E, in membrane),
ascorbic acid (vitamin C, in cytoplasm), and glutathione (GSH). Human cells produce
antioxidants such as vitamin E, and vitamin A. All other animals (except humans, monkeys and
guinea pigs) produce vitamin C for themselves. Humans that have to get it only from food, usually
get much less than needed. So we have to take it as a supplement in large amounts daily.
Gomez-Diaz et al (1997) showed that in cells that containes oxidized ascorbic acid molecules
(after they reduced free radicals) these molecules were reduced back by a cytochrome b5
dependent system. So vitamin C was recycled for further use. Outside the cells, vitamin C
molecules were reduced and recycled by coenzyme Q10 and by its NADH dependent reductase.
Despite that, if an individual did not get vitamin C in food, during time a deficiency was resulted.
Vitamin C, is a small, water soluble antioxidant, (found in cells watery phase). It reduces
significantly the level of free radicals and expedites the disposal of poisons, including heavy and
light metals: For example, taking daily amount of 1,000 mg of vitamin C lowered significantly
within a week level of blood lead from 38 @ g / dL, down to 8 A g / dL Anonymous 1997). It
reduced and recycled oxidized vitamin E (tocoferol, a small fat soluble, membrane bound
antioxidant) (May 1998). To be more specific, despite their dissimilarity, the vitamin C, recycled
the oxidized vitamin E (in form of radical tocopheroxyl =chromanoxyl), back to native tocoferol.
So the recyled vitamin E was able again to protect lipids and cellular lipid structures (membranes)
against oxidation damage, (Buettner 1993).
Helen and Vijayammal (1997) exposed rats to cigarettes smoke, that caused them oxidative stress
and lung damage. This damage could be restored by giving them vitamin C. Appenroth et al
(1997) administered cisplatin to rats, that caused them renal toxication. But such renal injury
could be avoided if 12 hours prior to administration of cisplatin, vitmin E was administered.
Where vitamin E was administered together with vitamin C, the protection was much better. In
rats treated with vitamin C, blood lipids were protected from oxidation, and enhanced activity of
free radicals scavenging enzymes was observed.
Nerve cells have large pools of the antioxidant enzyme Cu-Zn-superoxide dismutase (Cu-Zn-SOD)
beside pools of vitamin C (by x10,000 more vitamin C molecules than the enzyme). It enabled
vitamin molecules to compete with enzyme on the neutralizing superoxide radicals from neuron
cells. Similar pools were found in leukocytes, and there was a collaboration of the two
mechanisms in immune system, with fresh supply of antioxidants in food (Schmidt 1997). Ogino
et al (1997), oxidized antioxidant pools in neutrophil cells by PMA, an oxidizing agent: Cells
suffered from ‘oxidative burst’, but pools were restored soon, and could be used again. Large
antioxidant pools were found also in adrenal cells (the excrete corticosteroids), and as mentioned,
exposure to EMFs markedly affected its functioning in monkeys and rats (see table above),
probably by generating free radicals in it.
Brain preparates added with SOD enzyme at normal body level, showed that the enzyme
neutralized just a part of superoxide molecules. Thus it proved this ratio indirectly. It was found
that SOD activity in extracellular body fluids (such as blood plasma, and synovial (joints) fluid,
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were quite poor, while catalase and glutathione peroxidase were (practically) missing. It might
explain why such shortage in antioxidants yields joints early injuries from free radicals, and the
inflammations developed. Therefore in advancing age, many individuals develop arthritis. The
antioxidant protection in joint fluids is so weak, thus their exposure to EMFs might enhance
generation of free radicals, and damage. Thus it is essential that antioxidants would reach
extracellular. A bizarre antioxidant was found there: uric acid. Its concentration in blood was
quite close to its solubility saturation point, that in many individuals was on threshold to inflict
gout (joint swelling). The real surprise was that uric acid was found as an excellent antioxidant: It
reduced radicals such as hydroxyl, superoxide, oxygen, and intermediate of oxidized heme, with
iron ions at high valence (+4 and +5), by efficiency compared to that of vitamin C.
Karten et al (1997) tested whether oxidation of blood lipids, and their protection by antioxidants:
They found that vitamin C was reduced by uric acid, and B -tocopherol (vitamin E) was reduced by
vitamin C. Another surprising antioxidant found was bilirubin ! It was a degradation product of
hemoglobin of RBC.(the dye of skin, urine and feces). It was revealed that one bilirubin molecule
(yellow) reduced 2 radicals of hydroxy-epoxy. By doing this, the bilirubin was oxidized to
biliverdin (green), that was reduced back to bilirubin. Where bilirubin was bound in blood to
albumin, it dissolved better, but its efficiency as an antioxidant dropped to 1/10 of vitamin C.
Therefore the 3 main antioxidants in blood plasma were bilirubin, uric acid, and vitamin C. In
cells membrane the bilirubin was a strong antioxidant, at same order as vitamin E.
It was fascinating to realize that waste products such as bilirubin, and uric acid (a degradation
product of adenosine, (a base of DNA and RNA), were recycled by so sophisticated mode as
antioxidants! In cells there was an excellent (inter alia) antioxidant, the NADH (coenzyme 1), and
there were compound protein antioxidants such as transferrin (bound to iron ion), ceruloplasmin
(bount to copper ion), and the aptoglobin (bound to hemoglobin), that was released to blood
plasma. It probably acted as antioxidant in inflamed areas.
Food supplied antioxidants involved vitamins A, C, and E, (and probably C -carotene), and
minerals such as selenium that were efficiently utilized.
Additions of vitamins such as A, C, and E in food of senior citizens enhanced the activation of
cells of immune system acting against tumors. In humans exposed to free radicals derived by
environmental pollution, the addition of these antioxidants improved immune reactions. Addition
of vitamin A (a weak antioxidant) lowered childhood mortality from measles.
Drinking tea, supplies body with excellent antioxidants such as polyphenols (see below), and so
extract of grape seeds: One of its antioxidants was oligomeric proanthocyanidin complex (OPC),
that was x50 efficient than vitamin E. Thus where grapes are eaten, their seeds must be crushed.
More simple is to buy capsules with extract of grape seeds...
Production of antioxidants in body, declined with age, mainly of SOD, after the age of 60. Thus
aging signs enhanced, atherosclerosis, osteoporosis, and all other ailments listed above. This also
the reason, that with age progress, addition of antioxidants and other supplements became
essential. However their taking does not stop aging completely: It is impossible to apply
antioxidants that would reach everywhere in body where required on the spot. But radicals derived
injuries could be diminished a lot, by taking supplements by enhanced amounts (see ch. 16).
An independent factor in aging, is the rate of errors introduced to DNA, as this rate is constant.
Most errors are corrected by sophisticated enzymatic mechanisms, but some errors accumulate
with time by divisions of cells: Not all errors are repaired successfully. They cause with time
synthesis of defective proteins, some of which lack functions, or totally inactive, so they disrupt
systems until developed to diagnosed ailments, but later disorder yield a breakdown, and death.
The rate of errors, is very low but steady at 1:100,000: In DNA replication (duplication) an
adenine (A) base would come in front of thymine (T) on one strand, and vice versa, for both of
them (one of old strand and another from new streans formed) would hold together by 2
hydrogen bonds. In front of cytosine (C), will always come guanine ( G ), because both of them
hold by 3 hydrogen bonds. But in 1 out of 100,000 bases, a wrong base is inserted then the DNA
might code for a different protein, that sometime would lack activity in part or totally. Damage
control would lead to that wrong base is soon replaced by a right one, but some erroneous bases
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would stay, for the system is injured itself. The repair system is also depends on genes that
individual inherited, if they code to better DNA repairing enzymes, or worst, it might lead to a big
difference in longevity.
Additional errors occur on account of free radical excess that escaped antioxidants, for they are
deficient. Oxidation of DNA might be resulted in mutaions, loss of fragments, and more, that
would inflict more damage that in part could not be restored. Inheritance has a major role here, as
for level of antioxidants produced . If high levels produced (excluding vitamin C), it would be
resulted in longevity:
If life conditions were ideal and longevity was determined by genes alone, it was supposed to
reach 110-120 years. But free radicals generated oxidize and injure cells lipids, proteins and DNA
as detailed above, then more DNA errors occur and accumulate to yield premature ailments and
death. This could be well postponed by taking antioxidants.
Recently it was revealed that there were types of free radicals that take part in events of signal
transfer in cell, between proteins, or in events in which intermediates take part such as calcium
ions (Ca2+) or cyclic nucleotides (such as cyclic AMP). Among these, the NO radical is
considered as signal transferring (!), as it activates an enzyme, adenyl cyclase, that produces cyclic
AMP from ‘normal’ AMP (adenosine mono phosphate). Other active radicals, were found in low
concentrations, and their actions were not specific, and it was not clear whether they participated
in specific processes of a signal transfer.
The level of free radicals, is well controlled by enzymatic pathways: For example, The level of
superoxide is kept by scavenging of glutathione. Active kinds of radicals might indirectly induce
the release of Ca2+ ions from mitochondria, and also lipids oxidation. These pathways might be
critical in causing delayed death of cells.
Oxidative stress (Fridovich 1986 in Davies 1991) was caused by acceleration of metabolism rate,
that increased oxygen tension, taking of biological compounds active in oxidation-reduction, and
neutralization of the radicals by antioxidants. Cells react to oxidative stress similarly to heat
shock ,and to lack of sugar: By over expression of genes enhancing resistance to oxidative state,
such as proteins that amplify resistant to the situation. Such proteins, are associated with the
antioxidant prtection ( by induction activity of enzymes such as, SOD and CAT, and to repairs of
the oxidative damages. Hollander (1988) treated mammal cells in culture, by peroxide (H2O2),
and it caused the expression of genes coding to proteins needed to repair oxidative damages.

Are all pollution damages may be eliminated by food supplements?
Antioxidants replenished just from healthy foods needs quantities containing ~5,000 calories /
day. It is impractical for it would result in overweight, and raise he risk to get heart and vascular
diseases.
The right healthy nutritional solution may be based on vegetables, some fruits, fish and sea food,
and high amounts of supplements, specified in a table in ch.16. These supplements might postpone
the appearance of aging ailments, or alleviate those ailments that have come already, including
cancer, and its therapy (radiations and chemotherapy). Brude et al (1997) proved that taking
antioxidants, vitamins C, E , D -carotene, and Co- Q10 prevented efficiently oxidation of LDLcholesterol in smokers, having high blood lipids, better than taking fatty acids of omega 3.type.
The fat soluble vitamins (such as A, D E, and K) accumulate in body, and released slowly
according to demand. In comparison, water soluble vitamins (such as vitamin C, and the vitamins
from group B), which body uses as requested at present, and excess is disposed soon in urine. So
taking large amounts of supplements seems wasteful, but it might feel any demand.
The vitamins supplemented, are only part of the picture, but metabolism consists of many more
factors, vitamins, minerals, enzymes, coenzymes, hormones, communication by nerves. For
example: Shortage of vitamins such as B12, (cyanocomalamin) and B6 (pyridoxine), cause the
formation of excess of homocystein, that in turn causes the generation of free radicals. So these
two vitamins should be included with antioxidants.
Taking supplements might match needs for present time, according to age, body state, profession,
conditions, way of life, hormonal situation, bones and joints state etc. Conditions might change,
and one has to adapt taking supplements to match new conditions. Individuals having digestion
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problems, diarrhea, drinking alcohol, or coffee, or they smoke, absorption in intestines decreases.
So one might suffer some vitamins or other deficiencies without knowing about them. Taking
drugs (medicines, or real drugs) might yield deficiencies in vitamins and minerals, one has to
consult his doctor and dietician, in order to get the right amounts. Rohnert et al (1998) showed
that one can prevent the generation of radical superoxide by taking rutin, a flavonoid found in
buckwheat, camomile, peppermint, ruta, calendula, shepherd’s purse, betula, and others.
The situation seems simple, but it is not: Antioxidants (natural and synthesized) are not able to
reach everywhere, to defuse excess of detrimental radicals on the spot. Therefore, a diversify of
antioxidants may be taken, by their activity, and considering their clearance from body. That is
for having them linger more in body. Thus, taking vitamin C might combine some esterified form,
that is more stable, that will remain in the body much longer. Unfortunately this stable form does
not pass the brain blood barrier, thus practically much less effective for the brain. Vitamin C
might be taken in small doses, every several hours.
One has to avoid taken detrimental excess of a vitamin or mineral, and on the other hand, that will
not be expelled from the body, prior to reaching required place. Not always one can provide local
need of antioxidants in time, so damage woulf be caused.. Part of antioxidants would be expelled
prior to acting, or might inflict damage in one individual, but not in another. Antioxidants that are
not enzymes, might be taken per os (through mouth) but enzymes such as, SOD, should not be
taken per os as they would be digested, and would not be efficient.
Some major supplements involve:
Glutathione (GSH). - Found in high concentration in eyes lenses. It is a tri-peptide (of L-cystein,
glutamic acid, and glycine). It scavenges efficiently detrimental radicals passing between cells.
Steenvoorden et al (1997) examined the availability of cystein derivatives such as N-acetyl-Lcystein (NAC), that protected skin against free radicals created in exposure to UV radiation. The
intermediates showed different preferences until turned to cystein, and then to GSH. But, the
intracellular increase of GSH was equal for all derivatives tried (up to 23-54%) more than skin of
control group members. Different derivatives protected skin by similar efficiency, by maximum of
25-31% more from than controls. GSH was found in natural sources, such as yeasts, or taken as a
supplement. A cheap option is to take glutamic acid, from which GSH is produced. It is sold with
NAC, that together protecting cells also from inside, and from outside. It is recommended for
strained eyes in watching computer screen.
Vitamin C (ascorbic acid) can scavenge free radicals directly. Not produced in human body,
therefore it must be obtained from food, or as a supplement. It is found in an orange, 50 mg, red
pepper, 175 mg, and guyava, 300 mg, and many vegetables. These amounts fall short from
supplying routine body needs (2,000-4,000 mg), and in foods, is readily oxidized, in cooking or
during storage, even refrigerated, so its supply is insufficient. Vitamin C is more efficient
antioxidant than vitamin E, but as soluble in water it is expelled faster from the body. Therefore
it may be taken disseminated between meals. Most native vitamin C (80%) taken, would be gone
within hours until 1 day from body. In comparison, esterified vitamin C, only about 5% of which
will disappear within a day, and the rest will stay up to 3 days. On the other hand, the stable
esterified form does not pass the BBB (blood brain barrier), just as drugs, and other antioxidants,
that cannot get to the brain, and the CNS. Vitamin C and glutathione protect each other in a
reciprocal way that is not well understood. Oxidized vitamin C is restored by coenzyme Q10, but
it, in turn, it restores oxidized vitamin E. At times concentrations of vitamin C in cells are
ineffective to reduce peroxynitrite radical, it still protects the glutathione, that scavenge these
radicals very well, and reduces them. Ascorbic acid activates prolyl and lysyl hydroxylases,
providing for hydroxylation of procollagen used to build connective tissues. Thus, lack of vitamin
C leads to suppression of synthesis of collagen peptides, and inadequately hydroxylated precursors
that cannot be appropriately cross-linked collagen. This in turn, lacks tensile integrity of blood
vessels and account for gum bleeding. Hemorrhages often appear in the skin and in the gingival
mucosa and cause subperiosteal hematomas and bleeding into joint spaces, after minimal trauma.
Gingival swelling and secondary bacterial periodontal infections occur. Skeletal changes occur
because of inadequate formation of osteoid matrix, but there is no defect in bone mineralization.
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Skin lesions are characterized by a perifollicular, hyperkeratotic, papular rash. Wound healing is
impaired. Severe deficiency leads to develop scurvy, characterized by hemorrhages, by bone
disease in children and by healing defects in both children and adults. Scurvy in a growing child
is more dramatic than in an adult. Cooke et al (1998) examined in humans the blood and urine
levels of DNA oxidation products. They found that in those examined that took 500 mg of
vitamin C daily, the oxidation products were disposed from blood and urine. Vitamin C activity in
humans, was more associated in activation of repair enzymes that fixed oxidation damage in
DNA, rather than as a scavenger for free radicals. Vitamin C is restricted to gout patients, and
those tend to produce renal stones, for it (and so niacin and aspirin) enhance blood uric acid
levels, that aggravate the state of their swollen aching joints, and their growing stones. Therefore
taking vitamin C should be approved by yourf doctor. Dow et al (1996) showed that senior
citizens taking of vitamin C ( and vitamin E) remarkably improved lung functions. Vitamin C in
large doses is essential to those recuperating from any disease, surgery, or injury, mainly those
suffering from infections, infected burns, pressure sores, etc. Enhanced taking of vitamin C is
essential mainly to smokers, and to all of us living in polluted environment, or drink alcohol, to
seniors, to those suffering from chronic ailments, and to women that take birth control pills.
Large amounts of vitamin C and other antioxidants taken, reduced the risk of of losing the
cartilage at ends of bones, and advance of arthritis (McAlindon et al 1996). Taking at least 1,000
mg of vitamin C a day, helped to remove Pb deposits from the body, and probably also other
metals. When body lipids gets oxidized, the level of blood malonylaldhyde rises: It is prevalent in
renal patients that are on dialysis, and accelerated in all such patients in the lack of vitamin C, and
enhances atheroclerosis. Vitamin C supplement lowers the level of malonylaldhyde, e.g. reduces
lipid oxidation. The synergistic antioxidant properties of both of vitamins C and E retards
atherosclerosis by reducing the oxidation of LDL.
Vitamin A (retinol).- Includes a group of antioxidant carotenoids, found in various vegetables.
Best known of which is E-carotene (provitamin), whose molecule is cut in body to 2 molecules of
vitamin A. Not one of the best antioxidants. Christen et al (1995),showed that vitamin A defused
peroxynitrite at lower efficiency than lycopene. The peroxynitrite radical was involved more than
others in oxidation of motor neuronscausing their death. The β-carotene is more recommended to
take than vitamin itself, for the latter might burden liver. Freudenheim et al (1996) showed in
females prior to menopause, that consumption of vegetables, mainly those contained β-carotene,
lutein, and zeaxanthin (found in corn) lowered their risk of breast cancer. Commercial capsules of
β-carotene contain 25,000 units, that is more than a contents in 2 big carrots. Dietary vitamin C

and β-carotene. Pandey et al (1995) showed that modest consumption of these vitamins lowered
the risks for mortality by x0.60 (95% CI at 0.39-0.93), for coronary disease to x0.70 (0.49-0.98),
and for all-cause to x0.69 (0.55-0.87).
Vitamin E .- A natural preparation contained 2 groups of compounds. One involved α- β- F - δ
tocopherols, of which α-type was the most active, and the other involved α- β- G - δ: tocotrienols.
Natural was twice as efficient than the synthesized (containing only α-tocopherol), and lingers for
more time in the body. The H -tocopherol neutralized several free radicals, including the most
destructive peroxynitrite, that the I - tocopherol could not. Vitamin E is abundant in most foods,
but it falls short from supplying the body demand. The absorption of the tocopherols, similar to
other fat-soluble vitamins, requires normal biliary and pancreatic function. After absorption,
vitamin E is transported in the blood by chylomicrons, which equilibrate with LDLs. It
accumulates throughout the body, mostly in fat depots. Vitamin E serves as a scavenger of free
radicals formed in redox reactions throughout the body. It inhibits atheroma formation in
atherosclerosis by reducing the oxidation of LDL. Antioxidant effect was by reducing
mutategenesis. Hypovitaminosis E is quite rare, and mainly associated with malnutrition or
malabsorption. The CNS is particularly vulnerable to vitamin E deficiency where axons in the
posterior columns of the spinal cord degenerate, with loss of nerve cells in the dorsal root ganglia
and degenerative changes in the spinocerebellar tracts. Deficiency may be perceived as absent
tendon reflexes, ataxia, dysarthria, and loss of position sense and pain sensation (Robbin 1999).
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de Rijk et al (1997) proved taking large amounts of vitamin E, could protect against Parkinson
disease, by hindering damage of free radicals inflicted to neurons of substantia nigra in the brain.
Kushi et al (1996) showed in menopaused women that consumption of vitamin E just in food, was
in reverse ratio to heart diseases observed. But, consumption of vitamins A, and C, was associated
with the reduction of the risk to die of a coronary heart disease. High consumption of vitamin E,
lowered the risk to colon cancer, mainly above age 65 (Bostick et al 1993).

Vitamin D (dihydrotachysterol or ergocalciferol).-This steroid, is not an antioxidant but it is
one of the 2 vitamins generated n body when exposed to UV light. The daily recommended dose,
as cod liver oil emulsion is 400 IU or more. An over dose of vitamin D is risky. This vitamin is
vital for curing of ALS disease in which glutamic acid is accumulated in the brain up to toxic
level.. In order to withdraw this acid back to metabolism, and so to remove it from pools in brain,
one needs vitamin B6. In order to absorb this vitamin from intestine, one needs a phosphorous,
and in order absorb the phosphorous one needs vitamin D...Such catch could be solved just by
supplements (See ch. 16).
Proanthenol. - An efficient antioxidant that crosses the BBB ( brain blood barrier ), and thus
reaches the brain, and protects also the central nervous system (CNS). Proanthenol inhibits
atherosclerosis, incidence of heart diseases and cancer. It improves elasticity of collagen, thus
included in cosmetic oiniments to treat wrinkles.
Grape seeds extract.- Includes compounds close to proanthenol. Its active fat soluble ingredient
: proanthocyanidine (OPC), known in its commercial name, pycnogenol. It also could be
extracted from pine bark. OPC was found as x50 active than vitamin E. Is recommended to take
1mg / Kg (of body weight (Passwater 1995). Kok et al (1987) showed that these fat soluble
procyanidine compounds, pass well the BBB barrier, and arrive to brain, and to spinal chord. It
has been considered as possible best natural antioxidants that acts for a long time. Bouhamidi et al
(1998 )showed that OPCs from grapes seeds proteced well on polyunsaturated fatty acids from
oxidation when exposed to UV-C light. There are various combinations of these components and
others, such as coenzymes Q6-Q9 Q10, and others, some of them are highly active!
Takahashi et al (1998) showed that OPCs from grapes seeds enhanced growth of hair.
Revenol 60 OPCs.: Pine bark, plus oil extract of grapes seeds, that is more efficient than any of
them alone. Including curcuminoid that is x3 efficient than pycnogenol itself, and Ginkgo biloba
that enhances x4 the absorption from intestine. This mixture was add also (long acting) bound
vitamin C, natural vitamin E, J - and K - carotenes phytosome, that improves the adsorption to
intestine. This mixture is supposed to be x150 more active than vitamin E, and x60 times more
than vitamin C. It is recommended to start with 2 tablets a day, for three days, then to change to 1
a day.
Soygenol 100. This is grapes seeds extract, with green tea extract. The activity of
proanthocyanidines in which is full. The medical use of green tea in China was documented
already in the year of 2737 BC. :It contained bioflavonoids and polyphenols, while it is naturally
caffein free. The tablets contain soy phosphatidyl choline, serves as an efficient system to release
active ingredients. Tablets also contain soy fibers that absorb water and improve the availability
and the activity of the ingredients. This mixture enhances x3 the activity of grapes seeds extract
and activity of vitamin C, and vitamin E. Among ingredients of green tea there is EGCG that
removes free radicals x20 times better than vitamin E, and x500 times better than vitamin C.
However, there are also ingredients that reduced free radicals x200 times better than vitamin E.
Every tablet contains 100 mg of grapes seeds bound to phosphate, and 100 mg of green tea extract
(caffeine less) containing 30% of polyphenols.
Melatonin (sleep hormone) Scaiano (1995) showed that melatonin was also an excellent free
radical scavenger. When the radical pair formed by reaction of benzophenone triplet and
melatonin was sequestered in a micelle, it was subjected to extensive magnetic field effects that
could be readily interpreted by the radical pair model. It reaches radicals everywhere and reduces
them. So it was reputed as an anticarcinogenic factor: Reiter et al (1995) fed rats with a
carcinogenic agent that enhanced formation of free radicals (that injured DNA). Several groups of
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rats were given melatonin prior to the carcinogen: In which the damage to DNA was less by 41 99%, compared to control rats. The melatonin protected the rats according to its concentration :
The more melatonin received the more protection observed. The melatonin was efficient x5 more
than glutathione, and x2 better than vitamin E. Moreover, most other antioxidants acted only in
one part of the cell, either in membrane (lipid structure), or in watery cytoplasm. In comparison,
melatonin was active both in lipids, and in water. This made it a broad spectrum antioxidant, more
than others, vitamins and minerals included. But here is a warning: One has to be cautious with
melatonin, and take just after approved by doctor. Anyone tents to be depressed, should avoid
takin melatonin at all.
Reiter et al (1999) showed that melatonin (N-acetyl-5-methoxy- tryptamine) as well as several
other tryptophane derivatives, were free radical scavengers. Melatonin directly scavenged several
radicals such as hydroxyl, peroxyl, peroxynitrite anion, and singlet oxygen. Furthermore, the
melatonin stimulated a number of antioxidative enzymes and stabilized cell membranes, thus
helped them to resist free radical damage. Lai and Singh (1997c) showed that melatonin inhibited
single and double stranded breaks in DNA, inflicted by exposure to strong EMF at frequency of 60
Hz. It confirmed that exposure yielded generation of free radicals that injured DNA, and that
melatonin acted as a spin trap of free radicals, and protected the DNA. Melatonin was not limited
to specific intracellular distribution like other antioxidants, but rather it protected lipids in the cell
membranes, proteins in the cytosol, as well as the DNA in the nucleus. It also crossed the
morphophysiological barriers, and entered well to all cells.
Jajte and Zmyslony (2000) proposed that suppression of melatonin, by exposure to ELF-EMF,
may increase the probability of mutagenic and carcinogenic risks.
Coenzyme Q10 - (ubiquinone) An important component of mitochondria (cellular organelles
producing energy) in which it reacts with carnitine, and panthetin (active part of vitamin B5). It is
synthesized in cells, but sometimes not enough, for inadequate nutrition, or for inherited factors,
or for excessive demand of cells, due to chemical pollution. Many heart patients, have low blood
level of Q10. Found in meat, fish, spinach, and peanuts. It is worth to accomplish it as a
supplement.
Selenium (Se) exerted its anticarcinogenic effects by multiple mechanisms (Schrauzer 2000): It
acted as an antimutagenic agent, preventing the malignant trnsformation of normal cells, and the
activation of oncogenes. These protective effects seemed to be associated with its presence in the
glutathione peroxidases that protect DNA and other cellular components from damage by oxygen
radicals. Selenoenzymes also played roles in carcinogen metabolism, in the control of cell
division, oxygen metabolism, detoxification processes, apoptosis induction, in the functioning of
the immune system and more. Thus, selenium might be defined as a genuine nutritional cancerprotecting agent.

Gynkgo leaves and extract EGb 761 Preparations of this plant have been known as
improving blood flow, especially to brain for thousands of years. They slow coming old age
signs, memory loss, tension, depression, exhaustion, etc. Medical and scientific studies praised
this plant] for its efficiency of healing. Scholtyssek et al (1997) tested if terpene ketones extracted
from leaves (namely, gynkgolides A, B, C, and J, and bilobaid, and root eatracted gynkgolid M,
could act against free radicals such as superoxide and hydroperoxyl: It was found that all of them
reduced well superoxide in experimental conditions. This is a proof for efficiency of of gynkgo
preparations as scavengers of superoxide radical.
ALA (α-lipoic acid).- Improved the reaction of vitamins C, and E, with glutathione, and
enlarged their time of activity. ALA protected the nervous system, and probably also involved in
the regeneration of nerve cells. ALA also protected efficiently on liver cells disposing pollutants,
mainly heavy metals such as iron, copper, cadmium and lead. ALA was not restricted for
pregnant women.. The body produce ALA to a certain extent. It could be got from potatoes and
from red meat (Packer 1995).
Astaxanthin. - A carotenoid produced from the algae Haematococcus fluvialis and supposed to
be x10 more active than coenzyme Q10, and x100 more active than vitamin E. However, the latter
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acts differently, and the better is to take them together., in order that they will accomplish one
another.
Chocolate.- Contains antioxidant phenols, and lecithin that helps to dissolve fats.
Vitamin K is fat soluble, found in many foods, and synthesized in colon intestinal bacterial flora.
It includes two compounds (K1, K2) required for liver cells carboxylation of glutamate residues
found in a variety of proteins. This change facilitates the proteins’ Ca2+ binding and interactions
involved in the generation of thrombin (blood clot). The proteins involved are: Clotting factors
VII, IX, and X and prothrombin, anticoagulant proteins C and S, and osteocalcin, a protein made
by osteoblasts. Deficiency occurs mainly in fat malabsorption syndromes, or after destruction of
the colon flora by antibiotics, or in the neonatal period, or in diffuse liver disease. Deficient adults
develop hematomas, melena (blood in feces), ecchymoses (hemorrhages under the skin) and gum
bleeding.
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Chapter sixteen
What is good nutrition now?
Heating and processing foods, mainly meats and fish, generated carcinogens such as heterocyclic
aromatic amines (HAA) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH, see ch.2). Fried traditional
or Western foods contain oxidized oils, that result in overweight and generate excess of free
radicals.
Most prepared foods are well processed, and have low amounts (if any) of vitamins, minerals and
fibers left. Fruits and vegetables loose vitamins during storage (even refrigerated). A major one of
which is rice, that lost vitamin B1 when peeled. Vegetables and fruits look nice and fresh for a
long time on the shelf. Not to mention, that prepared foods contain dyes, stabilizers, aroma, flavor,
and preservatives we eat every day (see ch. 2)
Many of us think that exercise in a health club or a good health insurance will help them in a case
of need. But just right eating habits, and taking supplement vitamins, and of vital minerals, can
hinder aging markedly. Physical activity comes second, but it has to be mild. We have first to help
our digestive system designed millions of years ago, to function well now, in all pollution and
stress.
All these are considered by liver cells as chemical pollutants that have to be disposed a.s.a.p. In
the process of solubilizing these poisons so that they could be excreted in urine (or sweat), some
more free radicals produced...

How the digestive system is built and functions?
This system provides us with a continuous supplies of water, electrolytes (ions, salts) and
nourishment. It digests all principal nutrients to their components, absorbs them to blood, and
disposes the wastes from body. Food eaten is first ground in mouth and enzymes and electrolytes
excreted, as requested for digestion. Food is ingested by enzymes to basic components. These are
absorbed in intestines walls and got to blood stream, while wastes are disposed via anus. Blood
stream brings absorbed nutrients directly to liver to be processed in metabolism. System is
controlled by nerves and by hormones.
Digestive process is done by stages: Grinding of food is done by teeth in mouth, while it is wet by
saliva containing mucus and enzymes. One of which is amylase that starts starch digestion right in
mouse (to its glucose units). Food pulp is swallowed, and transferred to oesophagus (a tube of 25
cm) to stomach: It stores pulp, and excretes from its wall enzymes, such as pepsin (that digests
proteins) and renin (coagulating milk), and also hydrochloric acid (HCl). Stomach contracts by
wavy muscular movements, agitates pulp, and partially digests its proteins. Pulp is discharged by
small doses to duodenum, first part (30 cm) of small intestine. It gets enzymes and electrolytes
produced in pancreas and poured via small duct in the fold of the pancreas. This gland has in
addition cell clumps “Langerhans isles” excreting insulin directly to blood stream. Next to it its
duct there is another one coming from bile sac, bringing to pulp bile salts (produced in liver), that
assist in dispersing the fats. Pulp is agitated by wavy movements to jejunum (~ 2.4 m) to continue
digestion. Then pulp is moved to ileum (~3.6 m). Intestinal mucus is covered with villi (small
nipple like structures) that markedly increase are. In which there are cells producing enzymes
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cutting disaccharides to single glucose units, peptides to single amino acids, degraded fat products
(fatty acids and glycerol), vitamins, coenzymes, and minerals such as calcium, iron, sodium,
potassium, and others. Rest of undigested pulp is moved to colon (~1.5 m). This is a wider tube
whose first part has a worm like rudiment, the appendix, associated with lymph system. This tube
has an ascending part, a transverse part, and a descending part. Its last part is the rectum, ending
with anus. Colon walls absorb mostly fluids, and remained digested products that have not been
absorbed in ileum. In wastes accumulated, there is a big bacterial mass, living on digested
leftovers, there are fibers, and excretions. All these are disposed as feces. Activities of digestive
tract involving feeling hungry, replete, the movements of parts of digestive tract, excretions of
enzymes, and hormones, and the absorption, are stimulated coordinated and controlled by
biochemical products depleted or formed in excess, by nerve system, by hormones, and immune
system. Our health, development, and metabolic activities in body depend on normal activity of
digestive tract, its absorption of vital components from foods, vitamins and minerals. On the other
hand, normal disposal of wastes is crucial for good health, for functions of all body systems, and
for inhibition of cancer formation.

How modern way of living causes digestive problems?
Our physical activity is much less than of our ape ancestors’ but our systems and physiology
remained identical to their’s: Ready generate vast energy for immediate use any time, to fight or
run for our life.
But, we need now much less energy, but more antioxidants to reduce excess of free radicals, while
our appetite is large as it was in jungle life.
We eat much more than really needs, and we often raise energy instantly whenever a false threat
is perceived. Such false alarmed emergency state may not be relieved, but rather continues for
hours, or days (or more), as in stress, vexation, depression, mourning, financial pressure etc. Then,
this system continues to act for the duration, generating free radicals on and on.
In order to minimize such free radicals damage, one can relax the body by Yoga, or start to take
antioxidant supplements.
Modern life derived tension, is also expressed in inner organs causing long term spasms and
cramps in parts of digestive tract, cutting oxygen supply mainly to descending colon, blocking a
great deal of blood supply in vessels interface of splenic flexure. It may lead to a gangrene
advancing from intestine cavity outward through mucosa, local edema, and hemorrhages. If injure
inflicted to wall, it may be enhanced by compounds formed in waste, processed by bacteria, to a
major damage. Where intestine wall is damaged, it cannot absorb digestive products or fluids, and
local immune reactions are impaired.
In normal colon conditions, many bacterial decay activities produce compounds, such as amines,
indoles, and others, some of which are toxic, that irritate mucosa and colon muscles. When
digestion is disturbed, more such toxic compounds are formed, absorbed in colon wall , get by
blood stream, and by lymph to other organs, causing damage all over. Damaged colon mucosa
may lose its selective permeability, then influenced by immune system, it absorbs bacterial cells,
degradation products, and nutrients left, and a chronic inflammation may be developed. Such an
inflammation, with or without ulcers, results in diarrhea, irregular digestion, loss of fluids, ions,
and vitamins. Ionic balance of Na+, K+and Ca2+ is changed.: Nerve and heart functions impaired,
and so other systems. Damaged intestine wall damaged may later recuperate, but a scar tissue is
formed for good, that abolishes further absorption, or collaboration with nervous, or immune
systems, or others. But most immediate severe damage is by loss of fluids, that soon causes
dehydration: A dehydrated individual is indifferent, may sit for hours in front of screen, and
disregard advancing dehydration. Severe damage follows soon, mainly to brain and heart, but also
to kidneys, to nerves, and more.
At present the digestive system should be operated wisely, by eating regular diet based on
vegetables (having fibers) and a lot of fluids. Digestive overload can be alleviated by a domestic
enema, to expel excess calories, toxic / carcinogenic wastes, and stubborn allergens adhered to
colon wall. (see ch. 17).
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What happens in fasting?
The body can polymerize and store glucose as a branched soluble polymer, glycogen, in liver and
muscles. This pool of several hundred grams, is available anytime source of glucose, readily used
to elicit energy. Between meals, glycogen may supply body energy need for about half a day
Guyton (1992). If fast is longer, glycogen pool is consumed, then fat and protein are degraded and
their products are converted to glucose. Stored fat is the primary source for energy, decreases at a
steady rate, until mostly disappeared. Protein is utilized by three stages: Fast, then a slowdown,
and a terminal second fast stage. Available glucose is supplied mostly (~ 2/3) to brain. When
available protein pools are exhausted the rest is more difficult to get. When available glucose is
difficult to get, keto (acetone like) molecules are generated, felt as smell of acetone from the
mouth. It means a major failure in sugars utilization (in diabetes, or famine). The keto molecules
pass the blood brain barrier (BBB), and used for up to ~2/3 of its energy needs. It saves a proteins
during famine, until fat storage pools is almost exhausted (after 4-6 weeks). Then protein
conversion to glucose is fast, as long as it lasts. Proteins are also needed to maintain cellular
activity, so when their level drops to less than their normal, death is unavoidable. Thus long
fasting is risky, for it causes irreversible loss of tissue structural proteins, vitamins and minerals,
associated with confusion, and loss of system functions. Thus any eating order, may just help to
reduce overweight but not to waste vital components, that destroys tissues structure.

Starting eating in order to return to good health.
Many successful diets are hard to persist, for digestive system cannot bare hunger for long, and as
glycogen pool is consumed, we start looking for food, a.s.a.p. If carbohydrates are eaten, in
minutes glucose gets to blood stream, and delivered to body cells. Part of it is oxidized to generate
energy, while part is stored as glycogen, and part is turned to fat, stored in adipose tissues. The
rise of blood glucose level, stimulates L-cells in pancreas, to excrete insulin in excess
(hyperinsulinemia), to assist to utilize the glucose, dropping it below normal level, that stimulates
appetite to eat again (in a pendulum like mode). Glucose also rises in physical /mental activity /
stress / tension etc (see ch. 7). Day to day strains activate the emergency system frequently,
devouring glucose, then appetite emerges. So after a short while, previous weight is gained back,
or higher. It is impossible to combine a diet with daily obligations in a pressing timetable.
Thus here just a simple soybeans and vegetables based eating order is proposed, that decreases
carbohydrates (rice, bread, potatoes, etc) so lowering appetite. Beans are rich in proteins and low
with carbohydrates, and with vegetables high with fibers. Lowering stress as well (by self
‘brainwash’ or else) helps to keep glucose low, so this eating order can sustain for years, for
decreasing the appetite.
Besides proteins, other elements include beneficial alkaloids, and saponins, that lower blood
glucose, cholesterol, and lipids. Supplements of enhanced antioxidant vitamins, minerals and
more, are added to daily menu.

Daily amounts of antioxidants and auxiliary supplements.
The American recommended daily allowance (RDA) for supplements seems too low for supplying
present needs of antioxidants and other supplements, for pollution has been markedly increased,
and so pace of life, and stress. Efficacy of some antioxidants has been tested experimentally:
Girodon et al. (1997) checked in a double blind 2 years’ experiment in 81 senior citizens whether
taking antioxidants in higher doses than RDA recommended could protect better against free
radicals: Results were positive, but got to desired levels after 6 months. In the following table,
quantities are cautiously lower than those recommended by Pauling (1986), or Rosenberg and
Feldzaman, (1974), to normal-healthy individuals. Attention remarks warn individuals suffer from
ailments, or conditions, necessitate personal adjustment of supplements. For instance, vitamin C,
recommended by Pauling as 15g daily, that seems unsafe, mainly to those tend to produce kidney
stones, or suffer from gout.
Water soluble supplements such as vitamin C and group B vitamins, might be taken daily, but oil
soluble vitamins, A, E, (and K) might accumulate, thus to be taken in alternate days.
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What to omit and what left to eat?
Omit frying as much as possible. Omit meats, chicken, and also clams and oysters, that contain a
lot of cholesterol. Eat sea food of other kinds, shrimps, squids octopuses, fish of all kinds, etc If
you broil any of these, just wrap them in foil. Reduce rice remarkably, and have it once a day,
preferably in supper. Omit other carbohydrates, including American style cereals. Have soy as a
main protein source,in any form (beans, sprouts, milk tofu, ice cream etc). Its protein is full, like
animal protein. Add beans, peas, kidney beans etc, as another source of protein, and also
sapponins. Germinate and apply home sprouts of fenugreek, alfalfa, and soybeans. Apply
vegetables such as lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers Season with parsley and garlic, and
add olive / safflower oil. Drink a lot of bottled water, or club soda. At the end of each meal drink
green tea. Decrease or omit sake as well as any otheralcoholic beverage. Beware of any sweetened
light beverage, even in any tempting color. As a treat drink soy-choco, instead of choclate.

Some hints for personal preferences.
Beans, kidney beans, soy and other legume grains supply much proteins, fibers, and saponins,
lowering blood levels of cholesterol. Kidney beans lower blood lipids in fat individuals (Pusztai et
al 1998), and they are tasty in any form prepared. Beans are to be well boiled, and added, as is or
peeled to soups or cooked vegetables. They might be prepared as a separate dish, with tomato
juice, and spices. Fenugreek lowers blood glucose, and cholesterol levels. It might be eaten only
as sprouts, as if grains are wet and crushed, their alkaloids, saponins and other healthy materials
do not taste so good. Alfalfa is recommended as ingredient in many dishes as it supplies proteins,
chlorophyll, saponnins, minerals, and vitamins, including antioxidants. Consuming alfalfa
decreases plaque of atherosclerosis. Vitamin K in alfalfa improves blood clotting. Alfalfa is not to
be eaten in large quantities, as it contains L-canavanine, an amino acid that lowers number of
RBC (red blood cells), leukocytes, and blood platelets. This amino acid is mostly dangerous to
patients having systemic lupus erythematosus, an autoimmune disease: The acid might aggravate
symptoms of this illness. Saponins found in alfalfa might cause lysis of RBC, and thus cause
anemia.
Sprouts of fenugreek, alfalfa, and others, might be bought in natural health stores, or just be
prepared at home, no previous experience requested: Seeds are to be soaked in water for
overnight, washed twice, spill wash water, and keep sprouts to be at refrigerator. They will start to
draw roots in the cold, and stay fresh for several more days. They might turned to real sprouts, if
spread on trays covered with wet cloth, near the windows (and kept wet daily). When fenugreek
sprouts prepared, they should be much more washed, as they are bitter, and smell for yards
around. But after well washed their bitterness and smell diminish. Sprouts might be added to fresh
vegetables salads, chick peas salad, soups, or cooked vegetables. Fresh vegetables are preferred
for cooked ones, as the latter loose a great deal of vitamins when cooked, and cause generation of
much more free radicals. Parsley should be in each salad we have, as it is tasty, diuretic, lowers
blood pressure, and cures urinary tract inflammations.
Warmly recommended is tea, preferable green, that does not contain caffeine. It contains large
anounts of polyphenols, that are antioxidants (Katiyar and Mukhtar 1997), thus it is antimutagenic
and anticarcinogenic. These qualities were proven in animal trials, where components of tea
inhibited cancer induced by some chemical carcinogens in stomach, lungs, esophagus, duodenum,
pancreas, liver, breasts, and colon. Drinking tea protected against UV light that caused skin
cancer. Anticarcinogenic qualities were attributed to epicatechin derived polyphenols: The major
and most active of them was epigallocatechin-3-gallate. Anticancer mechanisms exhibited by tea
ingredients involved inhibition of cancer associated enzymatic activities, induced by UV light,
such as increased activity of ornithine decarboxylase, cyclooxigenase, and lipoxygenase. Tea
polyphenols enhance intracellular antioxidants, such as glutathione peroxidase, catalase, and
quinone reductase, and also of 2nd phase enzymes such as glutathione-S-transferase, and those
inhibiting lipids oxidation. Polyphenols cure inflammations, (including those of eyes !) for they
replenish antioxidants pools of the immune system. Thus polyphenols are considered as efficient
cancer inhibitors, for any stage. Soriani et al (1998) showed that efficacy of epicatechin was
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different in different skin cells, on different enzymes, both on signals transferred and as
antioxidants.
Supplement dosage is dependent of some factors that cannot be changed (hereditary, age, former
ailments and injuries, smoking ? etc.) and some that might be changed, such as conditions,
physical state (pregnancy included), mental state, profession, activities, ailments, exposure to
chemical pollutants, and radiations of any kind, drinking alcohol, and coffee, and others. A
smoker or a fire fighter, has to take more vitamin C, than normally recommended, to compensate
for radicals generated due to smoke inhaled. Alcohol drinker has to compensate both for free
radicals formed, and less absorption of vitamins and minerals, due to alcohol, and so forth (see
below).
Those watching computer / radar screen, or any optic / electrooptic instruments for long hours on
a daily basis, need more antioxidants , but especially eyesight related antioxidants: It involves
glutathione and vitamin A (taken as M -carotene). In comparison, professionals dealing daily with
strong excitements, or intensive physical activity, or breath pressurized air, or oxygen, produce
large excess of free radicals. Such excess should be reduced by diverse free radicals, every day, in
enhanced doses. It might include professionals such as a pilots (absorb also a lot of cosmic rays
(see ch. 2), divers, surgeons, competitor athletes, performing artists, stocks brokers, fighter
soldiers, professional, or race drivers, police officers, criminals...etc. Special physical conditions
request enhanced antioxidant doses taken, special excitement, such as when taking exams,
pregnancy, or after giving birth, in convalescence from an injury, surgery, broken bones, illness,
etc, at a new demanding task, at pressure at office, in stress, mental / psychiatric condition, when
facing a difficult legal or financial problem, from health problem in family, or mourning on close
person, or driving in downtown every day, etc. All these, and similar , ‘sound the alarm’ for
emergency in body, expressed in enhanced respiration, high glucose level, high heartbeat, thus
generation of more free radicals. Such situations should be associated with enhanced taking of
antioxidants, to neutralized the new free radicals formed. Free radicals excess might be temporary
such as after a real intensive muscular effort, and enhanced respiration to eliminate lactic acid
formed in muscles. The excess might be to big to handle, then free radicals would injure nerves
first, mainly the brain, and also immune system. In such cases, enhanced quantities of vitamins A,
C, and E, ,might greatly improve functions hindered by radicals. It might be observed as fatigue
and headaches stopped, , atherosclerosis slowed, arthritis, and others improved, and many more.
Those who work in shifts, so are active in non conventional hours incompatible with ‘biological
clock’, their melatonin excretion is disturbed, so insomnia experienced, eating disorders appear,
fatigue, and more. Their needs of antioxidants might vary, according to timetable, and conditions
of work. Some of these activities might be associated with tension, such as police officers, airline
pilots, and others. Tension is much at pilots’ even if they are not aware of it, as many of their
actions turned to be natural or reflexive. However, their heavy responsibility for human life, and
that might need to react any minute to unexpected failure or accident, extend their state of
emergency every flight for hours. Long activity of emergency system claims its tall, in damages,
due to excess free radicals generated. Therefore they might need supplements adequate to their
needs. The role of melatonin here is complex: Disturbed melatonin excresion causes the
insomnia, and fatigue experienced. But melatonin is an excellent scavenger of free radicals, as
well. If it lacks, more free radicals left unattended, including those generated for long exposures to
cosmic radiation, so they cause more damage, and enhance the coming of aging signs and
illnesses, mainly neurological, and cancer. Damage would accumulate, and be irreversible: If
atherosclerosis advanced too far, damage would be associated with high blood pressure, and
glucose level, development of heart diseases, and vascular injuries. The latter might lead to
strokes, and embolies. Decrease of blood supply to body, would accelerate aging diseases,
including neurologic and cancer. It might aggravate natural intention to degeneracy such that of
eye retina, and others. These might be inhibited or delayed for many years by proper eating and
supplements. Thus flight crew nutrition might be different from that of passengers’: It should be
based on fresh vegetables, having vitamins and fibers, plus cooked vegetables containing proteins,
fibers, and saponins, including soy & products as a source to full protein, and desert based on
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carobs. These might be supplemented with vitamins and minerals with enhanced doses of
antioxidants (see below for doses recommended in table) in flight, and later, at home. Preparing
such a menu should be supervised by medical professionals.
Body antioxidants deficiency is easy to detect: Gums bleeding, indicates of probable vitamin C
deficiency. Often sore throats, or persistent flu like symptoms, a stubborn anal itch or secretion,
‘athletes feet’ or persistent vaginal fungus, might indicate of suppressed immune system, probably
due to excess of free radicals, and shortage of antioxidant vitamins or minerals. If one vitamin is
deficient, probably others are deficient as well, mainly vitamins A, B, and E. A long bleeding cut
might indicate of vitamin K deficiency. Doctor would suspect that a fungal inflammation might
be associated with high glucose level, that is associated with high level of free radicals. Several
physical states indicate of shortage of antioxidants: Indigestion and diarrhea, smoking, alcohol
and coffee drinking, taking drugs, all these inter alia decrease absorption, and lead soon to
vitamins and minerals deficiency. Anyone (mainly vegetarians) that has a gastrointestinal
problem, and smokes cigarettes might suffer from vitamin B12 deficiency. Deficiency might be
severe if individual would not eat fresh vegetables. Taking enhanced doses of supplement
antioxidants might compensate for deficiency. Such enhanced antioxidant supplements might be
wisely controlled: Water soluble vitamins might not be accumulated, and excess is readily
excreted in urine. However, some minerals needed at micro quantities, if taken in high doses they
might be harmful (see table below). The accumulation of oil soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K,
should be cautiously avoided, as they tend to accumulate in fat tissues.
Vitamin C deficiency could not usually be covered by eating citrus fruits (oranges, grapefruit,
lemons, etc), or drinking their juices, as vitamin C contents in an orange is ~50 mg and in guava
~200 mg ) so they fall short from supplying vitamin needs. Even if you eat 10 oranges, what you
have got ? A stomach ache + 500 mg of vitamin C... In conserved/condensed juice, vitamin
contents is much less if any. In comparison, rose hip tablets contain up to 1,500 mg of vitamin C.
and chewable tablets contain 500 mg each. For children there are vitamin C syrups. They can
cover any need immediately. Thus minerals and vitamins contents of foods might be practically
disregarded, and just count on supplements.
Excess of some minerals may be risky. They might be consumed from natural sources such as
molasses, nuts, or beer (preferable alcohol free), or fresh yeast (a great source for vitamins of B
complex, and minerals). Many mineral supplements have not been included in table below, such
as iodine, copper, germanium, cobalt, vanadium, molybdenum, fluorine, phosphorous, and others.
They might be supplied by complementary natural sources in meals (molasses, and others) .
Aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) is recommended at low dosage, as a blood platelet aggregation
inhibitor. The higher dosage may cause peptic ulcer in some individuals. Taking aspirin has to be
approved by your doctor, for some unpleasant side effects may be expected. Herbal extracts (see
ch. 7) may be prepared at home. Consult with herbal specialist, for herbs that fit your physical
state.
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Daily recommended supplements.
Quantities are stated in milligrams (mg), or micrograms ( N g), or by international units (iu).
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Supplement

Compound

By RDA Standard
RecommenFemales Males Units ded daily

R e m a r k s

Vitamins
Vitamin A
Vitamin B1 a
Vitamin B2
Vitamin B3
Vitamin B5

Retinol
4,000
Thiamine
1.0
Riboflavin
1.2
Niacinamide
13
Panthotenic ac.
4-7

5,000
1.4
1.6
18
4-7

IU
mg
mg
mg
mg

25,000
50
50
300
200

Vitamin B6
Vitamin B9

Pyridoxine
Folic acid

2.2
400

2.2
400

mg
Pg

50
400

Vitamin B12
Vitamin B15

Cyanobobalamin
Pangamic acid

3
-

3
-

Qg
mg

200
50

Vitamin C

Ascorbic acid

60

60

Vitamin D
Vitamin E
Vitamin H
Vitamin K

Calcifidiol
R -tocopherol
Biotin
Menadiol or Phytonadione

400
8
-

400
10
-

IU
IU
mg
Sg

600
800
300
100

15
18
200
400
2.5 - 5
800
50

15
18
200
400
2.5 - 5
800
200

mg
mg
Tg
mg
mg
mg
Ug

15
25
200
400
5
1,000
200

mg 1,000-5000

Take only as O -carotene, in alternate days
Mainly to consuming much alcohol.
Not for sensitive, and suffer in kidneys
Not for sensitive, and suffer in liver & ulcer
Good for adults, recover from surgery
and for alcohol drinkers.
Smoking and drugs inhibit absorption.
Found in yeast,chick peas, soy, and lentils
deficient: in alcohol drinkers& taking drugs
Vegetarians are deficient. Needed for myelin sheath
Stabil.neural disturbances.Needed to alcohol+coffee
+laxative. RDA inhibited
Not to sensitive to renal stones & gout patients.
Smokers 5,000 normal healthy 2,000 or more.
For osteoporosis. Not for sensitives.
Not with anticoagulants. Not if allergic to it.
Formed by gut bacteria, that inhibited by antibiotics
Formed in body. Found in cabbage, cauliflower,soy &
spinach. Not for G6PD defici./ liver disease/ surgery

Minerals
Zinc
Iron
Chromium
Magnesium
Manganese
Calcium
Selenium

Iron gluconate
chrom. Picolinate
Calcium citrate

Not for ulcer patients.Overdose - to anemia
Consult with doctor.
Found in yeasts, cauliflower, and grapes..
Found in brown rice, avocado, spinach and beans
Found in avocado, bran, spelt, and oats.
->to females up to 65, 1,500 to all over 65.
To AIDS patients up to 400 only by doctor

Miscelaneous
Inositol
L-glutathione
Vitamin P
coline
PABA
Coenzyme Q10
Acidophilus
Baker’s yeast
Kelp
Wheat germ b
Wheat grass
Bran
Micropirin

Inositol nicotinate
Biflavonoids

Bacterial culture
Yeast culture
See weeds
Pellets
Juice
Pellets
Aspirin-low dose

-

-

mg
mg
mg
mg
mg
mg

500
500
100
100
100
60
1 capsule
Few grams
1 tablet
ad libitum
ad libitum
ad libitum
mg
75

Cafein causes deficiency. To Coffee drinkers.
In alternate days. For prod. of glutathione
In dark grapes, citrus, Cauliflower & prpper
Not needed to healthy , on good nutrition.
Improves growth gut bacteria prod.vitamins
Enhances utilizing energy from food.
Eat yogurt instead.
Supplies vitamins B, and chromium.
Disposes metals & isotopes from .bones
Contains vitamin E and vital enzymes.
contains antioxidants and vital enzymes
Lowers cholesterol and bile salts.
Blood platelets’ aggregation inhibitor

One. Take all B-group vitamins in one B-100 capsule / pill, or 2 x B-50 containing all in 100, or 50 V g, or mg
respectively.

Two. Wheat germ oil containing vitamin E can be smeared on scalp, face, or on any part of skin injured by EMF or
ionizing radiation, or UV light, or any other reason. It might minimize free radicals derived damage, and help injured
skin to recuperate much faster. This oil absorbs very slowly, and stays for long time on skin.

If allergy or another side effect is experienced. Stop taking supplements, and consult with your

doctor!

Are we supposed to take same amount of supplements for life?
When conditions changed, supplements might be adapted to new state, temporary or permanent.
For instance, an individual that has his supplements taken. If entered to stress, or strong pressure,
or a mourning, some increase of vitamin C, of some more 1,000 - 2,000 mg daily, might be
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helpful. When an individual feels sore throat, or flu like symptoms, similar addition of vitamin C,
might abolish symptoms very soon, or relieve them markedly. If diarrhea has started, you just
start to enhance dosage mostly of antioxidant vitamins and minerals, while other supplements
might be added on alternate days, or in longer intervals. When immune system is suppressed (an
infection does not heal) , several antioxidants should be enhanced, as they might restore each
other as mentioned above, or for possible additional possible combined activities, that we do not
aware of. When enhanced demand for antioxidants is expected, prior to taking major exams, a
performing artist prior to shows, a fighter pilot in a schedule of intensive training, and a clinical
psychologist taking burden of others on himself / herself. When additional supplements
considered, it might be reasonable to consider all factors again, including drugs taken, as detailed
in next section.

Are medicines taken may change supplements needs ?
Liver cells expel any chemical (including medicines) right away. When a chemical is solubilized,
some more free radicals generated: Then side effects indicate of damage due to free radicals
excess. As liver cells and immune system cells are of the first to be suppressed, it causes a kind of
a paradox, as at that time, we need these two systems badly, to fight pollutants, invading
microorganisms, and cancer cells just transformed, or the damage inflicted by chemotherapy, or
irradiation. Thus convalescence is slow. Liver produced glutathione peroxidase and glutathione,
are excellent radical scavengers, whose addition is crucial to compensate for decrease over age 60.
Add to it selenium (it lacks in foods) activating SOD antioxidant enzyme. Glutathione’s two
molecules reduce (=recycle) one molecule of ascorbic acid (=vitamin C), that it in turn recycles
one molecule of tocopherol (=vitamin E). If liver cells are not able to dispose pollutants or a
medicine taken daily, levels may pass allowed dosage, and damage is inflicted. Thus if
chemotherapy agents or otherwise, reached overdose, they may kill a weak patient. Thus anyone
taking medicines may be in a risk for liver incapability to eliminate it. Individuals whose nutrition
is based on fried or ‘junk food’ rich in oxidized fats, or smokers, alcohol and coffee drinkers, or
drug users, comprise a great deal of the populace is in a similar risk.
Drugs that reduce vitamins absorption. Paraffin oil prescribed against constipation, and old
cholesterol lowering medicines, decrease absorption of oil soluble vitamins (A, D, E, K), and fatty
acids. Hormonal drugs, and birth control pills, decrease absorption of vitamins A, C, E, and those
of B group. Anti ulcer drugs decrease stomach acidity (raise pH), decrease absorption of vitamins
such as B9, and B12 and minerals such as Ca2+,Fe2+, and Zn2+. Consumption of insoluble fibers
such as wheat bran, that lowers cholesterol, reduce Ca2+ absorption as well. Barbitals prescribed
to treat convulsions, lower absorption of vitamin B9 and C. Corticosteroids taken, enhance
excretion of vitamin C from body, and of minerals such as Cr2+, Ca2+, K+, Zn2+ and others.
Corticosteroids also hinder absorption of vitamin D. Where Cr2+ is lost (mainly in amino acids
deficiency) less glucose is accepted to cells, then blood glucose rises, and enhances blood lipids.
They are oxidized, and enhance atherosclerosis. Some medicines interfere with metabolism in
different ways: Antibiotic drugs destroy colon bacterial flora: Many of which produce vitamins,
and inhibit pathogenic bacteria and fungi. When bacterial flora is gone, fungal infections appears
in intestines, in vagina, and on skin. New cholesterol lowering drugs, inhibit HMG-CoAreductase, (participating cholesterol synthesis, see ch. 15). However, this latter enzyme, takes part
also in synthetizing of Co-Q10, that is active in antioxidant enzymes. Chemotherapeutic agent
adriamycin, may injure the heart muscle, therefore taking Q10 may decreases damage to heart
muscle. Any treatment by medicines should be associated with increase quantities of antioxidants,
vitamins of group B, and minerals taken, for minimizing medicine’s inflicted damage.
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Chapter seventeen
Flush excess calories down the drain!
Business meetings with respectable lunch may ruin any low calories diet. But, you may eat
vegetables salad and an excellent fish and sustain your eating order. Sometimes you may afford
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little exceptions, that may not include large dishes of (cholesterol rich) oysters, or shrimps in
garlic in oily gravy... After the lunch, you may like to burn the excess calories, by running a full
marathon track, or by exercise for several hours, or stay with the calories and guilt feelings...
Another option is proposed, to purge the excess food eaten, by enema. It may remind many of us
of a past gastrointestinal test experienced. But the benefits of enema may convince even most
suspicious type to consider it positively: Constipation is often experienced by those having a “lazy
colon” that may be associated with too tight timetable, from going to the toilet. Constipation is
more prominent as we lose the reflex to pass solid waste from the body, that everyone has since
birth. It is suppressed since early age when a baby is taught to hold his wastes for a ‘proper time’
to defecate . The efforts to hold it, turn this reflex to a mode easier to hold, than to fire. When
reflex is mostly lost, constipation comes frequently practice. It may ruin reflex totally, and the
damage is for life. In congested colon, water is absorbed from stool, turning it to a solid mass, that
injure wall of colon, rectum and anus. Low fiber foods, yield low volume of wastes, that enhance
constipation. A real risk emerges, as some compounds may be oxidized by bacterial activity, and
turned to carcinogens, that with allergens in foods may have longer time to act (see details below).
Many foods contain allergens (milk, fish, eggs, strawberries, and others) that affect allergic
individuals, Such an allergen might adhere to intestine wall, and enhances emergence of mast cells
(that belong to immune system, see ch. 18). They release histamine for a long time, that enhances
allergy symptoms, even in remote organs, such as swallowing, enhanced permeability, difficulties
in breathing, for several days later.If intestine is ‘lazy’ and allergens adhered to it all the time,
such allergies might be much more severe.
Enema performed easily at home, may ease a heavy constipated colon in minutes. Constipated
people usually rush to the nearest chemist to get the relief of choice they know, such as glycerol
suppositories, or laxatives. Some eat prunes or drink Chinese tea and wait for some hours for
these miracles to act.
Another frequent digestive problem is diarrhea, due to many causes (Robbins 1999), but mainly
due to acute inflammation or irritation of the intestinal mucosa: It may be quite incapacitating,
painful, associated with fever, nausea, and neurological malfunction. Diarrhea may be caused also
by physiological reasons, such as allergies to foods, taking sweeteners, drinking alcohol, or taking
antihypertensive drugs, antacids containing magnesium, antibiotics, and more. There are also
psychological reasons such as excitement, tension, emotional stress or anxiety, fearfulness and
more.
Diarrhea involves frequent colon movements expelling loose watery stools, containing not
absorbed nutrients, vitamins, minerals, and much fluid. It is mainly associated with abdominal
cramping and pain (where gas produced), with much discomfort and ‘emergencies’, weakness, and
dehydration. The latter is most hazardous, it can be observed as having glazed eyes,
unresponsiveness, and dry mouth. The dehydration should be treated a.s.a.p. first by getting back
fluids, by drinking water, or in emergency room, by fluids administered to the vein.
Intestinal inflammation occurs often by bacterial food poisonings, mostly salmonelosis (caused by
pathogenic strains of Salmonella, or by enterotoxins produced in food by contaminating strains of
Staphylococcus. Vegetables may be irrigated by water contaminated with human wastes.
Contaminated protein rich salads, meat, fish, or seafood may be grow more, during storage, even
in the cold. Food poisoning occur often in a non hygienic kitchen, or prepared in a cart on the
sidewalk, but sometimes also in exclusive restaurants or in mass catering to public halls, in
weddings, in the military, etc. Fried foods such as chips (=French fries, in the US), burgers, or
home fried, if well heated, they may be considered as sterile. They are usually infected by
contaminated foods served together. The frying oil is burned (=oxidized) and is calories and free
radicals rich, plus carcinogens formed. Fried foods are very poor sources of vitamins, if any (just
‘junk food’).
In diarrhea, many nutrients and calories are expelled, that is not worrisome but the loss of fluids,
vitamins and minerals, yields fatigue: Ionic imbalance in blood and in cells, may lead to
neurological disturbances, defects in the senses, in muscles, cardiac arrhythmia, injuries in blood
vessels, the kidneys, the liver, and osteoporosis accelerated. The loss of antioxidants leads to
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inability to defuse excess of radicals highly generated by immune system while fighting the
virulent bacteria (mainly in fecal mass the colon). Suppressed immune system (by radical excess)
enhances sensitivity to bacterial and viral diseases, and to cancer, and hinders recovery. Radicals
injure the neurons, that leads to neural diseases. The radicals oxidize cholesterol and other blood
lipids, and thus accelerate atherosclerosis, that leads to hypertension, to heart and vascular
diseases. The radicals enhances other aging ailments in joints, diabetes and more. Taking of
vitamins and minerals in large amounts at the time of diarrhea will be of limited value, for
absorption is so poor, that most of them will be readily wasted.
The enterobacterial mass inflicted damage to intestinal epithelium, is mainly caused by
lipoproteins that comprise their cell walls, or toxins excreted. They lead to destruction of mucous
membrane, leaving large areas unable to absorb vitamins, minerals, and nutrients and any food
eaten, or vitamins taken are practically expelled. Some damaged areas cannot be rehabilitated. The
radicals derived damage is much more extensive in diarrhea, for the exposure of colon damaged
cells to lipoproteins in bacterial cell walls produces nitrous oxide (NO) that acts as a free radical,
reacting with another one the superoxide (O2-*) anion, to form peroxinitrite (ONOO-) that is most
detrimental free radical.
Diarrhea, although unspoken in decent civilized talk, causes anguish and much suffering. Some
sufferers look for traditional ‘diarrhea suppressing foods’ (rice, toasts, or cacao) whose efficiency
is doubtful. Untreated diarrhea may turn a chronic state, irritable colon, ulcers, tumors and cancer,
neural problems, cardiac problems and more.
Antibiotics prescribed, or other medicines (such as Imodium or Pepto-Bismol) may hinder
diarrhea. But, antibiotics, will destroy also beneficial colon bacteria, destroy natural balance, and
unleash fungi to attack the body in the other places, where least expected. Usefulness of the
antibiotics might be limited, usually up to 3-4 days. If taken some longer, resistant bacteria will
emerge, so the drug would become just useless, and harmful, by generating more free radicals than
gaining any benefits..
In diarrhea, the fecal mass in colon contains a great deal of violent enterobacterial strains,
depending the case, such as Salmonella, Shigella (causing bacterial dysentery), Campylobacter,
Vibrio, Yersinia, Pseudomonas, pathogenic E. coli, and anaerobes such as Clostridium. There are
also infections caused by virulent yeast such as Candida, or unicellular parasites, or worms, not to
mention enteroviruses.
The colon bacterial mass should be expelled a. s. a. p. by any of several options open: One can
wait for immune system to destroy it, usually in several days. But, immune system might be
suppressed, so it might take some longer. One can take antibiotic prescribed, trying to kill the
bacterial mass, and thus relieving the pathogenic factor, or taking drugs that decelerate intestinal
peristalsis to slow diarrhea. In the meantime patient experiencing undernourishment, and the
uncontrolled excess of free radicals is much increased, and decelerates recuperation. These make a
catch: The suppressed immune system, cannot use antioxidant vitamins and minerals taken, for
they would be expelled right away. Any drug taken, generates more free radicals, while its
usefulness is doubtful.
In diarrhea eating 'junk food' or home fried foods would generate more free radicals, and thus
hinder recuperation. Eating other foods would be of limited value, as their digested products,
would not be absorbed and just would be expelled.
Enema has many advantages: Most bacterial colon mass are washed out in minutes, diarrhea is
stopped right away, relieving from bellyaches, cramps, and spasms. The immune system does not
have to fight the bacterial mass, so its saves the pools of antioxidants. So the colon mucosa would
recover sooner from the inflammation. Medicines added to enema fluid are given directly to
colon, to enhance recovery. Enema would not relieve diarrhea caused by psychological, or
physiological factors.
The question is whether to execute a simple enema or a colon rinsing ? Simple enema is usually
preferable: Limited amount of water (up to 1 liter) is flowing in. When this water is expelled, it
takes the contents of final part of colon down to the drain. If enema is repeated, once or twice,
most of colon contents would be expelled. In comparison, colon rinsing is more complicate, and
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should be done only at a professional adept in this activity: Two tubes are inserted to colon, one
feeds in big volume of water, and the other expels the colon contents out. Such action is much
unsafe to be self executed at home !
Overeating and slow intestinal movements leave large intestinal digesting masses accumulated,
that are a burden for the digestive system. No regular relieving of intestinal masses, leads to
frequent constipation. Thus any help to digestive system with enema might be helpful, even where
no constipation or diarrhea experienced. Medical professionals both in conservative or alternative
medicine are acquainted with enema and its advantages, so many of them execute it to themselves,
and recommend it to their clients. It might be applied on regular basis at least once per week, just
in order to ease tensions of digestive system. Enema eases immediately intestinal
congestion/constipation and associated inconvenience. Constipation is really hazardous: Colon
absorbs much water, that renders fecal masses dry and hard. The longer feces stay in colon, the
harder they get. Then they push against intestinal mucosa and interfere with blood supply, or
injure walls of colon, rectum and the anus. These hard masses enhance development of
hemorrhoids, and injure the adenoids (polyps, see below) grew there, causing hemorrhages.
Blood in feces or any unusual appearance, or smell might be detected and reported to doctor a. s.
a. p.: Red fecal stains indicate of bleeding (or beets eaten...) in rectum close to anus, or from anus
itself, from hemorrhoids or adenoids, or from a fissure in rectal wall. But upstream hemorrhage
would be observed as black fecal stains. It might be due an ulcer, tumor (malignant or benign), or
a crushed bleeding adenoid. If such bleeding is ignored, and untreated, its origin might turn to
uncontrolled cell division, e. g. cancer (Gorbach and Goldin 1990).
Another adverse to health from constipation is that formation of carcinogens in colon is enhanced:
The colon bacteria attack compounds such as, bile acids, forming a well known carcinogenic free
radical 3-methylcholanthrene (3MC). Other related compounds in colon such as cholesterol and
other neutral and acidic sterols, are decomposed and oxidized by bacteria, and turn to carcinogens,
while part of degradation products cause proliferation of mucous cells and growth of adenoids
(polyps) in colon wall. Thus, long constipation, generates more carcinogens, which act for longer
time on colon wall, thus augment the hazard to get colon cancer.
Vegetarian foods reduces colonic hazards: Plant phytosterols (resembling animals’ cholesterol)
are found in large amounts in cold squeezed oils, in cereal plants, leguminous seeds (beans), corn
oil, almonds, nuts, sesame oil, rice, and mainly wheat germ oil. These oils contain also large
amounts of antioxidants, that hinder oxidation damage in colon. Phytosterols are less soluble than
cholesterol, and therefore, they are less absorbed in colon, but they reduce the absorption of
cholesterol to blood. Thus they reduce the formation of colon adenoids, and the risk of cancer by
cholesterol degraded products.
When constipated, one can analyze the reasons for that, and if not found, It has to be checked by a
gastroenterologist, that might recommend of a proper treatment.
Enema may be applied not just in colon congestion, constipation or inflammation- diarrhea, but also
for alleviation of other ailments, acute or chronic: Overeating may be tremendously eased by
enema, as a great deal of excess calories would be flushed down the drain. It is worth to execute the
‘enema right’ even when bellyaches, cramps or excess gas are experienced. These symptoms may
indicate of indigestion or of virulent bacterial proliferation, or any other ailment developed.
Enema is quite an ancient instrument. Drawings and records from Europe of the middle ages,
described the use of enema. A display of antique medical instruments in France, showed pump
enemas from the middle ages: These pumps probably saw better times, where pumped water to a
rectum of overeating French noblemen. In the beginning of the 20th century, in Middle East
countries a door to door enema service was popular. However, enema is much more ancient of that:
The ancient Egyptians used enema, as recorded in Ebers papyrus (~1500 BC). Later records
mentioned enema was usage by ancient Greeks, and in Middle East countries, in India, and by the
Aztecs in South America. The latter also applied enema to treat severe diarrhea.
Ernst (1997) explained, an ancient theory based on the belief that intestinal wastes and body fluids
were toxic to the body, causing many or all ailments, including insanity. In the 19th century that was
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the leading doctrine, that led to colonic quackery publicized in different forms. This theory received
'scientific' justification and regarded enema as a means to expel these toxic wastes. When it became
clear that scientific rational of this theory, was erroneous, and enema seemed useless, and just risky,
this theory was denounced as quackery, and faded away.
Nowadays the recurrent to use the colonic rinsing, that Ernst mentioned, was based on fake
arguments, and impressive power of personal interests. In his opinion, the present rinsing experts
were able to back the enema only by theories and stories in order to support its claimed necessity. It
seemed to Ernst that the ignorance celebrated its victory over science...
The big salvation that enema brought to patients, was published in medical literature, since the
1930ies: The British doctor Coburn (1936) realized that enema of salt water administered to
patients suffered from arthritis, neurological diseases, ailments of intestinal mucosa and vascular
diseases, improved their state remarkably. This, in spite of that the fluids were infused to colon,
and not to bloodstream. Despite that Coburn did not add control groups to these treatments
(therefore his results were not admissible), he concluded that: Local spatial and mucous reactions in
the colon were associated with symptoms in remote ‘unrelated’ body organs. Coburn observed that
after enema administered, spasms in small blood vessels were stopped, but he could not explain it.
In the 1980ies, there was the “comeback of enema” to modern medicine (Alexander 1983), and how
it helped constipation patients (Bail et al 1994, Briel et al 1997, Venturini et al 1990). Modern
medical studies regarded enema as a routine device to relieve constipation, or administered prior to
gastrointestinal examination, limited to rinse colonic contents, or infuse drugs, or barium salt (to
increase contrast) in X-ray photographs (Rasmussen et al 1997). The alternative medicine was more
benevolence to enema for colonic rinse, and use it more frequently. Presently, over 6,000 medical
publications referred enema, mostly for these needs.
Later studies enabled to construe the results of Coburn, just 40 year later. Other unexplained results
could be explained by Gerson (1977): The smooth muscles were primary sites for allergic reaction
initiated in colon wall, exhibited as hypersensitivity to recurrent contact with allergen in food,
known previously to the system (gluten, fish, strawberry and others). Allergen adhered to intestinal
wall enhanced reaction: Excretion of histamine, that increased vascular permeability, swelling,
eczema, rash, runny nose, and breath difficulties. The enemas administered to Coburn’s patients,
rinsed adhered allergens away from colon. Thus enemas alleviated reactions against allergens in
food. Many individuals that used enema were helped this way, unnoticed to what they were allergic
to. Patients suffering from intestinal ailments were treated by enema (Venturini et al 1990, Bail et al
1994, Briel et al 1997): Similar results of these three studies indicated that rinsing colon, improved
quality of life for most examined. The option of rinsing colon e was unexploited enough in people
(Bail et al 1994).

Enema, from theory to practice.
Prior to administering enema, it has to be approved by your doctor. Enema has to be applied
cautiously, and volume of water applied, as long as felt comfortable with. Any pressure built by
water, may be risky. Individuals suffering from hemorrhoids, adenoids, fissure, or diverticulosis
(see below), have to get approval of their doctor, and be very cautious in employing the enema.
The enema inexperienced have to be cautious mainly in insertion of the orifice or the water flown
to colon.
Buying the right enema: Do not consider the single use one (filled with salt solution), for it is too
small, and cannot be reloaded. Shop for a gravitational enema with a large plastic empty tank (up
to 2 liter). Never buy any enema with a pump!! The tank is drained by a long plastic tube with an
orifice. It would have two interchangeable orifices: One is just for gynecological type (having a
spherical edge, and holes in the sides). The other one is for enema. Check that orifice opening is
smooth and round, without any bump or a sphere like or sharp end. It should be a cylindrical,
pencil type, connected by a faucet or just has a clamp. Check if orifice is not too thin, or has sharp
or thin or rough edge. If any doubt arisen, please consult with the pharmacist in charge. The
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selection of enemas is quite limited, but you may use an old familial one, that might fit your
needs.
The enema may be administered in the bathroom, in which there are shower and a toilet seat.
Under the shower there is an opening of 2”- 4” in diameter to sewer,. Enema plastic tank is to be
hanged on shower pipe. An elastic sponge board of ~18”x18”x1” has to be found/bought, and laid
as cushion for the knees.
Administer enema (not in constipation or diarrhea) is after normally defecated (even after hours)
with taking a shower. Most comfortable enema insertion is horizontal body, held by kneeling.
Fluid of the enema is suggested salt water, NaCl 15 g/ L (gram/liter) (Pizzorno and Murray 1993),
but usually tap water is administered. If you like to omit the salt, just fill enema with warm water
at body temperature and hang on shower pipe. Wash anus well and smear with body cream/soap,
smear orifice well. Kneel on plastic board, insert orifice slightly turning gently to anus, at straight
line (aimed to the head). Open tap/clamp by second hand and let water in. Hold orifice all the
time. Lean on one hand on floor, and let water in. You may help the fluid to enter by some
tapping the belly. When a pressure is felt, pull out orifice, close clamp, and hang it up. Let the
stuff go down the drain. Wait patiently until expelled in several waves. Check whether fluids are
still in belly by fast tapping on belly, and listen if rumbles
When no rumble is heard, you may repeat procedure again. Now much larger volume of water
would be infused in, and more stuff will be expelled. At the end, partially digested stuff may be
expelled, whose smell resembles meat soup. Part of water might be absorbed in colon, so there is
no exact indication how much was expelled. At the end: Wash enema well and hang it to dry for
next time.
Administering enema normally once a week seems safe for individuals that do not have any
relevant medical problems in alimentary tract. Another one may be added according to needs.
A Warning: Do not administer successive daily enemas. It may expel nutrients, vitamins and
minerals, and lead antioxidants’ deficiency. It may expel also much bile salts, thus more new
excreted, involving nausea, and dizziness, or even to neurological disturbances (Gerson 1977,
p202). Enema is not supposed to cause addiction to it. Usually after enema the digestive system
returns soon to normal.

Is enema beneficial for other ailments?
Enema has improved health remarkably of patients that suffered from obesity, asthma,
diverculosis, gas, epilepsy, halitosis, headaches, high blood pressure, fevers, intestinal toxicosis,,
jaundice, hepatitis, lupus erythematosus, mental disturbances, rheumatism, arthritis, intestinal
inflammations, including Crohn’s disease with ulcer, and other ulcers ( Pizzorno and Murray 1993
).
Until recently it was unknown how enema alleviated the state of such patients. Now it is clear, that
enema saved large amounts of antioxidants, as it expelled large pathogenic bacterial mass, so no
need to produce free radicals by immune cells to destroy these bacteria, and no need to neutralize
free radicals formed. Antioxidants saved, can be used to defuse excess of radicals generated due
to other factors.
Many of us suffer from colon diverticulosis, whose wall developed outside muscle-less pouches,
formed mainly in left (descending) colon, the sigmoid, and in the rectum. It is usually unnoticed
unless aches and fever are associated. At ages over 50, the diverticulosis incidence reaches over
50% (!) Nutrition poor with fibers, broiled or rich in fried oils, and in older age, enhance the
incidence of this condition. Pouches formed may be inflamed or even turned to abscesses, known
as diverticulitis. Inflamed pouches may be ruptured and infect abdominal space with fecal
material, containing tremendous mass of bacteria. It is life threatening, and patient should be
brought to emergency room a.s.a.p. for an immediate surgery to save life. Thus you have to watch
your colon health all the time, if aches are felt, usually at the left side of the abdomen (opposed to
appendicitis). In any bellyaches felt, it worth to apply for immediate medical help. Remeber,
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when enema is administrated, do not let a pressure built in colon, just to avoid any risk of possible
pouch ruptured.
Gas formation may indicate of indigestion. Gas involves mostly hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and
carbon dioxide (CO2) produced mainly by bacterial activity. Gas causes much discomfort, but its
amount not always indicates of severity of ailment. Where gas is caught in intestinal folds, it
might cause severe pressure and pains, even if inflammation is mild. On the other hand, some
virulent bacteria might cause severe inflammation but less gas, such as Salmonella typhi that
causes typhoid. Gas derived ache may be relieved by a simple manual belly massage, just to move
intestine, and letting the gas out.
Medicines (conservative or alternative) can be added to enema fluid, to be absorbed immediately
in colon: Short fatty acids were added for treating ulcerous inflammation of colon (Patz et al
1996). For treating diarrhea one can add some dried yogurt bacterial cultures of Lactobacillus
acidophilus from several capsules. This remedy is known for over 60 years (Hibben 1937): These
dead lactobacilli adhered to sites in colon mucous wall and prevented adherence of virulent
bacteria. Wheat grass juice (100 mL) was added to enema fluid by some experienced enema
users. No risk may be expected from such supplements, added in reasonable amounts. Such
treatments may be consulted first with your doctor, or alternative medicine healer, prior to trying
them.
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Chapter eighteen
The immune system, if I will protect it, it will protect me!
The immune system is in charge of body defense against any foreign invaders, clearing the body from
old /dead cells, and repairs damage. It identifies changes, and react accordingly, and is coordinated
with all other systems.
Our environment is infested with many microorganisms. They may enter the body in respired air, in
food and water, through any body opening, or cuts, or wounds. Body tissues consist of components of
a good medium for microbial growth, such as principal nutrients, humidity, minerals (electrolytes),
available energy source (glucose) compatible acidity (pH), and comfortable temperature. But, the
immune cells fights any invading organisms, bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites, or cells of a transplant
from another individual, in order to destroy them. The system identifies by chemical sensors cellular
surface proteins (=antigens) that are ‘self ‘or ‘nonself’. The latter are blocked and exterminated. Some
immune cells memorize the invader, then even after decades if invades again, they will recognize and
exterminate it by a short procedure. Individual genetic qualities of body proteins, are different from
all others (but identical in identical twins). The immune system screens every cell routinely, if it
becomes old, or changed otherwise, it is regarded as ‘non self ‘ that has to be eliminated. So, injured
or dead cells, or implants from another individual, or old RBC or those transformed to carcinogenic
state, are removed from circulation. Thus cancer diseases are usually avoided in primary stage.
When immune system is weak or suppressed, then throat infections appear, or skin infections may not
heal, but rather grow bigger, and even get to blood stream (=septicemia). Mistakes may occur, and
‘self’ cells attacked, or overact against ‘nonself’, by allergic reactions. The system may fail to
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eliminate a developing neoplasm (=cancer). Some viruses kept latent (hepatitis B virus, or herpes) for
decades, may proliferate.
Active immune cells(=phagocytes) leave large excess of free radicals, that have to be defused
immediately. If not reduced, these radicals would suppress the system, and inhibit recovery.
The skin and mucous membranes physically block microorganisms from entering the body: They
constitute the first defense line, as long as they stay intact. The system is activated as a second
defense line, where skin, or mucous membranes are cut, or injured. Inside the body it combines with
inborn immunity: At first, maternal antibodies passed in pregnancy through placenta to fetus, protect
the newborn against organisms that his/her mother was immune to. Later on, the immune cells
become able to identify any invading microorganism (or injected as a vaccine) as ‘nonself’ antigenic
proteins or other large compounds. Immune cells produce antibodies against any nonself large
molecules, that help to destroy that invader. Early immunization program administered, accomplish
own immunity against prominent virulent organisms, for many years to come, or for life time.
As long as immune system operates routinely well, one does not feel it. But when system is
suppressed, or deficient, its weakness is felt: It fails to prevent proliferation of infectious organisms or
cancer. When system fails, infection spreads, and might threaten life. When system exhibits such
incompetence, it is usually simple to help it fast and easy, by taking proper enhancing supplements,
mostly antioxidants.

First line of defense.
It consists the skin and the mucous membranes. The skin is made of cell layers: The exterior is
epidermis, built of horny dead cells, containing keratin (a hard protein), that organisms cannot
penetrate. When skin is rubbed against hard surface, these cells are worn away. Small glands in skin
secrete sweat and salts, and sebaceous glands secreting oily material containing fatty acids, that
inhibit bacterial growth. Skin nerve cells inform where first defense line was breached by a cut,
through which organisms penetrated in. When skin is exposed to UV radiation, free radicals generated
can injure nerve cells, and render them inactive.
Invading organisms may enter, via respiratory and digestive systems, eyes, or urinal and genital
systems, all layered with mucous membranes that inhibit penetration: The eyes are protected by tears,
whose salt inhibits bacterial growth, and lysozyme (an enzyme) that lyses bacterial cell walls.
Respiratory air passes to the lungs, are layered with ciliate epithelium, having scattered mucous
excreting cells, for trapping pollutants particles and bacteria, while cilia move them outside by slow
wavy movements. The digestive system excrete digestive enzymes and hydrochloric acid (HCl) from
stomach walls, that start digestion of proteins, and also destroy bacteria. Some resistant bacteria,
virulent or beneficial (yogurt bacteria, lactobacilli)pass and settle on intestinal walls. The lactobacilli
compete with pathogenic bacteria on same sites, and also secrete unique fatty acids that inhibit
pathogens. Intestinal wall has sunk (Peyer's) patches, associated with lymph system, involved with
defense duties there.

Organs of the immunological system: Organs of lymph system.
The spleen: Situated in the left top of abdominal space. It consists of lymphatic tissues, mostly
macrophages, monocytes, and lymphocytes, it produces lymphocytes and monocytes. Embryonic
spleen consists of stem cells, producing blood cells. After birth these cells migrate to bone marrow,
and resume the production of blood cells for life. The spleen screens blood and removes old RBC
(aged ~120 days), or cells damaged by chemical pollutants, exposure to radiation, EMFs, or else. It is
also an emergency reservoir of blood, able to contract during great body effort, and send much stored
blood to circulation. Humans can live without spleen, removed in surgery when injured in accident, or
by other causes.
The thymus is in the chest, behind the sternum. It contains lymph tissues producing T-lymphocytes.
It excretes hormones, thymosin, and thymopeutin, and factors regulating activity of the immune
system. After puberty, it begins to shrink, and by the age of 40, it mostly converted to adipose tissue.
Thymus is sensitive to accumulative damage by free radicals. Its activity can be enhanced, by
Echinacea, extract, plus vitamin B6 and Zn.
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The tonsils, lymph nodes and the appendix :They all are interconnected in a net lymph tubes.
The tonsils (=adenoids) are visible at base of tongue, and also on both sides of posterior walls of
nasopharynx, and on back of palate. They produce lymphocytes, and consist of mostly macrophages
eliminating organisms entered with the air, food and water.
Bone marrow is soft tissue inside long bones, in which RBC and leukocytes of all kinds are formed.
Macrophages (Kupffer’s cells) in the liver sinuses. Large numbers of bacteria invade through
the gastrointstinal system, and get into the portal blood, that passes through the sinuses of the liver.
The Kupffer’s macrophages lining the sinuses form an effective particulate filtration system that
blocks these bacteria, and eliminates them from passing to the general systemic circulation.

Lymph vessels system. A complex system of tubes full with a dilute plasma like fluid, by which
nutrients are brought to cells, and wastes removed. Lymph vessels, like blood vessel, start from very
thin capillaries, drained to wide vessels who join to two wide tubes that merging with veins entering
the right atrium of the heart. Lymph system has no pump and the fluid is propelled just by muscular
contractions surrounding vessels. It contains mostly lymphocytes, that pass in the fluid along with
invading organisms that penetrated and multiply, and filtered in nodules containing macrophages and
many lymphocytes: Invading organisms are caught and eliminated on the spot. In acute infection the
number of macrophages and lymphocytes markedly increases in lymph nodes adjacent to this site,
where they become swollen and sore. When immune cells sense an infecting organism, they cross
vessel walls out and reach connective tissue that wraps each organ. When reached the site of
infection, the immune cells charge the invading organism until it is destroyed.

The immune cells of lymph system.
These cells are mainly B-lymphocytes (matured in bone marrow), T-lymphocytes (matured in
thymus), and monocytes (=macrophages), that cause the immune reaction. The B-cells and T-cells,
when sensed foreign=’nonself’ antigen (a protein or a compound assembled to a protein), they
rearrange DNA stretches in the immune genes, in a different combination. The rearrangements in
DNA enable these cells to synthesize a new protein, immunoglobulin (Ig=antibody). B-cells
participate in immune response, while passed everywhere with body fluids (humoral reaction): In
order to excrete antibodies, the B-cells get a signal from T-helper cells. The antibody is connected to
a little fragment in antigen (such as, a bacterial toxin) that it recognized and forms antigen-antibody
complex. This complex binds a complement protein which accomplishes the action of the antibody,
to either eradicates the antigen, or attracts a macrophage that devours the antigen.
Lymphocytes responded to specific. 'nonself' antigens by proliferation and functional activation. The
ability of T- and B-lymphocytes to proliferate in vitro in response to chemical (mitogenic) signals
was studied in rats by Mevissen et al (1996b): Chronic exposure to ELF-EMF, depressed the
proliferation of spleen T-lymphocytes. In a follow-up study in similar exposure (Mevissen etal 1998b)
it was revealed that proliferation of spleen T-lymphocytes was initially increased (2 weeks) and then
decreased (13 weeks) compared to sham-exposed rats. Murthy et al(1995, in Doll et al 2001) reported
a significant decrease in a predominantly B-lymphocyte mitogenic response and a non-significant
decrease in the T-lymphocyte response in baboons following exposure to power EMFs. However,
such results were not reproduced in a larger experiment in rats. Fotopoulos et a1(1987) found in
humans no effect in similar exposure, on proliferation of peripheral blood T- or B-lymphocytes.
Cytotoxic T-cells (=killer cells, NKs) perform cellular reaction, that is fighting against invading
parasite (such as a virus), penetrated into cells. Its antigen(s) is recognized by a receptor similarly
to antibody excreted by B-cells, as mentioned. Activated NKs recognize and kill organismss
expressing ‘nonself’ surface molecules and strongly implicated in anti-tumor responses. The NKs are
less specific than cytotoxic T-cells, but also kill target cells, and show strong anti-tumor responses.
The NKs and macrophages make receptors for IgG antibody and targeted to tumor cells and others,
coated with this antibody. Such a function was not affected (in animal tests) by exposure to power
EMF or pulsed MFs (Putinas and Michaelson, 1990: House et al 1996). The susceptibility of mice to
infection by the intracellular bacterium Listeria moncytogenes was used to test T-cell mediated
immune responsiveness. No effect of prolonged exposure to power MFs were found.
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House et al (1996) reported that exposure to continuous or intermittent power MFs lowered NKs’
activity in female mice but this was not consistent in males, nor in rats of both genders. A repeat of
this experiment (House and McCormick. 2000) using older female mice resulted in a similar
depression in NKs activity. In contrast, Tremblay et al (1996) showed in rats exposed to power MFs,
that spleen NKs activity was enhanced. Tremblay et al (1996) reported that a subgroup of peritoneal
macrophages exposed to power MFs showed a dose-dependent increase in hydrogen peroxide release,
a measure of macrophage activity: Significant increase was only at higher levels of exposure. In
contrast, there were no effects of exposure on the production of NO and tumor necrosis factor (TNF).
When ‘nonself’ antigen is presented to a T-cell while bound to a major histocompatibility complex
(MHC), the T-cell recognizes it. Each human individual has a typical MHC proteins system, that are
also responsible to rejection of a tissue or an organ transplant from another individual.
The antibodies of B-cells, and the receptors of T-cells, usually discriminate between ‘self’ and
‘nonself’ proteins, and enable the immune cells to charge everything identified as foreign, even an
old, or cancer cell or a transplant, but not body own (=‘self’) normal proteins. Some times an immune
malfunction, leads these cells attack also ‘self’ proteins, i. e. body cells, as occur in autoimmune
diseases (see below). Another malfunction of immune system may be caused by strong polar molecule
(such as penicillin), that is bound to a ‘self’ protein, and change its ‘identity’. Later it is identified as
‘nonself’, and is attacked. Such individual that has such a changed protein, develop sensitivity to the
penicillin: If in the future this individual takes penicillin in a case of need, the immune system will
act against it very fast and strongly: Histamine excreted may cause swelling and respiratory
difficulties. Such a reaction is very risky, for it may result in a shock within several minutes, and even
death.

Are all cells of the system equal?
Leukocytes are produced in marrow of long bones, and when mature, are released to blood steam, at
concentrations of 4,500-11,000 cells/mm3 . These may markedly increase very fast, where an invasion
of a foreign organism has been perceived. The leukocytes can travel by amoeboid movement in the
opposite direction of blood stream and can penetrate through vascular wall and other tissues and then
return to the blood stream. So they reach anywhere needed to scavenge invading organisms.
Leukocytes are sorted to tree types: 1. Most of them, (~55-70%), are granulocytes, or
polymorphnuclears. Depending their staining in the lab, they include three groups: Neutrophiles,
eosinophiles, and basophiles. The neutrophiles are small, and they live for several days on blood
vessels’ walls, and for several hours in blood stream.. At a time of infection, they move toward it, and
engulf the invader cells. The eosinophiles (≤5%), are phagocytes that engulf identified foreign
invader, to which an antibody was bound already. They are active in allergic, and in anti-parasites
reactions. The basophiles (≤1%), do not carry out phagocytosis, but rather excrete compounds that
assist to perform inflammatory processes (such as histamine, serotonin, and heparin). 2. The
lymphocytes, that constitute ~30%, including several groups. 3. The monocytes and macrophages that
constitute only ~7% of leukocytes.
The major type, the neutrophiles, have a granulated plasma, and a nucleus of 2-5 lobes, connected
with chromatin bands, and seen as having several nuclei. They exhibit two types of granules: Type A
contains lysozymic enzymes, defensines, and a lysozyme (that lyses bacteria). Type B contains
collagenase (degrades collagen, to assists these cells to move through connective tissue), and
lactoferrin that is poisonous to bacteria and fungi. The neutrophiles are attracted to a cut and
infection, there they adhere to vascular walls (=margination), or migrate to neighboring tissue where
they engulf bacteria. They have special granules that merge with phagosomes (the vesicles containing
engulfed bacteria), and release their contents (mainly NO). It lowers pH (increases acidity), that kills
both the bacterium, and the neutrophile itself. The bone marrow produces ~100 billion neutrophiles
daily, and releases them to bloodstream, half of them flow with circulation, while the other half
adhere to vascular walls. Then, every time an invader penetrates in, it leads to emergency state seen in
tissue, that increases immediately and remarkably the number of neutrophiles. As mentioned, they
can exit blood vessel, in order to chase the invaders in tissues and in body spaces. In severe infection,
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where many neutrophiles killed, young neutrophiles (having C like nuclei) emerge in blood stream.
Pus seen in infection contains dead leukocytes and invader cells.
The lymphocytes stimulate two types of acquired immunity reactions: Cellular immunity, and
antibody immunity (humoral immunity).
In the cellular immunity reaction, the defense is based mainly on T-cells: They constitute ~65-80% of
lymphocytes, and live for months or even for years. They include cytotoxic T-cells, formed from
mature T-cell that bind certain antigens. The helper T-cells, excrete lymphokines (that activate Bcells, see below), and NKs. Well known are helper T-cells, type 1, that excrete interleukin 2 (IL-2),
and W -interferon (IFN-X ) and helper T-cells, type 2 that excrete interleukines 4, 5, and 6.
There are additional types of T-cells such as, suppressor cells, that regulate the production of
antibodies (in B-cells), memory cells, that remember the antigens of the invaders for years to come.
There are the T-cells that excrete lymphokines that notify of a state of emergency and call
macrophages and killer cells, that help at the site of invasion, and there are the NKs: They do not
engulf invader cells (phagocytosis) but they take part in the non specific defense, as they are able to
kill foreign cells, or mainly, nonself such as cells infected by a virus, or transformed to be cancerous.
Memory Cells in T-group do not recognize the antigens of foreign invaders in advance: The invaders
are engulfed first by macrophages and disassembled to parts, that some of them are bound to
molecules of a major histocompatibility complex (MHC), and dispatched to cell surface. Memory Tcells then approach to such a changed macrophage, identify the MHC appeared by their surface
receptors. From now on, they will remember and identify such invader in the future.
The B-cells and plasma cells, excrete antibodies that neutralize toxins and viruses, and facilitate
(=opsonize) bacteria to be engulfed by the phagocytes into an intracellular vesicle. As mentioned, the
phagocyte generates NO acting as free radicals, that oxidize (=eradicate) the scavenged organism. The
cellular immunity is designated mainly against invading organisms, that tend to enter into cells. It is
also involved in eliminating injured cells, that were attacked by a virus, or transformed to be
cancerous. The combined effect of T-cells, B-cells, macrophages and neutrophiles and several
proteins, (antibodies and complement) create the inflammation, referred as nonspecific reaction, that
is one of body main defense mechanisms. The cellular and the antibody immunity are both very
specific against invading organisms. They perform three activities:
1. Recognizing the invader by cells of immune system,
2. Activation of these cells to produce specific reaction (e.g. excrete special antibodiest), and,
3. Eradicate the invader.
The phagocytes generate large amounts of free radicals, thus they spare a pool of antioxidants.
Polluting agents, such as chlorine, nitrogen and sulfur oxides, and others, generate free radicals, that
diminish the antioxidants pools, including those of the phagocytes themselves ( Ogino et al 1997 ).
As mentioned, the macrophages, formed in bone marrow, where they are young they are referred as
monocytes. They appear in blood stream and circulate for several days. They mature and travel to
tissues where they turn to macrophages, and live for months and years. Their majority settle in sites
warned for trouble, mainly in lungs, in the digestive system and in blood stream. They remove every
day ~300,000 RBC, old, defective or dead. They also remove pollutants admitted to body, such as tar
st
(in cigarettes smoke) and others. These two kinds of cells, take part in the 1 line of defense, namely
in respiratory and digestive mucous membranes. They confer non specific immunity, as mentioned,
and do not remember the invaders’ antigenic identity. Their activity is major and fast in inflammation
response.
Some virulent bacteria are difficult to identify, such as Streptococcus pneumoniae and its relatives
(causing pneumonia, meningitis, otitis,, and sinusitis). Such inhaled bacterium excretes a
(polysaccharide, starch like) capsule around its cell, that is much larger by far from the cell itself.
Thus macrophages struggle hard to engulf such capsules, and that is the reason why they are difficult
to identify. It can multiplies many times before identified and destroyed. When they multiply they
inflict severe damages, and might threaten human life. The Mycobacterium tuberculosis, causing
tuberculosis, and its relatives are also difficult to identify, for their cell wall combines fatty
components, that hinder macrophages to engulf them. The immune system tries to isolate the
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mycobacteria by building partitions (granulomas) around them in the lung tissue. These may later
disintegrate and cause bleeding, or to be calcified and closed for life. The physical state of
tuberculosis patient is essential for recuperation: Malnutrition weakens immune system, then the
granulomas disintegrate, and tuberculosis enhanced. Tuberculosis was considered subdued in the
1940ies, by the antibiotic streptomycin. Nowadays as environmental pollution markedly increased
(chemical, physical, and biological), many of us suffer from immune suppression. Therefore,
tuberculosis probably has started a comback.

Acquired immunity - Specific reaction
There is a large variety and combinations of foreign antigens, therefore, the immune system assigns
only a little clone of lymphocytes for each recognized past antigen. In a case of recurrent penetration
of same organism in the future, the lymphocytes of that clone start to multiply fast, at an ‘explosion’,
and the young cells got qualities and memory of this past invader identical to parent cell. So they can
eliminate the invader in a shortened efficient fast procedure.
The main types of the lymphocytes mentioned, are T-cells, and B-cells: The latter, are produced in
bone marrow and travel to settle in spleen and lymph nodes. Where needed, they produce antibodies
(=immunoglobulins), protein molecules whose shape resembles the letter Y. Each sort of antibody fits
a specific antigen, that was recognized on invader’s cell wall, or in a foreign protein, etc. The
antibodies sit on the lymphocyte surface as receptors, and serve also for early warning, and enhance
other components of the immune system and in some cases (in spite of their tiny size) might destroy
invaders. T-cells (for Thymus) produced in thymus and might be classified to types mentioned above
( cytotoxic, helpers and suppressors). The cytotoxic T-cells locate contaminated cells, foreign, and
cancerous, in order to destroy them. The helper cells regulate the intensity of the immune reaction
including non specific, and the suppressors abolish the action of the system.

Systemic reactions in body to infections and inflammations.
As mentioned, these are reactions developed in tissues and distant organs from the inflammation. So
actually, the total body is involved with defense against invading organism, or other foreign material
penetrated. It involves raise of temperature, enhanced when macrophages encounter with invader, and
excrete the protein interleukin-1: It reaches the brain temperature regulatory region, and this in turn,
sends neural impulses that cause vascular constriction in the skin. It decreases the loss of body heat to
the environment, and the body temperature rises. It enhances activity of immune system components
and proliferation of certain cells. Frequent reaction against invader, involves the lowering of iron
(required for bacterial multiplication) and the zinc concentrations, in blood.
Sometimes, the immune system is suppressed by, or deficient of vitamins, or some other factor(s), or
due to a viral infection (one of which might be AIDS). Then it does not function well, but it is easy to
reckon that: If a wound does not recuperate, or heals very slowly, or a persistent fungal infection does
not recover, or infections/sore throats that occur frequently, or bleeding gums after teeth brushed, or
anal wetness. Most frequent immune deficiencies are easy to correct: The reason for such immune
deficiency is to be found soon, and treated accordingly. If it is caused by pollution, exposure to EMFs,
lack of vitamins and minerals, mainly antioxidants, due to diarrhea, or glucose level raised, etc. In
most cases, taking antioxidant supplements and other vitamins and minerals, would probably recover
the system, and solve this problem.

Active compounds in the immune system
The lymphocytes in different roles, excrete compounds such as, cytokines, interferons, interleukins,
enzymes, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF). Such compounds involve:
Interferons (INFs): Glycoproteins produced in small amounts after induced in virally infected cells:
Infected leukocytes produce IFN-Y , and infected fibroblasts produce INF- Z . Lymphocytes induced by
a mitogen (growth factor) produce INF-[ (=’immune interferon’). The INFs induce an antiviral state
within adjacent cells, and stimulate the excretion of a enzymes inhibiting the viral production cycle.
Histamine: A potent vasodilator, formed in mast cells by decarboxylation of histidine (an amino
acid) and excreted in inflammation and at allergic reaction.. It increases local causes vascular
expansion and permeability, for more efficient passage of immune system cells through their walls. It
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causes swelling, enhances excretion of mucous, causes coughing and sneezing, as well as respiratory
difficulties.
Inerleukin-1 (IL-1): This protein is a cytokine, excreted by stimulated macrophages, monocytes and
others. In the past it was known as lymphocyte activating factor (LAF). It he has a key role in
response in inflammation, and immune reaction in general. It boosts other cytokines and
prostaglandins (see ch. 15), causes body defense mechanisms, such as temperature raise that enhances
efficiency of phagocytosis., T-cells, and interferons (therefore is not recommended to take
temperature lowering drugs in time of infectious disease! ). Activated T-cells excrete interleukin 2.
Interleukin 2 (IL-2): An immunomodulator, a protein that stimulates immune system mainly by
means of increase of T-cells production. T-cells growth factor activates natural killers (NKs) that are
cytotoxic cells. It causes their proliferation, and induces excretion of \ -interferon, and a grow factor
of B-cells. Used clinically to treat melanoma and kidney cancers.
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF): Includes two related messenger proteins, ] and ^ excreted by
cytotoxic T-cells and macrophages (when stimulated by lipipolysaccharides) that affect production of
interleukin-1. TNFs affect the hypothalamus and hypophysis, and receptors of many cell types. They
enhance tumor cells to be engulfed by macrophages, and activate polymorphs and macrophages to
eliminate intracellular pathogens, such as Listeria, Mycobacterium, and Leishmania. Elevated TNFs
levels through illness, might trigger activation of dormant integrated HIV virus (causing AIDS).

Activity of T- and B-lymphocytes and their reciprocal activity
T-cells are turned to helper T-cells(CD4+), and cytotoxic T-cells or NK(CD8+), as mentioned: A
foreign antigen affects the helper T-cells to excrete lymphokines (IL2, IL4, IL5), of which the IL2
activates the helpers, and the cytotoxic: The helpers inhibit bacteria and fungi penetrated into the
cells, while the cytotoxic cells destroy cells that were attacked by viruses. B-cells are turned to plasma
cells that are activated by the three lymphokines (IL2,IL4, IL5) excreted by the helper T-cells (CD4+)
as mentioned. According components identified they excrete antibodies that neutralize them (toxins,
viruses, etc). Antibody excreted for each invader, helps the complement protein to help neutrophiles
to destroy it.
Felaco et al (1999), showed that cells exposed to ELF-EMF presented a significant cell cycle
progression in S phase, but not in G1 and G2 phases. Thus ELF-EMF affected CD4+ expression,
transcription and translation protein.

Use of antibiotics against invading bacteria
Antibiotic agents administered may destroy benefactor bacteria, with the invaders, thus disturbing
the balance with benefactor organisms. It , and promote pathogenic fungi and yeast. Instead,
administration of vitamin C, and capsules of Echinacea, may enhance the immune system, that suffer
from excess of free radicals, and their antioxidant pools are exhausted. Vitamin C recycles vitamin E.

Immunizations against diseases
In infancy babies get immunized against severe diseases, including virus hepatitis B, pertussis,
diphtheria, tetanus, polio virus, smallpox, pneumonia, measles, mumps, rubella, influenza, and
tuberculosis. Killed or attenuated bacteria or viruses, or inactivated toxins or capsular material,
depending on agent, are introduced, mostly by injection. Booster vaccinations enhance antibodies
after years. Each immunization may apply different tactics: Small pox vaccine consists of a cow pox
virus, that causes only one pox in humans, rendering that individual immune for life against small pox
virus. This vaccination is discontinued, but considered to be renewed against terrorists’ biological
threats. Polio vaccine, is attenuated virus, dripped into baby’s mouth. Tetanus vaccine, is by
inactivated toxin (=toxoid). Immunization may be risky if subject has suppressed or deficient immune
system. One can get also preventive vaccination according to needs (Gardner and Schaffner 1993)
such as influenza virus that changes, or against rabies (when bitten by a suspected dog), yellow fever,
Japanese encephalitis, cholera, and typhoid (to individuals traveling to an infested country), fungi,
allergens, and more. Some vaccinations are recommended at risk, such as to pregnant women
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(German measles), senior citizens (influenza), medical staff, mentally retarded, prisoners, alcoholics,
renal patients, diabetics, patients having malignancies, etc (Gardner and Schaffner 1993).

Immunulogical treatment to electrosensitive (ES) patients
ES is caused by excess of free radicals, therefore it can be treated quite well by administration of
antioxidants (see ch.16), and by diminishing exposure to EMFs (by prudent avoidance). Past report
involved immune treatments administered by Dr Monro: She injected antigens to her patients by
provocation- neutralization mode, that remarkably improved their health. She presumed that
avoidance from exposure to EMFs was crucial to add the immune treatment. It is not recommended to
take such a treatment prior it is well established.

What factors might impair with the immunological system?
Physical state involving infectious diseases or cancer, may render system practically inactive.
System parts may not act in balance, that may develop self immunity, or autoimmune diseases, where
immune cells attack ‘self’ cells. It may involve arthritis, lupus erythematosus, juvenile diabetes (type1), asthma, psoriasis, Crohn disease (see ch. 17) and cold agglutinin disease (where RBC are
agglutinated in the cold) felt as hands become itchy in the cold. Some other factors may be involved:
Viral infections. Some RNA viruses may cause immunodeficiency: They infect cells in which they
cDNA (complementary) copy of their genome, inserted it into host DNA in genes of the immune
system. So a retrovirus such as HIV that infects T-cells, causes aquired immune deficiency syndrome
(AIDS).
Vitamins/ minerals deficiency: Diets or fasting may deprive the body of vitamins and minerals,
that may be insufficient in eating all the fried food: Free radicals generated suppress the immune
system.
Drinking alcohol and coffee decrease intestinal absorption, mainly that of antioxidants. Thus most
vitamins and minerals are deficient.
Eating sugars. Carbohydrates, mainly sugars, raise soon blood glucose, thus levels of free radicals
and blood lipids raised. It abolishes immune activities by up to 90%. The rise of blood lipids oxidized
by the radicals, would enhance atherosclerosis. The risk for infectious diseases is well elevated, and
so of cancer. The radicals also cause exhaustion of insulin producing cells in pancreas, and slowly
develop diabetes. High glucose levels are caused also by tension and stress (see ch.7), while glucose
clearance was suppressed by exposure to EMFs (see chapter 9).
Stress, pressure, tension anxiety depression: All of them raise blood glucose, and also rate of
respiration, and formation of free radicals. The immune and nerve systems are easy to be hurt. But,
they can be restored by taking vitamins (C and B5) and herbs involving extracts of Korean ginseng,
and Astragalus.(see below).
Hereditary factors: Immune genes are inherited, as others. But in T-cells they are reorganized in
new order to react to new antigens detected, and produce antibodies. New arrangement, is not
inherited, therefore every individual has to start its immunological experience from the beginning. It
has to be reminded here that DNA is injured by free radicals generated, but not neutralized. Genes on
the DNA are damaged at random, in structural, and control-regulatory stretches, immune genes
included, and malignancy might be resulted.
Chemical pollution mainly smoking, creates free radicals immediately in air passages, bronchi and
lung alveoli, and consumes antioxidants of the immune system. This increases the excess of free
radicals. Masubuchi et al (1998) showed that cigarettes smoke irritated lung epithelium to excrete
compounds that alarm the immune cells such as neutrophiles and monocytes to travel to the lungs,
causing there signs of inflammation. That is to say, smoking imposed unnecessary strain and damage
on the immune system, and excessive consumption of antioxidants.
Physical pollution: Exposure to ionizing radiation and to other EMFs generated free radicals, that
inflicted damage all over the body. The radicals wasted antioxidants pools, as mentioned, that was
much affected by weakening neutrophiles and other immune cells. It remarkably enabled development
of infectious diseases, in addition to heart and vascular diseases, DNA breaks, and cancer. Most of
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studies that examined hazards from exposure to EMFs addressed leukemia (or other cancers) as injury
index. Unfortunately leukemia was only one kind among many injuries inflicted by radicals, as a
cancer developed in the immune system itself, for the system was suppressed, and was not able to
eliminate malignant cells that appeared. The health authorities in United States (Witwer et al 1978)
recorded information on EMFs exposure injuries reported about 20 years before, in medical literature
on damage observed in immune and blood systems in electricity workers , as detailed in following
table:

Occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields and animal tests.
Early reports of exposure to electromagnetic fields on immune system cells in electric
professionals and in lab animals (Witwer et al 1978 ).
Field Data Subjects
Findings
Source
Asanova and Rakov 1966

7 - 14 kV/m

Humans

Kouwenhoven et al. 1967
Singlewald et al. 1973.

~70 kV/m

Humans

1 - 20 kV/m

Humans

Increase and decrease in lymphocytes, neutrophilic leukocytes, and thrombocytes: changes in erythrocyte shape.
No significant changes in formed elements
of blood.

Leukocytosis, neutrophilic leukocytosis, reticulocytosis.
Blanchi 1973.
100 kV/m
Mice, and rats
Increase in percentage of neutrophils and eosinophils.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Hauf 1974.

The main value of these summarized studies was being pioneering and daring. Although insufficient data presented, their
results indicated mostly of EMFs exposure derived injuries to immune cells. The studies of Kouwenhoven et al.(1967) and
Singlewald et al (1973) did not reveal significant EMF effects, such as many other studies published thereafter. Nordenson et
al (1984, 1988) found in electric workers exposed to EMFs at a power station, changes in chromosomes of lymphocytes.
Later studies, such as that of Rogers et al (1995) showed in monkeys exposed to intense EMF clear changes in the behavior
but failed to detect any biochemical change. Davis and Milham (1990) revealed injuries in immune system of workers in
aluminum casting plant, exposed to the intense EMFs along with heat (most detrimental combination). Lyle et al. (1983)
found suppression of lymphocytes cytotoxicity after exposure to modulated sinusoidal EMFs. Petrini et al. (1995) reviewed
studies involving injuries for exposure to EMFs at lowest frequencies (up to 300 Hz) in immune cells. Skyberg et al (1993)
and Khalil et al (1993) found chromosomal changes in lymphocytes in the workers exposed to EMFs from power lines. Later
studies showed that these exposures caused injuries in DNA, by free radicals generated (see ch. 2). ELF-EMF exposure
might affect tumor growth via induced changes in immune system responses involved in tumor eradication. Evidence from
people whose immune system had been compromised (such as transplant recipients treated with immunosuppressive
drugs, and patients with AIDS), that incidence of cancers of a definite or possible viral origin (such as non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma and Kaposi’s sarcoma) were increased due to severe immune impairment (IARC (1992). The slightly increased
risk in this group of patients for other (viral caused ?) cancers, suggested that surveillance against these other tumors was
less effective (Abbas et al 1994: Roitt et al 1996).

Bonhomme-Faivre et al (1998): Exhibited alterations of biological parameters in mice, chronically
exposed to ELF-EMF, at 50 Hz, of 5.0 µT (=50 mG): Since day 20, a significant decrease in
leukocyte, RBC, lymphocyte and monocyte counts and in hemoglobin and hematocrit (volume of
RBC) values were observed. On days 43 - 63 no significant difference was observed in leukocyte and
RBC values, indicating of probable recovered of hemopoiesis. On day 90, the neutrophile and
eosinophile counts significantly dropped, but without significant difference in biochemical parameters
studied. On day 190, neutrophiles were still low, and cortisol value decreased. On day 350, no
significant difference in hematological parameters was noted, but individual differences in sensitivity
were observed, as 8 of the exposed mice showed a significant decrease in the leukocyte, neutrophile
and granulocyte counts, while in 2 mice there was a significant increase in these same values
compared to those unexposed control mice.
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Effects of long term ELF-EMF exposure on proliferation of immune cells rats and mice, and tumor
growth were compared by Doll et al (2001) in the following tables:

Immune system response to EMF exposure relevant to cancer (Doll et al 2001):
Assay
Lymphocyte proliferation
Sprague-Dawley rats: spleen
lymphocyte proliferation
Sprague-Dawley rats: spleen
lymphocyte proliferation
Baboons: peripheral blood
lymphocyte proliferation

Humans: peripheral blood
lymphocyte proliferation

Exposure

Response

50 Hz, 50 _ T, for 13 wks
50 Hz, 100 ` T, for 2, 4,
8 or 13 weeks
60 Hz, 9kVm-1 and 20 aT,
5 wks (pilot study), 60Hz
30kVm-1 and 50 b T,5wks
(main study)
60Hz, 9kVm-1 and 20 c T
for 6 h.

Comment

Depressed T-cell
proliferation
Increased, then decreased T-cell proliferation
No effect in main study, Considerable
reduced B-lymphocyte - heterogeneity
response in pilot study in sham exposed
results
No effect
-

Source
Mevissen et al
(1996b)
Mevissen et al
(1996b)
Murthy et al(1995)

Fotopoulus et al
(1987)

T-lymphocyte function
B6C3F1 mice: delayed-type

hypersensitivity to oxazolone
Mice (BALB/C7) resistance to
Listeria monocytogenes infection

60Hz, 2,200,1000 d T con- No effect
tinuous, or 1000 e T intermittent, for 4 or 13 wks,
60Hz, 2,200,1000 f T con- No effect
tinuous, or 1000 g T intermittent, for 4 or 13 wks,

House et al(1996)

Experimental and - House et al(1996)
control data not
shown

NK cell activity
Spleen and blood NK cells
from SENCAR mice painted
with DMBA and TPA
Spleen NK cells from B6C3F1
male and female mice
Spleen NK cells from mature
B6C3F1 female mice
Spleen NK cells from F344
rats
Spleen NK cells from F344
rats

60Hz, 2mT, for 21 wks

No significant effect

60Hz, 2,200,1000 h T continuous, or 1000 i T intermittent, for 4,6 or 13 wks
60Hz, 2,200,1000 j T continuous, or 1000 k T intermittent, for 13 wks
60Hz, 2,200,1000 l T continuous, or 1000 m T intermittent, for 6 or 13 wks
60Hz, 2,200,1000 n T or
2mT, 20h/day for 6 wks

Consistently reduced
NK activity in female
but not in male mice
Reduced NK activity
in female mice exposed
to 1mT continuously
No consistent effect in
males or females

-

Mclean et al(1991)

Replicate
experiments

House et al(1996)

Repeat of above
experiment, using
mature mice
Replicate experiment

House & McCormick (2000)
House et al(1996)

Trend for enhanced activity with exposure

Significant effects Tremblay et al
with control group (1996)
rather than sham
exposed comparison

Trend for enhanced hydrogen peroxide release with exposure

Significant effects Tremblay et al
with control group (1996)
rather than sham
exposed comparison

Macrophage activity
Peritoneal macrophages from
F344 rats

60Hz, 2,200,1000 o T or
2mT, 20h/day for 6 wks

Antibody (B-cell) activity
Plaque-forming spleen cells in
immunised BALB/C mice
Plaque-forming spleen cells in
immunised B6C3F1 mice

60Hz, 500 p T for 5h, on
No effect
Putinas and 3 alternate days
Michaelson(1990)
60Hz, 2,200,1000 q T con- No effect
Positive controls
House et al(1996)
tinuous, or 1000 r T intermittent, for 3 or 13 wks
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Possible effects of ELF-EMF exposure on tumor progression might be inferred. Two experiments have attempted to correlate
EMF induced changes in immune function directly with tumor growth, as presented in the following table. In the study of
power EMF effects on DMBA- and TPA-induced skin tumors in SENCAR mice (McLean et al 1991), increased numbers of
exposed mice were detected with enlarged spleens and extremely high blood mononuclear cell counts. Their NKs activity
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was lower in the exposed groups, but not significantly so. It was speculated that the changes indicated the possible
development of leukaemia (or lymphoma), possibly due to EMF-induced suppression of the immune system, but
acknowledged that the evidence of immune system neoplasia was weak. In a study of MF effects on the growth of DMBAinduced mammary tumors in rats, Mevissen eta1(1996b) showed that the exposure of DMBA-treated rats significantly
increased the number of mammary tumors and reduced the proliferative responsiveness of T-cells (that was not significant).
As mentioned, House et al (1996) and House and McCormick (2000) reported reduced NKs activity in female mice exposed
to EMFs for up to 13 weeks, McCormick et al (1999) found no overall effect of similar levels of exposure for two years on the
spontaneous tumor incidence in the same mouse strain. If at all, the tumor incidence in female mice was slightly reduced.

Immune response and tumor growth (Doll et al 2001).
Assay

Exposure

Response

SENCAR mice painted with
DMBA & TPA

60 Hz, 2mT for 6h per day More mice with
5 d/week, for 21 weeks
enlarged spleens and
high mononuclear cell
count: insignificant drop
in NK activity
DMBA-induced mammary
50Hz,50 s T for 13 weeks Increased incidence of
tumors in female Spraguevisible tumors at
Dawley rats
autopsy, no significant
change in T-cell mitogen
response (in DMBA treated rats)
Reduced NK activity in
Spontaneous tumors in
60 Hz, 2, 200, 1000 t T
B6C3F1 male and female mice continuous intermittent
female but not male mice
for up to 13 weeks or
no overall effect on spon2 years
taneous tumor incidence

Comment

Source

No correlation,
leukemia/lymphoma insufficiently
identified

McLean et al(1991)

No correlation

Mevissen et al
(1996b)

No correlation:
House et al (1996)
exposure durations McCormick et al
different
(1999), NTP (2000)
House and McCormick (2000).

_____________________________________________________________________

Could immunological system be enhanced by food supplements?
Vitamin C: Macrophages that engulf invading organisms and eradicate them by generating NO
acting as a free radical. In a state of emergency for massive infection, excess of free radicals formed,
cause massive damage to cells and tissues. Large amounts of antioxidant mainly vitamins A, C, E,
and selenium are needed to reduce damage, and restore cellular antioxidant pools. Chandra (1992)
showed that moderate amounts of vitamins administered to the elderly raised dose correlated effects
involving number of T-lymphocytes, mainly helpers, NKs, their activity, and excretion of interleukin
IL2. Berner (1994) summarized which vitamins and minerals improved immune reactions (see below).
Kiremidjian-Schumacher and Roy (1998) showed that selenium in food enhanced lymphocytes to
react to a stimulus of a mitogen to proliferate, and be specialized as cytotoxic T-cells activators. In
mice selenium enhanced toxicity of cytotoxic T-cells, activated NKs, and macrophages. In humans,
selenium raised toxicity of lymphocytes, and NKs. Lymphocytes that lost ability to react to stimulus
by proliferation and specialization as cytotoxic T-cells activators (for aging), selenium restored this
ability. It occured with no change in IL-1 or 2, or IF-u levels. Selenium enhanced the expression of
sub units v (= p55), and / or w (=p70/75) of the receptor of IL-2 (=IL-2R) on the surface of
lymphocytes, and NKs. That increased the number of IL-2Rs, per cell, and enhanced the proliferation
and expansion of mother-cells of cytotoxic T-cells. The mechanism by which the selenium enhanced
activity of the cells of immune system, was not associated to its function as antioxidant, or as an
operator of genes. Vitamins enhanced most immune cells, but not the total system, involve mainly C,
E, A, and selenium. Cunningham et al (1993) found that addition of vitamin C enhanced proliferative
mitogenic reaction of lymphocytes, and the stabilization of IF-x , in presence of influenza virus.
Marcus et al (1987) exhibited severe vitamin C deficiency caused by adoptive immunotherapy with
high dose of IL-2 and lymphokine activated killer cells. The high concentration of vitamin C in
leukocytes decreased rapidly in time of disease. This vitamin increased lymphocyte numbers up to
‘explosion’ in time of need, and as such it improved fast specific reaction to microbial invasion. The
vitamin enhanced production of interferon, and mimics its activity, enhancing antibodies production
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and activity, and stimulated excretion of thymus hormones. Vitamin C improved also activity of the
adrenal gland, and as such it improved the reaction to stress, and immune reaction.
Vitamins E and B6: Comprises mainly of oil soluble y - z- and { -tocopherols, found in the natural
form. They accumulated in adipose tissues, or reached cell membranes and served there as electron
receptors in response to the generation of free radicals. Vitamin E suppressed production of
prostaglandines produced from oxidation of cell walls, and improved immune reactions against
bacteria. Deficiency in Vitamins B6, and E might lower the excretion of IL-2 and generation of
lymphocytes. Deficiency of B6 lowered antibodies production and diminished the size of lymph
system organs.
Vitamin A or its related compounds, enhanced immune reactions, mainly against tumors. |-carotene
increased in healthy individuals the activity of lymphocytes that increased expression of receptors to
IL-2, and activity of natural killer (NK) cells. The vitamin was crucial to the maintenance of cellular
and mucous membranes, and thus it was part in the 1st line of defense. It enhanced immune reaction
of T-cells, by raising their level within a week, by ~30%. It took active part in the excretion of
antibodies and the production of phagocytes. It enhanced activity of thymus to excrete hormones. In
deficiency, the thymus shrank. Chandra and Chandra (1986) found, that vitamin A administered to
deficient patients, improved the generation of lymphocytes, and improved their activity. The vitamin
improved antiviral immune reaction by enhancing excretion of interferon. Better to taken as } carotene, for the vitamin was oil soluble, and accumulated in liver and adipose (fat) tissues. In the
days taken is omitted, vitamin A exits, adipose tissue and appears in blood, to compensate deficiency.
Vitamins associated in the production of protein and nucleic acids involve vitamins B12,
B9, and B6, whose supply is from foods or supplements. Vitamin B9 participated in production of
nucleotides, for building DNA, and RNA, and also of vitamin B6. The latter in turn, was essential for
synthesis of amino acids, for building proteins, and to produce DNA, and RNA. Vitamin B6 was
destroyed in cooking. It is frequently deficient in pregnant women, and in senior citizens, and it
prevented malformations in fetuses. B6 deficiency lowered levels of thymus hormones, and
suppressed generation of lymphocytes, mainly in elderly. Vitamin B6 deficiency might cause, or
enhance injuries in tendons and ligaments, inflicted while typing in computer work, or in other
mechanical activities.
Inborn deficiency of vitamin B12 was associated with insufficient excretion of antibodies
(=gammaglobulins) that could not be restored otherwise, it caused anemia, and injured the immune
system, to development of pernicious anemia. In this disease, the number of the lymphocytes carrying
the antigen CD8+ is diminished, and there are defects in B-lymphocytes, that produce less antibody
IgA. Vitamin B12 deficiency lowered the bactericidal activity of neutrophiles, and the immune
reaction was delayed. The two latter defects could be restored by administration of vitamin B12.
Deficiency of vitamin B12 in the elderly, was associated with states of dementia senilis, that might
lead to deficiencies that would enhanced it, and bring also other ailments.
Vitamin D : A steroid that is hydroxylated in liver and in kidney. Activated by the effect of UV in
sunlight. Mainly regulates the extracellular Ca2+, like steroidal hormones. Activity is mediated by
transcription of mRNA, explaining how it induced the differentiation of monocytes and macrophages
(Bermudex et al 1990), induced cytokines production (TNF, GM-CSF) creating granulocytes and
monocytes, suppressed mutagenesis in T-lymphocytes (by decelerating production of IL2), and
expressed its receptors (Gupta et al 1990). It suppressed of B-lymphocytes differentiation to
antibodies excreting cells (Chen et al 1987). Excess vitamin did not improve immune reaction
(Payette et al 1990).
Zinc : A vital element, in the level of iron consumption. Zn preserves the 3D structure of many
proteins, including ~100 enzymes, associated with production of nucleic acids, proteins, and
hormones. Hence its importance to the system. Zn deficiency reduced cellular immunity, and
hyersensitivity increased, the thymus was impaired, the excretion of Zn dependent hormone thymolin,
was decreased, and number of lymphocytes and macrophages in pancreas decreased as well. Zn
deficiency in mice, reduced T-lymphocytes reaction, decreased lymphocytes number in bone marrow,
and decreased their activity. In senior citizens, Zn deficiency rendered T-lymphocytes proliferation
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sensitive to inhibition by PGE2 either from external or internal source, and caused skin immune
disease, with sensitivity to infections.
Fatty acids and derivatives: The ~ -linolenic acid acid (GLA) is used as a raw material for
generation of components of the immune system. The acid eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), can destroy
viral envelopes and prevent inflammations.
Cystein and derivatives, and selenium: Cystein is used to synthesize reduced tripeptide glutathione
GSH (see ch. 15), a free radicals scavenger, a component in the enzyme glutathione peroxidase,
reducing peroxide (H2O2). Cystein affects the production of phagocytes, macrophages, monocytes,
and neutrophiles. The cystein derivative N-acetyl-cystein (NAC) enhanced activity of phagocytes and
granulocytes, decreased concentration of free radicals, and similarly enhanced the ability of liver cells
to expel toxic pollutants. The NAC enhanced also the production of the above, glutathione
peroxidase, that in turn normalized reduced glutathione level in thrombocytes (blood platelets). The
NAC depressed expression of HIV virus (causing AIDS, see above) in monocytes. Cystein deficiency
restricted the production of lymphocytes (Anonymous 1992). Administration of NAC overcame
cystein deficiency, and so did herbal extracts of Leontodon spp. and thistle (Silybum marianum). The
activity of reduced glutathione (GSH), was enhanced by administration of its components, cyctein,
glutamic acid and glycine, and by selenium. It inhibited accumulation of free radicals and oxidation of
lipids and DNA. Selenium deficiency, resulted in defective membrane of macrophages, that lost
phagocytic activity. In sufficient selenium, phagocytic activity was high and macrophages lived much
longer. Selenium helped liver cells to remove pollution in heavy metals such as Cd, that suppressed
the immune system.
Coenzyme Q-10: Administration of this coenzyme, doubled the ability of phagocytes to eliminate
invading bacteria and viruses to the blood, and doubled the antibodies levels. It helped liver cells to
expel a chemical carcinogene, and decreased in production of tumors, while those appeared were
smaller, and the survival their host animals was longer (see ch. 15).
Multivitamins: Raised the concentrations of T-cells and natural killers, enhanced reaction against
mitogens, enhanced production of interleukin-2, increased antibodies reaction, that lowered the risk of
infectious diseases.
Melatonin. Morrey et al (1994) found that this hormone, known also as a radicals scavenger,
activated monocytes, and restrained cancer. It is restricted for individuals that may be depressed.

Herbal extracts
Many herbs produce antibacterial or antiviral compounds, or immunostimulants so they might be
applied to disinfect skin sores, sore throat, infections in respiratory tracts, in digestive system, and the
urinal tracts, many of the herbal extract are safe to administer internally per os.
Astragalus (Astragalus membranaceus). Extract strengthened lungs and respiratory tracts against
common cold and inflammations. Extract ereated digestive tract ulcers, and external inflammations. It
enhanced generation of primary cells in bone marrow and lymph tissues, and their differentiation to
mature cells sent to blood stream, to fight invaders. Lowers side effects of steroids on immune system.
It evoked excretion of interferon. In a clinical study, the extract was given together with interferon, to
an individual having signs of common cold, the signs diminished significantly, and duration of the
disease was shortened from 4.6 days to 2.6 days, and extended life span of human cells. No toxicity
could be detected but rather activity of the cells was elevated, and their ability to resist various
viruses. Macrophages treated for 6 h with extract were more active for 48 h later. Extract
significantly inhibited growth of cancer cells in mice, and enhanced immune competence in cancer
and AIDS patients.
Echinacea: (Echinacea spp.)Four species of this herb have been known in the natural medicine.
Extract enhances the immune system, mainly in nasal and throat infections, and also fungal or viral,
including those caused by Herpes simplex virus. Polysaccharides in extract stimulated phagocytes
and macrophages to engulf invading microorganisms, and cure sores much faster. One extract
component inhibited the enzyme hyaluronidase (lysing tissues) excreted by virulent organisms, in
order to spread.
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Chinese actinidia (Actinidia chinensis). Contained a complex polysaccharide, that activated NK
cells, and macrophages, induced excretion of interferon, and enhanced production of antibodies (Chen
et al 1988). Extract inhibited also Influenza virus, and less effectively the Herpes virus.
Golden seal (Hydrastis canadensis). Treats stomach ailments, eyes aches, inflammations, menstrual
problems, muscle aches, spasms and coughing. Contains alkaloids such as hydrastine, and berberine,
that enhanced bile secretion, and exhibited moderate antibiotic and antineoplastic activities. It
increased blood supply to spleen and stimulated activity of macrophages. The hydrastine alkaloid
stimulated peripheral blood vessels contraction. Treats inflammations of the digestive system.
Warning : High dosage may cause excessive reflexive activities, raise blood pressure, and stimulate
the CNS. Therefore, not to administer to individuals with heart problems, nor to pregnant women, for
it may cause abortion.
Bengal gambir (Uncaria tomentosa, or U. gambier). The active ingredient is isotrepodine alkaloid
that enhances non specific immune reaction. Other alkaloids inhibited aggregation of blood platelets,
that prevented blood clots, and stroke, and lowered blood pressure. Triterpene polyphenols contained
were antioxidants. Non toxic but not recommended for long term use, nor for pregnant, or breast
feeding.
Siberian ginseng (Eleutherococcus senticosus ): Enhances non specific immune reaction. Capsules of
extract taken by Russian astronauts that stayed for 46 days in space, enhanced their immune system.
Additional herb extracts involve: Thistle (Sylibum marianum), skullcap (Scutellaria lateriflora),
bilberry (Vaccinium myrtillus), ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), althea (Althea officinalis), rosemary
(Rosmarinus officinalis), figwort (Scrophullaria nodosa), dandelion (Taraxacum officinale),
European mistletoe (Viscum album), Pau d'Arco (Tabebuia avellanedae or T. impetigiosa) and corn.
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Chapter nineteen
Children health in computer age, is there any reason for
concern?
Children health in computer age deteriorates, due to nutrition of mostly oily and carbohydrates, rich in
calories, and lack of vitamins and minerals. Add to it overeating, under exercising, non ergonomic
sitting, and too long watching TV and PC screens: Carbohydrates involve sweet cereals’ morning,
through the day, cookies, food supplements (preservatives dyes, flavors, aroma, stabilizers, etc), a lot
of fried foods, rich with oxidized oils, and low if any with vegetables, vitamins and minerals. Not to
speak of chocolate, ice creams, and supplements rich beverages, including caffeine, that is addictive.
In the long run, caffeine may lead to heart arrhythmia. Children are exposed to chemical, physical,
and biological pollution, while they are more vulnerable than adults to them. Children are stressful by
motivation to compete others, and achieve high score in school. It may lead inter alia to obesity.
Obese children get overweight, that enhance atherosclerosis from young age, many have back
problems, eyes problems, they get frequent sore throat, that indicates of suppressed immune system. A
major factor that hinder child development may be stress associated with Unhealthy children may
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develop besides physical problems, some hardship in concentration, comprehension, study ability,
memory, develop dyslectics, grow to be unhealthy stressful adults, having psychological problems,
that lead to tension with family and friends, duality problems, divorce, as well as impeded studies,
career, and success - socially and financially. Many children live in single parent families, or have to
face family changes, due to parents’ divorce or spouse change, and new siblings arrival. Such changes
are stressful for any child, and more severe to those experienced mistreated or molested, abused or
just harshly treated.
Children health problems develop early to aging ailments, heart and vascular diseases, diabetes,
neural diseases, and cancer, that claim many lives at early age.
Most of children health problems may be avoided by awareness around the clock, by simple measures
in changing nutrition and habits, and by identifying any health problem that needs attention, parental
or professional. Measures taken to avoid pollution, and keep healthy as presented in above chapters
for adults, as well as proper nutrition and supplements that might be applied to children (see below).
Children are not always able to tell that he/she is sick, or that other kids tease him/her in school.
Maybe your child is sad for he/she has a sore throat, or could not understand what teacher asked in
class, or has not been selected to school baseball team. There are health problems that the kid cannot
be aware of, such as vision or mental troubles, or hyperactivity, or scoliosis (lateral curvature of
spine) develops. If a child is not able to read from the blackboard, he/she might be dyslectic, or short
sighted, or has hearing problems, or some other defects, or cannot write well or write just ‘mirror
letters’, due to a psychomotoric problems. An undiagnosed physical slight problem or physiologic,
metabolic, psychological or other of that sort that has not been taken care of in time, may develop to a
permanent disability for life.
Computer work is associated with physical problems in vision, or in spine, nerves, muscles, and more,
that would be worsen by crooked / non ergonomic seat, and long sessions in front of computer screen
(see below). On the other hand computer might be beneficial to alleviate problems of a dyslectic child
in writing, or studies, or communication with others, or exhibiting skills.
The increase of EMF exposure of children may lead to many injuries in future, where would not be
associated with factors caused them.

Take a mobile phone with you.
Most children and teenagers carry cellular phones in purse or school case for personal security and
keeping in touch with parents and with friends. They speak as much as they wish, for much of the
time is free, and the weekends are free, and the phone is small and available all the time, and parents
pay the bill.
Damage from cellular phone transmissions is much enhanced to children as detailed in chapter 9.
The author had the privilege with other scientists hosted by Gauss Network in Tokyo, to appeal on
May 13th 2002 to a committee in the Diet, about special risks from cellphones to children, and from
other EMF exposure at home.
Prudent avoidance is mandatory to cellular phone using children: When phone is at “standby” it
transmits frequent strong signals to its relay station , to notify that it is available. So it should be
carried away from body, all the time., never carry it clipped or in any pocket. Call just by using an
earphone and microphone, that reduce radiation to the ear by 1:20. Where phone transmits at full
output, of ~1,000 V/m, such an earphone is not enough, for the ear may still get 50 V/m. A new
RadFree earphone has a plastic tube segment of 17 cm that contacts the ear and the speaker, so its
radiation to the ear is negligible.
Children are exposed also on the way to school from power lines, hanging transformers, and other
electric installations, that they can see, and avoid. There are also underground lines, transformers on
sidewalks, transmitting antennae of legal /“pirate” TV, radio, and cellular stations, in quite heavy
populated areas, or power lines near a train station, or passing near the wall of a shopping mall, that a
child and his/her parents are not aware of, and would not avoid it. In ambient power-frequency (50
Hz) magnetic fields of 0.4 microtesla (µT=4 mG) or higher, doubling in the incidence of childhood
leukaemia. It leaves parents with children living in these higher magnetic fields in a worrying.
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So young and already work with a computer.
Some children can type the alphabet, and some names, when they are 2 years old. But many children
start computer work, at age of 3. Some of them clued up with it in short time, first by typing names
of family members, then familiar words, and sentences, later by interactive games, simulations,
getting connected to Internet, and chats with people all over the world.
Children show usually more skills in computer games than adults. So, if you try to challenge them in
their games, they will beat you up easily. The association of kids and computers is for life, at home, in
school, and later in ‘real life’.
In having good time with computers, and improving skills, kids are caught up in games, and in getting
language skills, getting familiar with new software, computer tricks, solving problems, entering
passwords and getting social duties, invitations for a birthday or notes for a garage sale, or an event
of raising money in the community.
Kids develop much faster with computers. Their talents and creative thinking grow better by the day.
The computer helps also children with learning disabilities or concentration problems, or being
dyslectic, having disturbed personality, or physical/emotional disabilities, or those derived by an
illness or an accident. to conduct and function ‘as everyone else’. A kid with poor physical skills, or
disturbed personality, that developed inferiority complex, may exhibit amazing achievements in
computer work, and get appreciation and complements for that, and gain self confidence.
Adverse to health. Injuries from non ergonomic work, may involve the vision, nerves, muscles,
joints, skeletal bones, and visceral organs. Damage to eyes is mainly from strain, during long
sessions, and sitting too close from screen, with no breaks for focusing and exercise. Screen radiation
is not hazardous from a stretched hand distance in front or from sides, and at the back of other
monitors in computer class .
Using computer system adjusted for adults (see below) may yield bad posture, leading to scoliosis
(curved spine), and disturbed blood supply is experienced to the limbs and to visceral organs.
Vascular damage may develop, formation of blood clots, and damage to nerves, to muscles, to
backbone disks (see in ch.5). These damages may combine with free radicals inflicted vascular
damage and others, from exposure to chemical pollutants (medicines included) and to EMFs, to stress,
to food additives (stabilizers, flavor, aroma, etc) and carbohydrates eaten. The free radicals, that
suppress liver cells and immune system to expel pollutants, and eliminate microorganisms invaded,
or cancer initiated. Where pollutants such as Pb, Cd, Hg, and insecticides are poorly expelled, if any,
they continue to suppress the liver and the immune system. Therefore, immune cells are unable to
fight infections, so body is vulnerable to infections, and they are frequently experienced. The child
may look tired, or sad, he/she may get frequent sore throat or sick, and his/her physical development
may be hindered (and atherosclerosis accelerated). Many children get to immune system suppressed
just by eating large amounts of sugar and fried foods. These are associated with an obese look, that is
troublesome per se.

Computer systems and furniture usually match adults size.
While kids usually have to use adults’ computers they learn to improvise and sit or stand in front of
screen: They have to lean on desk or chair handles in order to sustain long screen watching, and
typing / mousing / joy-sticking. Little children bend forward to get closer to screen, where they are
exposed to ELF-, and VLF-EMFs. Such radiation might injure eyes, mainly the child’s developing
retina, the optic nerve, and more. Long sessions in front of screen might lead to disturbed vision, and
disturbed blood circulation, a leg started “sleeping”, the back is curved (on the way to get scoliosis),
one arm “pulls”, or the kid is nervous and agitated, rubbing eyes, has temperature, cough, or a
headache or too quiet. Radiation may injure facial skin, mainly of those sensitive to electromagnetics
(ES, patients, see chapter 8). There is no way to know whether a child has got ES or not, so you have
just to watch whether in front of screen he/she turns red a little, or blinks much or rubs his/her eyes.
Such damage may be minimized by improving upright sitting posture at a distance of a hand from
screen, and to move chair slightly to the side of the screen. By following simple ergonomic
guidelines, by giving up junk food, and sugar, and by taking supplements of antioxidants and other
vitamins and minerals, by consent of the doctor (see ch. 16).
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Ergonomy guidelines should be applied to kids, and be followed (see ch. 14). Therefore, check every
time that your kid sits comfortably at right posture, where eyes are a little higher than upper frame of
screen, at a distance of (an adult’s) stretched hand, where radiation is negligible. The kid would need
to put feet on a bench. Have a look everyday whether child’s face and eyes look normal and no
exceptional behavior observed (apathy, tiredness, forgetting things, confused, frequent crying,
insomnia, etc). Try to identify the problem, observations and questions. Any small problem, should be
taken care of immediately, before it grows to a big one.

Computer addiction.
Today, where computer work has become a way of life, most of kids and us may be sorted as
addicted. so this term seems mostly expired, for most kids use to spend several hours every day. Kids
may be real addicted, where they neglect any other obligations. Essentially child’s addiction has
similar characteristics as adult’s, to computer or else. You might be unable to pinpoint where your
kid’s diligence ends, and addiction starts. Many children and teenagers tend to computer addiction
mainly through playing games, or by Internet surfing or chats. Addicted child loses judgment or
preferences of daily duties, instead he/she becomes involved more in computer work/games, and less
with studies and social activities. The reasons for a ‘real’ computer addiction may be hard to define. It
is worthwhile to try to get to the reasons of that by an intelligent guess, or by asking concealed
questions. As mentioned, a child may keep still about insults or injuries inflicted by other children in
school, or by adults, or through an abuse of any kind, or fights with other kids. He/she may be
seriously affected by disputes or fights in the family, or divorce, or a new brother/sister emerged at
home, growing in a single parent family, or a new stepfather or a stepmother entered the family, etc.
For such cases, computer work might be the best available sanctuary.
Addiction may also result from psychosociological or physical factors. It might arise more at children
that have difficulty in communication or having poor social skills. Addiction may result from a
physical disability (such as dyslexia, limping, vision or hearing problems, etc) or a disease (such as
diabetes) or just lack of ability in athletics, or baseball, or by a bodily salient fault, deformity, or
disability, or difficulty in concentration, or disturbed personality, etc. Any of these defects might
cause the lack of self confidence, or a shame of any kind. A child that becomes an "expert" in
computer games, graphics, or video editing, that others consult with him/her, even the teacher, may
gain self confidence back and find a better place in class. Addiction may catch an intelligent child,
just a desire to study, to search, and know much more, or to be a hacker, trying to break through
passwords into secured computers, banks, companies or government agencies. There are softwares for
breaking into others’ computers, available in Internet. They are download for free, and used by
addicted teenagers. They may ‘infect’ other computers with mean software such as ‘viruses’, ‘Trojan
horses’ or ‘worms’. One of the latter is “Goner” (=“Pentagon”). These mean software may be
camouflaged as screen saver, or other disguises. They may multiply in the infected hard disk, destroy
files, or be sent by e-mail to addressees listed, or as “spams” sent to servers and overload their mail
box. Some teenagers and adults use such software to get into bank accounts, and transfer (=steal)
money. Kids that device or operate mean software enjoy the adrenaline in doing immoral forbidden
actions. Not to mention other kinds of software, criminal, adults’, pornographic, etc, available to
everyone, free and easy to download and use.
You have to open your eye on your kids’ activities with the computer, and make sure that they
participate in social activities, in outdoor games, birthday parties, in play dates, sleeping overs, and as
a teenager, going on dates, parties, etc.
As computer is now like a part of the child, he/she would never be castigated in the prohibition to
work with the computer. You can enhance a kid, that has poor athletic skills, to a more exercise with
classmates, or in the neighborhood club. This way, your kid would cross the lines and spend some
time in outdoors activities, far from the computer.

Damage to skeleton, joints, and muscles.
Kids’ computer derived RSI injuries are different from adults’, for there is not the element of social business tension. Children are not committed to a stiff schedule, and to financial commitments like
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adults, but they are expected to show progress or achieve high scores in school. In computer games,
their injuries to growing muscles, tendons, ligaments, joints, and bones may have their own
characteristics: Playing with a joy stick, or mouse in favorite games, for long hours daily, with no
frequent breaks, disturbs blood circulation, that may develop tension or an inflammation in tendons
(tendonitis), or “Super Mario's Thumb”, an inflammation associated with aches in the thumb, and the
pointing finger. Two other close injuries are the “packman's elbow” and the “space invader's
revenge” associated with real discomfort felt in the skin, (associated with electrosensitivity, ES, see
ch. 8), the joints, the muscles and the tendons. Vesicles in skin, or hard skin may develop as well, and
even numbness in the fingers, wrist, fore arm, and in lower part of the arm. Children are less
vulnerable to aches caused by siting in front of screen, and they may recover from most injuries just
by a rest, and diversion of their activities, by playing games outdoors, by riding a bicycle, or taking
some gymnastics, swimming, etc.

Protect the kids from ionizing radiation.
Ionizing radiation such as X - radiation,  - radiation, radioactive isotopes, cosmic radiation, and
higher frequency UV radiation knock out electrons out of atoms, turning them to ions, and free
radicals. As mentioned, this radicals oxidize compounds, injure DNA, and their damage is
tremendous. Most ionizing radiation are not applicable to children, excluding exposure to detrimental
UV, radon, or some diagnostic X-radiation for visualizing bone breaks, teeth, intestines, or for
computerized tomography (CT), or  -radiation for cancer therapy.
Children are more vulnerable than adults from ionizing radiation, for having more dividing cells than
adults, for the damage to DNA in dividing cell is much more than to a resting cell.
Ionizing radiation is practically not emitted in front of PC screens any more, for the thick glass blocks
it. X- irradiation should be minimized just to unavoidable exposures. The  -radiation and
chemotherapy are administered usually to patients having malignancies. These treatments kill dividing
cells of neoplasms, but also in bone marrow, producing blood cells. The free radicals generated in
these treatments are in generous amounts. They suppress immune system when badly needed to
eradicate cancerous cells. Considering the rate of children having cancer, that are being treated by
irradiation or chemotherapy, it is worth to remind that their immune system should be encouraged to
fight neoplasms of any kind and alleviate the damage from irradiation/chemotherapy itself. Parents
do not get this information in hospitals, but kid’s immune system may be enhanced by taking mega
amounts of antioxidants. The antioxidant vitamins and minerals should be taken by consent of their
doctor: They involve mainly vitamins C, E, and A(as  -carotene) and the minerals selenium and zinc .
Body has also to be reinforced also with vitamins from a group of B, advisable in the B100 tablets
(containing all B vitamins in 100 mg or  g amounts). The skin where the irradiation is applied has to
be smeared with wheat grass juice, or wheat germ oil (containing a lot of vitamin E). It would
alleviate much of the irradiation damage. Taking these food supplements minimizes the risk of the
irradiation or the chemotherapy.
Child’s immune system can be reinforced also by taking also herbal extracts such as capsules of
Echinacea, Siberian ginseng (Eleutherococcus senticosus), and other herbs detailed in ch. 18). You
can consult about that with a natural medicine professional. Enhanced immune system helps the liver
cells to expel polluting chemicals including “cold” and “hot” (=radioactive) heavy metals from the
body.
Children are more vulnerable than adults to heavy metals, “cold” ( such as, Pb, Cd, Hg, and others),
and "hot" such as 90Sr, , and others (see ch. 2). These metals replace the right metal ions in centers of
enzymes (forming their active sites), and so inactivate them. They are also brought by blood and
deposited in growing bones of children, causing leukemia, and other cancers. Most heavy metals may
be disposed out of body (above 80%) by taking of capsules of kelp algae, and extracts of milk thistle
(Silybum marianum) It contains antioxidants enhancing liver cells to neutralize free radicals
generated in order to expel pollutants. Thus expelling pollutants and medicines taken (considered by
liver cells as pollutant chemicals) or oxidized oils eaten in junk food. Strong immune cells fight better
also viruses (especially hepatitis v.), and virulent bacteria. This milk thistle extract contains a factor
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that stabilizes mast cells membranes( see chapter 18 ), that inhibit histamine excretion from them,
thus reducing allergic and inflammation reactions.

“The electric sheet and other troubles
Unexpected exposures to EMFs such as electric sheets enhance the risk to get leukemia and other
cancer diseases. As mentioned, embryos and children are most vulnerable to EMF exposure of any
kind for the high ratio of dividing cells in their body. Therefore pregnant women that slept on electric
sheets, and waterbeds had higher rate of abortions than other women. Many children, sleep on
electric sheets during all night. This is hazardous, as EMF induced was 30-40mG, compared to
permissible 2 mG level (that is too high). The electric sheet should be turned off, and plug pulled out
prior to entering bed. So electric field (induced by voltage, even where appliance is turned off) will be
eliminated.
Mains connected electric alarm clock posted close to kid’s head should be taken away for it induces
strong EMF, thus it should be taken away. Kids have to keep distance from any electric appliance.

Exposure to EMFs at school.
Present pollution is more in air inhaled. Chemical pollution hazard is aggravated when it is combined
with exposure to EMFs : In education establishments, students may be exposed to EMFs from
electric power installations, air conditioners, refrigerators, furnaces, and ovens for food, from power
lines, transformers, amplifiers, speakers, computers systems, illumination systems, etc. So students
have to be warned to keep distance from all of these.
Vitale (1995) revealed hazardous grounding currents induced strong EMFs in a community college in
New York, that may had been resulted from erroneous wiring, or for shortcuts. These currents, might
be deadly to anyone touching them. Such shortcuts might be originated in faulty grounded equipment
such as engines, heating coils, condensers, fluorescent signs, capacitors, computers, dimmers, etc.
Measurements of EMFs taken during vacation, at waist height, revealed in gym hall emissions from
transformers, secondary feeding lines, switchboards, etc, In auditorium next to the wall the
background was ~39 mG, that declined after several meters down to 3 mG. In a passage attached to
gym, there was 3.0-4.5 mG. In office wall, it reached 54 mG, that declined in the room to 10 mG. It
was suggested that if taken during studies, when all electric equipment operated, the background
might had risen
x5-x7 times higher or more, reaching 150 - 830 mG. Floor readings taken on
different days, at a same point, were 686-712 mG. Accumulative weekly absorption calculated
exposure was 26,475 mG, that seemed really high, although no student would sit on those “hot”
places all day. Such “hot” places should be detected and monitored, and students warned accordingly.
It is worthwhile to measure EMFs in schools, and in public places, in order to detect possible
hazardous backgrounds. Although EMF background up to 2 mG is considered ‘safe’, the author’s
advice is to guide children to keep away even from such ‘safe’ areas.
In computer classroom. Teacher has to take care that screens on desks , either in a frontal line, or
in columns, would be at a distance of a stretched adult’s hand from each other. In columns where
each back of screen is in back of next student, screens have to be turned, or arranged in alternate
way, at safe distances.
It is absolutely forbidden to lean on a back of a screen, or hold a hand on it unnecessarily. You have
to discuss with computer teacher if children have been instructed about ergonomic work guidelines.
Children have to advised to take short breaks for focusing the eyes outside the window, and for some
exercise (see details in chapter 14).
Children having vision difficulties, or wearing glasses, should be checked seasonally whether glasses
fit for computer work, or any vision defect emerged. You may test your child vision, if any problem
suspected, as a “spontaneous” game, by competing to read a text on the screen, at a stretched hand
distance, and diminished the letters size by pressing ctr+shift+< once, at a time. You can say
“Everything you can read, I can read smaller, I can read smaller, better than you” (according to the
famous song from the 1950ies movie of Anny Auckley). If there is any suspicion that the child does
not read well the small, it is time to consult it with your optometrist.
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Children ergonomy starts with adjusting chair.
A child has to sit comfortably in a stable posture, at a distance of a stretched hand from screen, while
fingers on keyboard, continue a horizontal straight line with fore arms and wrists. The arms at
vertical position, the thighs should to be kept parallel to floor, and do not forget foot rest on some old
phone directories. The eyes have to be in the line above the top of the screen, at a distance of an open
hand from the screen. The height of seat and the distance from screen determine the right posture, the
position of spine, the skeletal bones, the joints mainly the manuals but also the shoulders, and also the
soundness of the eyes. Adjusting an adult’s chair for a child requires lifting up, where eyes pass the
height of upper frame of screen. Kids should be encouraged and helped to do it. Adjust the keyboard
on a moving shelf, and keep the mouse in the reach of hand. You could put the mouse on a book next
to side of keyboard on moving shelf. The thighs of the child are short, so that he/she might have to sit
with back not supported, but you can make it be supported by a cushion. The continuous sitting of the
child in the same position in front of screen, would cause tension or to muscular spasm or to
disturbances in blood flow. Therefore you have to encourage the child to take 2 - 3 short breaks per
hour, for focusing the eyes (on far out objects) and for simple exercise (even just some jumps).

It is easy to keep the eyes healthy.
Long sessions and close watching damage focusing ability of the eyes, causing temporary
shortsightedness, and impair with proper eyes development. Screens that refresh image by less than
80Hz, flicker and render eyes tired. They are neither recommended to adults nor to children. So if you
still own such an old screen, with refreshing frequency of 60 - 72 Hz of first generations, now is time
to dispose it. Computer games show sometime flashes of light that simulate laser beams. They are
quite risky, for they may promote visual disturbances and mental reactions, or spasms. Years ago,
computer screens and TV sets were suspected as causing epilepsy, for ~10% of the epilepsy patients
were sensitive to light. However, it was found impossible that such flickers caused the epilepsy, that
was due to brain damage. Light flickers in computer games may just expedite epileptic attack, in
epileptic individuals.
Children insomnia, or unrest, may cause light sensitivity, thus watching the PC screen would enhance
their suffer. Such sensitivity may be alleviated by working on a laptop, whose screen is LCD (liquid
crystal display) that emits weaker and more diffuse illumination, than ‘normal’ PC screen (see ch. 4).
Eye troubles in children might cause headaches and nervousness, so you have to be alert to any signs
of this sort, to see if no eye problems developed. Occipital aches (the site of vision center), may
indicate of vision problem, or just tiredness. Other symptoms such as "burning” eyes, or dry eyes, or
blurred vision, or the child does not inform anything, but is nervous and not concentrated, you have to
bring him/her a.s.a.p to an ophthalmologist.

Pollution damage may be lowered by nutrition plus supplements.
Ciccone et al (1998 ) studied children health in ten urban areas in Italy. They revealed that chronic
respiratory disturbances were caused due to increase of traffic, mainly of heavy trucks and buses:
Babies, and children at kindergartens suffered much more from respiratory tract infections. School
students at various age groups, suffered a lot from bronchitis (see ch. 2 for more details).
Reasonable protection of children and adults from chemical pollution and EMFs exposure might be
achieved passively, by prudent avoidance (as detailed in ch. 13). It should be explained to children,
not to walk under electric lines and hanging transformers.
Active protection may be added by taking food supplements of antioxidant vitamins and minerals, and
others (see chapter 16), that must be approved by doctor and dietician. They may comply to child’s
age, physical state, and special needs. Such supplements will keep excess of free radicals at low
levels, thus minimize damage.
Right nutrition builds a healthy body. So eating healthy instead of junk food, and taking the
supplements mentioned, might contribute to child’s optimal growth and development. Avoid junk
food and any form of fried foods and candies although they confer satiety, for they are adverse to
health. Fat free popcorn may not be considered as junk food: It has large volume, it has fibers, and
some anti cancer compounds. Frying oil is the hazardous, for generating free radicals and heterocyclic
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aromatic amines (HAA) and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in foods. These compounds are
mutagens and carcinogens. Fried food eaten on a daily basis results in obesity, poor physical state,
orthopedic defects, vision and neural defects, frequent sore throats and other infections, allergies, in
increase of diabetes incidence, in lack of immune competence, in increase of risk for developing .
Children at a genetic risk for cancer and heart diseases, are much vulnerable than others.
Healthy foods are tasty and relatively cheap. Vitamin C chewable/”candies” of 500 mg tablets tasted
as black grapes, may be left near the computer for current consumption.
Artificial sweeteners such saccharin (that caused cancer to laboratory animals), or aspartame should
be avoided. The only sugar recommended in small amounts is fructose. It is much more sweet than
sucrose, thus smaller amounts are requested. Children should avoid saccharin and aspartame, mainly
phenylketonuric, whose parents are informed about that).
Menu of the children can be based like the adults’ (see chapter 16) on fresh and cooked vegetables,
tofu (=soy), some fish (watch it for sharp bones!), may be some boiled chicken, eggs, yogurt and other
milk products that contain up to 3% fat. Add to these cauliflower/cabbage/broccoli/ kohlrabi/turnip
and garlic, the combination of which is great for clearance of pollutants from the body (see ch. 15 for
details). If some bread or pasta are eaten, they might be eaten only in supper.
Beverages might be just bottled water, or club soda, natural juices (but not sweetened), plain soy
drink that is tasty and more healthy than milk. There is slightly sweetened soy-choco, that may be
taken as is or mixed 1:1 with plain soy drink. Some little ‘sins’ (not on daily basis) may be forgiven.
Watch it if your child is stuck to the computer for too long sessions, and miss outdoors activities. Kids
have to develop bodily abilities, in ball games, swimming, skating on a board or on ice, bicycle riding,
playing baseball/basketball/soccer ball, judo, arts, acting, dancing, or just play in the park.
Skateboard might be started just at teenage. Other activities in the community /school, may involve
fishing, or camping, playing musical instruments, horseback riding, trailing in nature, etc.
The developing of bodily, and artistic skills, personal communication and social skills are important
as much as computer work or even more.
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